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ABSTRACT

The United States waged an unsuccessful counterinsurgency effort in Laos against
the North Vietnamese-directed Pathet Lao insurgency from 1954 to 1975. This mainly
covert mission intensified in the first half of the 1960s and was part of the American
effort to check communist expansion in Indochina and elsewhere in the world. Seen by
pohcymakers in the 1950s and 1960s as the keystone of Southeast Asia, Laos was
deemed vital to the overall stability of the region. The Eisenhower, Kennedy, and
Johnson Administrations all saw the Pathet Lao as a communist organii-ation that sought
to take over the Lao govemment. In the eyes of Washington, such an eventuality clearly
would have tilted the balance of power in Southeast Asia to the communists and made
defense of the region extremely difficult. The American policymakers sought to keep
Laos in friendly hands, or at least keep it neutral, so that it would not interfere with U.S.
operations in South Vietnam.
This study critically examines American policy toward Laos between 1954 and
1965. The important period from January 1961, when John Kennedy took office and
sought a new political settlement in Laos, to July 1965, when American policy in the
region dramatically shifted to a concentration on South Vietnam, is analyzed in detail.
This study examines the American decision-making process, the policy that resulted, and
the implementation of that policy, or the counterinsurgent doctrine employed by the U.S
against the Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese in Laos. This study also provides an
overview of the basic makeup of the country of Laos and its political circumstances
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which played such a key role in the formulation of U.S. policy, including the evolution of
the Lao independence movement and the three dominant political factions that emerged
from the movement. In Laos, the U.S. lacked relevant political goals, a coherent and
effective strategy, and a clear defmition of success. Despite its intentions, the U.S. failed
to defeat the Pathet Lao and the North Vietnamese in Laos—a defeat that also heavily
contributed to the American policy failure in South Vietnam.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Conventional warfare has dominated the interest, study, and attention given to
American military history. From the War of 1812 to the 2001 operations against
Afghanistan, conventional wars have captured American public attention and make up the
majority of the American military experience curriculum at secondary and post-secondary
educational institutions across the country. However, the predominant type of military
conflict in which the United States, quantitatively, has been involved in its brief history is
low intensity conflict (LIC). This type of warfare includes a variety of operational titles
such as peacekeeping, support of insurgency, internal defense and support, peace
enforcement, counterinsurgency, and humanitarian relief operations. Interventionary
operations such as these are often referred to as "unconventional war" or "special
warfare." From the American Revolution to present-day operations, LIC has played a role
in the formation of the United States and supported American policy around the worid in
such diverse places as the Philippines, Haiti, Lebanon, Cuba, China, Libya, Angola,
Burma, and Iran. ^

' Two good works on the capsulation of the American LIC experience are John M.
CoIIins, America 's Small Wars: Lessonsfor the Future (Washington: Brassey's, 1991);
and Emest R. Dupuy and WiIIiam H. Baumer, The Little Wars ofthe United States (New
York: Hawthorne Books, 1968).

The U.S. has considerable recent experience in one type of LIC:
counterinsurgency.^ American political and military experiences have repeatedly
demonstrated that the U.S. govemment and military are capable of developing good ideas
conceming the nature of interventionary operations such as counterinsurgency.^
However, in Southeast Asia, American decision makers demonstrated not only a
fundamental misunderstanding of the basic tenets of counterinsurgency but also a basic
intellectual laziness by ignoring the historical lessons of past conflicts.'' This failure of

^ The U.S. has fought insurgents in among other places, the Philippines, Greece,
Vietnam, Thailand, and El Salvador. See Collins, Small Wars, 73-4.
^ The U.S. conducted a number oí successful counterinsurgent and peace
enforcement and maintenance efforts in places like the Philippines from 1899 to 1905 and
again from 1946 to 1955, Lebanon in 1958, and the Dominican Republic from 1965 to
1966. See Larry Cable, "Reinventing the Round Wheel: Insurgency, Counter-Insurgency
and Peacekeeping post-CoId War," Small Wars andInsurgencies 4 (Autumn 1993):
247-9.
'^ Ibid., 228-62; The best books to date on LIC, including insurgency and
counterinsurgency, are Douglas Blaufarb, The Counterinsurgency Era: U.S. Doctrine
andPerformance, J950 to íhe Present (NewYork: The Free Press, 1977); Cable,
Conflict ofMyths: The Development ofAmerican Counterinsurgency Doctrine and the
Vietnam War (New York: New YorkUniversity Press, 1986); CahlQ, Unholy Grail: The
U.S andthe Wars in Vietnam, 1965-8 (New York: Routledge, 1991); Edwin G. Corr
and Stephen Sloan, Low-Intensity Conflict: Old Threats in New World (Boulder:
Westview Press, 1992); David J. Dean, The Air Force Role in Low-Intensity Conflict
(Maxwell AFB, AL: Air University Press, 1986); Andrew F. Krepinevich, Jr., The Army
and Vietnam (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986); William E Odom,
pn Internal War: American and Soviet Approaches to Third World CUents and
Insurgents{Dmhdim: DukeUniversity Press, 1992); ^ohnYraáos, President'sSecret
Wars: CIA andPentagon Covert Operations since World War II (New York: WiIIiam
Morrow and Co., 1986); John S. Pustay, Counterinsurgency Warfare (New York: Free
Press, 1965); Sam C. Sarkesian, ed., Revolutionary Guerilla Warfare (Chicago:
Precedent Pubhshing, Inc, 1975); Andrew M. Scott, et al, Insurgency (Chapel HiII: The
University ofNorth Carolina Press, 1970); Theodore Shackley, The ThirdOption: An
AmericanViewofCounterinsurgencyOperations(NQwYork:
Dell, 1981); and Michael

American decision makers in Southeast Asia can be seen in an examination of the U.S.
counterinsurgency in Laos, waged in conjunction with the Royal Laotian Govemment,
against the North Vietnamese-directed Pathet Lao insurgency, from 1954 to 1975.^ This
mainly covert mission intensified in the first half of the 1960s, and was part of the
American effort to check communist expansion in Indochina and elsewhere in the world.
Part of the U.S. policy of containing communism, the counterinsurgent operations in Laos
have been deemed a "secret war" or "shadow war" because of their covert nature after the
1962 Geneva Agreements, and because the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) ran the
majority of operations in-country. However, as the documents from the era show,
counterinsurgency operations were directed by policymakers in the highest levels of
American govemment.
A major misunderstanding of American decision makers during the Cold War was
the perception that a "third world" insurgency was not wholly indigenous, that all guerrilla

J. Shafer, Deadly Paradigms: The Failure of U.S. Counter Insurgency Policy (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1988); Dennis M. Drew's "U.S. Arpower Theory and the
Insurgent Challenge: A Short Joumey to Coníusion," The Journal of Military History, 62
(October 1998): 809-32, provides a number of good sources from the 1950s to the 1990s
on insurgency and U.S. doctrine regarding LIC.
^ The best works in English on the Pathet Lao are MacAIister Brown and Joseph
ZeisloS, Apprentice Revolutionaries: The Communist Movement in Laos, 1930-1985
(Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press, 1986); Paul Langer and Zasloff", North Vietnam
and the Pathet Lao: Partners in the Strugglefor Laos (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1970); andZasloff, The Pathet Lao: Leadership and Organization (LeTángton,
MA: D.C. Heath, 1973).

conflicts were partisan in nature.^ Because of the shared memory of the Washington
decision makers and their bipolar view of the worid that saw the Kremlin behind such
conflicts, the U.S. assumed an insurgency had a high probability of being captured by an
extemal sponsoring power under the direction of the Kremlin, and become a partisan war.^
This was not always the case with insurgencies in the Cold War world.^ Washington's
flawed understanding of the nature of insurgency sent the U.S. down the path to failure in
Laos and also severely damaged the American military and political effort in neighboring
North and South Vietnam and Cambodia.^

^ Partisan war is a conflict in which the original insurgents operate as armed
auxiliaries to an outside conventional force. Cable, Unholy Grail, 6.
^ WiIIiam Odom, in On Internal War, also agrees that Washington saw LIC in the
incorrect global context. He argues that the policymakers put insurgencies in a Cold War
context instead of placing it in the correct local politico-military context. Odom, On
Internal War, 2-10.
* Blaufarb, Counterinsurgency Era, 8; Cable, Unholy Grail, 6.
^ Shafer, in Deadly Paradigms, describes this flawed understanding. He claims
that there was a continuity in the American view of insurgency and counterinsurgency
(COIN). He criticizes Washington for its static view of counterinsurgency and argues that
U.S. COIN doctrine was inaccurate, irrelevant, and counterproductive in Greece, the
Philippines, and Vietnam. He holds that policymakers misunderstood the sources of
insurgency, underestimated the constraints of American allies' willingness to make reforms
in doctrine, and overestimated the U.S, role as an outside promoter of security and
development in the worid. Most importantly, he believes that American policymakers
incorrectly assumed that COIN could succeed anywhere, regardless of the indigenous
situation, and never made reforms to their counterinsurgency doctrine that came with
COIN experiences. Shafer, Deadly Paradigms, 3-14. Odom, in On Internal War, agrees
with Shafer and argues that the U.S. did not understand insurgency and COIN, that
Washington underestimated indigenous politics when considering LIC intervention, that
American policymakers did not leam from their LIC experiences, and that the American
ideal of installing democracy in Third Worid countries was more complicated, difficult,

There is a significant debate in the historiographical record about U.S. strategy in
Southeast Asia during the First and Second Indochinese Wars. The revisionist literature
can be divided into three main groups: the "Clausewitzians,"^" the "legitimacists,"" and
the "hearts-and-minders."^^ The "Clausewitzians" blame the civilian leaders for a strategy
in Southeast Asia that was incorrect in every way and ofiFer a "retrospective prescription
for victory." They argue that Washington policymakers misunderstood the Vietnam
conflict as an insurgency supported by North Vietnam rather than a war of aggression

and unrealistic a goal than what the policymakers believed. Odom, On Internal War, 210.
'" Examples from the "Clausewitzians" include Harry G, Summers, Jr,, On
Strategy: A Critical Analysis of the Vietnam ífar(Novato, CA: Presidio Press, 1982);
Bmce Palmer, Jr, The 25-Year War: America's Military Role in Vietnam (Lexington,
KY: University Press of Kentucky, 1984); PhiIIip B, Davidson Vietnam at War: The
History, 1946-1975 (Novato, CA: Presidio Press, 1988); idem, Secretsofthe Vietnam
War (Novato, CA: Presidio Press, 1990); and Shelby L, Stanton, The Rise andFall ofan
American Army: U.S. GroundForces in Vietnam, 7965-7973 (Novato, CA: Presidio
Press, 1985).
" Examples from the "legitimacists" include Norman Podhoretz, Why We Were in
Vietnam (Nev/York: Simon and Schuster, 1982); R,B, Smith, An InternationalHistory
ofthe Vietnam War, Volume 1: Revolution versus Containment, 1955-61 (New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1983); idem, An International History of the Vietnam War, Volume 2:
The Strugglefor South-East Asia, 1961-65, The Kennecfy Strategy (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1985); An International History of the Vietnam War, Volume 3: The
Making ofa Limited War, 1965-66 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1991); Ellen J.
Hammer, A Death in November: America in Vietnam, 1963 (New York: E, P, Dutton,
1987); and Patrick L, Hatcher, The Suicide ofanElite: American Internationalists and
Vietnam (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1990).
'^ Examples of the "hearts-and-minders" include David H. Hackworth, and Julie
Sherman, About Face: The Odyssey ofan American Warrior (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1989); Kiepmew'ich, The Army and Vietnam, Cable,Conf ict ofMyths; and
idem, Unholy Grail.

from the North. The "legitimacists" claim that the U.S. was right to intervene in
Southeast Asia because of moral and political necessities required in protecting American
national security and the South Vietnamese govemment. They argue that North Vietnam
was waging a war of aggression, reinforcing the emphasis on conventional warfare, and
that Washington should have stayed on the course set in the 1950s by supporting Ngo
Dinh Diem's goverament, the best chance a political stability in South Vietnam.^^
This study focuses on the "hearts-and-minders" argument that Washington paid
too much attention to conventional warfare in Southeast Asia and not enough to
unconventional warfare. In their works, they emphasize pacification over conventional
firepower, point out the failure of the military leaders to understand the nature of the war,
and tend to criticize that "army leadership for both resisting and misapplying
counterinsurgency doctrine." Like the "Clausewitzians," the "hearts-and-minders" offer
several models for success in Southeast Asia. One of the more articulate pronouncements
from the "hearts-and-minders" camp comes from Larry E. Cable. It is his paradigm for

'^ Michael J. Hogan, America in the World: The Historiography ofAmerican
Foreign Relations since I94I (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 361-65.
Gary Hess's chapter, "Historians and the Vietnam War," pages 358-394, is particularly
illuminating on the scholarly debates surrounding American involvement in Southeast
Asia. An excellent source for the debate on American strategy in Southeast Asia can be
found in the Conference-Event CoIIection in The Vietnam Archive at Texas Tech
University in Lubbock, TX. See in particular the holdings on two conferences: "On
Winning and Losing: A Reexamination of the Summers Thesis and the Vietnam War," 31
March-1 April, 1995, and the Conference for High School Teachers, 11-13 June, 1998.
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success in LIC environments, particulariy his pronouncements on counterinsurgency, that
this study will use to test American policy in Laos during the Second Indochinese War.''*

The Nature of Insurgency
Insurgency is the armed expression of indigenous political disaffiliation. In the
beginning, it originates and is directed from within a specific geo-political location.
Insurgents mainly rely upon themselves for everything needed to conduct warfare and
have the fate of the conflict in their hands and in the loyahy of the population they claim to
represent. Insurgents control their own agenda and set their own goals. The insurgents
might attempt to intemationalize a conflict to help their cause, They also might seek
assistance from an outside source, In this case, the insurgents will attempt to protect their
agenda and goals. Ideally, the exteraal power merely assists and is the aide of the
insurgent. At times, however, insurgencies can be taken over, or captured, by an outside
power in order to help that outside power reach its own goals. The outside power's goals
may or may not coincide with the insurgent's original goals. In such a situation, the
guerillas may become a preparatory unit, for the military force of the outside power, in the
end, usually acts as the decisive force in the conflict. The insurgents then depend on the
extemal power for the means to conduct successful warfare.

'* Hogan, America in the World, 363-64.
^' Cable, Unholy Grail, 6-7.
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There can be outside intervening powers on either side of an insurgency. The
purpose of involvement might be specific to the region in which the conflict is waged or be
directed at political entities outside of that area. In counterinsurgency, there is the
possibility that a show of force by the existing government and/or an outside assisting
power of that govemment might be directed at both the insurgent group and an outside
observer, for other reasons, in a broader geo-political context. Likewise, in a captured
insurgency, the capturing power might have larger ends it wishes to pursue while not
abandoning the original insurgents' goals. The goals of the insurgents may or may not
coincide with a capturing power's overall aims,'^
One way to examine and critically evaluate insurgency and counterinsurgency
involves an examination of the dynamics of the insurgency, the nature of interventionary
operations, and the basic doctrine for success in such operations, All miHtary missions in
support of policy are tied to a set of principles that are relevant in all interventionary
operations. An understanding of these precepts wiU simplify policy formulation, decision
making, execution, and evaluation, and hopefixlly provide a better probability of success.
First, for an accurate evaluation of an insurgency or counterinsurgent effbrt, all
parties in the conflict must be identified—the actors and observers—as well as the target
of each. The local and global context in which the conflict takes place must be clearly
understood. In this study, it is cmcial to understand the perception the .Tnited States had

'' Ibid., 7.
^' Cable, "Getting Found in the Fog: The Nature of Interventionary Peace
Operations," Small Wars andInsurgencies (Special Issue) 7 (Spring 1996) 97.

of the actors involved in the Laotian conflict: the Royal Lao Government (which the U.S.
backed), the Pathet Lao, and the Hmong (the indigenous mountain tribesmen used by the
U.S. to counter the Pathet Lao and Viet Minh), North Vietnam, and others who were
outside observers to the American effbrt.
In LIC operations, it is critical for an intervening power to define its political goals,
a theory of victory that will bring about success, and definitions of success and failure.
The intervenor must tailor its goals to fit those established by the indigenous participants
to make those goals relevant to the realities on the ground and rts effbrts to achieve those
goals. Lacking such clear definition, publicly perceived lack of progress has the potential
to undermine critical domestic support. The intervenor must clearly define what will
constitute success in the endeavor, or the intervenor will be unable to judge the mission.
The definition of success must take into account indigenous definitions of victory and
defeat and must also accurately coincide with its own politico-military goal. Without this
knowledge, success or defeat in the conflict and progress toward or away from the goal
cannot be measured accurately. The intervenor must also have a viable strategy to achieve
success. This strategy must complement the intervenor's political goal and definition of
success as well as complement those of the local belligerents. If the intervenor does not
give due consideration to these factors, mission failure is probable.
A second principle in interventions is that intervenors must recognize that all
ínsurgent environments are venues in which the real battle is between the political wills of

'* Ibid., 97-8.

the two or more opponents. The real stmggle is for the minds of the large uncommitted
population and the opposition, and not so much the control of physical terrain.'^
The final principle of interventionary operations concerns the fact that all
counterinsurgents, and insurgents, seek one goal: political authority over a specified
population in a defined geographic area. All participants have two fundamental methods
with which they seek to accomplish this goal: developing and maintaining popular
perceptions of legitimacy and a credible capacity to coerce. The popular perception of
leghimacy is the wiUingly conceded right to exercise authority over and on behalf of a
population. Coercion is an effort to intimidate, deter enemy action, encourage enemy
defections, and win the loyalty of the population.
Counterinsurgency theory advocates hold that understanding these methods, the
relationship between them, and the particulars of their appUcation, determines success or
failure in the conflict. The recipient, not the employer of the coercion, decides whether it
is credible or not. Likewise, legitimacy is perceived by the target population and not by
the enforcer. Therefore, a thorough understandmg of the indigenous cultural, political,
20

economic and social milieu is absolutely cmcial to the success or failure of the mission.
Counterinsurgency theory maintains that there are four basic requirements for
success in an interventionary operation in insurgent environments. The first requirement
for successfiil intervention is that poUcy formulators and executors know the correct
^' Ibid., 98.
^" Ibid., 98-9.

10

relationship between the mission's political goals and military means, and appreciate the
limitations of military operations in LIC. Recognizing that in LIC environments the real
battle takes place in the mind of the opponents and uncommitted population in an attempt
to win their allegiance, the military option to bring about conflict termination must be
subordinated to the political responsibility of providing a conflict resolution that can
assure long term stability to the region.^'
The second requirement of counterinsurgency theory conceras cross cultural
communication. The intervenors must understand the indigenous cultural, political,
economic and social stmctures of the area. Foreign personnel must appreciate the culture
gap separating them from the local environment so they might function effectively within it
to achieve the mission goal.^^ Another element is the relationship between regular military
services and irregular forces. Foreign interventionary forces must understand the
motivation, nature, and fighting ability of local irregulars and work through the cultural
gap that exists between them. Failure to understand this cultural void can lead to defeat.
Crossing the culture gap wiU enable the intervenor to gather accurate and timely
intelligence, understand local definitions of legitimacy and effective coercion, design

^* Ibid., 100-101. Conflict resolution is achieved when the termination of military
action is part of the long process of legal or formal termination of hostilities, a peace
building process that seeks a long-term geo-political stabilization in the theater. Conflict
termination is the cessation of the fighting when one belligerent in the conflict surrenders
or the conflict ends by a terminating unilateral action.
' ' l b i d , 101,
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effective means of manipulating perceptions and allegiances, and effectively use
psychological operations to achieve rts politico-military goals,^^
The third tenet of successful intervention is quality intelligence,^'' Along with the
basic operational information, intelligence gatherers must also provide effective and timely
information about the local cultural, social, and political makeup which define legitimacy
and coercion, Gathered through standard espionage techniques, the organizational
stmctures, leadership, and activities of all the combatants must also be identified correctly
so these might be dealt with appropriately, This type of intelligence will enable planners to
design policy that enhances the perceived legitimacy of the intervenor as well as undercuts
that of the opponent.^'
Finally, counterinsurgency theory holds that the intervenor in an insurgency must
have an appropriate and realistic doctrine regarding the use of military forces.
Counterinsurgency theory postulates that one cannot kill one's way to victory in an
insurgency, because killing does not necessarily bring victory in LIC,

The theory claims

that killing in LIC is govemed by a different set of mles and constraints than those found
in conventional warfare, American doctrine for conventional war appropriately stresses

^Mbid., 101-03.
^* For a more detailed account of intelligence requirements in LIC see Cable,
"Piercing the Mists: Limited and Ambiguous Conflict," InternationalJournal of
Intelligence and Counterintelligence 4 (1990): 59-76.
^^ Cable, "Piercing the Mists," 59-61; "Reinventing the Round Wheel," 253; and
"Getting Found in the Fog," 104-05.
^^ Cable, "Getting Found in the Fog," 106-07.
12

high firepower, high mobility operations coordinated by state-of the-art communications
systems. This translates into a "shoot, move and communicate" orientation.^^ History
demonstrates the need for separate doctrine for LIC. For success in LIC environments,
counterinsurgency theory holds that the use of unnecessary military force may undermine
efforts to obtain legitimacy and efforts to coerce. An outside intervenor in an insurgent
environment, like the U.S. in Laos, does not use urmecessary force to induce intimidation
in a host population in order to win rts allegiance. Other doctrinal options, such as civic
action (medical and educational assistance, infrastmcture development), the use of
psychological operations, carefully controlled and directed combat operations, and
intelligence gathering, are seen as better legitimacy-enhancing efforts than the heavyhanded use of force. This type of force may simply backfire and degrade the effbrts of the
intervenor to obtain its political goals in the conflict.^^
History demonstrates that the doctrinal emphasis in LIC environments is not
"shoot, move and communicate" but is "presence, persistence, and patience " Presence
on the ground and in the air over vital areas of operations and where appropriate, on the
waterways, will demoralize the opponent through operations which seek to intimidate
rather than simply to kiU. The presence oriented operations should be carried out over
time. Interventionary forces will gain legitimacy in the eyes of the uncommitted

" See Field Manual 100-5, FieldService Regulations: Operations (Washington,
D.C.: Department of the Araiy, 1962); and Cable, "Getting Found in the Fog," 106.
^* Cable, "Reinventing the Round Wheel," 257; and "Getting Found in the Fog,"
108-110.
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population of the area of operations by demonstrating the ability to provide security and
protection from violence. Counterinsurgency theory maintains that presence and
persistence bring about beneficial, long term psychological and political support.
Counterinsurgency policymakers, and the domestic public, need patience to accept a wide
range of outcomes, complete uncertainty as to the duration of the effbrt, or even the short
term ineffectiveness of the interventionary actions. Results will be inherently ambiguous
and resuhs slow in coming, a certain "fog of progress," like Clausevitz's "fog of war."'^^

Laos
Laos was undeniably important in the overall context of the Vietnam War. The
historiographical record, however, shows very few works published on American
involvement in Laos, the Lao theater of the Vietnam War, and on Laos in general during
this period. What has emerged have been general surveys;^'' works done
contemporaneously whh the conflict itself which suffer from the lack of primary classified
documents on which to base their scholarship;^* and studies that are sections or chapters

29

Cable, "Getting Found in the Fog," 106-107,

^" See Arthur J, Dommen, Laos: Keystone to Indochina (Boulder, CO: Westview
Press, 1985); JoelN, Halpern, Government Pohtics, and Social Structure in Laos: A
Síudy ofTradition andInnovation Monograph Series No, 4 (Southeast Asia Studies:
Yale University, 1964); and Donald P, Whitaker, et al,, Laos: A Countiy Study. 2d. ed.,
ForeignAreaStudies(Washington, D.C.: The American University, 1971).
^' See Nina S. Adams and Alfred W. McCoy, eds., Laos: War andRevolution
(New York: Harper and Row, 1970); Dommen, Conflict in Laos: The Pohtics of
NeutraUzation, rev, ed, (New York: PraegerPubUshers, 1971); MartinE. Goldstein,
American PoUcy TowardLaos, (Cranbury, NJ: Associated University Presses, Inc,
14

in books or jouraal articles written by the policy-makers themselves.^^ There have also
been works dealing with a component of U.S. military intervention in Laos;" studies on

1973); Charles A. Stevenson, The End ofNowhere: American PoUcy towardLaos since
7954(Boston: Beacon Press, 1972); and Hugh Toye, Laos: Bu^er State or Battleground
(London: Oxford University Press, 1968),
'^ See George W, Ball, Diplomacyfor a Crowded World: An American Foreign
PoUcy (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1976); BaW, The Past Has No Pattern: Memoirs
(NewYork: W.W. Norton, 1982); WiIIiam Colby, 7/o«ora*/e Men.- My Life in the CIA
(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1978), Dwight D. Eisenhower, Mandatefor Change:
The White House Years, 1953-1956 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday and Co., 1963); W.
Averell Harriman, "What We Are Doing in Southeast Asia," New York TimesMagazine,
11 May 1962, 7-9, 53-5; Roger Hilsman, ToMove A Nation: The Politics ofForeign
PoUcy in the Administration ofJohn F. Kennedy (Garden Chy, NY: Doubleday, 1967);
Lyndon Johnson, The Vantage Point: Perspectives ofthe Presidency, 1963-1969 (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971); Henry Cabot Lodge, "IfWe ArePersistent,
the Outlook is Good: Ambassador Lodge Reports on Southeast Asia," Army 15 (August
1964): 80-81; Robert S. McNamara, with Brian VanDeMark, In Retrospect: The
Tragedy andLessons ofVietnam (New York: Random House, 1995); Wah W. Rostow,
TheDiffusionofPower(NewYork:
MacmiIIan, 1972); Dean Rusk and Robert
McNamara, "PoUtical and MiUtary Aspects of U.S. Policy in Viet-Nam," U.S Department
ofState BuUetin 53 (30 August 1965) 342-56; Dean Rusk and Maxwell Taylor, "The
U.S. Commitment in Viet-Nam: Fundamental Issues," U.S. Department ofState BuUetin
54 (7 March 1966): 1-17; Dean Rusk, as told to Richard Rusk, As I Saw It, edhed by
Daniel S. Papp (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 1990); Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr,, A
ThousandDays: John F. Kennedy in the White House (Boston: Houghton Mifílin Co.,
1965); Richard Secord, with Jay Wurts, Honored and Betrayed: Irangate, Covert Affairs,
and the Secret War in Laos (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1992); William H.
?>\A\ivan,ObbUgato, 1939-1979: Notes on a Foreign Service Career. NewYork: W.W,
Norton and Co., 1984); and William C. Westmoreland, A Soldier Reports (Garden City,
NY: Doubleday and Co., 1976).
^^ See Kehh W. Nolan, Into Laos: The Story ofDewey Canyon IFLam Son 719;
Vietnam 1971 (Novato, CA: Presidio Press, 1986); WiUiam M. Leary, Perilous
Missions: CivilAir Transport and CIA Covert Operations in Asia (Univershy, AL:
Universityof AlabamaPress, 1984); Christopher Robbins, The Ravens: TheMen Who
Flew in America 's Secret War in Laos (New York: Crown, 1987); and Jacob Van
Staaveren, Interdiction in Southern Laos, 1960-1968: The United States Air Force in
Southeast Asia (Washington, D.C.: Center for Ar Force History, 1993).
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specific indigenous groups within Laos;^'* works produced after the conflict in later years,
of which there have been very few;^' and studies that are part of compilation works on the
American experience in Southeast Asia during this period or on a component of U.S.
involvement in Laos.

The recognized major works on the Vietnam conflict pay little

attention to the U.S. counterinsurgency in Laos.^'
This study critically evaluates the Laotian insurgency and the U.S.
counterinsurgent response in Laos from January 1961 to July 1965. This period has been

Jane Hamihon-Merrit, Tragic Mountains: The Hmong, the Americans, and the
SecretWarsforLaos, 79-^2-7992 (South Bend, IN: Indiana University Press, 1993);
MacAlister Brown and Joseph J. Zasloff", Apprentice Revolutionaries: The Communist
Movement in Laos, 7930-7955 (Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press, 1986); Langer
and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, and ZasIofiF, The Pathet Lao: Leadership
and Organization (Lexington, MA: D.C. Heath and Co., 1973).
^^ See Timothy N. Castle, At War in the Shadow ofVietnam: U.S. MiUtary Aid to
the Royal Lao Government, 7955-7975 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993);
Kenneth Conboy, whh James Morrison, Shadow War: The CIA 's Secret War in Laos
(Boulder, CO: Paladin Press, 1995); Hamihon-Merrit, Tragic Mountains, Norman
Hannah, The Key to Failure: Laos and the Vietnam War (Lanham, MD: Madison Books,
1987); and Roger Warner, Back Fire: The CIA 's Secret War in Laos andlts Links to the
Vietnam War (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1995).
^^ Russell H. Fifield, Americans in Southeast Asia: The Roots ofCommitment
(New York: Thomas Y, CroweU Co,, 1973); David K, HaU and W.E, Simons, The Limits
ofCoercive Diplomacy: Laos, Cuba, Vietnam (Boston: Little, Brown, 1971); George C,
Uerring, America's Longest War: The UnitedStates and Vietnam, 1950-1975, 2d, ed.
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1986); John Prados, President 's Secret Wars: CIA and
Pentagon Covert Operations since World War II (New York: William Morrow and Co.,
1986); and Sandra C. Taylor, "Laos: Escalation of a Secret War," in The Viettiam War
asHistory, ed. Elizabeth J. Errington and B.J.C. McKercher (New York: Praeger, 1990),
73-90.
" See David Halberstam, The Best and the Brightest (New York: Random House,
1972); George C. Herring, America 's Longest War: The United States and Vietnam,
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chosen because it was the critical stage of the U.S. counterinsurgent effbrt in Laos when
there was not only a new phase of escalatory decision making and policy implementation
in Washington but also a quantitative increase in the U.S. miUtary and economic aid to the
Royal Laotian Government and to the Hmong, the indigenous people trained by the CIA
to fight against the Pathet Lao and Viet Minh. This also is the period from the failure of
the 1962 Geneva Accords to the first landing of American combat troops in South
Vietnam, when the focus of U.S. decision makers decidedly moved to Vietnam and away
from Laos. This study explores the Laotian milieu, the shuation in Washington and the
poshions of the Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson Administrations on Laos, the events in
Laos during the period, the American poUtical and miUtary doctrine concerning those
events, and the American reaction to those events up to July 1965. It wiU explore the
U.S. perception of the three indigenous sides involved in the conflict whhin Laos (the
RLG, the Pathet Lao, and the Hmong) as well as the participation of the North
Vietnamese. The study will identify the Lao poUtical eUte and describe its position in the
early years of the Lao independence movement, especially focussing on hs relationship
whh Vietnam. It wiU examine the U.S. counterinsurgent policy (the American poUtical
goal, theory of victory, and defimtion of success as well as hs use of the two
counterinsurgent tools) in Laos and evaluate it as to hs validity and hs relevance to what
was happening in Laos. Finally, h will analyze and evaluate the U.S. effort in Laos as to
whether h met the requirements for successfiil intervention in insurgent environments.

1950-1975. 2d. ed, (New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1986); Stanley Karnow, F/ema/w; ^
History. rev. ed., (New York: Viking, 1991); and Summers, On Strategy.
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This work wiU examine how and why the counterinsurgency waged by the U.S.
and hs allies against the Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese failed. It is not an examination
of the overall political and milhary stmggle in Laos, nor is it a consideration of American
counterinsurgency doctrine in the Cold War era, Rather, h is a critical evaluation of U,S.
decision-making in the White House and State Department regarding Laos and the
American counterinsurgency in Laos. This study is not based upon the perspective of any
of the other participants in the Lao imbroglio. It is based upon the perspective of the U.S.
Goverament and is meant to assess the validhy of that perspective. In view of
counterinsurgency theory h wiU, therefore, evaluate why the U.S. failed in its
counterinsurgent mission and why questionable decisions were made regarding Laos. It
will suggest that the personal predilections, analogies incorrectly invoked, incorrect
understanding of environment and the belligerents, and a lack of understanding and misuse
of the tools of intervention insured American defeat in Laos. Decisions in Washington
were not made in the absence of timely and accurate intelligence, for the intelligence
produced by the CIA in-country presented an accurate and comprehensive picture of the
situation in Laos as well as in Southeast Asia in general, Therefore, one standard against
which the U.S, policy decisions concerning hs counterinsurgency in Laos will be measured
and evaluated will be the intelligence produced and provided to the decision makers, In
the end, readers will have a better understanding of Laos, the political and milhary
situation in the country after Worid War II (including the Lao independence movement),
American counterinsurgency in the early 1960s and why it failed, the foreign policy
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decision-making process in Washington in the Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson
administrations, and also an appreciation of why U,S, policy faUed in Vietnam.
The extant secondary literature does not provide a similar examination, Recent
consideration of American involvement in Laos, despite the ongoing declassification and
release of documents relating to the U,S, activities in Southeast Asia, does not evaluate
the nature of the American counterinsurgency nor does it discuss whether h was relevant
to the realities on the ground in Laos, In addhion and most importantly, there is no
explanation of how and why the U,S, lost in Laos, For example, Roger Warner's work^*
gives an adequate narrative of the CIA's involvement in Laos, But Waraer does not go
any fijrther in his investigation of the American effort, especially from the perspective
within the Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson Administrations. There is no evaluation of
the U.S. counterinsurgency and no attempt to examine the various presidential
administrations' decision making. Most importantly, the book lacks footnotes and is
poorly documented. There are only chapter endnotes that are basic extensions of the text,
Warner ches various interviews whh participants, most undated and many anonymous, as
weU as some common secondary Uterature, including "news accounts."
Tim Castle's study^^ is weU-written, well-researched, and is an excellent source for
a basic understanding of American policy in Laos. It is, however, only a brief narrative of

^* Waraer, Backfire: The CIA 's Secret War in Laos andlts Links to the Vietnam
War.
^^ Castle, At War in the Shadow of Vietnam: U.S MiUtary Aid to the Royal
Laotian Government, 1955-1975.
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events (137 pages) regarding U.S. activhies in Laos and related activhies in Washington.
There is little analysis of why the U.S. became involved in Laos, why certain key decisions
were made, and why the actions resuhing from those decisions failed. There is no analysis
of the nature of insurgency in general, the Pathet Lao's version of insurgency, and the
American effort to counter it in Laos.
Kenneth Conboy and James Morrison's work'*" gives an admirable account of the
entire course of the Laotian war in large picture style but does not examme the nature of
the U.S. counterinsurgency and why the policy was adopted. The work is a narrative of
events and the overwhelming majority of the footnotes are merely textual extensions with
few chations of sources on which assertions and critical bhs of information are based. The
work does have undeniable strengths, One is that the authors tell their story with the
assistance of Lao and Hmong participants in the conflict instead of relying solely on
traditional American sources. In addition, the titular assertion that the U.S. involvement in
Laos was secret is misleading. The American public knew that American was involved in
Laos. The Eisenhower and Kennedy Administrations gave press conferences on American
policy in Laos and the Laotian crises leading up to the 1962 Geneva Conference then were
widely pubUcized by American newspapers and joumals. American intervention in Laos
was also well known by a great many others, including the Soviets, the North Vietnamese,
the Pathet Lao, the Thais, the Royal Laotian Govemment, Army and Air Force, and the
U.S. Armed Forces. Most importantly, key members of the U.S. Congress and the
n
40

Conboy and Morrison, Shadow War: The CIA 's Secret War in Laos.
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Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson Administrations were well aware of American
activhies in Laos. Former Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) Richard Helms agreed
that the U.S. involvement in Laos was far from secret. He stated, after the American
defeat in Laos, that there was no "greater nonsense than that," for "the Congress, the
congressional committees to which the directors of the CIA.

reported knew about our

activities in Laos from the very first day, They had to appropriate money for it,
appropriations subcommittees were kept briefed in detail at regular intervals,

,The
The CIA

activities in Laos in the sixties and seventies were well known a) to key people in the
administration, and b) to key members of Congress,"'*'
Counterinsurgency theory advocates hold that imperative to successful
counterinsurgency is a thorough understanding by the counterinsurgent that the conflict in
which h is immersed arose from indigenous cuhural, social, economic and poUtical factors
and is govemed by regional historical trends, This recognition must not be a matter of
historical reverence; h must be acted upon as a central factor in policy formulation and
execution. Therefore, in order to accurately assess the escalatory American
counterinsurgent effort in Laos between 1961 and 1965, the Laotian milieu and the
regional historical relations of the conflict's participants must first be estabUshed.

^^ LBJ/Oral History CoIIection/Richard M. Helms/Interviewed by Ted Gittinger,
16 September 1981, 6-7. The note format for Dwight David Eisenhower Library and
Lyndon Baines Johnson Library documents (identified whh the prefixes DDE and LBJ,
respectively) is collection/series/box number/folder/document number (if avaUable), and a
notation of whether or not the document has been "sanitized,"
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CHAPTER II
REALITIES ON THE GROUND

When the United States intervened in Laos in the summer of 1954 to contain
communist expansion and protect American interests in Southeast Asia, it entered into a
unique social, poUtical, economic, and cultural environment, It included four distinct
ethnic groups whh different reUgious practices, languages, and cultural nuances,
widespread poverty, and a poUtical system that included a constitutional monarchy and
revolving govemments made up primarily of westem-educated elhes and at times taken
over by military pretenders to power, The envirormient was extremely stratified and
disjointed in political and economic ways, but very grounded and stable in cultural and
social ways. Laos and its people were not difficuh to understand, but the overall
environment, including extemal elements, was disorienting at best.

Geography
Laos was a landlocked country located on the Indochinese penmsula in Southeast
Asia which bordered every other country on the peninsula. It was strategically important
to those nations that sought to dominate the Indochinese peninsula, Aftcr the 1954
Geneva Accords, Laos was bordered on the south by Cambodia (336 miles), on the
northwest by Burma (148 miles), on the west by Thailand (1,090 miles), and on the north
by the People's Republic of China (264 miles), Laos shared its largest border to the east
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with North and South Vietnam (1,324 miles),' The country was mostly mountainous.
The most prominent range, the Annam CordiIIera, extended from the southem portion of
Vietnam northward through Laos and into Southern China and had long acted as a barrier
to extensive communication whh the countries to the north (China), northwest (Burma),
and east (North and South Vietnam). The Mekong River, which flowed southwest out of
China and then southeast through Laos and Thailand, emptying into the South China Sea,
served Laos as a communications and trade link with the countries to the south, It was
the center of economic life, providing food, water, and a means of transportation for the
country, The Mekong in Laos was navigable from Luang Prabang in the north to
Savannakhet in the south, AU of the larger tovsTis in Laos were situated on or near hs
banks.^
Another prominent geographical feature was the Plain of Jars (the Plaines des
Jarres, or PDJ, as h was commonly known by the French and Westerners thereafter),
located near the center of northeastera Laos in Xieng Khouang Province. This large
plateau of rolling grassy hills, open woods and dry, flat grasslands, rising mostly between
3,300 and 4,000 feet above sea level and surrounded by some of the highest peaks in
Southeast Asia (between 6700 and 7500 feet), had relatively infertile soil and was
economically unimportant during this period. However, the PDJ was a major crossroads

' Donald P Whitaker, et al, Laos: A Country Study, 2d. ed,, Foreign Area Studies,
Washington, D.C.: The American University, 1971, 19; Andrea M. Savada, ed., Laos: A
Country Study, 3d. ed., Washington: Federal Research Division, Library of Congress,
1994, 82; Castle, At War in the Shadow, 3.
^ Savada, Country Study, 81-2.
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for commerce between Vietnam and Laos, Cambodia, and Thailand and, more
importantly, for military movement between northern and southera Laos. It had been the
site of fierce stmggle between warring parties hoping to control the area.^

Society
The estimated population of Laos in the 1950s and early 1960s was just under
three million. This made Laos one of the least populous countries in continental
Southeast Asia. The population density varied from less than three persons per square
mile in the mountainous regions to between twenty-five and one hundred thirty persons
per square mile along the Mekong and its tributaries. There were forty-four chies and
towns classified as urban areas. The five largest urban centers, the administrative caphal,
Vientiane (over 150,000), Savannakhet (about 39,000), Pakse (over 37,000), the royal
caphal Luang Prabang (over 25,000), and Khammouane (over 13,000), were aU located
along the banks of the Mekong.^
The ethnic configuration in Laos can be divided into four categories: Lao Loum
(VaUey), Lao Tai (Upper Valley), Lao Theung (Mountainside), and Lao Sung

^ Colonel Nomdeplume, "A Military Briefing on Laos," Marine Corps Gazette 45
(1961) : 38; Castle, At War in the Shadow, 4; Whitaker, Country Study, 12.
* Whitaker, Country Study, 20-21. The population in July 2000 was estimated at
5,497,459. See The CIA World Fact Book 2000, Laos at http://www,odci.gov/cia/
publications/factbook/geos/Ia.html.
^ Whitaker, Country Study, 21.
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(Mountaintop). The Lao Loum were commonly referred to as the Lao and made up the
largest ethnic group in the country, around sixty-six percent of the population (1994
estimate). They were a subgroup of the Tai people who originated in Southera China and
settled along the Mekong and hs tributaries in Laos and Thailand. The Lao, being the
largest ethnic group and having had the most organized social and political systems and
the highest level of education of any of the peoples of Laos, controUed the govemment
and native trade, and exercised the most influence on the religion and culture of the
country.^
The Lao Tai lived primarily in the upland areas of the river valleys and subsisted by
growing irrigated rice, dry rice, and other crops by the swidden method of farming.^ They
exhibhed some linguistic and distinct cultural differences from the Lao Loum despite the
fact that they were more similar to them than any other Laotian ethnic group, The Lao
Tai themselves consisted of over a dozen sub-groups, each of which was divided by ethnic
and linguistic distinctions, The majority of the Lao Tai practiced various religions that
were based upon a spirit cuh, sometimes influenced by Buddhism, Brahmanism, and/or

^ A good source on the ethnic makeup of Southeast Asia including Laos is Frank
M. Lebar, Gerald C. Hickey, and John K. Musgrave, Ethnic Groups ofMainland
Southeast Asia (New Haven, C.T.: Human Relations Area Files Press, 1964).
^ Savada, Country Study, 87-8; Whitaker, Country Study, 41, 44, 107. TheLao
are primarily Theravada Buddhists.
* This method of farming involves burning the field or area to be planted, or the
rai, at the end of the dry season to clear h for planting. The seeds are sown among the
remaining tree stumps. A field may be used in this manner for two or three years and then
left to retum to forest for the next twenty. See Arthur J. Dommen, Laos, 137.
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Confucianism. Some groups practiced ancestor worship. The Lao Tai had some formal
poUtical ties that connected them whh institutions beyond the village. The estimated
population of the Lao Tai in the 1960s was 390,000.^
The Lao Theung originally dwelt in the valley areas, and moved to higher elevation
on the mountain slopes over time, as the Lao Loum and Lao Tai took over the lowlands.
The Lao Theung were also sub-divided into various subgroups like the Lao Tai, but had
closer cultural and linguistic ties as an overall ethnic group; their dominant language was
of the Mon-Khmer family. They practiced swidden agriculture on the mountain slopes and
practiced a variety of religions from Buddhism to ancestor worship. They had little or no
social or poUtical institutions that extended beyond the village level. The Lao Theung, in
the 1960s, made up an estimated one-quarter of the total Laotian population, or about
750,000.'"
The Lao Sung resided primarily at the highest elevations (over 3,500 feet) and
were the most recent arrivals to Laos. After migrating out of their native southera China
in the nineteenth century, theh ethnic group had several miUion members living in
neighboring northera mountainous regions of Vietnam, Burma, Thailantí and southera
mountain regions of the People's RepubUc of China (PRC). The major group of Lao Sung
in Laos were and are the Hmong. The Hmong were mountaintop dwellers that spent a lot

^ Savada, Country Study, 88; Dommen, Laos, 137.
"^ Savada, Country Study, 88-9; Dommen, Laos, 5.
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of time in their existence defending their land holdings from other indigenous peoples and
moving in search of other lands on which to live peacefully.^'
The Hmong had been successful in maintaining their ethnic identity in the diverse
Laotian ethnic climate, but still had strong linguistic and cuhural ties to their native China.
Their religious practices revolved around ancestor worship, spirits (called Tlan), and theh
supreme being, Fua Tai, the creator of all thmgs.

They practiced swidden cuhivation of

rice and corn, and maintained cattle, pigs, chickens, and water buffalo. Compared to other
hiU peoples, the Hmong had a well developed social organization that extended beyond the
village. More importantly, the Lao Sung population grew opium. This crop provided a
source of cash that helped them maintain their relative independence from the other hiU
tribes and the other Lao ethnic groups, most significantly from the Lao Loum who
dominated the Vientiane goverimient. This Ufestyle was possible because of their fiscal
position and because of their autonomous and social organization. The Hmong in the
1960s were estimated to number between 300,000 and 500,000 in Laos.'^
The more independent Hmong lived a life that contrasted sharply with the Lao Tai
and the Lao Theung. The Lao Loum historicaUy had dominated those groups mainly
because the Lao Tai and Lao Theung grew only a meager amount of crops, leaving them
financially dependent on the Lao Loum. The Hmong, because of their independent

" Savada and Whitaker both describe the Hmong as more "warlike" and
"aggressive" than the indigenous peoples of Laos. They believe that because of these
trahs, they easily were able to claim lands in Laos and flourish. See Savada, Country
Study, 88-90; Castle, At War in the Shadow, 6; Whitaker, Country Study, 42-43, 54-55.
'^ Whitaker, Country Study, Al-Al,, 54-55, 126,
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lifestyle, were selected by the U,S, to make up the backbone of the indigenous fighting
force that it would use to stop communist expansion in Laos and to help protect American
interests in Southeast Asia, '^
There was Ihtle social cohesion in Laos, The great ethnic diversity and minimal
links connecting the different peoples to one another and to the nation as a whole
contributed heavily to this. The primary Laotian allegiance was to the viUage and not to
the central government, The more populous ethnic groups of Laos were found in greater
numbers beyond the borders of the country than within it, Also contributing to the unique
social milieu was very difficult terrain, a low level of urbanization, poor infrastmcture, a
short national history, a multitude of different languages and social arrangements, a low
Iheracy rate, and constant geo-political interference from outside powers,
It is significant to note the political and economic dominance in Laotian society by
the Lao Loum. The Lao Loum had had a distinctive twofold advantage in this:
geography and education. Most Lao Loum obtained their education outside of Laos,
ehher in neighboring Vietnam and Thailand, in France, or all three. Most other Laotians
lacked the education, experience, and contacts necessary to become polhically and/or
economically viable. All of the country's major towns and business centers were located
on the Mekong where the Lao Loum were raised and settled. Many Lao elhe moved into
profitable business alliances with the Chinese. Later, they did the same with Europeans.
As a resuh, many acquired a substantial economic base outside the govemment. The Lao
Loum also dominated the national govemment. They controlled the highest civil service

'^ Whitaker, Country Study, 55; Castle, At War in the Shadow, 6.
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positions and most important political offices, Strong family ties and power, as well as the
strong economic base from which they operated, played a significant role in this,''*

Economy
Laos was one of the world's poorest nations,'' Laos had an agriculturally-based
economy for centuries, It has a primitive infrastmcture, no railroads, a mdimentary road
system, very Umited intemal and external telecommunications, and electrichy available in
only a limited area, The self-sufficient viUage was the basic economic unit in the society, as
subsistence agriculture is the main occupation, accounting for over half of the Gross
Domestic Product and providing about 85-90% of total employment, The peoples of
Laos grew rice mainly in cuhivated paddies in diked permanent fields (mostly by the Lao
Loum) and on the mountainous slopes by the swidden method, Both methods are
dependent on the seasons, The dry season normally ran from December to April and the
rainy season from May to November, A year of poor rainfall could mean a failure in crop
production, As the Laotian population rose, annual rice production steadily increased,
There was higher rice productivity per hectare and rice was exported in greater volume.

'* Joel N. Halpera, Government PoUtics, and Social Structure in Laos: A Study of
Tradition andInnovation, Monograph Series No. 4 (Southeast Asia Studies: Yale
University, 1964), 7-8.
'^ The per capha national product was estimated at only $900 (1993 estimate), the
national product real growth rate only 7% (1992 estimate), the consumer price inflation
rate 9.8% (1992 estimate), the unemployment rate 21% (1989 estimate), only $133 miUion
in exports against $266 miIUon in imports (1992 estimates), and exteraal debt at $1.1
billion (1990 estimate), The CIA World Fact Book 2000, Laos at http://www,odci.gov/
cia/publications/factbook/geos/Iahtml,
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The raising of livestock, mainly cattle, pigs and chickens, were important in sustaining the
Laotian mral economy, Often such livestock was used as barter for other needed goods,
The forest also fiimished a variety of useful products for everyday life and commercial
export, The most important unof icial export and largest cash crop in the 1950s and
1960s wasopium,'^
Official export trade developed slowly in Laos, The principal exports had been
coffee, tobacco, cardamom, hides, vegetables and fruhs, and later, tin and electrichy.
Most exports went to other peninsular countries, and later, to China, the U.S., Japan and
France. Major importers to Laos had been France and the United States, and later, the
USSR, China, North Vietnam, and Eastem European countries. The imports included
textiles, fuel oil, food products and various manufactured goods, as well as financial
support.'^
During the years of Laotian independence under the Royal Laotian Government
(RLG), from 1954 to 1975, foreign political and milhary interests in Laos provided the
means for wide economic support. One significant economic development during this
period was the evolution of a consumer-oriented society in the main urban areas. The

'^ The CIA estimated that, in 1993, Laos was the worid's third largest opiumproducer. In the 1960s, opium production was legal in the region and played a significant
role in the economy of the opium producers as well as those who reaped the profits. The
CIA Worid Fact Book 2000, Laos, at http://www.odci.gov/ciaypubIications/factbook/
geos/la.htmI; Whitaker, Country Study, 225-236, Dommen, Zao5, 137-138; and Castle,
At War in the Shadow, 6. See also David Feingold, "Opium and Polhics in Laos," in
Adams and McCoy, Laos: War andRevolution, 322-339.
' ' The CIA World Fact Book 2000, Laos, at http://www,odci,gov/cia/
pubUcations/factbook/geos/Ia,html; Dommen, Z,ao5, 138,
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American economic aid mission to Laos in 1954 began a Commodity Import Program
(CIP). Under the CIP's system, the Ministry of Finance oversaw and allowed private
merchants to import goods. The merchants paid for the goods in doUars and sold them for
Laotian currency (the kip). Britain, France, Australia, Japan, and the U.S., through a
Foreign Exchange Operations Fund, maintained the stability of the kip.^^
Govemmental investment in the country's infrastmcture was minimal. In the
countryside, NGO's and volunteer agencies such as the Interaational Voluntary Service,
accounted for the sparse development in the villages. Effbrts to improve agricuhure,
education, infrastmcture, and healthcare were done on a small-scale level. Much of this
effbrt was severely and consistently hampered after World War II by military interference,
such as troop movement and American bombing.'^

Ideology and Culture
In the 1950s and 1960s, Laos did not have a cohesive national cuhure. The strong
influence of the surrounding countries that surround Laos greatly contributed to this.
Other factors, such as the ethnic diversity, the country's many languages, hs low Uteracy
rate, and the poor communication network also contributed. Because of the close ethnic
ties to the populations of hs neighbors, Laotian ideology and cuhure had strong roots in
these countries. However, Laotian cuhure was recognized as distinct whhin Southeast

' ^ Dommen, Laos, 139.
19

Ibid., 140.
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Asia. The Lao Loum developed a distinctive "culture" because of their geographic,
Unguistic, and especially, their religious cohesiveness. ReUgion in Laos played a dominant
role in shaping and maintaining Laotian cuhure. Theravada Buddhism was the state
religion of Laos. Most of the Lao Loum and a small number of the non-Lao thought of
themselves as Buddhist. They accepted Theravada Buddhist ideas and engaged in
Buddhist rituals and religious celebrations. Most of the non-Lao Loum groups adhered to
tribal religions, but were sometimes influenced by Buddhist tradhions. These groups
followed, generally, a spirit cult in their tribal religions, the details of which varied greatly
throughout the country. Over the centuries, this cuh ofthe phi (spirits) existed in relative
harmony side by side whh Buddhism. Together, Buddhism and phi worship consthuted
*
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the system of belief and practice of most Laotians.
Significantly, Buddhism coexisted peacefully whh the govemment as well. There
were close connections between the two that allowed for the govemment to be involved in
and to keep a pulse on the powerfiil and influential religious life of the country. The
Buddhist clergy was organized into a hierarchy which was similar to the state's. Since
Buddhism was the official state reUgion, the king was designated as the "Supreme
Protector" of the fahh. The polhical oath of allegiance taken by many officials was
administered in a Buddhist temple. In 1959, a royal ordinance tightened government
control over the religious hierarchy and the priesthood. It mandated that all administrative
correspondence of the sangha (the order of monks) must pass through government
^'Savada, Country Stuífy, 124-133; W:ntaker, Country Study, 107-119, 127-136.
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channels, The ordinance also stated that the government had to approve the constmction
of a new wat (the pagoda, or house of worship),^^
The sangha has traditionally played a key role in Lao society, The wat was the
center of viUage life and was closely connected to the villagers, as it was a place of
festivals and ceremonies, religious experiences, and provided a symbol of viUage identity.
The members of the sangha who lived in the wat depended on the vUIage for all their
material needs and daily sustenance. Larger towns generally had more than one wat. The
expression of public faith was cleariy seen during festivals. These festivals were both
national celebrations and occasions special to a certain wat, viUage, or district.^^
Most of Lao Buddhism contained a strong element oíphi worship.^^ Belief in/?/?/
was seen among the mountain villages and at the highest levels of the organized Buddhist
clergy. Laotians believed that the phi were omnipresent, diverse, and had powers over all
the affairs of the people. Therefore, success in any endeavor required the favor oîthe phi.
According to beUefs, different offerings and sacrifices pleased each phi. In most vUIages,
there was one person, usually an older man, caUed a shaman, who was believed to have
special knowledge oíthe phi. He was called upon to use this understanding and his
general knowledge to make important village decisions or to make special sacrifices to the
phi in order to gain their favor in a particular endeavor. Complementing the phi worship

^' Whitaker, Country Study, 111-112, 127.
^^ Dommen, Lao5, 148; VMtaker, Country Study, 114, 121.
^^lbid., 117.
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was the existence of strong ancestor cuhs that placed a great deal of influence on the
effects of dead ancestor's spirits upon the affairs of the viUage.^'*

Politv
Laos was a constitutional monarchy that began whh Fa Ngum, who became the
country's first king in 1353.^^ The consthutional monarchy continued through the French
occupation, which began in 1882, until a constitution was promulgated in 1945 by the Lao
Issara, the independent Lao govemment at the time. The constitution created a
govemment that placed national authority in a prime minister and a Cabinet of Ministers.
The main legislative body was the National Assembly, elected every five years. The
country was divided up into sixteen provinces and five military regions. This system of
govemment remained in place until the Pathet Lao takeover in December 1975.
In order to fiilly understand the dynamics of Laotian poUtics, one must remember
that only the members of the Lao poUtical elite, from the Lao Loum group, had a definable
concept of Laos as being a sovereign country whh national laws and recognized borders.
The French redrew the borders of Laos and Thailand (then Siam) in the 1890s when they
organized their holdings in Southeast Asia into administrative unity. The majority of
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Sawada, Country Study, 130-33.

^^ Dommen, Laos, 14. For a thorough discussion of early Laos, or Lan Xang, see
Chapter One in Martin Stuart-Fox, A History ofLaos (Cambridge: Cambridge Univershy
Press, 1997).
^^ Whitaker, Country Study, 149-154, 268; Dommen, Laos, 39-40; Castle, At
War in the Shadow, 4-5.
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Laotians, especially the hiU and mountain ethnic groups, had virtually no concept of
nationhood, had no notion of their country's territorial extent or boundaries, and often
crossed national borders whhout realizing it. Few people living outside of the urban areas
were acquainted with areas of the country other than the one in which they lived and
worked. During the French occupation of Laos (1882-1954), some form of relationship
with the central government in Vientiane had begun, but nothing of substance. Because
they were not aware of the fact that they were citizens of a sovereign nation, the majority
of Laotians had little comprehension of nationhood.^^
This situation changed. Growing numbers of mral Laotians became aware of
national political symbols and ideology outside the confines of their villages or tribal
settlements. This occurred in large part because of the intemal stmggle for poUtical
dominance of the country and because of outside influences during the two Indochinese
Wars. Both sides of the armed conflict over Laos, the Royal Lao Govemment and the
Pathet Lao (and the external sponsors of each side), sought the allegiance of the
population.^* As time went by, Lao viUagers came into contact whh the milhary stmggle

" Halpera, Government, PoUtics and Social Structure, 2; Whitaker, Country
Study, 162-163.
^^ The term Pathet Lao was first used in 1950 by the Lao forces that had broken
whh the Lao resistance movement, the Lao Issara, after the Franco-Laotian Convention in
1949. After the 1954 Geneva Conference, the term gained international acceptance
desphe the fact that Pathet Lao representatives were not seated at the conference. A Viet
Minh general signed the agreement on behalf of the Pathet Lao, According to noted
Pathet Lao historians Paul Langer and Joseph Zasloff, the name remained in common use
as a general term for the Lao communists despite the fact that, in early 1956, a poUtical
party, the Neo Lao Hak Sat (NLHS), the Lao Patriotic Front had been established,
"Pathet Lao" is the proper name of only the military branch of the Lao communists,
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for control of the country and the polhical and ideological strands that came with it, This
civil war raged intermittently from 1950 until the takeover of the govemment by the
Pathet Lao in December 1975.
The political situation in Laos in the 1950s and 1960s wasfragUeat best. The
1950s and eariy 1960s saw more than a few Lao govemments and waves of intemal
poUtical and military stmggles for power. The king, Savang Vatthana, exerted little
poUtical influence. Laos was led by a coaUtion of the primary Lao poUtical players and
their factions. Historians and participants alike have labeled these groups the "rightists,"
"neutralists," and the "leftists." The two Lao princes, and half-brothers, Souvanna
Phouma and Souphanouvong headed the "neutralist" and "leftist" factions, respectively,
while General Phoumi Nosavan led the "rightists." Souvanna Phouma was Prime Minister
and Minister of Defense, Souphanouvong and Phoumi were Deputy Premiers, each having

Despite this, Langer and Zasloflf state, the term is commonly used "to include all nonVietnamese components of the Lao communist movement." According to the historians,
"Pathet Lao" takes the place of the Phak Pasason Lao (PPL), the People's Party of Laos;
the Lao Patriotic Front (NLHS); the administration in the communist zone of Laos; the
Lao People's Liberation Army (LPLA), the Kongthap Potpoi Pasason Lao, the armed
forces under the command of the NLHS Central Committee; and the Dissident Neutralist
Forces of Kong Le. Therefore, like Langer and Zasloff, in their 1970 groundbreaking
study of the Pathet Lao and the North Vietnamese, North Vietnam andthe PathetLao:
Partners in the Strugglefor Laos, "Pathet Lao" will be used in the same context in this
study. AIso, the terms "Lao communists" or "Lao communist movement," refer to the
entire communist network in Laos, including the North Vietnamese (military and poUtical
branches) and other foreign advisors to the LPLA. See Langer and Zasloff, North
Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 2-3.
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a veto over cabinet decisions.^^ The Pathet Lao-led "leftist" group aimed to extend its
influence in the Lao govemment at the expense of the neutralist and rightists as well as
strengthen hs congenial relationships whh North Vietnam and its other allies, the Soviet
Union and China. The "rightist" group favored political and milhary hegemony over Laos
through active alliances whh Thailand and the West (primarily the United States). The
"neutralist" group sought to expand hs influence in Lao politics so as to bring about
"national reconciUation as well as a foreign policy of nonalignment and neutrality so that
Laos would not become an object of foreign power rivalry."^"
An agreement on the division of powers between the disputing govemmental
factions was reached on 11 June 1962 at a meeting of the three leaders on the PDJ. Just
over a month later, on 23 July, the Declaration on the Neutrality of Laos was signed in
Geneva by the fourteen attending nations, concluding over fourteen months of negotiation.
The purpose of the 1961-62 Geneva Conference was to neutraUze Laos by providing the
country's govemment whh international guarantees that would prohibh foreign
hivolvement. After the 1954 Geneva conference, the Laotian civil war became a much
larger conflict because of foreign interests in the region and the almost constant outside
intervention of the Vietnamese, Americans, Soviets, and Chinese. The Cold War was
effectively playing hself out in the little kingdom of Laos. The agreement reached at

^^ The Cabinet poshions were divided as follows: neutralists, seven seats; rightists,
four seats; Pathet Lao, four seats; and the "right-wing neutralists," four seats. Whitaker,
Country Study, 165; Dommen, ConfUct in Laos, 219-220.
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Whitaker, Country Study, 165.
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Geneva in 1962 was an internationally agreed upon Protocol that specificaUy prohibhed
foreign intervention in Laotian internal affairs and was designed to remove foreign
manipulation from Lao poUtics. Effective neutralization of Laos was a noble goal, but
because of the importance of the country geographically and politically to the foreign
powers which were intertwined with each of the three polhical factions, h was an
unrealistic goal and destined to fail, much like the 1954 agreement. Noted historian of
Lao poUtics, Arthur Donmien, states that the "1962 provisions for neutralizing Laos were
full of loopholes." The three sides of the Lao polhical dynamic saw the 1962 Geneva
Agreement as a means to their own polhical ends. In fact. the coalition govemment fell
apart less than a year later, the polhical and military conflict intensified, and exteraal
powers continued to intervene and manipulate the poUtical and milhary strings of Laos.^'

The Lao-Thai Relationship
The interactions the United States had whh Laos between 1954 and 1975 were
influenced by Thailand. Thailand played a major role in American policy toward Laos not
only because of geographic proximity and the strong U.S.-Thai relationship, but also
because of the historic ties between Laos and Thailand. The Lao had strong cultural,
linguistic, religious and, most important, strong ethnic and familial ties to the Thai. The
Mekong was a geographic divider and formal polhical border but was not a cultural
barrier. Lao music, art forms, many religious practices, and intellectual cuhure largely

^' Langer and Zasloff", North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 78; Dommen, Conflict
inLaos, 223-225.
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derived from Thailand. The reverse did not occur. What resuhed was a strong sense of
cultural dependence on and some covert hostility toward Thailand.^^
The Mekong River always provided a means of communication between the two
countries. There were many interchanges of population across the river, some forced
because of war, but many because the common border between the two countries has been
fluid over the centuries. When the French redrew the borders of Laos and ThaUand (then
Siam) in the 1890s, many Lao were left in Siam when before they had lived in the
Kingdom of Laos. In addition, with the exception of Luang Prabang, aU the major Lao
towns were located directly opposite the Thai border (Vientiane, Savannakhet, Thakhek)
or within twenty-five miles (Pakse), making urban economic and social exchange between
the Lao and the Thai commonplace.^^
Politically, the relationship between the two countries was also close. The Lao
independence movement took up quarters in Bangkok during hs push for independence
from the French after Worid War II. Many Lao and Thai crossed the Mekong to fight the
French when the Lao attempted to gain their independence from France in the 1940s and
1950s. The French tried to divide the two close allies by emphasizing the cultural and
poUtical differences between Laos and Thailand. In particular, the French claimed that
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Halpem, Govemment, PoUtics, and Social Structure, 25.

^^ Frank M. LeBar and Adrienne Suddard, eds., Laos: It 's People, Its
Society, Its Culture. NewHaven: HrafPress, 1960, 31-33, 38-40; Martin StuartFQX, Laos: Politics, Economics, andSociety, London: F. Pinter and Boulder:
Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1986, 15-19; loyQ, Laos, 18-22,34-48.
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they liberated the Lao from the Thai and served as the Lao protector from the Thai. The
Thai resented this, just as the French resented the effbrt by the Thai to continue to link the
Laos and Thailand in cultural, social, economic and political ways. To the French, this
undermined their effbrt to create a "French Indochina" as a viable political and economic
enthy separate from the rest of Southeast Asia, especially Thailand,
In addition, France claimed that the American efforts to maintain the trade between
Thailand and Laos also got in the way establishing French Indochina as an independent
economic unit, Further damaging to the Franco-American relationship was the close
miUtary and diplomatic Thai-American relationship.^'* In fact, U.S. policymakers saw
Thailand as a vhal jumping off'point for American operations in the region. U.S. miUtary
intervention in Laos, especially air operations, were based primarily out of ThaUand, which
further linked and strengthened the Lao-Thai poUtical and military relationship. After the
French vacated the region, a large part of the American effort to achieve its polhical goals
in Southeast Asia involved exploiting not just the strong American-Thai relationship, but
also the close ties between Thailand and one of hs neighbors to the east—Laos. The
Eisenhower Administration concentrated "effbrts on developing Thailand as a support of

^* Stuart-Fox, Laos, 15-19, 59-84; Halpem, Govemment, PoUtics, andSocial
Structure, 26-7; Toye, Laos, 34-48. Highlights of the U.S.-Thai relationship included the
establishment of an American Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) in Bangkok in
1950. ft oversaw the distribution of significant flmds to the Thai government. In 1951,
Thailand received $4.5 miUion in milhary aid from the United States, $12 miUion in 1952,
and $56 million in 1953. After the French had left Indochina, Thailand and the U,S, were
partners in the 1954 Manila Pact, or the Southeast Asia CoIIective Defense Treaty, The
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization, a defense organization formed by the agreement,
provided Thailand with significant national security, guaranteed by the U,S, See Castle,
At War in the Shadow, 12-13,
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U,S, objectives in the area and as thefocalpoint of U.S. covert and psychological
operations in Southeast Asia."^^ Washington fiirther cemented the Lao-Thai-American
coimection.

^' DDE/WHO-OSANSA/NSC Series/PoUcy Paper Subseries/12/NSC 5429/5—
Policy toward the Far East/3, National Security Council "Review of U.S Policy in the Far
East," 4 August 1954, 7. Emphasis added.
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CHAPTER 111
THE LAO POLITICAL ELITE AND THE LAO
INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT (1945-54)

The inherent conflict between the ethnic groups whhin Laos's borders made h a
country difficult to unite, but the conflict that emerged between the communist Lao and
the Royal Lao Goverament was not a stmggle between ethnic factions. It was stmggle
for goveming power within the country between two sides that advocated two different
ways of achieving this goal. Ideology played a subordinate role in the quest for power.
However, geographical factors contributed to the splh between the two groups, one
headquartered in northeastern Laos in Sam Neua and Phong Saly provinces, and one
headquartered in westera Laos in the capitol, Vientiane.
Lao topography fostered regionalism and separatism whhin the country. Laos
consists of very diffîcuh terrain. The country was laid out on a north-south axis but most
roads ran east-west. These roads were few in number and not all were passable during
the rainy season. Communication whhin the country, particularly between ethnic
regions, was extremely poor. There were no railroads and, apart from the Mekong,
navigable waterways did not exist. Transportation, especially by motorized vehicle, was
extremely difficult off the main roads, particularly in the mountainous areas in the eastem
part of the country. Lao topography lent hself to guerrilla warfare. The mountains and
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valleys provided innumerable hideaways in which small unhs can survive against an
enemy superior in manpower and/or firepower.'*'
Importantly, precisely because of the topography of the country, h was very
difficuh for a central govemment in Vientiane to administratively integrate and govera
the region of the country known as the communist zone on the eastem Lao frontier, The
border areas of this zone provided ideal condhions for infiltration and exfihration of
people and supplies, The same ethnic groups live on both sides of the Lao-Vietnamese
border; therefore, polhical boundaries were often ignored, The poor interaal
communications network hampered effective communication between Vientiane and the
eastern border area, Because of these condhions, influences other than the mling center
or central govemment have played an important role in determining affairs whhin Laos,

The Lao Communists and North Vietnam
Why did the Lao communists ally whh the North Vietnamese in their stmggle for
power? In any insurgent movement, resources are important to hs success, The RLG
operated from a fertile dual-supply base: the Mekong Valley area and aid from the West,
namely the Unhed States, The Lao communists, on the other hand, were relatively
isolated and were working from a limhed base supply area in the mountainous

^' Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 13-15; Whhaker,
Country Study, 12-17.
'^^ Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 15,
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northeastern part of Laos. They naturally turaed to their poUticalIy supportive and
milharily stronger neighbors to the west, the Vietnamese.
Addhionally, the Lao communists looked to the Vietnamese for assistance
because of the unifying effect of French political influence in the region. The ethnic Lao
of the Mekong Valley had historically had close cultural ties whh the Thai people. Both
are believers in Theravada Buddhism, speak a similar language, and are tied to the Hindu
world. The Vietnamese, in contrast, had a Confucian tradition, a mandarin concept of
administration, and were tied to the Chinese world. However, when the French colonized
the area in the nineteenth century, they put Laos into a poUtical grouping whh Cambodia
and Vietnam to form French Indochina, This polhical unit was governed from Saigon
and had only a limhed degree of influence on bringing together the three culturally and
polhically different peoples, The most notable influence this union had was on the
indigenous ehte of these countries, Historians Zasloff and Langer state that from that
point on, French civilization, education and viewpoints became the common herhage of
the educated few in Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam and that they had a feeling of shared
destiny and common objectives, particularly of independence.
When the French came back to Indochina after Worid War II, the Vietnamese,
under Ho Chi Minh, reinstated their independence movement against the French. For
those Lao elite tied to the Vietnamese through polhical affiliation under the French or
familial ties through intermarriage, it was natural to support the Vietnamese
independence movement. These Lao elhe, namely Kaysone, Nouhak, Phoumi, Singkapo

^^ Ibid., 16.
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and Souphanouvong, were ready to support the Vietnamese leadership in their fíght
against the French, More important, they accepted Vietnamese involvement in and
leadership of theh own revolution in Laos to further the chance of hs success, This
happened despite distmst that had emerged between the Lao and Vietnamese over the
years, There was a Lao fear of Vietnamese aggression, as the Vietnamese had clearly
demonstrated throughout history a tendency to expand their country into adjacent lands.
Vietnam had long been the strongest nation on the Indochinese peninsula. But the main
source of recent distmst and resentment between the two arose over French use of
Vietnamese as lower-echelon administrative intermediaries in Laos. The French, in tura,
then placed the educated Lao elites under the Vietnamese in the French administrative
apparatus in Laos. This, combined whh the more aggressive Vietnamese temperament
and strongly felt cultural and linguistic differences helped create hostility between the
Lao and Vietnamese. However, historians Langer and Zasloff believe that h was difficult
to find strong Lao-Vietnamese tensions among the Lao elites after World War II. They
state that the high level of intermarriage between the Lao and Vietnamese eUtes, coupled
whh their shared experiences under French colonial mle, allowed the two groups to form
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new ties.
The role of Lao nationalism is also important to consider. Historically, there has
been little nationalism among the ethnically divided and geographically isolated Lao
people. Unlike the Vietnamese, French mle "left little mark" on the general population

^*"* Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 16-18; Halpem,
Government, PoUtics and Social Structure, 27-8; Whhaker, Country Study, 17.
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and "tradhional life in Laos went on largely undisturbed,""*^ Many of the non-Frencheducated lowland Lao did not deeply resent French mle, As for the Lao elite seeking
independence, one group within the circle chose to work from within, through the French,
and the other chose to throw hs lot in with the North Vietnamese and also work from
within, but from a smaller power base. Among the Lao elhe who did resent French
domination, there was an appreciation that the French were providing some sort of
military and political protection from their Thai and Vietnamese neighbors who had
encroached upon Laos in the past."*^ This helps to shed light on why the majorhy of the
Lao elite, whh the exception of Souphanouvong and his followers, accepted the limhed
autonomy compromise reached with the French in 1949, The Lao elite, including the
future communists, realized that to develop and participate in the modera world outside
of their small country, they needed foreign assistance in the form of sub.stantial mUhary
and economic aid and political advice. Coupled with the moderate nationalism among
the French-educated Lao elhe, an alliance whh non-Lao components was easier to enter
into in order to begin a process toward securing autonomy in their country.

"^ Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 18.
^*^ The many conflicts between the Lao and their Thai, Burmese and Vietnamese
neighbors include the Lao-Burmese-Siamese conflicts of 1564-65, 1572-73, 1592-94,
1778, 1826-29, 1883-87; the Lao-Vietnamese conflict of 1832. See Dupuy and Dupuy,
The Harper Encyclopedia ofMiUtary History, 562, 718, 769, 867, 944; also see John K.
Whhmore, "The Thai-Vietnamese Stmggle for Laos in the Nineteenth Century," in
Adams and McCoy, Laos: War andRevolution, 53-66.
'•'' Whhaker, Country Study, 18-9.
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Laos before the French and the Origins of the Lao Independence Movement
A brief examination of Laos before the French occupation in 1893 and the origins
of the Lao Independence Movement is necessary to iUuminate the Lao polhical eUte's
atthudes toward the North Vietnamese, Aside from being a component of the French
colonial empire, Laos did not exist as a separate political entity prior to 1945. There was
no real Lao state apart from the local societies in each region. During the pre-colonial
times, regionalism prevailed in a system oímandalas in which local mling families
govemed.'*^ In the extreme north, the mling family of Luang Prabang mled the area and
fought bands of pillaging Chinese and increasing interference by the Siamese (Thai) to
maintain hs power in the region. The Xieng Khouang family mled the northeast, and
another family mled the kingdom of Vientiane to the southwest on the Thai border.
These families were rivals over power and the terrhorial integrhy of their respective areas
of dominance, Not surprisingly, the Lao independence movement originated from these
regions and mling families. The power rivalry that existed between the families and the
relationships the families had with neighboring countries continued to iafluence Lao
polhics into the twentieth century.

^^ The regionalism in Laos is divided on a north-south axis rather than an eastwest one. This is largely due to the natural lines of communication and transport m the
country. The Mekong River, Laos' largest river, mns north to south, as do its main
tributaries. Most roads or paths used for trade and communication within the country are
also of a north-south orientation. Whhaker, Country Study, 12-17.
^*^ Most of the Lao elite emerged in Vientiane, Luang Khouang, and Champassak,
whh relatively few coming from Xieng Khouang and only a limhed number commg from
such provinces as Savannakhet and Khammouane. No members of the Lao ehte trace
their origin to Nam Tha, Phong Saly, Sam Neua, Attopeu, or Sayabouri. Except for
Sayabouri, which was formerly part of Siam, all other areas are overwhelmmgly non-Lao
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Since the French colonial occupation in 1893, "Laos" had been merely a
protectorate in French Indochina, Because of the nature of the French mle, Lao
regionalism declined during the French colonial period. The French attempted to bring
the leaders of the mling families and their sons together to form an elhe cadre that would
assist in administration of Laos. This group, the "Lao elhe," would also fijnction
peacefully, the French hoped, whhin the colonial system in Laos. They accepted French
mle because they derived "modern" benefits from it, such as education and heightened
administrative authority.^^
Historians of the period conclude that the French, in a sense, "froze" Laos in the
status quo, The French maintained the powers of the mling families of Luang Prabang,

in their population, The Luang Prabang family, which also held influence in Vientiane,
produced, among others, Souvanna Phouma and Phetsarath, The Champassak family
produced, among others, Oun Sananikone, Boun Oum, and Phoumi Nosavan, Vientiane
produced Souphanouvong and Phoui Sananikone, These men formed the core of the Lao
pohtical elhe after World War II, The family rivalries and foreign affmhies of the
families (whh Thailand and Vietnam) will be detailed later, David J, Steinberg, ed,, In
Search qf Southeast Asia: A Modern History (Honolulu: Univershy of Hawaii Press,
1985), 329; Joel M. Halpern, The Lao EUte (Santa Monica: The RAND Corporation,
1960), 17-8. (This work can be found in the Echols CoIIection of the Vietnam War,
Vietnam Archive, Texas Tech University); and Royal Lao Govemment, "Laos: fts
Legendary Origin, Its Past and hs Present," L2-L3, The Echols CoIIection of the Vietnam
War, Vietnam Archive, Texas Tech Univershy.
'" Ibid. The term Lao "elhe" is used by the overwhelming majority of historians
who research and wrhe on Laos during the broad period discussed here. The elhe of
Laos are primarily the Lao Loum who are leaders in the mling families in the distinct
regions of Luang Prabang, Vientiane, Xieng Khouang, and Champassak. Other political
leaders emerged in Laos after Worid War II and can also be referred to as Lao "elite."
Any person of polhical power and authority in post-war Laos, regardless of polhical
affiliation, is commonly referred to by historians and participants alike as a member of
the "Lao elhe." Halpern characterizes a "definhe" member of the Lao elite as any Lao
who had the opportunhy to study in France before World War Two and had the ability to
speak and wrhe French fluently. Halpern, The Lao EUte, 12.
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Vientiane, Xieng Khouang, and Champassak while they selected leaders of the families
to educate them in the French administrative system. The French education was one that
pushed French values and neglected Lao tradhions.^' The Lao elhe's dependence on the
French increased. In 1920, the French established provincial councils made up of the
mling family elhes to advise the French on local social and economic issues. Soon
thereafter the French reorganized the Royal Council in Luang Prabang that placed three
Lao in charge of a variety of administrative duties. As local administrators all Lao elhe
had to report to the local French provincial representatives who in tum reported to French
administrators in Vientiane and Saigon. This arrangement between the select and
groomed Lao and the French lasted until 1945.^^
The Japanese took over Laos and all of Indochina from the French in March 1945,
but withdrew in September shortly after their defeat in World War II. The French
returned to Indochina and to Laos in April 1946 and regained control over the region.
However, in Laos, an independence movement had already begun. In September 1945,
Prime Minister and Viceroy Prince Phetsarath proclaimed an independent Kingdom of
Laos. The new revolutionary government, the Lao Issara (Free Laos), under Phetsarath,
promulgated a provisional consthution. Whh the return of the French, the Lao Issara

^' Various members of the Lao elhe, including members from the mling families
of Luang Prabang and Champassak, were provided whh fiill French education that began
in Vientiane and included school in Hanoi and France. The small size of this group is
emphasized by the fact that until Worid War II less than a dozen Lao had received the
equivalent of a fiill college education. A number of important members of the elhe did
not even attend school in France. Halpern, The Lao EUte, 11-12; and Steinberg, In
Search of Southeast Asia, 329-330.
" Steinberg, In Search of Southeast Asia, 329-30.
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goverament fled to Bangkok, Thailand, taking whh h about 2,000 supporters and most of
the Lao polhical elhe,"

The Lao Independence Movement and the Origins of the Pathet Lao (1945-1950)
The Lao independence movement began in earnest after the defeated Japanese
whhdrew in August 1945, Prince Phetsarath, Viceroy since 1941 and appointed Prime
Minister in 1945 by King Sisavang Vong, announced on 15 September the formation of
an independent Kingdom of Laos, separate from the French Protectorate, Less than a
month later, on 12 October, he announced the formation of a new, independent Lao
goverament, the Lao Issara (the Free Lao), Phaya Khammao, former Goveraor of
Vientiane Province, was named Premier, This organization's goals were the end of
French mle and the recognized complete independence of Laos, The King, either fearing
French reprisal or acting under French pressure, reflised to endorse the Lao Issara,
Before the French returned in 1946, the King officially annulled all acts of the Lao Issara
and reaffirmed Laotian loyahy to the French, When the French entered Vientiane on 24

" The Lao Issara revolutionary government did not take root among the people in
large part because of the character of French mle, The French system of the
administration of Laos rested lightly on the countryside and heavily on the Lao polhical
elhe. Tradhional life in Laos, unlike in Vietnam, largely was left undisturbed by the
French, according to historian Roger Smhh. Southeast Asian scholar David Steinberg
contends that the French concentrated much effort into public works such as the
extension of all-weather roads and a variety of cultural projects. See Roger M, Smhh,
"Laos," in Southeast Asia: Documents ofPoUtical Development and Change, Roger M.
Smith, ed. (fthaca, N.Y.: Coraell University Press, 1974), 408; Steinberg, In Search of
SoutheastAsia, 32S, and Dommen, Conf ict in Laos, 19-27.
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April 1946, Phetsarath and the Lao Issara were forced to flee, They went to Bangkok
where they set up new headquarters.^'*
The Lao Issara leaders soon fell into disagreement on how to achieve their goals.
Prince Souphanouvong, Phetsarath's half-brother and member of the new Lao
goverament in exile, advocated enlistment of Vietnamese support in a milhary campaign
to remove the French.^' Phetsarath and Prince Souvanna Phouma, newly appointed
Minister of Public Works and half-brother to both Phetsarath and Souphanouvong,
disagreed. They believed an alliance whh the Vietnamese would weaken the nationalist
makeup of the Lao Issara. They favored a peaceflil, more gradual process toward Laotian
independence.^^
By September 1946, all of Laos had returned to French control. Extemal support
for the Lao Issara was therefore vhal to hs survival, The answer came in the form of
Vietnam and the Viet Minh, It would fijrnish the majorhy of the foreign support against
the French in Laos between 1946 and 1949, Vietnam clearly played a cmcial role in
sustaining revolutionary momentum in Laos, The Viet Minh gave money, weapons, and

^'^ Martin Goldstein, American PoUcy, 67; Dommen, Conflict in Laos, 21-22, 26,
On 23 April 1946, the King eventually recognized the Lao Issara, hs Consthution, and
endorsed Khammao,
^^ Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 35-36, Langer and
Zasloff characterize Souphanouvong at this time as being arrogant, strong-willed,
harboring contempt for his Lao associates, and behaving like an independent leader rather
than a member of a coalition government, They maintain that the Prince was little known
in his country until he was appointed to prominent poshions whhin the Lao Issara,
^^Dommen, Conf ict in Laos, 26-34; Goldstein, American PoUcy, 67-68, To make
matters in the Lao polhical arena even more complicated, Souphanouvong, Souvanna
Phouma, and Phetsrath were all cousins of King Sisavang Vong,
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other supplies to the Lao Issara forces in Bangkok and in Laos, Whh this support,
Souphanouvong, who was named the Lao Issara's Foreign Minister, Minister of Defense
and milhary Commander-in-Chief, organized and launched a milhary offensive in March
1947 against the French forces in northern Laos, It was a complete failure, as the small
guerrilla unhs were poorly armed, pooriy led, and in need of training, As a resuh,
Souphanouvong insisted even more strongly on an alliance with the Viet Minh to
strengthen his cadres, The other members of the Lao Issara continued to resist major
Vietnamese involvement,"
The Lao who would form the Pathet Lao operated in two areas: in Bangkok with
the Lao Issara, and in the eastern region of Laos stretching across the border to
northwestera Vietnam with the Viet Minh, The forces in the east Laos were mainly
situated in Sam Neua and Xieng Khouang Provinces, The leaders in these two bases of
operations were in frequent contact, as Vietnamese funds and materiel went into the
support of the independence movement located in both areas. Lao guerilla unhs located
in the country also maintained contact whh the two bases of operations. In eastern Laos,
the Viet Minh helped to organize bands of Lao guerrilla unhs that attacked the French
colonial apparatus and the Lao working whh them, However, these units mostly
functioned as adjuncts to the more organized, experienced, and powerfûl Viet Minh

" Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 35-36; Goldstein,
American PoUcy, 68,
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forces, The Lao guerillas acted as "guides, interpreters, propagandists, and [as] general
support troops,"^^
At the insistence of Ho Chi Minh, the leaders of the resistance in eastera Laos, in
August 1946 at Vinh, Vietnam, formed the Committee of Lao Resistance in the East
(CLRE). Phongsavan Nouhak was named president of this new organization that was to
oversee the milhary and polhical activhy in four Lao provinces (Sam Neua, Xieng
Khouang, Khammouane, and Savannakhet). A number of the members of the commhtee
and other Lao in Vietnam then met with Ho in Hanoi to consolidate the organization and
hs Viet Minh support. The committee was headquartered at a Viet Minh base area in
eastern Laos and almost completely relied upon the Viet Minh for all command and
control functions at headquarters and in the field. The CLRE imposed a measure of
cohesion among the scattered guerrilla unhs in the four provinces, but loyalty among the
unhs was often coimected whh regional leaders and not the CLRE headquarters. The
resuh was a considerable amount of infighting among the provincial leaders for control
and loyalty of these unhs.^^
The regional resistance leaders who were identified as the major figures whhin
the eastem resistance movement were the ones who operated in their native areas and had
an established polhical base there. One of these men was Faydang, a prominent Hmong
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Joseph J. Zasloff, The Pathet Lao, 101-102.

^^ These guerrilla units launched several military attacks along the major route
leading from Laos to North Vietnam (Route 7) in October 1946, and again in January
1947, in Sam Neua Province. The French successfiilly held the areas and the Lao/Viet
Minh forces were forced to whhdraw, but they left behind a number of cadres who began
to set up milhary bases that would be utilized in future attacks. Ibid,, 103,
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leader in Xieng Khouang Province, He attempted to raise support for the movement
among the local Hmong tribal groups and organized Hmong into guerriHa unhs against
the French, Another important regional leader to emerge was Nouhak Phongsavan, who
had served closely whh the Viet Minh as an arms supplier toward the end of World War
II. He was a very successful businessman who wielded much local influence in
Savannakhet, his birth place, and in his area of business operations in Laos and
Vietnam.^'^
Kaysone Phomvihan, who later would rise to a vhal leadership role in the Pathet
Lao, is associated with the eastern group because of his frequent activhies in Vietnam
during this period. Ahhough he was not a member of the Committee, he had strong ties
with the Vietnamese from the beginning. Aso born in Savannakhek, Kaysone was
educated in Hanoi and became a close associate of not only Ho Chi Minh, but also Vo
Nguyen Giap, the fiature Viet Minh commander-in-chief Because of these ties, Kaysone
uhimately became an important member of the Lao independence movement as he was
instmmental in securing Vietnamese fiands for the Lao Issara.
Souphanouvong, the most pro-active member of the Lao Issara, was in increasing
contact whh the Viet Minh from Bangkok throughout 1947 and 1948. In tura, the Viet
Minh increasingly bypassed the rest of the Issara leaders and deah directly whh
Souphanouvong and the eastera resistance leaders. In eariy 1949, the Lao Issara in
Bangkok entered into talks whh the French about returaing to Vientiane to participate in
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Ibid., 103-104.

^^ Ibid., 104-105.
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the administration of Laos Most of the exiled leaders approved, with the exception of
Souphanouvong. On 20 January 1949, Souphanouvong announced the formation of a
branch of the Lao Issara with forces responsible only to him and not to the original group
Two months later, on 26 March, he officially ended his participation in the Lao Issara.
The Lao Issara govemment officially relieved him from his posts on 16 May On 19
July, France and Laos reached an agreement that allowed Laos to remain as a member of
the French Union and gave the Lao Issara leaders limited autonomy. On 25 October, the
Lao Issara members retumed to Vientiane from Bangkok. Souphanouvong, along with
his followers, which included Singkapo Chounramany and Prince Souk Vongsak, left
Bangkok and set offfor eastem Laos. There Souphanouvong merged his faction with the
eastem resistance group, which included Kaysone and Nouhak, and became head of the
new resistance coalition, eventually to be called the Pathet Lao. Souphanouvong chose a
revolutionary path, allied with the Vietnamese, in pursuit of complete i/idependence
rather than slow independence with the "moderates" under the French in Vientiane. He
strengthened his ties with the Viet Minh and the eastem Lao resistance and accepted full
assistance from the DRV.^^

^^ Within the Pathet Lao, the majority of power was in the hands of Kaysone and
Nouhak, as they commanded a stronger power base in the east and had a very close
association with the Viet Minh. Assisting Souphanouvong with the Viet Minh was that
he, like many of the Lao elite, had close business, political, and familial ties with the
Vietnamese Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam atid the Pathet Lao, 31-33, 39, 44-45;
Zasloff, The Pathet Lao, 107-108; Bemard B. Fall, "Laos, 1959-1962," 102, Box 1, The
Stephen Lyne Collection, The Archive of the Vietnam Conflict, Texas Tech University;
On the Lao elite see especially Halpern, 77?^ Lao Elite.
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From eastern Laos, Souphanouvong continued on to Tuyen Quang, North
Vietnam, the headquarters of the Viet Minh, where he met with Ho Chi Minh. There
Souphanouvong was sponsored by the Viet Minh as head of a "Lao Liberation
Committee." Soon after, on 13 August 1950, Souphanouvong presided over the "Fhst
Resistance Congress," held in secrecy in Laos near the province borders of Phong Saly,
Sam Neua, and Luang Prabang. The meeting was attended by one hundred-five people
from various tribal groups whose representatives included Faydang, Kaysone, Nouhak,
Shhone Komadam, and Phoumi Vongvichh. On 15 August, the group announced that the
tradhional name for the Lao independence movement, the Lao Issara, had been dropped
in favor of a new name, the Neo Lao Issara (Free Laos Front). The new polhical
organization was modeled on the Viet Minh Patriotic Front and headed by
Souphanouvong. On its twelve-point manifesto, the name "Pathet Lao" (Iherally "Land
of the Lao") was used to denote the areas of Laos claimed to have been liberated from the
French.

The date of the Lao Issara Provisional Constitution, 12 October, 1945 was

adopted as the official date of Lao independence. Pathet Lao was also the name given to

As quoted from Dommen's ConfUct in Laos, the twelve objectives in this
manifesto included the following: "Driving out the French colonialists and opposing
international imperialist intervention; forming an independent and unhed Pathet Lao and
forming a coalhion goverament [whh the French-sponsored Vientiane goverament];
realizing democracy and freedom; realizing the equalhy of nationalhies [tribal groups];
formally establishing the national army of the Pathet Lao; implementing the national
united front; developing industry, agriculture, and commerce; reducing taxes and rates of
interest; wiping out illiteracy, developing national culture and uniting with the peoples of
Vietnam and Khmer [Cambodia]." Dommen, ConfUct inLaos, 70. Dommen ches page
35 of a Chinese source for this information: Shih Chieh Chih Shih, A Chronicle of
Principal Events Relating to the Indo-China Ouestion, 1940-1954 (Peking: World
Culture Pubhshing House, 1954).
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the resistance organization of which Souphanouvong was named Premier. Phoumi
Vongvichh was named Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Internal Affahs, Kaysone
was named Minister of Defense, and Nouhak was named Minister of Finance.
Souphanouvong and the Pathet Lao had chosen a path to Lao independence that was to
rely heavily upon and was closely tied to North Vietnamese assistance.^"*
The remaining members of the Lao Issara, back in Vientiane, disagreed among
themselves on the nature of Lao independence and how h should be won and
maintained.

Those members from the Vientiane and Champassak areas, including

Prince Boun Oum, favored a close association whh Thailand to impede continued French
influence and to obtain security against the probable westward expansion of the
Vietnamese. This "rightist" group included Prince Boun Oum, Phoumi Nosavan, and
Oun Sananikone. Other members feared both Thailand and Vietnam and hoped that an
independent Laos could exist as a neutral buffer state protected by great powers outside
Laos. This "neutralist" group included Souvanna Phouma and Phetsarath. Together Avith
the "leftist" faction of the Lao Issara, Souphanouvong's Pathet Lao, the Lao polhical
rivalries, illustrated in the political and milhary conflict in Laos throughout the 1950s and

^^* Other Neo Lao Issara poshions included Prince Souk Vongsak as Minister of
Education. Sithon Khommadam and Faydang, serving as Ministers whhout Portfolio,
represented the two large Lao tribal groups, the Kha, or Lao Theung, and the Hmong,
respectively. Dommen, Conflict inLaos, 70; Langer and Zaslofif, North Vietnam andthe
PathetLao, 49-50.
" Historian Joel Halpern states that during the pre-war French colonial rule of
Laos, the Lao elhe had evolved as a group with a national orientation even though their
family relations and power were originally based in the provinces. The main rivalry that
existed after Worid War II was the one between the north and south, between the
kingdoms of Champassak and Luang Prabang. Halpern, The Lao EUte, 18.
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1960s, sabotaged any attempts at achieving a consensus on Laos's fiiture and hs place in
Southeast Asia. There was a constant struggle for power between those Lao who favored
Vietnamese assistance, those who feared any Vietnamese intervention, and those who
wanted to integrate all sides of the triparthe polhical makeup into a coalhion government.
Analysis of the beliefs of the leaders of these factions show the extremely convoluted
morass that was the Lao polhical scene in the 1950s and 1960s. This examination also
reveals the ideological contradictions whhin the Lao leadership and demonstrates how
the leaders of each of the Lao polhical factions justified their position on the
independence movement.^^

The "Rightisf' Poshion
The "rightists" in Laos were those Lao who wanted to avoid any coUusion whh
North Vietnam, desired a strong central government in Vientiane controlled by anticommunists, and wanted economic, milhary and polhical ties with the West to help

^^ The terms "rightist," "leftist," and "neutralisf' commonly have been used to
describe the three Lao polhical facfions by most of the leading westem historians of Laos
and the First and Second Indochinese Wars (such as Bernard Fall, Zasloflf, Langer,
Dommen, Martin Stuart-Fox, and Castle) as well as most of the western political
establishment, including the U.S. government. The terms are simple western labels for a
complex pohtical system in Laos that seemingly was in a constant state of chaos, change,
and flux between 1945 and 1975. In fact, the leaders of the three polhical factions were
very fluid in their allegiance; they changed sides within the Lao govemment depending
on the polhical and milhary shuation whhin Laos at the particular time in order to gain
power, outside support, or internal allegiances. One could very easily change the terms
used to label the "rightists," "leftists," and "neutralists" in Laos to the "Black," "Whhe,"
and "Gray" Lao, respectively. For this study, despite the fact that the Lao polhical drive
for power in the 1940s, 50s, and 60s was less ideological and more to simply gain power,
the terms used by the historians and western govemments wiU be used. In this text, they
will be enclosed in quotation marks to qualify them as labels only.
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maintain Laotian stabilhy and strength. The anti-Vietnamese feeling originated from the
fear of possible expansion at the expense of Laotian lands. Two men emerged as the
leaders of the rightist faction: Phoumi Nosavan and Oun Sananikone.^^ Sananikone's
memoirs provide keen insight into the characteristic "rightist" rhetoric concerning Viet
Minh involvement in the Lao independence movement. The writings also demonstrates
give a clear demonstration not only of the "rightist" beliefs about the DRV and Laos, but
also of the leader of the Pathet Lao, Souphanouvong, and what drove him to ally whh the
Viet Minh.
Interestingly, Sananikone began his detailed discussion of the Vietnamese
relationship with the Lao independence movement, and in particular his analysis of
Souphanouvong and his relationship whh the Vietnamese, whh a general statement
conceraing the Lao-Vietnamese relationship that stood in contrast to the typical antiVietnamese stance taken by the "rightists." He stated that in 1946, because the French
army was growing stronger day by day and the Lao forces remained the same, h was
certain that in the fiiture the Lao would "lose the advantage to our enemy" in the stmggle
for Lao independence. Because of this, he believed the Lao "increasingly had to depend
on and cooperate whh the Vietnamese in order to fight our common enemy."

This

statement not only seems to excuse fiiture Lao reliance on the DRV as somehow

^' David K. Wyatt labels Sananikone a Rightist in his introduction to
Sananikone's memoirs. See John B. Murdoch, Lao Issara: The Memoirs ofOun
Sananikone, Translated by John B. Murdoch and "3264," Edhed, and with an
Introduction by David K. Wyatt, Data Paper: Number 100, Department of Asian Studies
(hhaca, NY: Cornell Univershy Southeast Asia Program, 1978), vii.
^^ Murdoch, Lao Issara: The Memoirs ofOun Sananikone, 34.
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understandable, given the milhary situation of the 1940s, but also foreshadows the splh
that occurred whhin the Lao elhe over the DRV's role.
Sananikone's antipathy toward the Vietnamese and Vietnamese collaborators
stems at least from his experiences at Savannakhet and Thakhet, if not earlier. In the
1946 battle for Savannakhet and Thakhet in south central Laos against the French,
Sananikone, along whh Souphanouvong, whnessed the Viet Minh troops there, who had
also battled the French reoccupation forces alongside the Lao independence fighters,
behaving in a manner that Sananikone found very offensive. Viet Minh troops, after they
had defeated a portion of the French forces, cut off the heads of the dead French soldiers
and in the streets "danced around holding them by the hair," celebrating their victory.
Sananikone ultimately persuaded the Vietnamese troops to give up the heads so he could
properly dispose of them.^^
His feelings toward the Vietnamese are also deeply rooted in his relationship whh
Souphanouvong and his perception of Souphanouvong's actions during the early phases
of the independence movement. Sananikone's observations about Souphanouvong's
retura to Laos from Vietnam after the formation of the Lao Issara are particularly
revealing. For example, a "retinue of more than twenty people," sixteen of whom were
Viet Minh milhary advisors, accompanied Souphanouvong when he first retumed to
Savannakhet in 1946. Souphanouvong explained these advisors as gifts from the

According to Sananikone, he simply piled the French heads against a flagpole
in his camp to show the bravery of soldiers serving their country." Murdoch, Lao Issara:
The Memoirs ofOun Sananikone, 38-9; and Zasloff and Langer, North Vietnam and the
PathetLao, 33-4.
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"brother country and friend Vietnam" to help Laos in fighting the "common enemy."
Since Souphanouvong was "only the Minister of Communications and had nothing to do
with milhary affairs," Sananikone was surprised and immediately suspicious about the
incident. He poignantly states, "We had never requested milhary advisors from Vietnam
because we didnot trust the Vietnamese in Laos very much."^^ In Sananikone's eyes, this
was a DRV attempt to gain access to and influence in the new Lao independence
movement.
Sananikone's distmsted Souphanouvong and the Vietnamese. He conceded that
Souphanouvong was a good student,^^ but was "basically a weak person: he liked praise
and his friends could deceive him into doing whatever they wanted." Sananikone
described his "arrogant character" toward his "friends at the time of [the] stmggle for
independence, his fellow workers, and especially toward his [Vietnamese] wife."
Sananikone believed that "the personal characteristics and arrogant character of Prince
Souphanouvong were a great danger to our country," especially since he openly
coUaborated whh the Vietnamese who, according to "rightisf' thinking, had designs on
Laos after the French were driven from Indochina.

"^" Murdoch, Lao Issara: The Memoirs ofOun Sananikone, 34-35. Author's
emphasis.
'^' According to Sananikone, Souphanouvong was "much more intelligent than the
rest of us [in the Lao Issara], learned Greek, Latin, Russian, and English, "always had a
book in his hand," and "was always the number one student in his class and always made
the monthly honor roU." Ibid., 35.
'^ Ibid., 36.
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When Souphanouvong went to Vientiane later in 1946, the Lao Issara goverament
underwent change. Souphanouvong became Minister of Foreign Affairs and replaced
Sananikone as Supreme Military Commander of Lao Issara forces. It then became clear
to Sananikone that the DRV, through Souphanouvong, was trying to manipulate the Lao
Issara goverament from whhin and control the Lao milhary forces:
I realized that Souphanouvong's coming to Laos at this time had occurred because
the North Vietnamese government had given him many tasks to accomplish in
Laos, because at that time Ho Chi Minh's Viet Minh was in the process of seizing
various cities in northera Vietnam and was preparing for heavy fighting against
the French.^''

Sananikone does not give the details of what tasks he thought Souphanouvong was to
carry out in Laos, but it is clear that he suspected the Vietnamese of trying to gain
immediate official influence in Laos through the head of the Lao milhary.
Souphanouvong's poshion as commander of all Lao Issara milhary forces was important
because the Lao Issara fighting forces were the only components of the Lao govemment
that could threaten the DRV's goal to establish a base of operations across the border in
northeastern Laos from which it could launch attacks against the French.
In his wrhings about the Vietnamese and their apparent control over an important
leader in the new Lao Issara government, Sananikone expounded the skeptical "rightist"

^^ Ibid., 38.
^^ These attacks were successfiil Pathet LaoA^iet Minh incursions into Laos that
gave the DRV and the Pathet Lao a solid base of operations in the northem provinces of
Laos. "The Situation in Laos," Unhed States Department of State, September 1959, 3
(Stephen Lyne Collection, Vietnam Archive, Texas Tech Univershy); Dommen, Conflict
inLaos, 78; Goldstein, American PoUcy TowardLaos, 70-1.
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view of the Vietnamese involvement in Laos after 1945. The "rightists" looked upon the
Vietnamese whh deep suspicion, believing their actions demonstrated a false
brotherhood, or a duplichy. The Vietnamese assisted the Lao in their fight against the
French while at the same time they maneuvered the DRV into an alliance whh the top of
the Lao leadership. Both were done to gain influence inside the Lao Issara, weaken the
French, and to manipulate events so they could actively intervene in Laos in the stmggles
against any foreign interventionists who might have designs on Indochina. The
"rightists'" pro-Thai and pro-West (U.S.) poshion against the Vietnamese and their fear
of future Vietnamese expansion into Laos began in 1945 and 1946 when the Lao Issara
first formed. Direct Vietnamese involvement in Laos at that time gave credence to their
suspicions.'^ The "rightists" saw in this overt Vietnamese incursion at the eariiest stages
of the Lao independence movement a sign of things to come.

The "Leftisf' Poshion
The pro-Vietnamese Lao elhe labeled as "leftists" believed that an alliance whh
Vietnam was the only way for Laos to gain its independence from France. These men
believed that Laos, whh hs weak armed forces and factionalized polhy, could not alone

^^ Sananikone's ties whh Thailand and the Thai government are detailed in his
memohs. He describes fiilly his activhies working in Thailand for the Thai antiJapanese underground movement, the Free Thai, shortly after hs inception at the end of
1943. He details his relationships with all of the parties involved, including his
involvement with the American Office of Strategic Services (OSS) in Thailand (through
Major Jim Thompson), Murdoch, Lao Issara: The Memoirs ofOun Sananikone, vni, 525; and Nina S. Adams, "Patrons, Clients, and Revolutionaries: The Lao Search for
Independence, 1945-1954," in Laos: War and Revolution, ed. Adams and Alfred W.
McCoy (New York: Harper and Row, 1970), 105-6.
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defeat the French and force them out of Laos. They believed that the logical alliance for
the Lao Issara was whh the Vietnamese, who also were trying to defeat the French.
Much of this segment of the Lao elhe had strong Vietnamese familial and social ties.^^
Vietnam and Laos, in the eyes of the "leftists," shared a common enemy, a common goal,
and close social, economic, and political ties. Also, the Vietnamese were already in Laos
fighting against the French and possessed a relatively strong milhary. Vietnam seemed
the logical choice as the major ally in the stmggle for Lao independence. The
Vietnamese "sought out sympathetic elements in Laos" and the "leftist" faction
welcomed Vietnamese assistance in their stmggle.^'
The Vietnamese had already played a significant role in Laos before the postWorld War II independence movement. For many generations Vietnamese had migrated
to Laos, especially into the northern provinces of Phong Saly and Sam Neua and the
Mekong River towns. A large number of ethnic Vietnamese lived in Phong Saly and
Sam Neua, the two provinces used as a Pathet Lao base in hs revolutionary movement.
By 1943, an estimated three-fifths of the Lao urban population of 50,000 consisted of
Vietnamese. In conjunction whh the French, many Vietnamese immigrants ran the

'^^ This familial and social connection whh Vietnam differs from that of the
"rightisf' faction, whose members had close familial and social ties to Thailand. See
above note and Steinberg, In Search of Southeast Asia, 329-31; and Langer and Zasloff,
North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 27.
^^ The "rightists'" close association whh Thailand and the idea cf a "Greater
Thailand" was just as unnerving and undesirable to the "leftists" as the "leftists'" close
association whh Vietnam and the idea of a "Greater Vietnam" was to the "rightists." See
Nina S. Adams, "Patrons, Clients, and Revolutionaries," 104-10; Zasloff and Langer,
North Vietnam andthe PathetLao, 11.
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economic and administrative activhy of Laos. Contact between Vietnamese and Lao
leaders in eastera Laos, where many Vietnamese and Lao had lived side by side for
generations, was not surprising. It seemed natural to the Lao elhe who had close ties whh
the Vietnamese to accept assistance from the DRV in the stmggle for Lao independence.
For the eastera revolutionaries, led by Kaysone and Nouhak, h was a logical step to work
with theh Vietnamese brethren in their fight for Lao independence.'*
The thular head of the Pathet Lao, Prince Souphanouvong, expressed the proVietnamese "Leftisf' ideas in his letters to the Lao Issara in 1949."^^ On 26 March he
officially ended his participation in that resistance goverament. Souphanouvong accused
the Lao Issara of embarking on a "gondola of dreams," of "resting on big words" and not
action. He ched the need to "fight the French colonialists, docile instmments of the
Anglo-Americans." He acknowledged that the majorhy of the Lao elhe in Bangkok
accused him of selling out Laos to Ho Chi Minh, but he pointed out that alliance with the
Vietnamese was necessary and realistic. Because of French power Vietnamese assistance

^^ Whhaker, Laos: A Country Study, 20-26; Steinberg, In Search ofSoutheast
Asia, 328-9; Frank M. Lebar, Gerald C. Hickey, and John K. Musgrave, Ethnic Groups
ofMainland Southeast Asia (New Haven, CT: Human Relations Area Files Press, 1964),
123; and Charles A. Stevenson, The EndofNowhere: American PoUcy towardLaos
since 1954 (Boston: BeaconPress, 1972), 12-14.
^^ Souphanouvong's association whh the communist North Vietnamese marked
the first time that any of the royahy of Laos had attached themselves to communism. Of
note, Langer and Zasloflf argue that there was little detectable Marxist-Leninism within
the Pathet Lao in the early period of the Lao independence movement. Nina Adams
agrees and simply labels Souphanouvong's inclination toward the communist North
Vietnamese a result of "status hunger" and not an endorsement of communist political
ideology. Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 3; and Adams,
"Patrons, Clients, and Revolutionaries," 112.
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was the only means to keep a viable Lao revolutionary group alive in the eastem part of
Laos, and that he had been the key to gaining this support. This assistance was not only
polhical and economic, but also milhary. The DRV supplied war materials as well as
milhary "advisors." Without this aid, he maintained, the Lao resistance would not have
had a chance against the French.*''
In a 13 May letter, Souphanouvong discussed the "Leftist" poshion regarding the
Vietnamese. He repeated that Ho Chi Minh pledged his support for the independence of
Laos and that he, Souphanouvong, as a representative of the Lao resistance, had entered
into "various conventions and agreements" whh the DRV to further the independence
movement. He charged that the members of the Lao Issara government who opposed
him, including Phetsarath and Sananikone, had been collaborators under the French.
Souphanouvong believed that they had, for all intents and purposes, commhted treason
against their country and had thrown away what tmst he had for them because the French
regime was the very enthy against which they all were supposed to be fighting. He felt
that the Viet Minh would provide the material and guidance necessary to guarantee a Lao
victory over the French.^'
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Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 39-41.

^' Ibid., 43. Souvanna Phouma later stated this "dissension had reached such a
point that our govemment tired of the servhude [to the Viet Minh] accepted by
Souphanouvong and expelled him in May 1949. His fate from this time on was sealed
and he became the creature of the North Vietnamese." 2 November 1967 speech by
Souvanna Phouma in Canberra, Australia, as carried in the official Lao Presse of 3
November 1967, and quoted in Langer and Zasloflf, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao,
44.
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The Lao Issara expelled Souphanouvong from its group after the exchange of
these letters. ft became apparent to the Lao Issara members in Bangkok that he had
abandoned them and had permanently sided whh the Viet Minh. Souphanouvong, like
other pro-Vietnamese Leftist Lao elhe, had simply seen the Viet Minh support as
essential to Lao independence. It appears that Souphanouvong was aware of the strength
and overall geo-polhical ambhions of the DRV in Indochina. After all, he had met whh
Ho Chi Minh and Vo Nguyen Giap personally and discussed joint Lao-Vietnamese
relations for the present stmggle and for thefiatureof the two countries. However, he
was "confident of his ability to handle the Vietnamese" once he became the head of an
independent Laos and had gained mass support from the Lao population.
Souphanouvong's character assessment by Sananikone, particularly his self-assuredness,
lends credence to this belief ^^
The extent of Souphanouvong's and the "Leftisf' faction's dependence on the
Vietnamese communists is demonstrated in the propagandistic literature produced by the
NLHS later in the Lao independence movement. Examination of two NLHS pamphlets

^^ Langer and Zasloff believe that Souphanouvong may have persuaded himself
that that "cooperation whh the Vietnamese, particularly under a leader who, like himself,
was sympathetic to their [North Vietnamese] goals and strategy, was the only way for a
weak and backward Laos to survive as an independent polhical enthy, surrounded by
stronger and more dynamic neighbors." The judgment about Souphanouvong's
knowledge about the DRV's ambitions in Indochina is also based upon the fact that
Souphanouvong, educated in Vietnam and France, was intimately tied to the Vietnamese
socially, economically, milharily (as head of the Lao Issara forces who had fought with
the Viet Minh in Laos against the French), and through family (his Vietnamese wife).
See Murdoch, Lao Issara: The Memoirs ofOun Sananikone, 35-6; Langer and Zasloff,
North Vietnam andthe PathetLao, 28-36, 44; and Adams, "Patrons, Clients, and
Revolutionaries," in Laos: War andRevolution, ed. Adams and McCoy, 112-113.
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from 1966 and 1970 reveal a deep ideological, political, and milhary dependence on the
North Vietnamese. The Pathet Lao and its spokesmen, particularly Souphanouvong,
maintained and demonstrated a deepening of relations whh the DRV. By 1966, the Lao
elite who had sided with the Vietnamese in the immediate post-Worid War II years had
moved from relative ideological independence in the Lao Issara to ideological
dependence. By the 1960s, the Pathet Lao claimed to be a Marxist-Leninist organization,
whereas at hs formation in 1949, the only menfion of the Pathet Lao as a communist
organization or as followers of communism was in conjunction with whatever the
Vietnamese said about communism. There was little or no mention of the Pathet Lao as a
communist, or Marxist-Leninist organization.^^

See Neo Lao Haksat, "Twenty Years of Lao People's Revolutionary Stmggle,"
Wason Pamphlet No. 95 (Neo Lao Haksat Publications, 1966), Echols
CoIIectionA^ietnam Archive/Texas Tech University; and Neo Lao Haksat. Quarter
Century ofGrim and Victorious Struggle, No. 1, Pamphlet Published by the Neo Lao
Haksat, Laos, 1970. As stated earlier, noted Pathet Lao historians Brown, Zasloff, and
Langer maintain that they found little evidence of genuine Marxist-Leninism in the Pathet
Lao throughout their extensive investigations of the Pathet Lao/NLHS from 1940 to
1975. This belief is echoed by Arthur Dommen and Nina Adams. Souphanouvong and
the Pathet Lao, because they had chosen to rely primarily on the North Vietnamese for all
of their assistance in the Lao independence movement, adopted the ideological beliefs of
their major supporters whether or not they actually believed them. It is wrong to assume
that the Pathet Lao leaders rejected Marxist-Leninism in-total; there is always the
possibility that some tmly endorsed the ideology. But the available evidence shows
otherwise—that the promulgated beliefs of the Pathet Lao/NLHS after 1949 was little
more than propagandistic rhetoric that was in agreement with the major outside supporter
of the Pathet Lao's drive for power in Laos. See Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and
the PathetLao, 3; Brown and Zasloflf, Apprentice Revolutionaries, 10; Dommen,
Conflict inLaos, 12; and Adams, "Patrons, Clients, and Revolutionaries," 'mLaos: War
andRevolution, ed. Adams and McCoy, 112.
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The "Neutralist" View
The "neutralist" polhical group in the Lao Issara believed that the only realistic
way for Laos to gain independence was to band together all three polhical factions into a
coalhion govemment. Laos could then claim to be neutral—neutral in polhical ideology
as well as in extemal conflicts, such as the Cold War, that might affect Laos. Neutralhy
provided a safeguard against exteraal forces whh expansionist designs. Because a
coalhion govemment would include representatives sympathetic to the viewpoints of
such countries (i.e., Vietnam), the threat of such an invasion might be diminished
substantially since Laos could co-exist whh that country with an ideologically diverse
coalition goverament. The "neutralists'" object was to maintain a viable Lao polhical
state while protecting Lao territorial integrhy. The "neutralists" attempted to integrate
those who supported both Vietnamese and Western involvement in the Lao independence
movement into the Lao goverament. The main proponents of this ideology were Prince
Souvanna Phouma and Prince Phetsarath.
Phetsarath was a powerfiil member of the Lao elite who believed strongly in Lao
independence but did not retum to Vientiane whh the rest of the Lao Issara goverament
in 1949. He could not support ehher of his brothers: Souvanna Phouma in Vientiane
whh the Rightists, and Souphanouvong in eastern Laos with the North Vietnamese.

He

was crhical of Souvanna Phouma for being "too willing to go along whh the French and

^•^ This statement is not to place Souvanna Phouma in the "rightist" camp. He was
not a member of the "rightisf' polhical faction at this time. He had simply returaed to
Vientiane whh the rest of the Lao Issara govemment. He eventually came out as a
"neutralist" and on the side of Phetsarath.
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too willing to settle for half-measures on the road to fiill independence." He oflfered
praise to Souphanouvong as "a fighter for freedom and national liberation" but criticized
him for becoming too closely drawn to the Vietnamese. Similariy, he chastised
Souvanna Phouma for having a French wife and Souphanouvong for having a
Vietnamese wife.^^
At the same time, one cannot help but notice Phetsarath's affinhy for Thailand.
He married a Thai, remained in exile in Thailand for six years and had lived and worked
in Thailand for the Thai government during the Japanese occupation of Laos. The three
brothers, then, according to historian John Murdoch, "both in their polhics and in their
choices for wives, represent[ed] the chief divisive tendencies in Lao polhics of the
period: orientations toward France, Vietnam, and Thailand." It was not until 1956 that
Phetsarath returned from exile to Vientiane to attempt to bring about a unified Lao
govemment that included all three factions.

85 "3349 " jron Man ofLaos: Prince Phetsarath Raíanavongsa, Translated by
John B. Murdoch, Edited by David K. Wyatt, Data Paper: Number 110 (hhaca, NY:
Department of Asian Studies, Cornell University Southeast Asia Program, 1978), xxi.
The introduction of this book, written by Murdoch, includes a brief and informative
biography of Phetsarath. "3349," according to Murdoch, was ehher Phetsarath himself or
a close friend of the Prince who assisted him in writing the text.
^^ Ibid. Souvanna Phouma first called for a coalhion goverament after the signing
of the 1954 Geneva Accords. Before this, he sided whh the Lao Issara that accepted the
French oflfer of limited independence whhin the French Union. His tme belief in
neutralism emerged between 1956 and 1962. He saw the only way for Laos to have a
functioning, viable government was to include all pohtical sides: those who decided to
accept Vietnamese support, those who professed neutralhy, and those who leaned toward
Thailand and the West.
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The "neutralists" were skeptical about Vietnamese involvement in Laos.
Phetsarath shared this point of view. Hefiallyacknowledged the Vietnamese presence in
Laos, the support role the Viet Minh had played, particularly in Thakhet, Savannakhet,
and eastem Laos, and acknowledged that his brother, Souphanouvong, openly invhed
more Vietnamese involvement to "assist" whh the Lao independence movement.^^ He
was a realist who understood that Laos would not be able to stand alone as an
independent nation without the tacit approval of its more powerful neighbors, the Thai
and especially the Vietnamese, for both neighbors were players in a larger interaational
conflict—the Cold War. Phetsarath realized what neutrality really was and how fragile
that state of existence was for a small country caught in between larger neighbors with
powerful allies. Therefore, the nations involved in the conflict at that time—Thailand,
France, and North Vietnam—would not allow a Lao goverament to side with one of the
other nations because such an alliance would harm their conflicting ambhions in Laos.
Phetsarath believed that the Lao government had no choice but to try to work out some
kind of agreement that would include all sides and exist like Switzerland had as a neutral
country in previous wars.
Neutralhy, in essence, is a benevolent state bestowed by belligerent countries.
The obvious problem with this line of thinking was that the polhical, economic, and
milhary weakness of Laos might allow any larger, more powerflil country to ignore
proclaimed Lao neutralhy and proceed with hs own plans and policies. In order for
neutralhy to tmly work, outside/neighboring countries (such as the Unhed States or
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Ibid., 48-54, 90.
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Vietnam) needed real reasons to actually grant and respect Lao neutrality, especially if it
were to survive in the hostile Southeast Asian theater of the Cold War during the 1950s,
60s, and 70s. John Kennedy sought to neutralize Laos in 1962 because h would enable
the U.S. to defend Southeast Asia against communism in South Vietnam—a better place
in which to exploh the strengths of the American military. The U.S., however, ignored
the neutralhy of Laos and became heavily involved in the polhical and milhary stmggles
inside the country. The DRV ignored this declaration of neutralhy, formalized in the
1962 Geneva Agreements on Laos, because Laos provided both a sanctuary for hs troops
and a means of infihration into South Vietnam to assist the southera insurgency and
realize the uhimate reunification of Vietnam. Because of this exteraal presence, a
"neutral" coalition government had no chance to survive in the American-Vietnamese
conflict.

Ideology versus Practicality in the Lao Independence Movement
That ideology played a secondary role to practicality in the stmggle for Lao
independence. Outside sources introduced polhical ideology into the Lao elhe. The
source of the ideology came from an outside country that had some sort of design on
Laos. In turn, those of the Lao elhe who believed that Lao independence could only be
achieved by collusion with an outside source adopted the political ideology of that
source. The Lao elite did not necessarily believe in the ideology, they just adopted h so
they could try to achieve their uhimate goal: Lao independence. Historians tend to paint

Ibid., 93-102.
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the post-Worid War II Lao elhe as a bh naive and impractical. A more detailed historical
analysis suggests otherwise.
The members of the Lao Issara sought eflfective patronage not only to safeguard
the kingdom and secure independence but, perhaps more importantly, to protect their
privileges as an elite group. Despite exile in Bangkok, most of the Lao Issara maintained
a political stance which would easily permh them to reintegrate themselves into their
country's political scene in a Laos that was far from independent. Their retura to
Vientiane in 1949 and their resettlement in eastern Laos set the stage for their acceptance
of polhical ideologies that would ph them against a variety of enemies: the French, the
Thai, the Vietnamese, the Chinese, and later, the Americans. Their personal and polhical
compromises were accomplished and rationalized because of family loyahies, their own
political survival in Laos, the national survival of Laos in the face of powerfîjl and
ambitious neighbors, and the chance for Lao independence in some form. There was a
tme lack of ideology beyond these immediate conceras. There was also in the Lao Issara
an apparent lack of social concera for the various ethnic peoples that made up the
majority of Laos. In the end, h was not difficuh for the various members of the Lao elhe
to become increasingly polhically, economically, militarily, and psychologically
dependent on their outside suhors.
For the Lao elhe, there was Ihtle choice but to accept a measure of foreign
assistance. Vietnam was stronger militarily than Laos, as were Thailand, France, and the
Unhed States. The Lao elite realized that their geo-political poshion was precarious.
They chose sides, or tried to create one that balanced between them, in fiill recognhion of
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the fact that such positioning came with a price. Ad was not offered through ahmism
but whh strings attached in the form of Laotian obligations. What distinguished the
oflfers was the price demanded and the reasons put forward for accepting the assistance.
The three Lao political factions realized that their foreign supporters each had a diflferent
design for the future of Laos. For the North Vietnamese, and later the Americans, the
issue of involvement was not a question; h was simply a matter of degree. Willing Lao
leaders knowingly became pawns in a larger game so they could maintain and possibly
improve their power poshion in the Lao circles, in Lao polhics in general, and in the
region, and, most importantly, win their form of Lao independence. The DRV wanted to
use Laos for its own purposes to realize their goal of a friendly (i.e., communist)
Indochina which h could dominate. The U.S. wanted to seal off Laos, especially the Ho
Chi Minh Trail complex, from North Vietnamese use so h could more effectively
prosecute the war in South Vietnam. Because of the military and polhical weakness of
their country, the Lao elhe really had little choice in the matter.
Not surprisingly, in view of their ideological and polhical differences, the
"leftist," "rightist," and "neutralist" Lao polhical factions could never agree over the
direction of the independence movement. The fluidity within the polhical elhe and theh
lack of real ideological commhment to their stated poshions enabled and characterized
the chaos that plagued Lao polhics and the drive for independence over the next three
decades.
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The "Leftists" Maneuver for Position (1951-54)
In Febmary 1951, the Viet Minh sponsored a meeting in North Vietnam of
communist front organizations in Vietnam (the Lao Dong Party), Cambodia (the Khmer
Liberation Committee) and Laos (Pathet Lao). At this meeting, an alliance was formed
among the Vietnamese, Khmer, and Lao, whose goal was to stmggle jointly against
"imperialist aggression" and fight both French colonial power and "American
interventionists."^^ According to historian Wilfred Burchett, this "alliance of the Pathet
Lao and the Viet Minh paved the way for Vietnamese volunteers" in Laos who "were
strongly reinforced by Vietnamese already living in the country."^°
The first objective of Souphanouvong and the Pathet Lao was to secure a base
area in Laos from which operations could be launched against the French. Securing this
base within Laos would go far in establishing local (and regional) recognition as a
legitimate goverament fighting for the independence of Laos. This would help obtain
perceived leghimacy in the eyes of the Lao populatíon and, more importantly, the French.
If the French saw the Pathet Lao as a leghimate fighting force whh the allegiance of the
people, then Souphanouvong believed that the Pathet Lao had taken a necessary step in a
successfijl attempt to oust the govemment in Vientiane. To this end, the Pathet Lao and
the Viet Minh launched invasions of Laos in April and December of 1953 and January

^^ From the Vietnam Central Information Service, Manifesto andPlatforms ofthe
Vietnamese Lao DongParty, April 1952, and quoted in Langer and Zasloff, North
Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 50-51.
^^ Wilfred G. Burchett, Mekong Upstream: A Visit to Laos and Cambodia,
(Berlin: Seven Seas Publishers, 1959), 239.
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1954 to establish the necessary base of operafions. They hoped to scatter the French
forces over as wide an area as possible and at the same time improving their diplomatic
negotiating hand on the interaational scene, especially at the upcoming Geneva
Conference. As h turned out, the invasions were extremely successful. The Pathet Lao
and Viet Minh forces captured nearly forty thousand square kilometers of territory that
included the entire province of Sam Neua, a large part of Xieng Khouang province, and
part of Luang Prabang and Phong Saly provinces.^^
By the time of the Geneva Conference was held in 1954, the Pathet Lao and the
DRV had control over all of Laos except the Mekong Valley area, about four-fifths of the
entire country. It is important to note the cmcial role the DRV played in this drive for
territorial acquishion. Lao troops were never a significant factor in the Pathet Lao
revolution or the DRV success. Milharily, they were always subordinate to the DRV
forces and served them primarily as auxiliary fighting and support units and guides. The
actual troop strength of Pathet Lao forces in 1954 at the time of Geneva is estimated at
only 1500 to 3000 men. Undeniably, h was the DRV's fighting strength and hs supplies
92

that enabled the Pathet Lao to control the majorhy of the country m 1954.
^^ Dommen, Conflict in Laos, 78; Go\dstem,AmericanPoUcy, 10-1V, Langer
and Zasloflf, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 55. In anticipation of these invasions,
Viet Minh agents created rice depots along the projected invasion routes to feed the DRV
troops and intensified pro-Pathet Lao and DRV propaganda efforts in border villages.
For the Viet Minh, the success of these Laotian campaigns were of great importance.
The French, reacting to the Viet Minh incursions into northem Laos, established their
base at Dien Bien Phu, and thus set the stage for the climatic battle in the First
Indochinese War.
' ' Goldstein, American PoUcy, 73; Langer and Zasloflf, North Vietnam and the
PathetLao, 51, 53. According to Goldstein, the RLG forces numbered around 20,000.
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In preparing for Geneva and whether the Pathet Lao should have a seat at the
conference table, the question about Pathet Lao leghimacy then arose. Was the Pathet
Lao a legal and leghimate polhical organization that represented a signifícant segment of
Laotian people, or was it merely a rebel band used as a leghimizing factor for Viet Minh
incursion in Laos in hs battle against the French? The PRC and the USSR argued that the
Pathet Lao was leghimate and deserved to be seated. The U.S. and its western allies
believed that the Pathet Lao was simply a North Vietnamese toy and did not deserve to be
at the table in Geneva. It is in this atmosphere that the Pathet Lao, not granted a seat at
the table, came to the important conference that was to decide the future of Indochina, at
least for the next eight years.

Langer and Zasloff state that, according to their interview whh a Pathet Lao commander,
when Pathet Lao forces met RLG forces in Laos, there was usually not a fight. The
commander states: "We agreed that as long as we didn't meet any French, if Lao met
Lao, we would not do anything." The historians also say that relations were so relaxed
between the RLG and Pathet Lao forces that the children of Pathet Lao and RLG officers
played together when the two were in close proximhy of each other in the field.
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CHAPTER IV
THE EISENHOWER ADMINISTRATION
ANDLAOS (1954-1961)

Before examining and evaluating the U.S. counterinsurgency in Laos, two
fimdamental questions require answers. First, why did the U.S. view Southeast Asia as a
region crhical to American national securhy necessitating commitment of American
military, economic, and polhical assets? Second, why did the U.S. govemment settle
upon Laos as the bulwark against communist expansion in Southeast Asia?

Why Southeast Asia?
The Eisenhower Administration privately rejected the 1954 Geneva Accords as
inadequate to check communist aggression in Southeast Asia and publicly distanced hself
from the agreements. In a news conference on 21 July 1954, Eisenhower stated that he
was "glad" an agreement was reached but reminded the world that the U.S. was not
"bound by the decisions taken by the conference." He also added that the U.S. was
"actively pursuing discussions with other free nations with a view to the rapid
organization of a collective defense in Southeast Asia in order to prevent flirther direct or
indirect communist aggression in that general area."' Less than two months later on 8

' Dwight D. Eisenhower, PubUc Papers ofthe Presidents ofthe United States:
DwightD. Eisenhower, 1954 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govemment Printing Office,
1960), 642.
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September, the Manila Pact was signed and the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
(SEATO), a regional defense organization that included the U.S., Great Britain, France,
Australia, New Zealand, Pakistan, Thailand, and the Philippines, was formed under the
direction of Eisenhower and Secretary of State John Foster Dulles.
The SEATO agreement, articulated most clearly in Article IV, paragraph one,
provided that "each Party [to the agreement] recognizes that aggression by means of
armed attack...would endanger its own peace and safety, and agrees that h wiU in that
event act to meet the common danger in accordance whh hs constitutional processes."
By a supplementary protocol, the signatory states pledged themselves to protect three
non-signatory nations: Laos, Cambodia, and South Vietnam. The language of the treaty
was significant because h not only provided for joint obligation but several other
commhments according to Washington's loose interpretation of the agreement. This
interpretation would later be used to justify unilateral intervention. One significant
Washington decision maker defined the U.S. obligation under SEATO:
The finding that an armed attack has occurred does not have to be made by a
collective determination before the obligation of each member becomes operative.
Nor does the treaty requhe collective decisions on actions to be taken to meet the
common danger. If the Unhed States determines that an armed attack has
occurred against any nation to whom the protection of the tteaty applies, then h is
obligated to 'act to meet the common danger' without regard to the views or
actions ofany other treaty member.

^ DDE/J. Lawton CoIIins Papers/Special Mission to Vietnam, 19541955/24/Briefing Book on Vietnam, 1/3, Southeast Asia CoUective Defense Treaty, 2-3.
' Dean Rusk and General Maxwell Taylor, "The U.S. Commhments in Viet-Nam:
Fundamental Issues," Department ofState BuUetin 1 March 1966, 4. Emphasis added.
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Dean Rusk, Secretary of State under Kennedy and Johnson, believed that the "die for
American commhment to Southeast Asia was cast in 1955," for when the U.S. signed the
SEATO treaty, it became "the law of the land and linked South Vietnam [and Laos] to
the general stmcture of collective security."'' The U.S. now had a means by which h
could intervene in Southeast Asia on its own volition if necessary.^
More importantly, on 20 August 1954, Eisenhower approved National Securhy
Council Policy Statement 5429/2 which stated that the U.S. was to "make every possible
eflfort, not openly inconsistent whh the U.S. government position as to the [Geneva]
armistice agreements, to defeat communist subversion and influence and to maintain and
support friendly non-communist goveraments" in the region.^ The stage was clearly set
for active U.S. defense of Southeast Asia.

Why the U.S. Was Involved in Southeast Asia
As early as the first half of 1952, the U.S. government identified five overarching
reasons why Southeast Asia (Indochina, Burma, Thailand, Malaya, and Indonesia) was of

Rusk,AsISawIt,421.
^ See also LBJ/NSF/Agency Files/CIA9/CIA Vol. 11/417, "Eisenhower
Administration Statements on the Strategic Meaning of SEA and on the Nature of the
Commhments to Viet Nam and Laos Under the Manila Treaty and SEATO," 5.
' DDE/Collins Papers/Special Mission to Vietnam, 1954-55/24/Briefing Book on
Vietnam, 1/3.
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"vhal strategic importance"^ and "transcendent importance"^ to the United States. The
fírst reason was geo-polhical in nature and was an early articulation of what became
known as the "domino theory."^ The 25 June 1952 "Statement of Pohcy" by the National
Security Council said that "the loss of any of the countries of Southeast Asia to
communist control

in the absence of eflfective and timely counteraction

would

probably lead to relatively swift submission to or an alignment whh communism by the
remaining countries of this group." Furthermore, the NSC stated, "an alignment with
communism of the rest of Southeast Asia and India, and in the longer term, of the Middle
East would in all probability progressively follow." Such a widespread alignment would
"endanger the securhy of Europe."'"

' DDE/White House Office National Security Council (WHONSC) Staflf 19481961/NSC Registry/16/ Psychological Strategy Board (PSB) Documents, Master Book
Vol. 3/7, PSB, "South East Asia-Outline of Strategic Factors," 19 March 1952, 1.
^ LBJ/NSF/Agency Files/CIA9/CIA Vol. 11/417, "Eisenhower Administration
Statements," 1.
^ The best book on the domino theory is Frank Ninkovich, Modemity andPower:
A History ofthe Domino Theory in the Twentieth Century (Chicago: Univershy of
Chicago Press, 1994). He argues that the domino theory was too simplistic because,
among other things, h suggested the lack of a "homeostatic, self-regulating system" or a
"self-equilibrafing balance of power," h viewed the worid incorectly as a tightly linked
system, and h held that no matter where or how the dominos began to fall, the last the
domino, the U.S., would faU. Ninkovich, Modemity andPower, xvi.
'" DDE/WHO, Office of the Special Assistant for National Securhy Affairs
(OSANSA)/NSC/PoIicy Papers/3/NSC 124/2~S.E. Asia 2, NSC Report, "Unhed States
Objectives and Courses of Action whh Respect to Southeast Asia," 25 June 1952, 2.
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The clearest, and certainly the most publicized enunciation of the domino theory
after Worid War II came in Eisenhower's press conference of 7 April 1954. He replied to
a question about the strategic importance of Indochina:
you have broader considerations that foUow what you would call the "falling
domino principle." You have a row of dominos set up, you knock over the first
one, and what will happen to the last one is the certainty that it wiU go over very
quickly. So you could have a beginning of a disintegration that would have the
most profound influences. .the consequences of the loss are just incalculable to
thefree world.'^
Second, Southeast Asia was seen as vhal because of hs strategic location.
Washington believed that communist control of Southeast Asia would "render the U.S.
position in the Pacifíc offshore island chain precarious and would seriously jeopardize

'^ Eisenhower, PubUc Papers, 1954, 72-3. Eisenhower also clearly articulated
fíve other reasons why Indochina was of vhal national interest to the U.S. The domino
theory was endorsed by many members of the Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson
Administrations. One important Administration official who endorsed the theory was
Dean Rusk, Secretary of State for Kennedy and Johnson. He stated that if Hanoi took
over all of Vietnam h would have "created continuing problems for Laos, Cambodia,
Thailand and perhaps the rest of Southeast Asia." Wah Rostow, head of the State
Department's Policy Planning Council from 1961 to 1966 and National Security Advisor
from 1966 to 1969, also endorsed the domino theory. He stated that Kennedy "believed
h [in the domino theory], and he was right. There's nobody in Asia who doesn't
understand that if we pull out...we'd have to puU out of all of Asia, the place would fall."
See Rusk, As I Saw It, 434; and LBJ/Oral History CoIIection/Wah W.
Rostow/Interviewed by Paige Mulhollan, 21 March 1969, 66. There were those in the
Administrations who did not agree with the domino theory. One such detractor was
George Ball. He stated that the respective governments of Thailand and Indonesia could
eflfectively defend themselves from communist encroachment and that Malaysia, the
Philippines, Taiwan and Singapore "seemed reasonably secure by virtue of theh distance
from Hanoi." See Ball, Diplomacyfor a Crowded World, 64. For other refijtations of the
domino theory see Bernard Brodie, "The Domino Theory," Revue MiUtaire Generale 10
(December 1972): 468-478; J.L.S. Giriing, "Vietnam and the Domino Theory,"
AustraUan Outlook 21 (April 1967): 61-70; LewisM. Simons, "Domino Theory Has
Fallen Flat in Southeast Asia," San Jose Mercury News, 24 April 1995; and Nmkovich,
Modernity andPower.
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fiindamental U.S. securhy interests in the Far East," namely Japan, The NSC stated that
the loss of Southeast Asia, especially of Malaya and Indonesia, could resuh in "such
economic and polhical pressures in Japan" as to make it extremely diffícuh to prevent
Japan's "eventual accommodation to communism."'^ Furthermore, the policy makers
believed communist control meant permission or denial of the quickest surface
connection between the Indian and Pacific Oceans, or the "most direct and bestdeveloped sea and air routes between the Pacific and South Asia."'^ Southeast Asia also
had "major naval and air bases."''' In this case, Australia would be isolated from Asia
and "directly threatened," and India would "virttjally be lost." Washington feared that a
"great step towards envelopment of Europe" and that the addhion of more non-Europeans
to the present Asiatic communist states would be "an important factor in communist
ability to 'persuade' other Asiatic and African peoples to see theh brand of light."'^
Third, Southeast Asia was seen as vital because of its important natural resources.
Malaya and Indonesia were the principal sources of natural mbber and tin, and produced
of petroleum and "other strategically important commodhies." The rice exports of
Burma and Thailand were "crhically important to Malaya, Ceylon and Hong Kong and

'^ DDE/WHO/OSANSA/NSC/Pohcy Papers/3/NSC 124/2-S.E.Asia 2, NSC
Report, "Unhed States Objectives," 2.
'^ LBJ/NSF/Agency Files/CIA9/CIA Vol. 11/417, "Eisenhower Administration
Statements," 1.
14

Ibid.

'^ DDE/WHONSC 1948-61/NSC Registry/16/PSB Documents, Master Book Vol.
3/7, PSB, "SE Asia—Outlook of Strategic Factors," 2-3.
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are of considerable signifícance to Japan and India, all important areas of free Asia."'^
To lose these goods to the communists, or have their access to them regulated, risked
serious economic distress amongst the pro-Westem countries. Washington believed that
the more countries depended on natural resources from communist countries, the more
they would lean polhically toward their communist suppliers.'^
U.S. policy toward Southeast Asia was formed during an era wben Washington
undertook the assignment of sealing off the "free world" from communist penetration. In
Washington's view, the "free world" was made up of those countries that were noncommunist. In the process of securing the "free world," the U.S. made formal security
commitments to over forty nations. A base tenet of these commitments was to prevent
communists from gaining control of any country not already part of the communist
world. Washington held that the majorhy of Southeast Asia was part of the "free
world."'^
SEATO was one of the formal security commhments. In addhion, the U.S.
strengthened and magnifíed the muhilateral SEATO agreement by a series of bilateral
commhments, both private and public, whh the South Vietnamese government.'^ By

'^ DDEAVHO/OSANSA/NSC/Policy Papers/3/NSC 124/2—S.E.Asia 2, NSC,
'United States Objectives and Courses of Action whh Respect to Southeast Asia," 2.
'' Ibid.
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Martin E. Goldstein, American PoUcy, 35.
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By Eisenhower on 1 October 1954 and in May 1957 and by Kennedy on 2
August 1961 and 14 December 1961. See Rusk and Taylor, "The U.S. Commhment in
Viet-Nam," 5; and Rusk and McNamara, "Pohtical and Military Aspects of U.S. Policy
inViet-Nam,"343.
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making these formal commhments, Washington had put hself in a position in which h
had to act in order to save face not only whh U.S. allies and the communist bloc, but also
around the world. This notion was articulated bluntly by Dean Rusk (on national
television nonetheless):
The fact is that we know we have a commitment. The communist world knows
we have a commitment. The rest of the world knows we have a commhment. .1
believe that the integrity of the American commhment is the principal stmcture
of peace around the world. We have 42 allies.
We didn't go into those
alliances through some sense of amiability or through some philanthropic attitude
toward other nations. We went into them because we consider these alliances
utterly essential for the security of our own nation. Now, if our allies or, more
particularly, if our adversaries should discover that the American commhment is
not worth anything, then the worid would face dangers of which we have not yet
dreamed.^°
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the U.S. beheved Southeast Asia was
valuable because of psychological and ideological reasons. These reasons can be
summarized in three distinct tenets which can be described as (1) the "Munich Analogy",
(2) the "Kremlin's Global Imperative"; and (3) the "Line in the Dust."
In order for decision makers to justify their actions in formulating and
implementing policy, historical comparisons are often invoked and given as evidence to
back their actions, regardless of the validhy and relevance of these historical comparisons
to contemporaneous situations.'' The general post-Worid War II understanding in
Washington was that the aim of communism was to dominate the globe and that the

^° Rusk, in Rusk and McNamara, "Polhical and Milhary Aspects of U.S. Pohcy in
Viet-Nam," 343-44.
^' An excellent source on this practice is Richard E. Neustadt and Emest R. May.
Thinking in Time: The Uses ofHistoryfor Decision-Makers (New York: The Free Press,
1986).
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communists would attempt to do it by both overt and subversive force like political
movements and milhary actions of the past. This historical comparison, particulariy
since h involved past U.S. experience in world conflict, was summoned to justify U.S.
actions in regard to Southeast Asia. This invocation is often referred to as the "Munich
Analogy." According to this analogy, to do in Southeast Asia what Chamberlain did in
Munich in 1938 whh Hhler (appeasement) would be to surrender Southeast Asia to the
communists and ensure them regional hegemony. The top echelons of Washington
decision making held this historical comparison to be valid and relevant. In a letter to
Winston ChurchiII dated 4 April 1954 regarding Indochina, Eisenhower stated, "If I may
refer to history; we failed to hah Hirohito, Mussolini and Hhler by not acting in unhy and
time. That marked the beginning of many years of stark tragedy and peril. May it not be
that our nations have learaed something from that lesson?

" There would be no

appeasement this time.^^
Lyndon Johnson also endorsed the "Munich Analogy." He stated on 28 July
1965:
If we are driven from the field in [Indochina], then no nation can ever again have
the same confidence in American promises, or in American protection. In each
land, the forces of independence would be considerably weakened. And an Asia
so threatened by Communist domination would imperil the securhy of the United
States hself
.We learned from Hhler at Munich that success only feeds the
appethe of aggression. The battle would be renewed in one country and then
another, bringing whh h perhaps even larger and cmeler conflict, as we have
learned from the lessons of history.
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Eisenhower, Mandatefor Change, 347.

^^ Lyndon B. Johnson, "The President's News Conference of July 28, 1965," in
PubUc Papers ofthe Presidents ofthe United States: Lyndon B. Johnson, 1965,BookII:
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The policymakers in Washington substhuted the word "Fascist" whh the word
"communist" and enabled the whole American eflfort against Nazi Germany in Worid
War II to be unleashed again with fresh use in Indochina.
A second belief used to justify American involvement in Southeast Asia was the
idea of the "Kremlin's Global Imperative." Washington held that behind all insurgencies,
regardless of the indigenous milieu in which the insurgency took place, the hidden hand
and will of a monolithic movement directed by the Soviets could be found. This bipolar
world view, and uniquely American perception of insurgency, was part of a common
intellectual heritage and collective experience shared by a majority of Washington
decision makers, including key members of the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations.
This "mental baggage" was carried into the decision making process and in tura eliched
an automatic inclination to perceive the insurgency in Laos as being dhected from the
halls of the Kremlin instead of from the mountains, valleys, streets, and polhical
compounds in Laos and in the halls in Hanoi.
Washington believed that the aim of communism was to extend hs hegemony
around the globe. Eisenhower specifically indicted the Soviet Union. He charged that
after the establishment of the Unhed Nations in 1945, "every attempt to advance even a
single step toward world peace encountered one insurmountable obstacle—the

June 1 toDecember 31, 1965 (Washington, D.C.. U.S. Goverament Printing Office,
1966), 388.
^^ Cable, Unholy Grail, 6; Blaufarb, The Counterinsurgency Era, 8; and Gabriel
Kolko, Confronting the Third World: UnitedStates Foreign PoUcy, 1945-1980 (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1980), 128-9.
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implacable purpose ofthe men in the KremUn to achieve communist domination ofthe
world."^^ Secretary of State John Foster Dulles stated in 1954, "The Soviet and Chinese
communist mlers are continuing to seek worid domination," and "their [Soviet and
Chinese] avowed aim is to bring all of mankind under the mle of theh system," and that
the "destmction of free world unity is the principal goal of Soviet strategy."^^ The belief
that Moscow, later whh Beijing, directed all communist-flavored insurgencies is
intimately connected whh the third ideological tenet for why Southeast Asia was seen as
undeniably vhal to U.S. national interests: the "Line in the Dust.""
The post-World War II American strategy against the Soviet Union was
containment. This was the belief that the modest extemal pressure of global polhical,
diplomatic, and military containment coupled with internal Soviet weaknesses,
caphalizing on the "sources of Soviet conduct," would bring about eventual collapse of
the USSR.^^ The Tmman Doctrine, NATO, the Marshall Plan, and the defense of South

^^ Eisenhower, Mandatefor Change, 137. Emphasis added. See also
Eisenhower's radio address to the nation on 19 May 1953 in Eisenhower, PubUc Papers,
306-7.
^^ As quoted in U.S. Department of State, Department ofState BuUetin, June 19,
1954, 921; and Department ofState Bulletin, May 24, 1954, 779; and U.S. Congress^
Senate, Commhtee on Foreign Relations, Hearings, Mutual Security Act of 1954, 83'
Congress, 2d Session, 1954, 2. Kennedy and Johnson also endorsed this view. See
Schlesinger, A ThousandDays, 299-301; and Cable, Unhofy Grail, 6.
^"^ This term was clearly articulated and recommended as a definer of policy by
Wah Whhman Rostow, the Director of the State Department Policy Planning Council, in
a 13 Febmary 1964 memo to Secretary of State Dean Rusk. See LBJ/NSF/Intelligence
FiIe(IF)/Vietnam(VN): Rusk/Lodge/WiIIiam Bundy Correspondence/9/60a, 4.
^^ See "X," "The Sources of Soviet Conduct," Foreign Affairs 25 (July, 1947):
566-82. Also, for a good look at the evolution of the containment doctrine see Thomas
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Korea were all implementafions of containment. Whh the defeat of the French in 1954 at
the hands of the Viet Minh and the specter of a communist Vietnam looming, Southeast
Asia immediately became a venue where the U.S. feh it must directfy intervene to contain
communist expansion. Leaders saw Ho Chi Minh's as directed from Moscow and/or
Beijing and to be part of an overall communist movement for global domination.
communist aggression in Korea also loomed fresh in American minds. A "line in the
dust" had to be drawn in Southeast Asia. To do otherwise would give the green light not
only to North Vietnam, Moscow, and Beijing, but to all insurgencies around the worid,
particularly in Asia, Africa and Latin America, that America would stand to the side and
not interfere while the communist-directed polhical violence raged throughout the world.
Washington believed that any gains by the communists in this game for world
domination were not final solutions but bridgeheads for flirther gains.^^ The American
policymakers in the 1960s also believed that the model provided by North Vietnam and
China of "expanding communist control over the peoples of the independent nations of
Southeast Asia" was merely a "test of the communist method of expanding control over
independent peoples throughout the world," and that U.S. action in Southeast Asia

H. Etzold and John Lewis Gaddis, "The Strategy of Containment," in Containment:
Documents on American PoUcy and Strategy, 1945-1950 (New York: Columbia
Univershy Press, 1978); and Gaddis, We Now Know: Rethinking Cold War History
(New York: Oxford Univershy Press, 1997).
^^ This belief is the reaction by the U.S. decision makers to the "Khmshchev
Doctrine" announced by Soviet Premier Khmshchev in the Spring of 1959, that stated
that the USSR would support any insurgency seeking freedom from colonial "mastery"
and that h would assist insurgents in escaping economic colonialism. See Peter Rodman,
More Precious than Peace: The Cold War and the Strugglefor the Third World (New
York: Charies Scribner's Sons, 1994), 93-98.
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"attracts the attention of the worid, especially the peoples of Latin America."^° The
failure to secure a stable and predominantly non-communist Southeast Asia, Washington
believed, would enable the USSR and the PRC (People's Republic of China) to make
more advances around the globe because of the flood of guerrilla wars of national
liberation that would arise as a result of American failure in Laos and South Vietnam.^'
The Eisenhower Administration held that there were "greater hazards in not advising a
potential enemy of what he can expect of us, and in failing to disabuse him of
assumptions which might lead to a miscalculation of our intenfions."^^ Because of this
international polhico-milhary significance placed upon Southeast Asia by the U.S., a line
in the dust would have to be drawn in order for America to defend Southeast Asia and
against communist geo-political movements around the world and retain credibilhy whh
her allies.
The Eisenhower Administration viewed Laos, Cambodia and South Vietnam, as
the "keystone" to the stabilhy of Southeast Asia, the loss of which would fiindamentally
aflfect the stability of the "free worid."" Washington believed that the main external

^° McNamara, in Rusk and McNamara, "Pohtical and Military Aspects of U.S.
Policy in Viet-Nam," 343.
^' Cable, Unhofy Grail, 12.
" LBJ/NSF/Agency Files/CIA9/CIA Vol. 11/417, "Eisenhower Administration
Statements," 8.
^^ DDE/WHONSC Staflf Papers, 148-61/Operafions Coordinating Board (OCB)
Central Files/OCB 091 Indo-China (File #l)/2, "Special Committee Report on IndoChina, Phase 'A' (NSC Action 1019a)," 10 March 1954, 1.
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threat to the region was from the Chinese communists.'' However, the policymakers
believed that the threat to Laos, Cambodia and South Vietnam was more likely to come
through interaal subversion first. They believed, therefore, that the primary threat would
come through the deterioration of the indigenous govemments which would result in the
weakening of their resolve and their abilhy to oppose eflfectively the Viet Minh
rebellion—a rebellion whose milhary strength was "steadily increased by virtue of aid
fiiraished by the Chinese communist regime and hs allies."^^ The key to holding
Southeast Asia from the communists, the Eisenhower Administration reasoned, was to
maintain regional stabilhy whh a neutral or anti-communist stance.

Whv Laos?
Given the importance of Southeast Asia, and in particular Indochina, the question
then was where in Indochina should the U.S. focus hs power to stabilize the region.
Eisenhower established early on that Laos was to be the country in which the U.S. would

This declaration is made throughout the documents from the Eisenhower,
Kennedy, and Johnson Administrations and was a dhect resuh of the Korean War
experience. Whhin the Johnson Administration, there was particular recognhion of the
Sino-Soviet split. After the Soviet guaranteed that they would oversee the communist
(i.e. the DRV) compliance whh the Geneva Agreement, Washington's belief that the
PRC was its main enemy in Southeast Asia was heightened. The level of paranoia
conceming the Chinese reached a point that the U.S. was fearful that in a showdown with
Ho Chi Minh over the communist compliance with Geneva, the Chinese would "blow a
nuclear device" and introduce a nuclear confrontation not yet present in the Southeast
Asian theater. See LBJ/NSF/IF/VN: Rusk/Lodge/WiIIiam Bundy
Correspondence/9/60a, 2-3.
^^ DDE/WHO/OSANSA/NSC/PoIicy Papers/3/NSC 124/2—S.E.Asia 2, NSC,
"Unhed States Objectives and Courses of Action whh Respect to Southeast Asia," 3.
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inhially focus hs strength. He believed that the loss of Laos would expedhe the fall of
the rest of the region to communist mle. Why, then, was Laos deemed the keystone of
the region?
The importance of Laos to Indochina and the rest of Southeast i^.sia lay in its
geographic location.

The country bordered five Southeast Asian countries and,

importantly, China. This geographic location was significant for three distinct reasons.
First, the eastem half of Laos bordered North and South Vietnam. This area contained
the infihration routes, dubbed the Ho Chi Minh Trail, leading from North Vietnam,
through Laos, and into South Vietnam—where the U.S. would eventually decide to make
hs regional stand against communism. In the late 1950s and 1960s, the U.S. saw the trail
complex as a prime route by which the North Vietnamese supplied the Viet Cong and the
overall effort to overthrow the pro-Western government in Saigon. If the trail could be
effectively closed then the U.S. effort in South Vietnam would, in the mind of
Washington, be greatly bolstered.
Second, the most direct route from China to the Gulf of Thailand and the South
China Sea ran directly overland through Laos. If the Chinese were to invade to the south,
and attempt to cut oflf Indochina from the rest of the region then the shortest route of
invasion and movement would be through Laos. AIso, h was through Laos that the PRC
could gain access and control of the Mekong River, the main waterway whhin Southeast
Asia, which was so vhal to the everyday existence of Laotians and was so strategically

^^ For a brief but revealing assessment in 1964 of the importance of Laos to
Southeast Asia see Dean Rusk, "Why Laos is Critically Important," U.S Department of
StateBuUetin 51 (6 July 1964): 3-5.
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important to the control of the region. The formulators of U.S. policy in the 1950s saw
the threat of overt aggression by the PRC as a real possibilhy (a la Korea) and viewed an
internationally recognized independent Laos as a good deterrent to a possible Chinese
invasion to control Indochina.^'
Third, Laos's largest common border was whh Thailand, America's closest ally in
Southeast Asia. Thailand was seen "as an essential element in the U.S. Far Eastera
defensive perimeter." According to American decision makers, the loss of Thailand to
communist control would have a number of serious implications. Thailand lied at the
center of the Indochinese peninsula and stood in the way of direct overland access to
Malaya, the Strait of Malacca, and the South China Sea. Washington believed that if
"Thailand should fall to the communists there [would be] little doubt that guerrilla
warfare carried on by the communists in Malaya would flare up again to greater heights"
and "would lead inevhably to communist control of Malaya and, accordingly, the Strahs
of Malacca." The Strah of Malacca was seen as the most important gateway for shipping
from the Pacific Ocean westward. According to the domino theory, the loss of Thailand
would "carry whh h the loss of Burma to the free worid and bring communist aggressors
to the eastern gates of Pakistan and India."^^ The Middle Eastera oil fields would
eventually be threatened and the island defensive chain of Japan, Formosa, and the

^"^ For Washington's views on a possible Chinese invasion and U.S. reacfion see
DDE/WHONSC Staff Papers, 1948-61/OCB Central FiIes/37/OCB 091 Indo-China (File
#l)/9, "Sino-Soviet Direction and Nature of the Indo-China Conflict," and "United States
Objectives and Courses of Action whh Respect to Southeast Asia," 7-10.
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Philippines would be completely cut oflf from the Indian Ocean. Laos, therefore, was seen
as an ideal non-communist buflfer state that would guard those areas from communist
control, help maintain a strong and independent Thailand, and, in tura, safeguard the
important Thai-American alliance.^^
This line of thinking carried over into the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations.
As Walt Whitman Rostow, director of the State Department Policy Planning Council for
the Johnson Administration, later stated in a State Department memo, the loss of Laos
and the rest of Indochina to the communists would have serious, sweeping repercussions
that would strike at the credibilhy and moral fiber of the Administration. He said:
Thailand would no longer rely on U.S. backing. . Burma would go to the
communists. Taiwan's morale would cmmble. The Philippines, Korea, and
Japan would be insecure. . . Malaya would be endangered. The Indian
subcontinent would be outflanked. The Middle East and East Africa would be
substantially opened up. The credibilhy of our European stance under the
Johnson Administration would be put in question; for our commhments to
[Indochina] are no less explich than our commhments to Beriin.
There was great importance placed upon Indochina by the Washington policymakers in
their eflforts to prevent Southeast Asia and eventually the surrounding region from falling
to communist mle or domination. The key to this policy to secure Laos, the keystone
country in Indochina and Southeast Asia. Doing this, and at the same time strengthening
surrounding countries so they could eflfectively counter communist aggression, was the
best way to defend Southeast Asia and in so doing, vhiate the influence of the area's

^^ DDEAVHONSC Staff Papers 1948-46/OCB Central FiIes/79/OCB 091.4, S.E.
Asia (8), "Special Report to the National Security Council," 1954, 2.
^^ LBJ/NSFAF/VN: Rusk/Lodge/WiIIiam Bundy Correspondence/9/60a, 1.
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strongest state, China. In the end, Laos held a poshion of preeminence in the minds of
the decision makers from three presidential administrations. A secure Laos meant a
better chance at a secure Southeast Asia, which, in turn, benefíted American national
securhy interests in the Pacific region and around the world.

Early Unhed States Policy
Before examining American counterinsurgency policy in Laos between 1961 and
1965, it is necessary to provide a brief outhne of U.S. action in Laos after the signing of
the 1954 Geneva Accords. The 1954 Geneva Agreement established political
independence for Laos but did Ihtle to protect the country from Pathet Lao and North
Vietnamese milhary aggression.'*' The U.S. recognized this and moved quickly to bring
American acumen to the problems in Laos. American policymakers were determined to
provide milhary assistance to the RLG but not in a way that would openly appear to
violate the Geneva Agreement."*^ U.S. policy was to "make every possible effort, not
openfy inconsistent whh the U.S. poshion as to the armistice agreements, to defeat
communist subversion and influence, to maintain and support friendly non-communist

"^^ For a detailed discussion of the 1954 Geneva Conference see Robert F. Randle,
Geneva 1954: The Settlement ofthe Indochinese War (Princeton: Princeton Univershy
Press, 1969); and Goldstein, American PoUcy towardLaos, 66-87. For a look at the
Geneva Agreements themselves, see Marvin and Susan Gettleman and Lawrence and
Carol Kaplan, ConfUct in Indo-China: A Reader on the Widening War in Laos and
Cambodia (New York: Random House, 1970), 78-111.
^^ Casfle, At War in the Shadow, 15-16; Goldstein, American PoUcy, 171.
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govemments in. .Laos."'*^ A 27 July 1954 memo from State Department Legal Advisor
Herman Phleger to Secretary of State John Foster DuIIes outlined possible loopholes in
the Geneva Agreement that the U.S. could use to subvert it.'*'*
In September 1954, Charies W. Yost was named the first U.S. ambassador to
Laos.'*^ In January 1955, the U.S. established a U.S. Operations Mission (USOM) in
Vientiane, the primary focus of which was related to national defense. The USOM also
fiinded non-milhary projects such as planned improvements in areas of public health,
education, civil administration and agriculture. Supplying fiinds and materials to the
RLG posed a real diplomatic problem, however, as Article Six of the Geneva settlement
on Laos banned "the introduction into Laos of any reinforcements of troops or milhary
personnel from outside Laotian territory."'^ The Eisenhower Administration correctly
believed that establishing a U.S. Milhary Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) in Laos,
the usual way the U.S. managed foreign military aid programs, would be in violation of
Article Six.'*^ In December 1955, the State Department placed the management of U.S.
milhary aid under the control of a "Programs Evaluation Office" (PEO). To the

^^ DDE/WHO-OSANSA/NSC Series/Pohcy Paper Subseries/12/NSC 5429/5Policy toward the Far East/3, National Security Council "Review of U.S. Policy in the
Far East," 4 August 1954, 6. Emphasis added.
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^*' Yost was the American Chief of Mission in Laos beofre being upgraded to
Ambassador. He served for one year in this poshion. He later served as the U.S.
Representative to the Unhed Nations.
^^ Randle, Geneva 1954, 583-4.
^*^ Castle, At War in the Shadow, 16; Goldstein, American PoUcy, 166-7.
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Eisenhower Administration, mnning a MAAG through the PEO solved the dilemma of
violating Article Six because the PEO was not outwardly milhary. Reserve, retired, and
former U.S. milhary personnel, given rank as U.S. State Department Foreign Service
Reserve Officers and wearing civilian clothes, staffed the Vientiane PEO. In Febmary
1957, U.S. Army retired Brigadier General RothweU H. Brown was appointed Chief of
the PEO. The purpose of the PEO was to advise Yost and the USOM on the milhary
needs of the RLG, including recommending funds, and to establish on-the-ground
observers of how the American materials were used. Brown was replaced in Febmary
1959 by Brigadier General John A. Heintges.'*^
Heintges, in response to his personal study of the situation in Laos after taking
over the PEO, recommended an increased role for the PEO in-country and, whh Lao and
French officials, introduced a new military assistance plan. He wanted the U.S. to be
more directly involved whh the milhary training of the RLG's milhary, the Force Armee
Royale (FAR). The Heintges Plan called for "U.S. 'civilians' to act as 'depufies' to
French supervisors in the four Lao milhary regions."''^ This effectively replaced the
French Training Mission^° in Laos and allowed American personnel into the field to train

"** Blaufarb, Organizing andManaging Unconventional War inLaos, 1962-1970,
Advanced Research Projects Agency (Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corporation, 1972, 3
(Declassified June 1993); Castle, At War in the Shadow, 16-17; Goldstein, American
PoUcy, 166.
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Castle, At War in the Shadow, 18.

^^ The French Training Mission to the Force Armee Royale in Laos as well as two
French milhary bases were exempted from the Geneva Settlement. French forces were
notto exceed 5500. Randle, Geneva 1954, 383-4.
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the FAR. Heintges' plan also expanded the personnel of the PEO from under 25 in 1958
to 514 by December 1959. In addhion, 12 eight-man U.S. Army Special Forces Field
Training Teams whh a control detachment from the 7th Special Forces Group at Fort
Bragg, North Carolina were deployed in Laos in July 1959.^'
The polhical situation in Laos at the same fime was nothing short of chaos." In
an American-supported coup in December 1959, the "rightist" and pro-West Phoumi
Nosavan overthrew new Prime Minister Phoui Sannikone, another pro-West "rightist"
who had succeeded Souvanna as Prime Minister in 1958.^^ "Rightist" Kou Abhay was
named Prime Minister. National elections, manipulated by the CIA^"* were held in April
1960 and the "rightists" maintained power in the Vientiane government. King Savang
Vatthana then named Prince Somsanhh to succeed Abhay. On 23 May, Souphanouvong,
under house arrest by orders of Phoui since May 1959 for refusing to integrate the Pathet
Lao troops into the Royal Lao Army (RLA), escaped to the Pathet Lao area of operations
in Sam Neua province. Then, on 9 August, Kong Le, an American-trained FAR officer.

^^ Castle, At War in the Shadow, 18-9.
" An excellent source on the Lao pohtical scene between 1960 and 1961 is
Beraard ' aWsAnatomy ofa Crisis: The Laotian Crisis of 1960-1961. Garden City, NY:
Doubleday and Company, Inc, 1969.
^^ DDE/WHO/OSANSA/NSC/Policy Papers/25/NSC 5809-PoIicy in Southeast
Asia/1, "Special Report by the Operations Coordinating Board to the National Security
Council on U.S. Policy in Mainland Southeast Asia (NSC 5809)," 10 Febmary 1960, 4-5.
^'' Roger Hilsman wrhes that westem media personnel observed CIA agents
distributing money to Laotians "in an attempt to buy votes." He also states that
"communist agents also distributed money" and engaged in acts of "terrorism, including
assassination." Hilsman, To Move a Nation, 122.
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and his special forces paratroop battalion, staged a coup d'etat took over milhary control
of the caphal. Le was disillusioned whh the cormption of the government and hs poor
treatment of regular Lao servicemen. He demanded an end to foreign aid and
involvement in Laos and a govemment of genuine neutralhy. The U.S. goverament,
including newly arrived American Ambassador Winthrop G. Brown, and Souvanna
persuaded him to step down, but not until after his demand for a new goverament was
met. On 13 August, the National Assembly voted to replace Somsanith with Souvanna,
who formed a new cabinet three days later. General Phoumi, on the other hand, desphe
an invhation by Souvanna to join the new cabinet, did not like the political change. From
his home-town power base, Savannakhet, he announced the formation on 10 September
of a "Revolutionary Committee" headed by the "rightist" Bon Oum. The Kennedy
Administration decided to try to convince Souvanna to break off his on-going
negotiations with the Pathet Lao, to reopen negotiations whh Phoumi, and move the
capital to Luang Prabang (where the "conservative influence" of King Vatthana would be
feh). Kennedy and his advisors believed that the pro-Westera Phoumi was a better
choice to head the Lao goverament than working whh "neutralist" Souvanna, who had
sought aid from the Soviets after the U.S. cut off all fínancial assistance to Vientiane at
the fime of the Le coup. The U.S., which had established a Deputy Chief PEO in
Savannakhet, began to supply Phoumi's forces whh milhary materials through the CIA's
proprietary airline, Air America.^^

"Dommen, Conflict in Laos, 110-16, 119-164; SuIIivan, The EndofNowhere,
28-71; HUsman, ToMove aNation, 123-125; Castie, At War in the Shadow, 17, 19-22;
Goldstein, American PoUcy, 164-71, 204-17.
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In December 1960, Soviet planes began airiifting supplies, mainly in the form of
fiiel and milhary equipment, to Souvanna's government in Vientiane. The airiift came as
a resuh of an agreement that "in exchange for a formal alliance between Kong Le's
["neutralist"] troops and the Pathet Lao", who had made substantial territorial gains
during the polhical chaos, the USSR would airlift supplies for the "resistance against
[G]eneral Phoumi's American-supplied troops."^^ In the meantime, Phoumi's forces had
marched north to the outskirts of Vientiane. On 13 December, his troops attacked the
caphal.

Three days later, Kong Le's forces whhdrew in defeat and moved to the PDJ to

align themselves whh the Pathet Lao. The two forces banded together to fight the
"rightists" who held sway in Vientiane. "Rightist" Bon Oum, whh little popular support
and no Parliamentary legitimacy, became prime minister of the new goverament.^* The
Le forces and the Pathet Lao pushed the remaining RLG forces off the Plain. The Soviets
now adjusted their airlift to the P D j " and flew more than 180 sorties imo Laos in support
of Kong Le and the Pathet Lao during the final two weeks of 1960.^° The combined
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" According to Dommen, a whness to the fighting, total casuahies of the battle
were 600 killed and 1,000 wounded.
^^ DDEAVHO-Office of the Staff Secretary: Records, 1952-61(OSS)/Interaattonal
FiIe/9/Laos (2), "Memorandum of Conference withthe President," 31 December 1960, 3.
^^ Eari H. Tilford, "Two Scorpions in a Cup: America and the Soviet Arlift to
Laos." Aerospace Historian 27(1980): 156-7.
^" Eisenhower, The White House Years: WagingPeace, 1956-1961 (Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday, 1965), 609. According to Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Georgy M.
Pushkin, the Soviet airiift was, "apart from the Second World War.the highest priority
Soviet operation since the Revolution." As quoted in Schlesinger, A Hiousarid Days,
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forces dug in and continued to consolidate their territorial gains. The "rightists" settled
into Vientiane and the lowland areas along the Mekong and tried to administer a fractured
country.

The civil war had become, by January 1961, an indirect conflict between the

two superpowers, the U.S. and the USSR, through their determination to support theh
surrogates.^^ Both knew well the other's covert involvement in Laos.^^
The Eisenhower Administration was determined to keep Laos out of communist
hands and thwart the Pathet Lao/North Vietnamese aggression. To this end, h clearly
subverted the Geneva Agreements of 1954.^^* The Administration was prepared to
support any man or government thought to have "the greatest potential for keeping the
place settled and keeping the communists out" and was "perfectly ready to do anything

331. In order not to appear, in the face of international opinion, openly breaking the
Geneva Agreement, the Soviets denied that the airlift was even taking place. See
DDE/Christian Herter Papers/17/Remarks-National War College Off-the-Record, 21
November 1960, 3.
^' DDE/WHO-OSS/International FiIe/9/Laos (3), Department of State Telegram
1249, Vientiane to Herter, 3 January 1961.
" For examples of this see DDE/WHO-OSSAntemational File/9/Laos (3),
Department of State Telegrams 1079, Moscowto London, 1 January 1961, and 1316,
Vientiane to Herter, 11 January 1961; and Department of State Memorandum of
Conversation, 10 January 1961.
" For an example see DDE/WHO-OSS/Interaational FiIe/9/Laos (3), Department
of State Telegram 1541, Moscowto Herter, 4 January 1961.
^'^ By 1959, the U.S. already had hundreds of personell on the ground in Laos
training Laofians in the use of American suppllied milhary equipment. Goldstein,
American PoUcy, 167.
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that any government we [the U.S.] could recognize and respect wanted us to do."^^ In a
31 December 1960 meeting whh members of the executive command stmcture,^^
Eisenhower specifically stressed "the need for coordinated and decisive action.

Most

important is to leghimize Bon Oum and solidify our allies on our side. We should then
see if we are faced with going into war. If war is necessary, we will do so whh our allies
or unilaterally, since we cannot sit by and see Laos go down without a fight."^^
Eisenhower outlined in the same meeting the actions the U.S. should take: first,
induce Souvanna to resign as prime minister and possibly induce him to retum to France;
second, persuade Bon Oum to allow his government to be leghimized by the Laotian
National Assembly; third, consolidate the U.S. poshion whh the British and the French;
fourth, alert the SEATO Council while not requesting specific overt action at this time;
and fifth, redeploy U.S. forces to maximize their usefulness in the event they must
intervene against the North Vietnamese. Eisenhower reemphasized that above all else.

^^ DDE/DDE Post Presidential Papers, 1961-69/Augusta-Waher Reed
Series/2/John F Kennedy, 1962-67/1, "Interview whh President Dwight D. Eisenhower,"
Gettysburg, Pa., 8November 1966, 5.
^^ Present at the meeting were Chairman of the Joint-Chiefs of Staff General
Lyman L. Lemnitzer, Under Secretary of State for Pohtical Affahs Livingston Merchant,
Secretary Douglas, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastera Affairs J. Graham
Parsons, Director of CIA Allen DuIIes, Deputy Director of CIA General Charies Cabell,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastera Affairs John M. Steeves, the
President's Special assistant for National Securhy Affairs Gordon Gray, General Persons,
Press Spokesman James Hagerty, Staff Secretary to the President Brigadier General
Andrew Goodpaster, and Colonel John D. Eisenhower.
^' DDEAVHO-OSS/International FiIe/9/Laos (2), "Memorandum of Conversation
with the President," 31 December 1960, 5.
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"we must not allow Laos to fall to the communists, even if h involves war in which the
U.S. acts with allies or unilaterally."^^

Transition (196n
Before Eisenhower left office in January 1961, he met with incoming president
John F Kennedy in a meeting on 19 January, also attended by Robert McNamara and
Dean Rusk, to stress the importance of Southeast Asia and how critical Laos was to that
region.

He stated unequivocally that "Laos and Vietnam will be your [JFK's] biggest

[foreign policy] problems."™ Eisenhower informed Kennedy of the polhical and milhary
situation in Laos Eisenhower told Kennedy that Laos was the key to all of Southeast Asia
and that if Laos fell to the communists, it would be only a matter of time before South
Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand and Burma also fell.^^ His advice was to put American
troops into Laos, "with others if possible, alone if necessary." The outgoing president
told Kennedy that he himself had not taken that action because he regarded Laos as a

^^ Ibid., 6.
^^ For a more in depth look at this meeting, see Richard Immerman, "What Did
Eisenhower Tell Kennedy about Indochina?" Journal ofAmerican History 79 (September
1992): 568-587.
™ As quoted in Henry F. Graff, The Tuesday Cabinet: DeUberafion and Decision
on Peace and War under Lyndon Baines Johnson (Englewood Cliffs, M.J.: Prentice
HaU, 1970), 102.
^^ WiIIiam J. Rust, Kennedy in Vietnam (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1985), 30.
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long-term problem best left for the incoming president.^^ Eisenhower told Kennedy that
the "most desirable solution" would be a political settlement without having to set up a
new government excluding the communists. A political settlement, Eisenhower
reasoned, depended on the milhary situation in Laos. Eisenhower advised Kennedy that
Laos could at any time invoke the milhary assistance clause of the SEATO treaty should
extemal aggression be established, but that two of the major signatories, Brhain and
France, hoped that such a request would never come. Eisenhower told Kennedy that the
U.S. would have to honor hs obligation. In short, beyond the advice to deploy troops,
Eisenhower did not give Kennedy a clear or detailed recommendation concerning the
next step to be taken whh regard to Laos, a country that was already firmly established in
Washington as vhal to U.S. national interests. Kennedy inherited a deteriorating polhical
and military situation in Laos that was nothing short of chaotic and threatened to explode
into a flill-fledged Cold War confrontation,'^
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Rusk, As I Saw It, 428. Emphasis added.

'^^ DDE/Christian Herter Papers/17/Remarks—National War CoIIege Off-theRecord, 21 November 1960, "Memorandum for the Record," 19 January 1961, 3-4. ft is
interesting that Eisenhower told Kennedy that he might have to deploy American troops
in Laos when he himself strongly emphasized the preference of a polhical solution to the
problems in Laos.
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CHAPTER V
THE KENNEDY ADMIN STRATION AND LAOS
(1961-1963)

Kennedy Takes Over
When John Kennedy took office in January 1961, Laos immediately became one
of the central issues of the his administration's foreign policy. The situation in Laos upon
Kennedy's inauguration was nothing short of chaos. Three polhical factions were vying
for control of the country: the "leftist" Pathet Lao led by Prince Souphanouvong; the
"neutralists," led by Prince Souvanna Phouma; and the "rightists," led by General
Phoumi Nosavan. Eisenhower and Dulles found the idea of communist participation, or
Pathet Lao participation, in a neutral coalhion unacceptable. They were reluctant to back
the polhical and military efforts of neutralist Souvanna Phouma because of his
willingness to form a coalhion goverament whh the Pathet Lao. Many in the
Eisenhower Administration considered the pro-western Phoumi Nosavan a more
attractive ahernative from which to build a strong anti-communist Laos, the goal of U.S.
policy from 1954 to 1960, in conjunction whh the secondary goal to attempt developing

^ Peter S. Usowski, "Intelligence Esttmates and U.S, Pohcy Toward Laos, 196063." InteUigence andNational Security 6(1991): 368; and, Schlesinger, ^ TTíOM^aA /
Days, 135.
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the national fíber in Laos to "resist communist encroachment from North Vietnam or
local subversion directed from the caphals of interaattonal communism."^
The Eisenhower Administration's efforts had not hahed the Pathet Lao's advance
in Laos. In the face of the 1954 Geneva Agreement that called for the neutralization of
Laos, the Pathet Lao continued to make territorial gains by advancing on the battlefield
against the Royal Laotian Army (RLA), which was allied with the Neutralist and Rightist
polhical factions. When JFK took office, Boun Oum, a polhical ally of Phoumi, had
been serving as Prime Minister since mid-December 1960 when Phoumi's forces took
control of the caphal, Vientiane. Souvanna Phouma, who had been working for a
coalhion government which included the Pathet Lao, fled to Cambodia following
Phoumi's December seizure of Vientiane. The Pathet Lao, wãth their forces concentrated
primarily in two northern provinces, Phong Saly and Luang Prabang, and on the PDJ,
conttnued to receive support from the Soviet Union, the PRC, and North Vietnam. The
Pathet Lao was also aided by the forces of Kong Le, a former RLA battalion commander
and supposed "neutralist," who had joined forces whh the Pathet Lao troops on the PDJ
following the "rightisf' coup in Vientiane. In January 1961, the leghimacy and popular
support of the Phoumi regime were in serious doubt. In addhion, the fighting between
the Pathet Lao-Kong Le forces and the "rightist" forces was escalating.^

^ Harriman, "What We Are Doing in Southeast Asia," 52.
' See Dommen, ConfUct inLaos, 142-88; and, Usowski, "Intelligence Estimates
andU.S. PoIicy,"369.
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The CIA played a cmcial role not only in the Eisenhower Administration's
decision making process on Laos, but also in the Kennedy Administration. By 1957, the
Agency had created an extensive intelligence network in Laos.'' Operatives cuhivated
close ties whh Phoumi and other pro-westera elements within the country. The Agency
carried out covert operations and provided Washington current intelligence on
developments whhin the country. The CIA used hs proprietary paramilhary air service,
Air America, to support American interests in Laos.^ CIA officers had spent a great
amount of time in the field in Laos, much more time than the PEO and Embassy
personnel. Because of their excellent contacts among the Lao, including the mountain
people, the CIA officers were well poshioned to gather accurate and timely intelligence.

^* Henry Hecksher was the CIA Station Chief in Laos in 1957. He had replaced
Mihon Clark who had helped set up the CIA staff and intelligence network in-country.
See Stevenson, The EndofNowhere, 61-2.
^ The CIA created A r America in 1950 when h purchased Civil A r Transport, an
airline begun in China after Worid War II by General Claire L. Chenauh and Whhing
Wilauer. Under the name of CAT Incorporated, the airline provided airplanes and crews
for secret American intelligence operations in Asia. Civil Ar Transport continued hs
service in the PRC. On 26 March 1959, the CIA changed the name from CAT
Incorporated to Air America. In the Lao theater of operations, Air America planes were
brought in to move addhional aid given to the RLG. Twelve to fifteen aircraft were
brought for use in 1957. Air America's growth in Laos began in earnest in 1961 when
the Kennedy Administration decided to act on a CIA recommendation to arm and train
the Hmong to fight against the Pathet Lao/DRV in Laos. ft later assisted in search and
rescue missions for missing Americans in Laos, particularly when the USAF began
combat sorties in the country. The CIA uhimately shut down Air America on 30 June
1976 after U.S. operations had ceased in Southeast Asia. Good sources on Ar America
areRobbins,yl/>^/wenca(NewYork: Putnam, 1979); Kohhms, The Ravens, and Peter
D.^cotX,AirAmerica: Ffying the U.S intoLaos (Boston: BeaconPress, 1970). The
CIA also used another proprietary airiine in hs operations in Laos: Birdair. Birdair,
based out of Thailand and begun as Bird & Sons in 1960 by WiIIiam H. Bird, flew secret
missions for the CIA in Laos from 1960 to 1965 and 1970 to 1975.
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Field officers provided precise and detailed reports on the balance of forces in Laos and
Lao polhico-milhary activities. By the time Kennedy took office in 1961, the CIA had
fíeld officers and intelligence analysts whh a great deal of first hand knowledge and a
great deal of experience in Laotian affairs.^
Kennedy's objective when he took office was to prevent Laos from going
communist and, while doing that, avoid the contingency Eisenhower had laid before him;
that is, the need to deploy U.S. forces to Laos.^ Desphe the fact that the Pathet Lao,
backed by an effective Soviet airiift of supplies, were well on theh way to milhary
victory and a takeover of the country, Kennedy would not accept the fall of the country to
the communists. In Febmary 1961, he set up a special task force to examine American
policy toward Laos and to assess the situation in Laos. In early March, the committee

To counter the "apathy, dissension, and lack of organization of the noncommunist Lao," the CIA also formed the "Committee for the Defense of the National
Interests" (CDNI), organized as a mass patriotic group and not a political party, that
would work to stir up Lao nationalism and, according to Kennedy advisor Roger
Hilsman, "to give Lao national unhy and direction." The CDNI undertook various
reforms to this end and had a decided anti-communist stance. The CDNI was "especially
favored by the military leaders" and helped facilhate the rise of Phoumi, described by
Hilsman as the "protégé of both the CIA and the Pentagon." See Hilsman, ToMove A
Nation, 114-15; Douglas S. Blaufarb, Unconventional War in Laos, 3; Dommen,
ConfUct in Laos, 158; and Usowski, "Intelligence Estimates and U.S. Policy," 368.
^ Rostow, "JFK and Southeast Asia," Paper presented at the Conference on the
Presidency of John Fitzgerald Kennedy, 14 November 1980, Los Angeles, CA 22.
^ On the Soviet airlift see Earl H. Tilford, "Two Scorpions in a Cup: America and the
^o\\et Mrmtohaos^'AerospaceHistorian
27(1980): 151-162. Historian Bmce
Porter decscried the Soviet milhary intervention in Laos as "probably the most polhically
successful milhary effort made under Khmshchev" because it involved minimal expense
(a few million dollars) with maximum polhical effect. See Porter, The USSR in Third
World Conflicts: SovietArms andDiplomacy in Local Wars, 1945-1980 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1984), 19-20.
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recommended a seventeen step "escalation ladder" plan to Kennedy of possible American
actions regarding Laos,

JFK concluded, based on the assessment by the task force, that

Laos was a particularly poor area in which to engage U,S, milhary power, According to
advisor Wah Rostow, "Laotians had little sense of national cohesion and limhed military
abilhy; the supply lines from Thai ports were long; the geography of the country decreed
an extremely long front along the Mekong; the terrain beyond the Mekong valley was
forbidding; Laos bordered on communist China and American engagement there
threatened to draw in Chinese forces, as had the movement toward the Yalu River in
Korea in 1950."^" Kennedy preferred to seek a political settlement in Laos, while
appearing ready to fight there, and to defend Southeast Asia in South Vietnam if a
milhary stand had to be made in the region.
Kennedy sent Lieutenant General Thomas J. H. Trapnell, commander of the 18th
Airborae Corps, part of the Strategic Ar Command at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, to
Laos to reconnoher the country and size up hs quality of milhary defense. Trapnell's
conclusions, in the words of Keyes Beech, was that Laos was a "lousy place to fight
in....for aU the obvious reasons: you couldn't mntrooptransports orbattleshipsup the
Mekong ...and so forth." NSC staff member and Special Assistant to the Secretary of
State for Vietnamese Affairs Michael Forrestal recounted Kennedy's line of thinking that

^ The task force was comprised of personnel from the State Department, the CIA
and the Pentagon. Members of the task force included Rostow, Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Intemational Securhy Affairs Paul H. Nhze, Deputy Assistant Secretary of
State John Steeves, and Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs and former
U.S. Ambassador to Laos, J. Graham Parsons. Castle, At War in the Shadow, 28-29.
10

Rust, Kennedy in Vietnam, 30; Rostow, "JFK and Southeast Asia," 22-3.
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he deemed Laos "not.as important as you [NSC members] think h is" and that "h is one
hell of a poor place to fight." Forrestal agreed whh this assessment as he later stated,
"[H]e was quite right about that

There's no way to get to h, as he pointed out. And

there's no way to get out once you're there.""
This ran counter to the military contingency plan for Southeast Asia he had
inherhed, SEATO Plan Five. This plan was essentially geared to defending Thailand and
the rest of Southeast Asia by holding the Mekong River in Laos.^^ Vietnam appeared to
Kennedy to have advantages over Laos in case of a military conflict involving American
forces. Rostow remembered that JFK "once tersely ticked off to me" the following
reasons why South Vietnam was preferable to Laos for an American milhary stand
against communism in the region: "it was a more unified nation, its armed forces were
larger and better trained, it had direct access to the sea, hs geography permitted American
air and naval power to be more easily brought to bear, [and] there was a cushion of North
Vietnam between South Vietnam and the Chinese border."'^ Kennedy believed his best
option regarding Laos was to seek a genuinely "neutral" Laos that would serve as a
buffer state between communist North Vietnam and the rest of Southeast Asia, especially

^^ See LBJ/Oral History Collection/Keyes Beech/Interviewed by Ted Gitttnger, 30
May 1983, 13-4; and LBJ/Oral History Collection/Michael Forrestal/Interviewed by
Paige Mulhollan, 3 November 1969, 45.
'^ Goldstein, American PoUcy, 176; Rostow, "JFK and Vietnam," 26.
^^ Rostow, "JFK and Southeast Asia," 26.
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Thailand.^'* He set out to seek a polhical settlement in Laos but at the same time to
convince the USSR, the PRC, the DRV, and the Pathet Lao that he would in fact fight
there to avoid a communist takeover.^^
First, to alert the communists of his resolve, specific steps were taken in March
1961. Any American milhary moves were meant to convince the USSR that the
aheraative to a negotiated settlement in Indochina would be a conflict that would engage
the Soviets. Kennedy first established a helicopter repair base in northeastera Thailand at
the all-weather airfield at Udom, Sixteen Marine H-34 helicopters, to be used by Air
America, were posted there from the Seventh Fleet which was soon dispatched to the
South China Sea and the Gulf of Thailand. Five hundred U.S. Marines went whh the
helicopters into Thailand. A variety of milhary supplies (gasoline, ammunhion, and
weapons) were stocked in advance poshions along the Mekong River. Marines on
Okinawa, members of Task Force 116 numbering between 17,200 and 20,000 troops,
were placed on alert.'^ Kennedy's actions had to be strong enough to press the Soviets

^'^ The original proposal for neutralization of Laos came first from Prince
Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia on 29 September 1960 when he addressed the General
Assembly of the Unhed Nations. He believed that the highly-publicized problems in
Laos probably involved outsiders that threatened a larger war. He stated, ",..h is obvious
that to avoid the risk of a show of strength [by the Soviets and Americans], the only
reasonable and valid solution to eliminate this new and dangerous trouble-spot is the
neutralization of Laos backed by intemational guarantees of unhy and hs terrhorial
integrhy. See Dommen, "Neutralization Experiment in Laos," 89-90, and Dommen,
Conflict in Laos, 203-4.
15

Rostow, "JFK and Vietnam," 23, 25-26.

^^ Schlesinger,/4 ThousandDays, 333-4; Dommen, ConfUct in Laos, 189; Castle,
At War in the Shadow, 29-30.
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into serious negotiations but limited enough not to threaten communist interests and force
an escalation of the conflict.
Next, Kennedy moved on the diplomatic front in a press conference on 23 March
to gain the support of the American people and to address the Soviets. He stressed the
importance he attached to the emergence of a neutral, independent Laos, and the extent to
which extemal forces were engaged and responsible for the expansion of communist
control over parts of the country. He emphasized repeatedly the importance of a neutral
Laos to aU sides involved in Indochina and tried to leave an "honorable way out" of the
situation for the USSR and the U.S.'^ Kennedy's way out of Laos was the support of a
total cease-fire on the ground and the reactivation of the Intemational Control
Commission (ICC) in Laos, after which there would be grounds to convene an
international conference on Laos after the cease-fire had become effective. This position
was presented by the Brhish to the Soviets in Moscow that same day. Kennedy stated in
regard to his unambiguous commhment to Laotian neutralhy and the defense of
Southeast Asia as a whole:
No one should doubt our resolution on this point. We are faced whh a clear and
one-sided threat of a change in the internationally agreed poshion of Laos. This
threat mns counter to the will of the Laotian people, who wish to only be
independent and neutral. ft is posed rather by the milhary operations of intemal
dissident elements directed from outside the country. This is what must end if
peace is to be achieved in Southeast Asia,
The security of all of Southeast Asia
will be endangered if Laos loses hs neutral independence, hs own safety mns
whh the safety of us all—in real neutralhy observed by all, I want to make it
clear to the American people and to the worid [i.e. the Soviets and Chinese] that

17

Dommen, ConfUct in Laos, 190.
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all we want in Laos is peace, not war; a tmly neutral government, not a cold war
pawn; a settlement concluded at the conference table and not on the battlefíeld. '^
Kennedy faced two alternatives in Laos since the communist powers were committed to
supporting the Pathet Lao. The U.S. could continue to back the pro-western, weak Boun
Oum-Phoumi regime now in control in Vientiane, or h could support a neutralist coalition
that included the Pathet Lao. If the Kennedy Administration chose the first option, the
U.S. would have to increase hs milhary assistance in order to counter the growing
communist efforts in Laos. This would entail, among other things, more American troops
in the region, more money sent to Vientiane, and more support from the American people
for overt involvement in a civil war thousands of miles away. The second choice, a
neutral coalhion government, one which the U.S, could support in concert whh other
nations, seemed to Kennedy to be best. In the short mn, the Administration's goal was to
orchestrate persuasive American milhary moves, which would make American
commhment credible, with the diplomatic process Kennedy wanted to begin, namely an
international conference in Geneva on Laos. On 1 April, Moscow accepted the British
proposal to seek a negotiated settlement and agreed to a conference on Laos. The public
announcement of the co-sponsors (the British and the Soviets) came on 24 April. A cease
fire in Laos was set to go into effect on 3 May. The Geneva Conference would open on
16May.'^

^^ John F, Kennedy, PubUc Papers ofthe Presidents ofthe United States: John F
Kennedy, 1961 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Goverament Printing Office, 1962), 214.
^^ Hilsman, To Move A Nation, 134-35; Rostow, "JFK and Vietnam," 24,
Usowski, "Intelligence Esttmates and U.S. Policy toward Laos," 376.
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There was another foreign policy situation that greatly affected Kennedy's
decisions and actions in Laos: the events in Cuba. What happened in Cuba affected
Kennedy's approach in terms of his stand on communist acttvhy in the Third World. The
Bay of Pigs debacle, which came the week of 20 April, prompted Kennedy to take a more
open and direct stand in Laos. In the wake of the Bay of Pigs, JFK wanted to make sure
that the communist powers did not view his actions in Cuba as a weakness. On 19 April,
as a step in this process, he ordered the American military personnel in Laos working for
the PEO to shed their civilian clothes and to wear their military uniforms. Furthermore,
they were to openly accompany RLA troops into the field wearing those uniforms,
Kennedy also officially changed the PEO to a formal Milhary Assistance and Advisory
Group (MAAG). There was much debate whhin the Administration over whether or not
to take more forceflil action, but no consensus was reached.^'' Kennedy was reluctant to
overtly intervene in Laos because of the failure in Cuba. He questioned the effectiveness
of deploying American troops in the mountains and jungles of Laos.

How could he

justify to the American people the use of U.S. milhary forces against communists on the

^° Among those who advocated stronger action were Averell Harriman,
Kennedy's Ambassador-at-Large and Rostow who recommended American troop
deployment to Thailand, and Deputy Under Secretary of State U. Alexis Johnson, who
favored use of milhary power by pointing out that the best way to save Southeast Asia
from communism was to hold the Mekong Valley, basically adhering to SEATO Plan
Five. See Rostow, The Diffusion ofPower, 267; and Herbert S, Parmet, JFK: The
PresidencyofJohnF.Kennecfy(NewYork:
DialPress, 1983), 149.
^' The inhial troop strength the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to Kennedy for
deployment in Laos was 120,000 to 140,000 men. In addhion, his milhary planners had
already advised him of the desirability of fighting in South Vietnam rather in Laos if the
U.S. was to deploy military force to defend Indochina from communist expansion.
Castle, At War in the Shadow, 40-42.
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other side of the worid when American anti-communist efforts were seen to have failed
so thoroughly only ninety miles off of Florida? The Bay of Pigs disaster destroyed any
possibilhy of overt milhary intervention in Laos, In fact, Kennedy viewed American
efforts in Laos to this point as a "defeat," He told John Kenneth Galbrahh "There are
limhs to the number of defeats I can defend in one twelve-month period. I've had the
Bay of Pigs and pulling out of Laos and I can't accept a third.""
In the wake of the Bay of Pigs and the approaching Geneva Conference, Kennedy
turaed to the option that he believed would work best: covert operations. In Laos, he
wanted to ensure that the Pathet Lao would not be able to continue to consolidate hs
milhary poshion during the cease-fire. On 11 May, he authorized the CIA to carry out
the necessary covert operations. The Agency's plan not only included harassment and
intelligence missions in Laos, but also infihration and sabotage operations inside North
Vietnam.

Local sabotage and intelligence teams, already put together by CIA

paramilitary case officers, would be utilized, as would be Hmong tribesmen. The
Hmong, the mountain-dwelling ethnic group that later would be more fully mobilized by
the U.S. against the communists, were used to harass Vietnamese infiltration efforts and

^^ As quoted in Arthur Schlesinger, Robert Kennedy ondHis Times (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1978), 705; andinHannah, The Key to Failure, 14; Also
see Hilsman, ToMoveA Nation, 133-34; and Usowski, Intelligence Estimates and U.S.
Policy Towards Laos," 376. Kennedy stated privately, "Thank God the Bay of Pigs
happened when h did. Otherwise we'd be in Laos by now—and that would be a hundred
times worse." As quoted in Waher LaFeber, America, Russia, andthe Cold War, 19451966 (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc, 1967), 226.
" A Program ofActionfor South Vietnam, 8 May 1961, in Neil Sheehan, et al
(eds.), The Pentagon Papers as PubUshed by The New York Times (New York:
Quadrangle Books, 1971), 123-5; Stevenson, The EndofNowhere, 153.
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to collect intelligence in support of continuing operations.^'* At this point, the CIA's
program in Laos involving covert operations—intelligence gathering and guerilla
harassment—was large enough to achieve its objective of preventing communist milhary
consolidation but small enough to remain secret from the public eye.^^
With the CIA's covert operations program fiinctioning and the Geneva conference
about to get underway in Switzerland, Kennedy turaed over the day-to-day shuation
regarding Laos to his appointed representatives in Geneva, Averell Harriman and Walt
Rostow. The cease-fire in Laos finally took effect on 11 May, and five days later,
fourteen nations gathered in Geneva to commence the second Geneva Conference.

The

negotiations on Laos stretched into 1962 amidst cease-fire violations by both sides. The
most glaring violation occurred at Nam Tha, a northwestern town, on 6 May 1962, A
small contingent of Pathet Lao troops met up whh five thousand of Phoumi's "best
troops." The Pathet Lao forces, in a series of fire-fights, sent the goverament troops in a
panicked retreat across the Mekong into Thailand. Three thousand escaped into Thailand
while the other two thousand surrendered to the Pathet Lao." Kennedy, desphe his doubt
as to Phoumi's mottvations and intentions, reacted strongly to the shuation by deploying

^^ Ray Cline, The CIA: ReaUty Vs. Myth (Washington, D.C.: Acropolis, 1982),
239,
^^ Usowski, "Intehigence Estimates and U,S. Policy toward Laos," 378-9,
' ' The nations involved in the conference were the PRC, North Vietnam, South
Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, Burma, the USSR, Poland, Canada, France, Great
Britain, India, and the U.S.
^'^ Toye, Laos, 182-183,
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three thousand U.S. troops to Thailand,^' He wanted to send a signal to the communists,
éspecially to Moscow, of the American resolve in Laos.^^ Moscow responded on 25 May
when Khmshchev stated that the USSR would continue to support a neutral Laos.
Kennedy and his advisors believed, then, that the Soviets would take actions to prevent
the Pathet Lao from milharily seizing all of Laos.^°

The Geneva Facade is Erected
The delegates reached an agreement, with an accompanying protocol, that was
signed on 23 July 1962.^' A coalhion government was formed whh neutralist Souvanna

^^ Castle, At War in the Shadow, 45-6.
29

For more on Nam Tha see Castle, At War in the Shadow, 45-6; Hilsman, To
Move A Nation; 140-1; Goldstein, American PoUcy, 257-62. Some characterize the
Nam Tha attack as a "large-scale probe, a major although still-limhed violation of the
cease-fire, designed both to discredit Phoumi and his forces and to test American
determination," while others feh that the attack was deliberately provoked by the RLG
and Phoumi so that a major military gain by the communists would resuh in increased
American military intervention on his behalf The result, Phoumi hoped, would be an
American rejection of Souvanna and the neutralists and the further legitimacy of his
regime as the tme Lao government and America's best chance against the communists.
See Hilsman, To Move a Nation, 141; and Toye, Buffer State or Battleground, 182-3,
•"' Goldstein, American PoUcy, 262. In September 1961, Harriman received what
he called an assurance from Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Georgiy Pushkin that Russia
would be responsible for compliance by the communist side, including North Vietnam
and the Pathet Lao, to the cease-fire and the subsequent agreement at Geneva. See
Rostow, TheDiffiisionofPower, 287-88; Schlesinger,/1 ThousandDays, 331; and,
Hannah, The Key to Failure, 36-9.
^' For a look at the Accords and the accompanying Protocol see, Marvin and
Susan Gettleman and Lawrence and Carol Kaplan, Conflict in Indo-China: A Reader on
the Widening War in Laos and Cambodia (New York: Random House, 1970), 185-200;
or Department of State BuUetin, 13 August 1962, 259.
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as Prime Minister and Minister of Defense. Pathet Lao leader Souphanouvong and proWest Phoumi were named deputy premiers, The nineteen cabinet seats were divided
between all sides: Souvanna's neutralists, seven seats; Phoumi's righttsts, four seats;
Souphanouvong's Pathet Lao, four seats; and four seats uncommhted.^^ The formation
of the coalhion govemment in Laos was actually announced on 11 June 1962. The
agreement stated that the three leaders—Souvanna, Souphanouvong, and Phoumi—must
unanimously agree on every decision relating to activhies of the ministries of defense,
interior, and foreign affairs. AII signatories of the Accords, including the DRV and the
U.S., agreed to, among other things, the "prohibition of any foreign interference in Laos'
internal affairs," the withdrawal of all foreign troops in the presence of intemational
inspectors (the ICC); the prohibhion of the introduction of milhary forces in any capachy
(including "advisors") to Laos, no shipments of war material to Laos except as "the
Royal Government of Laos may consider necessary;"^^ no establishment of foreign bases,
"strong points" or milhary installations of any kind; the prohibhion of any military
alliances or protection of SEATO for Laos; and the prohibhion of the use of Laotian
terrhory to intervene in the interaal affairs of other countries.^'' The protocol, which
created the ICC, called for the whhdrawal of foreign forces in seventy-five days (by 7

^^ The four uncommhted seats were occupied by supporters of the policies of the
Boun Oum govemment. Souphanouvong also held the position ofMinister of
Economics, and Phoumi held the poshion of Finance Minister. See Goldstein, American
PoUcy, 262-3.
" This is the loophole the U.S. would use to continue hs involvement in Laotian
internal affairs.
^^* Goldstein, American PoUcy, 263-264,
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October) along designated routes and points with advance notice to the ICC of all
whhdrawals. The protocol also established the goveraing stmcture of the ICC^'
The 1962 Geneva Agreements seemed, on the surface, to be the mechanism by
which the U.S. could achieve hs political goals in Laos—genuine neutralhy that would
allow the U.S. to keep hs forces out of Laos, secure the country from communist control,
and to defend Southeast Asia in South Vietnam if necessary. An interaational
supervisory inspection and administrative team was in place and would oversee all
compliance whh the Agreements. As Dean Rusk put h, after the 1962 Agreements, Laos
became "the wart on the hog of Vietnam."^^ But the realhy was that the 1962 Geneva
Agreements on Laos were merely a facade behind which both competing blocs—
communist and anti-communist—could continue to operate in pursuh of their respective
pohtico-military goals. As former Foreign Service Officer Norman Hannah put it, the
Agreements were nothing more than a "tach agreement" between North Vietnam and the
U.S. that the North Vietnamese would not launch ground attacks against westera Laos
(Vientiane and the Mekong Valley) if the U.S. did not invade the Laotian panhandle, the
main locale of the Ho Chi Minh Trail complex. The Geneva "Agreement" became the

^^ The ICC was made up of India (Chairman), Poland, and Canada. h would
supervise the cease-fire and report violations to the Co-Chairmen of the Geneva
Conference who would assist and supervise compliance. The ICC decision to investigate
the violations could be made by majority vote, All ICC reports could reflect differences
among the members. SeeDepartment ofState BuUetin, 13 August 1962; Goldstein,
American PoUcy, 263-6; and Hannah, The Key to Failure, 46.
36

As quoted in Stevenson, The End ofNowhere, 180.
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Geneva "settlement,"" Both the U,S. and the Pathet Lao/DRV continued to pursue theh
goals in a "th-for-tat" escalatory manner. Neither side openly wished to dispute the
Agreement yet nehher intended to live by h.^^
At the urging of Harriman, now Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastera
Affairs, Kennedy whhdrew all U.S. military advisers and third-country personnel,
totaling slightly more than 1,200 men, from Laos by the 7 October deadline.^^ The
reasoning behind this move was to comply in total whh the Agreement set forth by
Harriman. The Kennedy Administration believed that the communists would now only
seek to gain control over all of Laos through polhical means "generally within the terms
of the Geneva Agreements."'*" Harriman based his argument on his earlier assurances by
Pushkin of the Russian responsibilhy for communist compliance whh the Accords and
what Hannah describes as the "victorious tmth syndrome."'*' Harriman, according to then

•3 "7

Hannah, The Key to Failure, 60-1, Harmah claims that this virtually assured the
surrendering of this terrain which contained the infihration routes and thus sealed the fate
of South Vietnam, This interpretation has hs merhs but is too general and puts too much
emphasis on the Trail complex as being the key to South Vietnam's fall. The infihration
routes were never the threat to South Vietnam the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations
believed them to be. See Cable, Unhofy Grail, especially 77-125.
^^ Taylor, "Escalation of a Secret War," 75.
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Castle, At War in the Shadow, 49; Hannah, The Key to Failure, 49-51.
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Hilsman, To Move A Nation, 151.

"' According to Hannah, this line of reasoning assumes the self-enforceabilhy of
tmth once exposed to the worid, meaning that the exposure of communist transgression
and non-communist fidelhy to both tmth and law would somehow "whhher the
communists and exah us under the glare of'worid opinion.'" See Hannah, The Key to
Failure, 54.
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Assistant Secretary for Far Eastern Affairs Roger Hilsman, believed that the North
Vietnamese would probably insist on maintaining "some milhary presence in Laos, both
to backstop the Pathet Lao position and to maintain their hold on the infiltration routes
into South Vietnam," but that they would also make an effort "to keep this milhary
presence small and inconspicuous." Harriman feh strongly that the U.S. should "comply
whh both the letter and spirh of the agreement in every detail, that hs record should be
absolutely clean," He wanted the "political onus of any violations to fall on the
communists." If the polhical situation, including adherence to the Agreements, failed in
Laos, he "wanted h to be the communist side that had to pay the polhical costs." If the
communists broke the Agreements and the U.S. had to intervene whh force, he wanted to
make sure "we had all the international polhical support we could get."
Involvement by external forces in Laos continued after the 7 October deadline to
whhdraw. The North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao controUed approximately half the
territory of Laos after the Agreement. Between the time of the cease-fire and the signing
of the Accords, the Pathet Lao, aided by the DRV troops, had regrouped hs forces,
consolidated hs polhical control in the area which h occupied, and buih hs strength. The
Pathet Lao troop strength at the beginning of the cease-fíre was estimated at 16,000, and
by the signing of the Geneva Agreements, the Pathet Lao troop sttength had risen to an
esttmated 19,500.''^ Only 40 North Vietnamese advisers to the Pathet Lao were officially
withdrawn under the ICC supervision, According to WiIIiam Colby, then chief of CIA's

^'^ Hilsman, To Move A Nation, 152,
^*^ Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 80-1,
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Far East Division, there were 7,000 North Vietnamese troops in Laos at the ttme of the
44

Agreement,
The growing awareness in Washington of the North Vietnamese presence in Laos,
coupled whh the realization that the Soviets were unable to enforce Pushkin's promise,
resulted in a departure from Harriman's recommendation of strict adherence. Hilsman
commented on this realization, "Increasingly, it had become clear that we [the U.S.] had
arrived at a tach agreement—not on settlement of the Laos problem but on hs temporary
postponement."'*^ The Kennedy Administration realized that in order to preserve the
essence of an independent and neutral Laos, certain "limhed and careílilly controlled
departures from the implementing protocols had to be undertaken."

Less than a week

after the withdrawal of the U.S. MAAG, covert U,S. milhary assistance was rebora under
another guise—^the Joint Unhed States Milhary Assistance Advisory Group, Thailand, a
successor to the old PEO. DEPCHIEF (for Deputy Chief), as h was commonly known,
was placed whhin the administrative organization of the U.S. MAAG in Bangkok,
Thailand. fts orders were to undertake the "planning, programming, requisitioning.

^^ William Colby, Honorable Men: My Life in the CIA (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1978), 192.
^^Hilsman, To Move A Nation, 154.
^^ These "departures" would be discussed with Souvanna Phouma in advance and
his views "would be respected." See Blaufarb, Unconventional War in Laos, 19.
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receipt and storage in Thailand, [and] onward shipment to Laos" of U.S. Milhary
Assistance Program (USMAP) materials.'*^
This fírst American departure from the Geneva Accords marked the beginning of
covert U.S. aid to the RLG and in particular, to the Hmong tribesmen who continued to
wage guerrilla war against the Pathet Lao and NVA, Prior to the 1962 Accords, the U.S.
had taken trained, equipped and advised indigenous forces in Laos to fight against the
communists. In 1959, the CIA, which had been in Laos from the beginning of American
involvement, created a guerrilla army in Pathet Lao territory from the mountain-dwelling
Hmong.'*^ After the Accords, the CIA had only nine paramilitary specialists in-country
assisted by ninety-nine Thai Police Aerial Reconnaissance Unh (PARU) members, a
Special Forces-type organization, assigned to train and support Hmong forces. When
fighting broke out again, h would be primarily the Hmong who carried out direct
operatíons against the communist forces. The RLA was given a minimum of support, in
part because of hs demonstrated ineptness.'*^ The CIA along whh various components of
the U.S. milhary disguised as civilians, operated the counterinsurgency in Laos under the
direction and authority of the U.S. Ambassador who reported to Washington. The CIA's

'*' As quoted in Castle, At War in the Shadow, 53, who quotes an 8 March 1963
letter from CINCPAC Admiral Harry D. Feh to a Colonel Munster. DEPCHIEF
maintained storage facilhies at Udorn, one five miles south of Udora codenamed
"Peppergrinder," at the Thai port of Sattahip, and at Bangkok's Don Muang airport
codenamed "Redcap." See Castíe, At War in the Shadow, 53.
'^^ Taylor, "Escalation of a Secret War," 76. Perhaps the best source on the
Hmong is Hamihon-Merh's Tragic Mountains. For this period see pages 69-126.
^^ WiIIiam M. Leary, "The CIA and the 'Secret War' in Laos: The Battle for
Skyline Ridge, 1971-1972," Journal of MiUtary History 59 (July 1995) 505-6,
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capabilhies for covert actíon became what Colby called the "key" to the U.S. poshion in
Laos. Since its activities were officially secret, they could be conducted whhout official
exposure or admission to anyone, especially the Soviet Union.^° The CIA's covert nature
served as the major loophole through which the U.S, could operate in Laos without
having to justify hs actions to Congress, the American public, or the other players in the
conflict.
The unique authority of the U.S. Ambassador in Laos came in a single powerful
burst. On 29 May 1961, in the aftermath of the Bay of Pigs debacle, in an effort to shake
up the State Department and make h the central point, below the Presidency itself, in the
conduct of foreign affairs, Kennedy had sent a letter to all U.S. Ambassadors that gave
unprecedented authority to American diplomatic posts abroad.^' In the letter, Kennedy,
to improve the operation of U.S. diplomatic missions, gave the Ambassadors "charge of
the entire U.S. Diplomatic Mission" including "all personnel of the Department of State
and the Foreign Service" and "representatives of all other United States agencies." This
new charge did not include U.S. "milhary forces operating in the field where such forces
are under the command of a United States milhary commander."^^ Kennedy's actions
had direct consequences in Laos in two distinct ways. First, in the absence of an official
MAAG operating in-country, the U.S. Ambassador became the immediate controlling

^" Colby, whh James McCargar, Lost Victory: A Firsthand Account ofAmerica 's
Sixteen-Year Involvement in Vietnam {Chicago: Contemporary Books, 1989), 196.
^' LBJ/Oral History Collection/Wilham H. SuUivan/Interviewed by Paige
Mulhollan, 21 July 1971, 28; Schlesinger, A ThousandDays, 406-7.
" As quoted in Castle, At War in the Shadow, 54.
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authority for "all the fimctions of a MAAG, some of the fiinctíons of a U.S. military
command, and numerous unconventional activhies in support of irregular troops,
including a requirement for airborne logistics."" Second, Kennedy's orders gave
Ambassadors, for the first time ever, the authority to control the full operations of the
CIA in the country to which he was accredhed.^'* In essence, in Laos, in the absence of
an official area milhary commander, the U.S. Ambassador obtained, for better or worse,
"unprecedented milhary power.""
The closeness of the Thai-American relationship was also important. Bangkok's
cooperation and support was critical to U.S. covert operations. Thai airfields, especially
Udora, provided secure maintenance and support facilhies for U.S. aircraft flying into
Laos, DEPCHIEF operations were based out of Thailand, and Thai milhary personnel
helped train Hmong and Lao soldiers both in Laos and Thailand. As the U.S. escalated
hs involvement in Laos, it is not surprising that the CIA in late 1962, decided to
formalize hs relationship whh the Thai milhary. The Agency established at Udorn the
4802d Joint Liaison Detachment (JLD). Working whh a Thai milhary unh
("Headquarters 333"), the two organizations, composed of about eighty men, acted as a

" Blaufarb, Unconventional War inLaos, 20.
^^* Schlesinger, A Thousand Days, 428,
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Castle, At War in the Shadow, 55.
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joint U.S.-Thai command center for covert milhary and intelligence-collection activhies
in Laos.^^
In light of the meager adherence to the Accords on the part of all involved and the
personal political predilections of the three heads of the new Lao goverament, h is not
surprising that the attempt at a neutral coalhion in Vientiane met whh very little success.
In Vientiane and in the field, distmst and subversion was the order of the day. The
"neutralist" troops of Kong Le were left with no independent source of supply after the
termination of the Soviet airlift in November to the PDJ where Pathet Lao headquarters
was located. As a result, they had to rely on the supplies coming from North Vietnam, as
did the Pathet Lao. Fighting eventually broke out between Le's troops and the Pathet Lao
troops over allocation of cmcial supplies. One group of originally "neutrahsf' troops led
by Colonel Deuan Sunnalath changed sides and joined whh the Pathet Lao. The Pathet
Lao eventually cut supplies to Le's troops and as a resuh, the "neutralist" position rapidly
deteriorated. The American Embassy realized that the poor state of Le's forces on the
PDJ would reduce Souvanna's neutralist polhical faction to "impotence" and cause a
retum to the polhical situation that had existed before the Geneva Agreements. The U.S.
Ambassador to Laos, Leonard Unger, who took the post in July 1962, recognized the
seriousness of the situation. In April 1963, he authorized A r America to immediately

^^ Noam Chomsky and Howard Zinn, eds., 77»^ Pentagon Papers, vol. 5, The
Senator Gravel Edhion (Boston: Beacon Press, 1972), 305; and Castle, At War in the
Shadow, 60-1.
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begin ferrying supplies to Le's forces. This amounted to another American departure
from the Accords.^^
Other events took place which fiirther unraveled the coalition in Vientiane and
heightened the friction between the three factions. First, on 27 November, an American
C-46 transport plane, supplying the "neutralists," was shot down as h landed on the PDJ,
killing the two American crew members. The plane was shot down by a "neutralist"
antiaircraft battery under the command of Colonel Deuan Sunnalath, one of Le's "leftistleaning" deputies. Of his group's 270 men, 60 were former Pathet Lao members. After
this incident, Air America flights to the PDJ were marked under the RLG flag but still
had American crews, as no Lao had been trained to fly the planes.

The Pathet Lao

claimed that the U.S. was violating the Geneva Agreements whh hs supply flights
because no foreign personnel were allowed in Laos. The U.S. claimed that the flights fell
under Article Six of the Accords that allowed military assistance that the RLG considered
necessary for the national defense of Laos.
Second, there were two assassinations of key polhical figures that further strained
the coalition government. On 12 Febmary 1963, a "neutralist" leader and close associate

" Dommen, Conflict in Laos, 232-234; Chomsky and Zinn, The Pentagon
Papers, 266; Taylor, "The Escalatíon of a Secret War," 76.
^* Dommen, Conflict in Laos, 245-246. Dommen says that h was a C-123 that
was downed, but Castle claims h was a C-46. Castle, At War in the Shadow, 55.
^^ After the A r America incident, 500 hundred "neutralists" changed sides and ^^
went over to the Pathet Lao whh Colonel Deuan. According to Stevenson, "neutrahsts"
shot down another Ah America supply plane on 6 January 1963. See Goldstein,
American PoUcy towardLaos, 291-293; Castíe, At War in the Shadow, 55-56;
Stevenson, End of Nowhere, 186-189; and Dommen, Conflict inLaos, 245.
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of Souvanna and Kong Le, Ketsana Vongsavong, was assassinated in his home on the
PDJ, allegedly by communist agents.^° On 1 April, the "left-Ieaning neutralist" Foreign
Minister in Souvanna's goverament, Quinim Pholsena, was assassinated in Vientiane by
a Kong Le loyalist,

Shortly thereafter Souphanouvong, who feared for his safety, left

Vientiane for Khang Khay on the PDJ,^^ The North Vietnamese, in the meantime, made
sure the Pathet Lao had a viable supply lifeline remaining if the ICC halted air
transportation over the PDJ,^^ The DRV completed repair work on Route 7, a major
artery mnning into the PDJ from North Vietnam. This road enabled them to ship supplies
overland to the Pathet Lao on the PDJ. Souvanna, for the time being, did not protest
against the military supplies coming in from North Vietnam nor the Pathet Lao threat to
fire on airlift planes (Air America). He believed that his public chastisement of the
"leftist" efforts might lead to the destmction of the coalhion, something he did not wish
to happen. But h was too late. The exit of Souphanouvong and the continued fighting on
the PDJ between the "neutralist" forces and the Pathet Lao essentially marked the end of
the coalition government.

^° Dommen, Conflict inLaos, 247; Stevenson, EndofNowhere, 189.
^' Castle, At War in the Shadow, 56; Dommen, Conflict inLaos, 248.
" Chomsky and Zinn, Pentagon Papers, 266; Stevenson, EndofNowhere, 189.
" After deeming the Geneva Accords adequate for the maintenance of a neutral
Laos, the Soviets stopped their airlift to the PDJ in December 1962 and withdrew from
the scene. On 2 December, they handed over their supply aircraft to the three Lao
factions, but gave the largest of theh planes (IIyushin-14s) to the DRV for use in
supplying the Pathet Lao, Dommen, Conflict in Laos, 246-247.
64

Dommen, Conflict in Laos, 235; Castle, At War in the Shadow, 55-56.
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The Lao coalhion collapsed because of the polhical violence in Vientiane and on
the PDJ, milhary violence between the three factions, and the subversion of the Geneva
Accords and heavy involvement by the U.S. and the North Vietnamese. No one involved
in the Lao conflict adhered to the Geneva Agreements. AIl sides, extemal and intemal,
had played a part in subverting the Accords to pursue their respective polhico-military
goals. The Kennedy Administration had certainly played its part in violating the
Agreements desphe hs public rhetoric claiming that it had not.^^ The fighting on the PDJ
was escalating, and Souvanna and Phoumi were left in Vientiane on their own. Kennedy
had to act in order to keep the conflict from getting further out of hand, On 10 April, at a
National Securhy Council meeting, Harriman recommended the following, which
Kennedy approved: continue to supply Kong Le so the neutralist forces could whhstand
Pathet Lao attacks; encourage American allies to continue their support of the neutralists
and apply diplomatic pressure on the communist powers for the reintroduction of U,S.
milhary forces into Thailand.^^ A pattern was developing: as the Pathet Lao/NVA
pressures mounted, the Kennedy Administration's poshion whh respect to the Accords
was that, in order to preserve the pretense of an independent and neutral Laos, "certain
limhed and carefiilly controlled departures from the implementing protocols" were
undertaken. The Administration's major concera was to keep the soon to be escalating
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^^ LBJ/Vice Presidential Papers/Securhy FiIes/5/NSC Meeting, "Memorandum
for Consideratíon by the National Security Council on April 10, 1963." (Document is
sanhized).
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departures from the terms of the Accords to "a minimum and as inconspicuous as
possible."^'
On the PDJ, Kong Le's position against the Pathet Lao forces was rapidly
deteriorating. The Pathet Lao had attacked the "neutralist" forces and driven them out of
Khang Khay, the "neutralist" caphal, and Xieng Khouang town.^^ The CIA believed that
whhout extemal support the "neutralist" poshion would be lost. To avoid this, the U.S.
continued to supply Kong Le and his "neutralist" forces, and activated the Hmong, led by
Vang Pao. The Hmong guerillas would operate in the hillsides against Pathet Lao
poshions in the mountains and on the PDJ where a concentration of Hmong villages
existed in the hills around it. The appearance of the Hmong guerrillas on the hillsides
overlooking some of the Pathet Lao's major poshions forced the Pathet Lao to take
defensive measures, Over the next few months, with the backing of the CIA and Ar
America-delivered supplies, Vang Pao's forces were able to retake about seventy-five
percent of Xieng Kouang Province.^^ Because of the Hmong presence and Vang Pao's
milhary efforts, Kong Le's forces remained intact. Le maintained control of the westem
third of the PDJ and most of the "neutralisf' troops on the Plain.™

^^ Blaufarb, Unconventional War in Laos, 19.
^^ Hamihon-Merritt, Tragic Mountains, 124.
^^ Blaufarb, Unconventional War inLaos, 23; Hamihon-Merritt, Tragic
Mountains, 124.
™ Blaufarb, Unconventional War in Laos, 23. The CIA trained the Hmong in
"offensive-oriented" guerilla war tactics and in the use of modem weapons and technical
equipment. The headquarters for the training was a PARU camp at Hua Hin, Thailand.
CIA case officers selected the Hmong in Laos, transported them, via Ar America, to Hua
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In Vientiane, Souvanna continued to try to find a diplomatic solution to the
renewed hostilhies. He attempted to obtain a countiy-wide cease-fíre and to secure
territory lost to the Pathet Lao. The deterioratíng relationship between Souvanna and
Phoumi did not help his efforts. Souvanna and the Pathet Lao objected to the presence of
Phoumi's "rightisf' forces on and around the PDJ, even though Phoumi supported Kong
Le against the Pathet Lao. The CIA wamed Kennedy that the Pathet Lao would not
consent to a cease-fire until Phoumi's forces were withdrawn from the Plain. Kennedy
met whh his advisers on 20 April to discuss the situation and hs effects on the Accords.
He and the NSC agreed that the lack of a strong U.S. response would be seen as an
abandonment of Laos. Kennedy accordingly approved a series of milhary and polhical
actions. First, Ambassador Unger was to discuss whh Souvanna milhary measures, such
as air-dropping arms and supplies, to support him and the "neutralist" forces; second, the
U.S. Ambassador in Moscow was to raise the issue with Khmshchev and ascertain the
Soviet poshion, third, the Ambassadors of ICC member states were to be contacted to
discuss the current situation; fourth, CINCPAC Admiral Harry D. Feh was to visit
Bangkok to confer with the milhary leaders and representatives of SEATO whh a
possibilhy of proceeding on to Vientíane; fífth, a U.S. carrier task-group and marine

Hin, trained them, and then reinserted them into Laos at key strategic positions. Air
America then supplied the irregulars by air-drop and by landing at Lima shes, grass and
dirt mnway strips that were located on the sides and tops of the mountains in Laos.
Castle, At War in the Shadow, 57-58.
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battalion were ordered into waters off South Vietnam; and sixth, plans for possible
milhary action directly against North Vietnam were to be prepared.'^
The actions called for in the plan of 20 April were carried on through June.
Kennedy still believed a diplomatic solution could be obtained. To that end, Souvanna
continued to negotiate whh Souphanouvong but to no avail. By June, no diplomatic
resolution was in sight and Kennedy turned his attention to military pressure. Secretary
of State Rusk and Secretary of Defense McNamara recommended a program of
addhional overt and covert pressure. They wanted to achieve "if not a tmly neutral Laos
under an effective Govemment of National Union, at least the facade of a neutralist
govemment presiding over a stabilized de facto parthion."^^ The aggressive RuskMcNamara program authorized the use of CIA and Army Special Forces teams to enlist
the support of all Lao sides friendly to the U.S. to launch milhary offenses against the
Pathet Lao. In addhion, the program called for air strikes against Pathet Lao targets using
T-28 airplanes armed with napalm. Kennedy approved the use of CIA and Special
Forces teams but did not grant approval for the T-28 attacks. The Administration still
sought to keep the overt American involvement in Laos to a minimum.

The U.S. goal

for the time being was to maintain the "neutralist" forces on the PDJ in a state strong

^' LBJ/Vice Presidential Papers/Securhy FiIes/5/NSC Meeting, "National Securhy
Council Record of Actions," April 20, 1963. (Document is sanhized.)
'^^ As quoted in Usowski, "Intelligence Estímates and U.S. Policy Toward Laos,"
389.
^^ Taylor, "The Escalation of a Secret War," 76; Usowski, "Intelligence
Estimates and U.S. Policy Toward Laos," 389.
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enough so that the Pathet Lao and NVA would have to mount a major campaign to
remove them.^'*

The New Kennedy Plan
The American efforts failed to produce an improvement in the "neutralist"
milhary poshion.^^ Kong Le's forces stmggled to maintain their hold on the PDJ. The
Pathet Lao wasted no time and responded quickly to counter the U.S.-encouraged RLA
and Hmong attacks. On 3 May, two ICC helicopters were shot down by Pathet Lao
ground fire near Khang Khay. Pathet Lao forces, supported by NVA regulars, attacked
Le's poshions on the PDJ and, on 10 May, successfully defended against a Hmong
counter attack against Xieng Khouang town and the central PDJ. Three fresh NVA
battalions joined the one battalion already holding Xieng Khouang. When the Pathet
Lao/NVA threatened during the first week of June to continue the offensive, RLA troops
abandoned the southem towns of Muong Phine and Mahaxay.
The Kennedy Administration believed that these aggressive activhies by Hanoi
and the Pathet Lao had pushed the limits of acceptabilhy. In an 18 June NSC meeting,
Rusk and McNamara proposed a three-phase action program in Southeast Asia, "not as a
contingency response to communist tactics—but as a method of infiuencing the over-all

^^* LBJ/Vice Presidential Papers/Securhy FiIes/5/NSC Meeting—Discussion on
Laos, Memos from Colonel Burris to Johnson, 9 April and 22 April 1963,
''^ Usowski, "Intelligence Estimates and U,S. Policy Toward Laos," 390,
^^ Warner and Morrison, Shadow War, 99.
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situation."

The first phase called for quanthative increases in the forces of the RLA

Hmong, and the Royal Laotian Air Force (RLAF). The second phase called for the
removal of restrictions of RLA offensives, U.S. Air Force (USAF) armed aerial
reconnaissance, an increased U.S. milhary presence on mainland Southeast Asia, and the
introduction of combat aircraft (American T-28s—small, single-engined fighter bombers
used by the U.S. Navy (USN) as training craft)^* flown by third-country nationals. The
third phase called for the introduction of U.S. combat forces into Laos if the first two
7Q

phases failed.

Kennedy approved the first phase of the plan whh the objective "to be

able to meet new Pathet Lao attacks with prompt counterpunches in order to convey the
message that Pathet Lao may no longer instigate such actions with impunhy."
The following day, Kennedy approved the plan. Accordingly, during July and
August, the U.S, Requirements Office supplied equipment for two "neutralist" battalions
and sent six T-28s to supplement the RLAF's fleet. Kennedy also ordered an increase in
Hmong guerilla operations, the formation of more RLA paramilhary units, the increased
use of PARU advisory teams, and the use of South Vietnamese special forces in the Lao
panhandle. He gave the go-ahead for offensive operations by the RLA RLAF, and
77

As quoted in Rust, Kennedy in Vietnam, 89.

^^ Lao pilots for the T-28s would be trained by USAF ah commandos under the
direction of Colonel "Heine" Aderhoh at Udora Ar Base, Thailand, See HamihonMerritt, Tragic Mountains, 131-2,
^^ LBJ/NSF/National InteUigence Estimates/7/58-Laos, CIA Special National
Intelligence Estimate, "communist Reactions to U.S. Actions Taken with Regard to
Laos," 18 June 1963.
^^ As quoted in Rust, Kennedy in Vietnam, 89,
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"neutralist" forces against the Pathet Lao/NVA.^' On 26 October, Rusk authorized U.S.
Ambassador Leonard Unger to use the newly arrived T-28s in reprisal attacks against
"certain clearly aggressive Pathet Lao actíons of such a level as to justify use of ah."
Specifíc instmctions stated that "since h is not U.S, intention to take [the] initiative in
milhary escalation in Laos," approval was not granted for T-28 use in support of guerrilla
operations. However, approval was given for attempts to "intercept and down NVN
[North Vietnamese] illegal supply flights" and "swift" reprisal attacks against specifíc
Pathet Lao gun emplacements responsible for isolated attacks on RLA and "neutralist"
forces.^^
Less than two weeks later, on 8 November, Rusk again cabled Unger whh fiirther
clarification of T-28 use against the Pathet Lao. There seemed to be a question about the
phrasing that the U.S. "should not take the inhiative in milhary escalation." Rusk
clarified the wording and stated that the previous orders were ""not intended to restrict
utilization of T-28s solely to retaliatory actions," and that the fighter-bombers should also
be used as appropriate in defense of "neutralisf' and RLA poshions "under Pathet Lao
attack, in response to clearly aggressive Pathet Lao actions." He again stressed the
importance of timing the attacks to be "rapid-response" and authorized the use of one
hundred pound bombs (in lieu of five hundred pound bombs) against Pathet Lao artillery.

81

Warner and Morrison, Shadow War, 99-100; Rust, Kennedy in Vietnam, 90.

^^ LBJ/NSF-CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Deptel 362, 26 October
1963. The Kennedy Administratíon deemed the North Vietnamese supply flights to the
Pathet Lao as "illegal" while the U.S. was doing the same thing whh the Hmong and all
pro-westem forces in Laos.
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troops, convoys, supply dumps or "other facilhies closely associated whh Pathet Lao
provocation or elsewhere if h can be done in manner to associate use of bombs whh
Pathet Lao provocation." The targets for this use were instmcted to be "near points of
contact whh Pathet Lao." This was a new escalatory twist to be employed at Unger's
discretion, symptomatic of the Kennedy Administration's step-by-step escalation of the
conflict.^^
Unger and the American team in Laos immediately began speculating on what
Pathet Lao actíons warranted a U.S.-directed, RLAF-flown T-28 bombing response.
Rusk cabled the American Embassy in Vientiane again on 14 November about ideas on
which Pathet Lao target should be first attacked for maximum "psychological" and
"pohtical and propaganda" effect. Rusk also cautioned that the targets should be selected
with "discretionary authority" and that the Embassy make sure that the "level of technical
competence of the Lao pilof' was adequate for the "successful completion of the
mission."^'* The Administration was making preparations for larger operations, but the
extent of these efforts in Laos will never be known, as Kennedy was assassinated in
Dallas on 22 November.
The policy decisions and implementatíons of the June-November 1963 period
marked a distinct break from earlier cautious American policy toward Laos under the
Geneva Accords of 1962. The implementatíon of the first and second phases of the
Rusk-McNamara plan, specifically the U.S.-backed effort to build up the RLA

^^ LBJ/NSF-CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Deptel 395, 8
November 1963. Emphasis added.
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"neutralist," and Hmong forces, to give them greater freedom of attack against the Pathet
Lao/NVA and, most signifícantly, the utilization of American-trained Lao pilots in
American-supplied T-28 fíghter-bombers, marked the beginning of a new phase in U.S.
policy toward Laos. Because of the ineffectiveness of American policy in weakening the
strength of the communist poshion in Laos, the Kennedy Administration moved from
relying on the ICC and external polhical pressure to preserve the Geneva Accords to
using American forces in Laos itself to solidify the pro-West poshion. The stage was set
for much greater direct American milhary involvement in Laos under the guise of the
quickly deteriorating Geneva Accords, Kennedy's policy decisions and American
counterinsurgency strategy up through the summer and fall of 1963 had failed completely
to achieve his Administration's goal of a neutral and independent Laos. An increase in
fighting and tension between the local belligerents in Laos as well as an increase in
tensions among the Cold War superpowers engaged there, characterized the situation
Lyndon B. Johnson inherited in late November 1963. It was one messier and more
dangerous than that which Kennedy had inherhed from Eisenhower thirty-three months
earlier.

^^ LBJ/NSF-CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Deptel 413, 14
November 1963.
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CHAPTER VI
THE JOHNSON ADMINISTRATION AND LAOS
(1963-1965)

Johnson Takes Over
When Lyndon Johnson assumed the presidency in November 1963 and inherhed a
crhical situation in Laos, direct American involvement was increasing and the
communists continued to mount offensives and strengthen their position at the expense of
the "neutralists" and the RLG. At the same time, the polhical stabilhy of the govemment
under Souvanna Phouma was eroding. The new Administratíon, with minimal shakeup
in the command stmcture, continued to escalate the conflict. Because of the situation in
Vietnam and the U.S. commhment to the South Vietnamese govemment, the new
Administration did not abandon the RLG to hs fate or allow h to appear weak. Johnson
and his advisors did not fijndamentally reassess the Laotian situation, one that moved
steadily toward open fighting between the U.S. and RLG and the Pathet Lao and North
Vietnamese. Rather than reassess the U.S. commhment, the Administration raised the
scale of American involvement. The Administration resolved to meet the growing
communist threats whh what h judged to be bolder tactícs.' The Kennedy goal of
"neutralization" of the country and the creation of a "strong and independent Laos" under

' Roger Hilsman, The PoUtics ofPoUcy Making in Defense andForeign Affairs
(New York: Harper and Row, 1971), 29.
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the Geneva Agreements of 1962 had failed. But both sides to the conflict contínued the
fafade of the Accords.^

The Facade of Geneva and the Unhed States
The U.S. continued to circumvent the Accords by using foreign nationals, or
mercenaries, to do hs fighting in Laos, but Article Four required the whhdrawal of all
foreign milhary personnel. The U.S. utilized Thais in a number of different capachies in
Laos. Among other things, they flew T-28s and conducted PARU training of RLA and
Hmong forces. The Thai, many of whom were of the same ethnic stock as the lowland
Lao, could easily move within Laos and avoid capture or identification, Through the use
of the Thai and the Hmong tribesmen, and through action undertaken "at the request of
the RLG," the Johnson Administration could escalate while at the same tíme minimize hs
direct involvement. As long as there were no visible American violations of the Accords,

^ For example, the North Vietnamese and Chinese involved what they often
referred to as "constmction workers" in Laos. The PRC sent these "workers" (People's
Liberation Army members) to Laos to assist the Lao in building "goodwill" roads, such
as the building of a fifty-mile "Laotian-Chinese Friendship Highway" that connected the
northem Lao town of Phong Saly whh the village of Mengla in southem China. The
PRC dedicated and handed over the road to the Pathet Lao on 25 May 1963. The Chinese
then began, whhout RLG permission, to build "feeder roads" close to the Chinese-Lao
border. The U.S. believed these "constmction workers" to be People's Liberation Army
(PLA) engineers who ferried more than just humanitarian and cultural goods. Also in
1962 the RLG had agreed to a Chinese "economic and cultural" presence embodied in the
estabhshment of a Chinese Mission at Khang Kay. The U.S. believed that this mission
was headed by a PLA general officer who was assisted by other PLA officers to teach
"training and tactícs" and to oversee the logistics of Chinese military aid to the Pathet
Lao and North Vietnamese in Laos. See Castle, At War in the Shadow, 72; and G.
McMurtrie Godley and Jinny St. Goar, "The Chinese Road in Laos, 1961-73: An
American Perspective," in Laos: Beyond the Revolution, eds. Joseph J. Zasloff and
Leonard Unger, 285-314 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1991).
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the Administration believed they would not have to answer to the communists in Laos,
the U.S. Congress, the American public, North Vietnam, the PRC, or the Soviets. In tum,
as long as the U.S. did not publicly accuse the North Vietnamese of overt violations, then
the cloak of Geneva could remain.^
Desphe this diplomatic setup, the question of how to deal whh the North
Vietnamese violations of the Accords was a topic of intense discussion in both the
Kennedy and Johnson Administrations. By 4 July 1963, the U.S. had "fírm evidence,
capable of diplomatic and public presentation, that the DRV had violated the Geneva
Accords of 1962 by introducing men (trained political agents) through Laos into South
Vietnam after the October deadline [for removal of all foreign military personnel]."'*
Wah Rostow, Director of the State Department Pohcy Planning Council, urged Secretary
of State Rusk to immediately "call them on this," claiming "h is difficult, if not
impossible, to win a guerrilla war with an open frontier." He believed that the war in
South Vietnam would be prolonged because of the infíhration and because Ho Chi Minh
could "keep the war going [in the South] at little or no cost [and] no threat to his
industrial complex around Hanoi."

^ Taylor, "Escalation of a Secret War," 77.
^ LBJ/NSF/Intelligence File/9/Vietnam: Rusk, Lodge, WiIIiam Bundy
Correspondence, Rostowto Rusk, 4 July 1963, 1.
^ LBJ/NSF/Intelligence FiIe/9/Vietnam: Rusk, Lodge, William Bundy
Correspondence, Rostowto Rusk, 1 November 1963.
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The Johnson Administration plainly realized the goal of keeping Laos "neutral."
Conflicted whh the goal of military victory in Vietnam^ The conversations in the White
House, State Department, and the Pentagon revolved around North Vietnam's use of the
Ho Chi Minh Trail complex. To cut off the Trail would mean direct and overt military
action in Laos, a move that would publicly violate Laotian "neutralhy." Hence, the main
American problem in Laos had moved from attempting to achieve polhical and milhary
stabilhy amongst the Lao pohtical factions to how to stop the perennial "communist"
practíce of "the shipment of arms and men across frontiers in violation of interaational
law or explich agreements" to "ferment insurrection" ' Rostow labeled the practice the
"most durable communist technique of the cold war" because of hs low cost, the
technical difficulty of interception, and the installation of subsequent blocking measures.^
The Administration believed the solutions to this problem lay in dealing directfy whh
Hanoi instead of the indirect measures h was presently employing on the ground and in
the ah in Laos and South Vietnam.
Washington was worried about the polhical and military repercussions of direct
action against North Vietnam. They believed that the Chinese and the North Vietnamese
were working "very closely together" and were "engaged in a plan to wam us of

^ Taylor, "Escalation of a Secret War," 77.
' See LBJ/NSF/Intelligence File/9/Vietnam, Rusk, Lodge, William Bundy
Correspondence, Rostow to Rusk, 7 Febmary 1964, and Rostow to Johnson, Mann, and
Hilsman, 12 Febmary 1964. See also Johnson's State of the Union Address of 8 January
1964 in Johnson, PubUc Papers ofthe Presidents, 1963-64, Book I, 116.
^ LBJ/NSF/Intelligence File/9/Vietnam: Rusk, Lodge, WiIIiam Bundy
Correspondence, Rostowto Rusk, 7 Febmary 1964.
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escalation should we move north." Rostow, the chief proponent of direct action against
North Vietnam, believed that any plan to "inflict even limited damage on the North
should not proceed wdthout our taking the fiillest possible preparations to face any degree
of escalation within enemy capabilhies" including direct Chinese involvement and
retaliation. Rostow feared that the "ambiguhy about what we are prepared to do—and
the vhiation of us as a baflfled giant that cannot or will not bring hs power effectively to
bear—is eroding our poshion in Southeast Asia and dangerously encouraging Ho Chi
Minh and Mao, and possibly Khmshchev as well."^° The Administration came to the
conclusion that it had to act in a forceflil way and possibly directly against the source of
the problem for the U.S. in Southeast Asia—^North Vietnam.
Action had to be taken, yet the action had to be such as to not publicly violate the
Geneva Accords and provoke a greater military response from the North Vietnamese
and/or the Chinese. Johnson and his advisors believed that overt American action in
Laos was acceptable if the PRC or DRV provoked such a move at some point in the
fixture. Until that time came, small escalatory steps were chosen. The advisors
recommended the bare minimum. They believed that a show of force elsewhere in the
worid against a rebellious communist state would "carry enough conviction in Hanoi and
elsewhere that the mere massing of our forces in Southeast Asia would, against that
background, be a credible demonstratíon that we were prepared to act directly against the

^ LBJ/NSF/Intelligence File/9/Vietnam: Rusk, Lodge, William Bundy
Correspondence, Rostowto Rusk, 15 Febmary 1964.
^° LBJ/NSF/Intelligence FiIe/9/Vietnam: Rusk, Lodge, WiIIiam Bundy
Correspondence, Rostow to Rusk, 12 Febmary 1964.
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North. . We, might, thus, induce compliance in Southeast Asia whhout actually having
to conduct acts of violence in the North." The action considered to be of enough mettle
to draw the desired psychological effect in the leadership of a nation undergoing a
stmggle for national independence was a plan labeled "Option D." "Option D" called for
the U.S. to "do something very limhed. . now and say h will be worse next tíme."" The
plan was put on the shelf until the North Vietnamese committed an act that would
provoke an American response. The U.S. would not have to wah long. In the meantime,
covert actions were planned against North Vietnam to keep pressure on Ho Chi Minh.

The Johnson Plan to Escalate
The groundwork for a greater level of direct U.S. intervention in Laos was laid
soon after Kennedy' s death. ^^ Phase One was a continuation of a Kennedy

^^ LBJ/NSF/Intelligence FiIe/9/Vietnam: Rusk, Lodge, William Bundy
Correspondence, Rostowto Rusk, 22 Febmary 1964.
'^ LBJ/NSF/Intelligence File/9/Vietnam: Rusk, Lodge, WiIIiam Bundy
Correspondence, Rostowto Rusk, 28 Febmary 1964.
'^ Noted counterinsurgent historian Douglas Blaufarb argued in 1972 that in Laos
between 1963 and 1970 both sides followed a "pohcy of mutual abstention." Fighting
was inconclusive and that h appeared nehher side was seriously seeking a final solution.
The fate of Laos would be decided in Vietnam and that in the meantime h would be
"inadvisable" for ehher side "to sponsor actions which threatened the facade of the
Geneva Accords." There appeared to be "an evolving mutual prohibhion against attacks
on targets judged to be of critical value." Blaufarb argued that the U.S. Mission
discouraged the RLG forces from attacking communist-held poshions that would provoke
a strong response. "[I]II-conceived" RLG aggressiveness might force the U. S. to
intervene. Blaufarb argued that the U.S. favored a defensive policy. Except for the Trail
complex, Laos was "regarded secondary to Vietnam." Blaufarb later correctly recanted
this theory noting, in his discussion on the seasonal pattem of fighting in Laos, that no
evidence existed to support the theory and that such a description "greatly underestimates
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Administration activhy. High-Ievel aerial reconnaissance in Laos, both over the Trail
complex area and over Pathet Lao/DRV positions in the northeast and the PDJ, had been
carried out periodically and was judged to be safe to continue whh "relatively little risk
of detection.""* A "substantial" program of ground probes as well as low-level
reconnaissance were judged to have a "high probabilhy of becoming overt" and were
thus not inhiated. However, when "sufficient hard evidence"(Phase Two of the plan) and
"extremely solid evidence" (Phase Three) of Vietnamese activhy, particularly the
infihration of men and supplies into South Vietnam through the Laos "corridor" was
pbtained, then overt measures designed to "dismpt infiltration routes" and overt action by
the RLG forces, respectively, would be justified. In each escalatory ph?se, the virtue of
"being discreet" (at least until the final overt third stage) was stressed because the
discovery of the participation of U.S. advisors would make the U.S. "vulnerable under
the Geneva Agreements on Laos."'^
The Johnson Administration could justify this escalation because of continuing
communist activhies in Laos. In late 1963 and early 1964, the Pathet Lao and DRV
tested the extent to which the Geneva framework could be bent in their favor. In
Febmary 1964, Roger Hilsman, the Director of the State Department's Bureau of

the bitterness and determination of both antagonists." See Blaufarb, Unconventional War
inLaos, 29; andBIaufarb, The Counterinsurgency Era, 158-9.
"* LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/265/Laos Memos Vol. E, 11/63-4/64, Rusk to M. Bundy, 11
December 1963, 2. (Document samtized.)
'^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/265/Laos Memos Vol. II, 11/63-4/64, Rusk to M. Bundy, 11
December 1963, 2-4. (Document sanhized.)
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Intelligence and Research, waraed Secretary of State Rusk, who had taken over as the
Washington authority on U.S. Laotian policy, of the inherent danger in allowing the
communists to continue this pohcy:
Although the Pathet Lao actions began as a response to moves inhiated by
Phoumi, they have gone well beyond the level of activhy that had been tachly
accepted under the umbrella of the Geneva Accords. At the very least, these
actions [mainly the offensive in central Laos] are a probe designed to see how far
the Geneva framework can be warped in favor of further communist
encroachment. They have been accompanied by a substantial increase in Viet
Minh presence and communist capabilhies in the Plaine des Jarres area as well.
If we fail to react, the communists are likely to use this improved milhary
capabilhy whh increasing aggressiveness in ways which must damage our
poshion not only in Laos but in South Viet-Nam as well. '^
Hilsman urged Rusk, in the face of the uncertain military situation in South Vietnam and
apparent U.S. indecision in Southeast Asia in general, to respond "promptly and firmly to
communist initiatives."^' Hilsman recommended an elaborate and determined plan
involving American, Thai, and Lao forces to check communist offensives as well as to
convince them that the U.S. was "prepared to escalate warfare in the area beyond hs
present framework unless they too accept the limhs whhin which the stmggle thus far has
been carried on" which would be augmented by "gradually accumulating evidence of our
1X

willingness to strike at North Vietnam."

'^ LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. II, 11/63-4/64, Hilsman to Rusk, 15
Febmary 1964.
'' Ibid.
^^ LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. II, 11/63-4/64, Hilsman to M, Bundy,
20 Febmary 1964.
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This advice was coupled whh Unger's personal appraisal of the Lao polhical
administration as "archaic, undermanned and incoherent. . .especially under condhions of
divided authority due to limhed integration under coalhion framework" and one which
was wholly dependent on outside American assistance for survival against the communist
forces.'^ The Administration also clearly had lost fahh in the ICC, citíng, in the wake of
a Pathet Lao/Viet Minh attack and capture of Na Kay in early January, hs "inabilhy [to]
play [an] effective role" in Laos and "not performing [the] vital function envisaged for h
in [the] 1962 Geneva Agreement."^" The dim situation in Laos brought Johnson and his
staff to the realization that American involvement had to be increased in order to first,
"discourage the communist side from continued advances against the
neutralist/conservative [rightist] forces; second, to give us tíme to augment the efforts we
have been making to strengthen and consolidate areas under control of
neutralist/conservatíve forces; and three, to preserve our freedom of action in responding
^l

to fiirther actions undertaken by the communists."
The milhary action under this plan called for the "selective use of six T-28s
against milhary targets without limhatíon as to type of weapons involved," resumption of
limhed South Vietnamese border patrols to report onthe flow of materiel through the

'^ LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. H, 11/63-4/64, Deptel 590, Unger to
Rusk, 9 Febmary 1964.
'° LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Vientiane 650, Stateto
Unger, 21 Febmary 1964.
2' LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Vientiane 664, Stateto
Unger, 26 Febmary 1964.
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Trail complex, and taking action against men and supplies. The "guerrilla units in Laos"
would be enlarged and their operations in communist territory would be expanded. These
special operations included the beginning of sabotage operations against the North
Vietnamese within Laos and the expansion of American/Thai Special warfare exercises.
High level aerial photo recormaissance of Laos would continue and be augmented by the
immediate deployment of twelve more F-100 fighter aircraft to Thailand to bring the
squadron to hs full strength.^^

Ambassador Unger Responds
In Vientiane, Unger, however, expressed doubts about the Johnson strategic plan
and admitted that the country team in Laos did not understand what the tme U.S. policy
goal in Laos. He knew that so far the U.S. objective was to keep the Geneva stmcture
"intact as far as possible against some future day when progress could be made toward
fiill pacifícation and unification of Laos" and an acceptance throughout the country of the
authority of the Vientiane govemment. Unger believed that this goal was "certainly
unlikely" as long as there was no solutíon in South Vietnam. The second part of the U.S.
goal, as he saw h, was to concentrate on the "friendly [i.e. 'neutíalist-rightist'] zone" of
the country to preserve hs integrity as far as possible and build up hs stabilhy and intemal
securhy. Thus, the primary American goal was concentrating on the "neutralist-rightisf'
controlled zone since the overall "pacifícation and unifícation of the country was tied

'2 LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Vientiane 664, State to
Unger, 26 Febmary 1964 (document sanhized.).; and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/265/Laos
Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, JCS 5066, JCS to CINCSTRKE, 27 Febmary 1964.
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directly to a resolution of the conflict in South Vietnam," a conflict that was slowly
spinning out of control. Unger wished to know exactly what Washington wanted. Did h
desire to continue to try to preserve and stabilize the friendly zone, or did h want to
simply "defend the Mekong lowland" because of hs importance to the security of
Thailand? Unger believed that if current U.S. policy (concentratíng on the friendly zone)
prevailed then the U.S. could "ill afford to see communist nibbling proceed much beyond
what h has already taken. .. Otherwise [the] friendly zone will be cut down to point
where [h is] inadequate [to] provide [a] base for regeneration."^^
Unger also pointed out that if the U.S. objectives included the interdiction of the
Ho Chi Minh Trail "by getting h out of communist and into friendly hands," then the
present policy [high level aerial reconnaissance along whh small ground force
observation] was "totally inadequate." This objective could not be achieved whhout
committing "substantial U.S. forces to Laos." Unger also expressed concerns about the
"woefiilly limhed capabilhies" of the "neutralist-rightisf' armed forces. He did think,
however, that over time they could be made capable of protecting the friendly zone
before "too much more was whittled away." He believed this possible only if 1) the
Pathet Lao were not too heavily supported by the DRV, who could be discouraged by
"prompt and strong" ICC activhy, 2) pressure was put on the North Vietnamese by the
USSR, and 3) a strong American milhary response was used, such as expanded T-28 use,
to discourage North Vietnamese involvement. The Ambassador saw the Trail area as a

" LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Deptel 664 (Section
One of Three), State to Unger, 1 March 1964. (Document sanitized.)
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region in Laos that the North Vietnamese viewed as "vhal" and an area they would
heavily defend whh "limhed but sharp reaction." The PDJ, what Unger termed a "special
case," was also viewed as vhal to the DRV both because of hs psychological importance
to the Pathet Lao and as a means for the communists to "keep the dagger poised, pointing
both toward Vientiane and Luang Prabang." Unger also recommended that Souvanna be
informed of virtually all U.S. military actions in-country. To do otherwise would
"quickly shatter [the] considerable confidence he now has in our sincere and unreserved
support of [a] neutralist solution to Laos."^"*
Unger recommended several measures possible under the present ground mles.
He called for local Lao control of U.S. retaliatíon, increased bomb loads, a step-up of
visual and photo reconnaissance, a substantial road-cratering effort on principal lines of
supply from North Vietnam into Laos, and he even proposed atarget list for air strikes.
Yet Unger wamed that improved armament would not make the RLAF a "sophisticated
ah force." He feh that six T-28s, no matter what theh equipment, would not tip the
balance in favor of RLG forces against the communist foes except in specific tactical
situations, but even this exception assumed the relatively skillfiil use of U.S. equipment
by "virtually untried pilots."" Heeding Unger's advice, the U.S. established a special air

'" LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Deptel 664 (Section
One of Three), Unger to Rusk, 1 March 1964; Deptel 664 (Sectíon Two of Three), Unger
to Rusk, 1 March 1964; and Deptel 664 (Sectíon Three of Three), Unger to Rusk, 1
March 1964. (Documents sanhized.)
" LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Deptel 664, Embtel 927
(Sectíon One of Two), Unger to Rusk, 3 March 1964; and Deptel 664, Embtel 927
(Section Two of Two), Unger to Rusk, 3 March 1964. (Document sanitized.)
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warfare school in mid-March at Udom, Thailand to train Lao and Thai pilots. Thhtyeight USAF officers and enlisted men of Detachment 6, Ist Air Commando Wing—codenamed "WATERPUMP"—were assigned to the task.^^
WATERPUMP immediately began a T-28 ground-and-flight school for the
foreign pilots and set up, using Air America equipment, a T-28 maintenance facilhy. The
pilots were trained in American bombing tactícs. After being reinforced by addhional T28s from Saigon, WATERPUMP took action over Laos in mid-May. Graduates of the
training program began daily bombing and reconnaissance missions over Laos.^' On 20
March, Unger asked Washington for permission to grant RLAF T-28 air strikes whh 100Ib. bombs against a strongly entrenched Pathet Lao positíon outside Nong Boua Lao, a
village well whhin the RLG zone. He promised to "keep the U.S. entirely out of this
matter" and stated that if pressed about the escalation of the conflict and the use of
bombs, he would say that the bombs were already in the RLG arsenal and that the RLG
apparently had made the decision that h was necessary to use them. Rusk granted

^^ LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Deptel 664, Embtel 927
(Sectíon One of Two), Unger to Rusk, 3 March 1964; and Castle, At War in the Shadow,
66.
^^ For means of identification and as a measure of skill, the USAF labeled the
teams the "A-Team" (American), the "B-Team" (Thai) and the "C-Team" (Lao). The
State Department coordinated this activhy through an Air Operations Center (AOC) at
Wattay Arbase outside Vientiane and a secondary AOC at RLAF headquarters in
Savannakhet. WATERPUMP personnel, wearing civilian attire, ran the Wattay AOC,
assisted the RLAF whh aircraft maintenance, and provided both AOCs whh
communication equipment, maps, as well as briefing rooms. Castle, At War in the
Shadow, 66-7.
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Unger's request and the RLAF, using American planes and bombs, attacked the Pathet
Lao poshion in support of a RLG counterattack.^^

The Coalhion Breaks Apart
In Vientiane, the situatíon was worsening. The "rightist" police "thoroughly
harassed" the Pathet Lao officials and their small 100-man security force.^^ As a resuh,
an agreement was sought at a discussion on the PDJ in December involving all three
factions and then again between Souphanouvong and Souvanna in Sam Neua from 17 to
20 January 1964. Any hopes of reconciliation, though, fell apart because of Pathet Lao
milhary activity and more polhical instability in Vientiane. The Pathet Lao launched a
major new offensive in central Laos near Thakhek and continued fighting on the PDJ
against "neutralisf' and "rightisf' forces.^"
Souvanna continued his efforts to seek a polhical solution. He paid vishs to
Hanoi and Peking in eariy April in an attempt to gain support for the coalhion from his
two communist neighbors.^' The Chinese received Souvanna "whh suspicion" but

^^ LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Unger to Rusk, 20
March 1964; Embtel 1024, Rusk to Unger, 20 March 1964.
29

Brown and Zasloff, Apprentice Revolutionaries, 91.

'° LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. n, 11/63-4/64, Hilsman to Rusk, 15
Febmary 1964; Castle, At War in the Shadow, 63; Brown and Zasloff, Apprentice
Revolutionaries, 91.
^' For the U S poshion on these talks and what h wanted Souvanna to relay to the
communists, see LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Embtel 1023,
Unger to Rusk, 26 March 1964.
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agreed to issue a joint communiqué that called for a political settlement between the three
Lao pohtical factions. The North Vietnamese, on the other hand, were not as
accommodating. General Giap, commander of the North Vietnamese army, told
Souvanna that the North Vietnamese would accept only Pathet Lao military forces on the
PDJ and no others.^^ Souvanna then tried to get the Lao factions to agree on a settlement
at a meeting on the PDJ. Souvanna proposed that Luang Prabang be demilitarized and
become the new seat of govemment. He failed to get such an agreement and retumed to
Vientiane whh little hope of a compromise solution. He then announced his decision to
resign. As if on cue, the next day, 19 April 1964, right-wing generals Kouprashh Abhay
and Siho Lamphouthacoul arrested Souvanna and seized power.
The condhions that prompted the "rightisf' coup had been festering since the
coalhion govemment was formed in June 1962. The "rightists" had been and were very
doubtfiil of Souvanna's ability to resist Pathet Lao encroachments and to effectively lead
a govemment of national union. They saw the coalhion as an opening for communist
encroachment within the government and a means by which the Pathet Lao could damage
their interests.^'* The coup was short-Iived. The generals failed to garaer any polhical
support. Unger communicated American displeasure to the generals and, with the

^^ Castle, At War in the Shadow, 63.
^' LBJ/NS/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Memorandum for the
President, Forrestal to Johnson, 21 April 1964; Stevenson, The EndofNowhere, 195;
Brown and Zasloff, Apprentice Revolutionaries, 91; Dommen, Conflict in Laos, 261-262,
Castle, At War in the Shadow, 63-64.
^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Memos, Vol. II, 4/16-4/30 1964, CIA
Memorandum, "Background of the 19 April Rightist Coup in Laos," 22 Apnl 1964.
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backing of other western ambassadors, obtained King Savang Vatthana and Phoumi's
support for the restoration of Souvanna. Faced also with the threat of the termination of
milhary and economic aid, the generals gave up power whhout a stmggle and Souvanna
was restored on 23 April. Because of his agreement to "broaden" his govemment and
grant favors to Siho and Kouprashh, Souvanna, on 2 May, announced the merger of the
"neutralisf' and "rightist" milhary apparatus. He also took control of the Ministry of
Defense from Phoumi. The proclamation of the new milhary alliance, which never came
about, prompted several hundred of Kong Le's troops on the PDJ to join whh the Pathet
Lao rather than be subordinated to Souvanna's new "coalhion" government.^^
These events in Vientiane had serious polhical repercussions. The "rightist"
move to seize power severely undercut the idea of a tme coalhion govemment. The
Pathet Lao no longer considered Souvanna legitimately neutral and the new government a
tme descendent of the Govemment of Natíonal Union. In hs eyes, the Lao govemment
established on 2 May was an American creation. Desphe the agreement to reinstate
Souvanna, and because of polhical influence gained through the coup, the "rightists"
were actually in a more powerful poshion than they had been before the coup. They
dominated Vientíane decision making because of their polhical and miliíary strength.
Souvanna was no longer in poshion to allow neutralist or Pathet Lao representation in the

^^ Stevenson, The EndofNowhere, 195-9; BrownandZas\o%Apprentice
Revolutionaries, 91-2; Castle, At War in the Shadow, 64-65. On the day of the coup
attempt, Phoumi's son, a pilot in the Royal Air Force, believing that Siho and Kouprashh
had arrested his father, took off from his airbase in southem Laos intending to bomb
Vientiane. After receiving a radio message that his father was safe, he tumed away and
flew back to his base. Dommen, Conflict in Laos, 265.
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govemment because of the threat of another "rightist" coup. The already signifícant rifts
between the three factions began to vwden.^* Souphanouvong clearly recognized the new
polhical situation. His "leftist" faction was out and the "neutralist" faction wielded little
influence. He demanded that Souvanna reinstate the coalhion goverament. When this
did not happen, Souphanouvong declared, on 3 June, that the Pathet Lao no longer
recognized the new Vientiane government and did not consider Souvanna the leghimate
Prime Minister. Any hopes at restoring the triparthe coalhion ended.^^

The Communist Offensive and Washington's Reaction
McNamara and WiIIiam Bundy were extremely conceraed over Souvanna's
stability as head of the Vientiane govemment, especially in relation to the rightist
"hotheads." They believed that the U.S. had two choices in Laos: to continue to support
the Geneva Accords and the overt limhations that h placed on U.S. policy, or to engage
real American milhary strength, including U.S. ground forces.^^ Bundy wanted to
improve the U.S. poshion. He called for, among other things, the poshioning of

^^ For examples of the seriousness of the rift between the neutral and right wing
factions and for the concem this rift caused the U.S. policy makers, see LBJ/NS/CFLaos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Vientiane 815, Rusk to Unger, 2 April 1964,
DOS INR report on Laos, 2 April 1964, and Deptel 815, Unger to Rusk, 6 April 1964.
^"^ Brown and Zasloff, Apprentice Revolutionaries, 91-2; Dommen, Conflict in
Laos, 256; Castle, At War in the Shadow, 64.
^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Memos, Vol. II, 4/16-4/30 1964, McNamarato
Johnson, 29 April 1964; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos, Vol. VIII, 7/64, "Summary of
Record of NSC Meetíng No. 528," 22 April 1964; and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos
Memos, Vol. II, 4/16-4/30 1964, "Views of Ambassador Unger on Operations in Eastera
Laos," 29 April 1964. (Documents sanhized.)
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additional T-28s in Thailand, the development of an independent logistics channel to
Kong Le, and the investigation of the possibilhy of bringing "new blood" into Laotian
leadership.^^
On 22 April 1964, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) ordered atask group buih
around aircraft carrier Kitty Hawk to proceed to the South China Sea. This movement
was in concurrence whh Admiral Harry D, Feh's proposal to deploy a carrier task group
"for several days in an area 200 miles in diameter that would bring the force as close as
30 miles from Hainan and 75 miles from North Vietnam's Cape Lai,"'*'' The task group,
whose air operations would be "painted on communist radar screens," was intended to
deter flirther communist aggression in Laos.'*^ When Souvanna retumed to power the
next day, the formation was ordered to retum to normal operations, but "to remain whhin
forty-eight hours steaming time of a point off South Vietnam at 16 north and 110 east," a
point that became known as "Yankee Statíon."

^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Memos, Vol. II, 4/16-4/30 1964, Bundy to
Harriman, 29 April, 1964.
^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Circular 2133,
Stateto Vientiane, et al, 17 May 1964; Deptel 1341, Unger to Rusk, 17 May 1964;
Circular 2134, State to Vientiane, et al, 17 May 1964; JCS 6344, JCS to CINCPAC, 17
May 1964; CINCPAC to CINCUSARPAC, et al, 18 May 1964, Document 122; and
Edward J. Marolda and Oscar P. Fhzgerald, The United States Navy and the Vietnam
Conflict: VolumeU: From MiUtary Assistance to Combat, 1959-1965 (Washington,
D.C.: Naval Historical Center, 1986), 375.
^^ As quoted in Marolda and Fitzgerald, USNavy and Vietnam, 375.
^^ Ibid., 375-6.
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In the 29 April NSC meeting, the CIA reported an expansion of Pathet Lao forces
in Laos as well as a strengthening of the Pathet Lao forces by the North Vietnamese. ft
reported that there were no regular Chinese forces in Laos. The Agency estimated that at
hs present levels, the Pathet Lao alone had a "50-50" chance of overmnning all other
non-communist forces in Laos. However, if the Pathet Lao were joined by procommunist forces then they could overmn all of Laos quickly whhout waming.
According to the 29 April "Watch Report" of the U.S. Intelligence Board, fiiture
communist offensives were considered "very likely" in the area around the PDJ,
especially in Xieng Khouang Province, where a buildup of communist forces was taking
place. An attack was believed to be possible in this area at any time."^
Souphanouvong and the Pathet Lao viewed the new Vientiane govemment as a
clear departure from the Geneva Agreements and a threat to hs autonomy in eastem Laos.
The U.S. intelligence communhy correctly believed that the Pathet Lao, in light of this
development, would begin milhary action to strengthen hs poshion in Laos. Whhin a
week of the coup and the restoration of Souvanna, the Pathet Lao launched a massive
offensive against Hmong settlements from which attacks against the Pathet Lao and NVA
had been launched.'*'* On 13 May, Pathet Lao and defected "neutralisf' troops under

"^^ LBJ/NSF/NSC Meetings File/1/Vol. H, Tab 1, "Summary Record of NSC
Meting No. 529," 29 April 1964, and "Watch Report of the United States Intelligence
Board," 29 April 1964.
"^ An example of the Vang Pao-Ied Hmong effectiveness against the Pathet Lao
and Viet Minh was a commando raid in August 1963 that desttoyed a kilometer of Route
7, a major communist supply route near the North Vietnamese border, by means of
explosives and rock slides. See Prados, President 's Secret Wars, 272; and Blaufarb, The
Counterinsurgency Era, 157.
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Colonel Deuan (the "Tme Neutralists" as they were known), supported by PAVN
regulars, moved against Kong Le's forces. They successfixlly pushed them, with the loss
of theh tanks and artillery, from the PDJ except for a small foothold around Muong Soui.
The attacks continued against Le's forces in central Laos, namely around Tha Thom, as
well as on and around the PDJ.'*^ The American intelligence community predicted that
unless the communist drive to take the entire PDJ was stopped, the Pathet Lao would
make the "neutralist" poshions there "untenable" and would control all of Laos except
the Mekong Valley. The Johnson Administration was not ready to accept such a strong
communist poshion in Laos.'*^ The initial American response to the Pathet Lao
offensives included the dropping of considerable supplies by Air America to Kong Le.
The Hmong irregulars, now numbering around thirty thousand men, performed hit and
mn diversionary operations against the communist forces in an attempt to dismpt their
military offensives. Most importantly, though, for the first time American airpower was
used in Laos.'*^

'^^ Blaufarb, Unconventional War in Laos, 23-4; Prados, President's Secret Wars,
272; and Brown and Zasloff, Apprentice Revolutionaries, 92.
^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. FV, 5/17-5/20 1964, "Special Report
of the Watch Committee," No. 716A, 17 May 1964.
^*^ The Hmong army, led by Vang Pao, was made more effective whh the
formation of Special Guerrilla Unhs (SGUs) within hs regular forces. These unhs were
directly under Vang Pao's control, were of battalion size, and were composed of three
line companies and a headquarters unh. Its arms included bazookas, a variety of mortars,
and later, field artillery pieces. The SGUs would eventually number over ten thousand
men. SeeBlaufarh, The CounterinsurgencyEra, 157; and?rados, Presidenfs Secret
Wars, 272.
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May 17, 1964, was a busy and momentous day in Washington. Unger had cabled
Rusk and those at the Department of State asking permission to deploy and use 500-lb.
bombs in Laos, He also sought authorizatíon for American-piloted T-28 strikes, in
aircraft converted to look like Lao planes, to support Kong Le's forces which were under
communist attack. State agreed to the use of the heavier bombs but hedged on the use of
American pilots in T-28 strikes.'*^ In the meantime, WATERPUMP-trained Thai and Lao
pilots stepped-up their bombing and reconnaissance missions on the PDJ. Johnson
ordered the Seventh Fleet in the South China Sea to begin preparations for action and, as
had Kennedy before him, instmcted the Marines on Okinawa to go on alert.
The same day, Souvanna called a meeting to address the situation whh the ICC
representatíves and the Geneva Co-Chairmen representatives from the USSR and Great
Brhain. He informed the group that he had sent a message to Souphanouvong that called
on the Pathet Lao to immediately cease hs milhary actions, especially on the PDJ. He
told the British and Russian ambassadors and the ICC officials (who had been evacuated
from the Plain because of the intense artillery shelling) that he had wamed
Souphanouvong that if the attacks were not stopped, he and the Pathet Lao would bear
the sole responsibilhy for the obvious violation of the Geneva Accords. Souvanna stated
that he would be compelled to take "whatever measures" he feh necessary under the
present chcumstances to put a hah to the offensive. The Russians, and the communist

'' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Secstate 1329,
Unger to Rusk, 17 May 1964; and Vientiane 1007, State to Unger, 17 May 1964.
(Documents sanitized.)
^^ Stevenson, EndofNowhere, 201; Castle, At War in the Shadow, 67.
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faction whhin the ICC, did not accept Souvanna's description of the situation, stating that
the Pathet Lao forces were merely engaged whh "Phoumists." Souvanna proposed
nothing specific but simply asked the intemational representatives to "bring the situation
under control."^"
The CIA and members within the Administration were urging immediate and firm
actíon in response to the communist drive on the PDJ and near Tha Thom.^^ Rostow saw
the PDJ as critical to U.S. interests. He believed the fall of the PDJ into communist
hands would have repercussions that were "likely to extend far beyond the Plaine des
Jarres." He judged that a limited response to the current crisis would send the wrong
message to the RLG: "Our friends in Laos. .will correctly read our limhed response as a
failure to back them. . . .It may be. . .that our real choice in Laos is a vigorous response
now as against a much bigger commhment later, unless we are prepared to accept the loss
of all of Laos." He feh that the U.S. should "seize upon this flagrant communist initiative
to force the question of Hanoi's compliance" whh the Geneva Agreement. Rostow called
for a number of immediate American actions. He wanted to place U.S. ground troops
along the Mekong to release "rightisf' forces to hold or regain the PDJ with the backing
of U.S. airpower. He also called for prompt delivery of a message to Hanoi demanding
compliance whh the Accords, fiill preparations for limhed action against North Vietnam
and an expressed wiUingness to go to a conference on Laos and Vietnam only after

'° LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Embtel 1337,
Unger to Rusk, 17 April 1964.
'' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. III, 5/1-5/16 1964, Unger and CIA to
Rusk, 9 May 1964.
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complete North Vietnamese compliance with the Accords. Rostow believed that Ho Chi
Minh's grand strategy was to conduct moves by small increments to produce victory by a
polhical cave-in by the U.S. and RLG without giving the U.S. a "clean handle" for a
vigorous response. Rostow wamed that to not take action now against the communists
would be to "lose this handle" and in tum lose Southeast Asia "not with a bang but a
whimper."^^
Johnson and his cabinet ignored this advice and chose diplomacy and small
escalatory steps. First, the U.S. would confer whh SEATO representatíves and discuss
possible joint action; second, Souvanna was to persuade the King to personally contact
Souphanouvong and ask him to stop the offensive and to hold a press conference (the
hext day, 18 May) to bring to the public's attention the milhary situation and all that had
been done diplomatically to bring an end to the communist attacks;^^ tliird, the Secretary
of State would meet with representatives from ICC members Canada and India to discuss
the situation and try to get the ICC to take investigatory actíon; and fourth, the Kitty
Hawk carrier task group was ordered to immediately take up a position off Vietnam to
prepare for a possible show of force and overflights of Laos.^'* Four more American T-

" LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostowto Rusk, 17 May
1964.
" For text of press conference see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV,
5/17-5/20 1964, Deptel 1351, UngertoRusk, 18 May 1964.
''• LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Circular 2133,
Stateto Vientiane, et al, 17 May 1964; Deptel 1341, Unger to Rusk, 17 May 1964;
Deptel 1050 and 2317, Stateto Ottawa and New Delhi, 17 May 1964; Circular 2134,
Stateto Vientiane, et al, 17 May 1964; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Memos, Vol. IV,
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28s, re-painted whh Lao markings, were sent to Udom for Souvanna's use with U.S.
"civiUan"pilots and the go-ahead for T-28 bombing of Pathet Lao/Viet Minh poshions
was given at Souvanna's request." The RF-101 unh in South Vietnam was alerted, as
was the F-100 unh in Thailand, and plans were drawn up for reconnaissance flights over
Laos whh a possible low sweep over Kong Le's forces.^^
Rusk contacted the Soviet Union through hs Ambassador in Washington and
asked that h "do hs part" to try to persuade the communists to stop their actions and
adhere to the Accords. He also reminded the Soviets of all that the U.S. had done to
preserve the Geneva framework and to support Souvanna, especially during the recent
rightist coup in April.^' Rusk also met with the Polish Ambassador to the U.S. to express
the American disappointment in the role the Poles had played in the ICC, to reiterate the
strong U.S. interest in Southeast Asia and hs determination to not "get thed or to

5/17-5/20 1964, JCS 6344, JCS to CINCPAC, 17 May 1964; and CINCPAC to
CINCU.S.ARPAC, et al, 18 May 1964, Document 122.
" LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Deptel 1011,
2062, and 1972, State to Vientiane, Bangkok, and Saigon, 17 May 1964; LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/266/Laos Memos, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Document 132; CINCPAC to
CINCU.S.ARPAC, et al, 18 May 1964, Document 122; and Teleconference—
Washington-Vientiane, 18May 1964, Document 136. (Documents sanhized.) Emphasis
added.
^' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, JCS 6345, JCS
to CINCPAC, 17 May 1964; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Memos, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20
1964, Document 132; and CINCPAC to CINCU.S.ARPAC, et al, 18 May 1964,
Document 122.
" LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Deptel 3337,
Rusk to Moscow, 17 May 1964.
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withdraw," and warn that if the present course of action did not succeed there was "going
to be more trouble."^^
Unger met with Souvanna on 18 May and the Prime Minister requested that at this
time no American overflights be taken. Souvanna thought that the Pathet Lao/DRV
would view such action as direct American milhary intervention in Laos and be able to
exploh that fact diplomatically. American overflights, in Souvanna and Unger's view,
would aher the situation and seriously undermine the diplomatic efforts already set in
motion.

However, Lao- and Thai-piloted T-28 bombing mns over communist poshions

at Phou Ba, Phou Keng and Muong Phanh, targets selected by the Lao, were successfiiUy
completed and viewed as giving both Kong Le and the RLAF a "considerable boost."
More mns were planned for the coming days.^°
In a teleconference between Washington and Vientiane on 18 May, the
policymakers' main concern was to keep all knovm U.S. involvement to a minimum, or
not "showing the U.S. hand in [a] combat sense," and to persuade Souvanna to go along
with U.S. plans of navy reconnaissance overflights as well as possible future combat

' ' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Chcular 2134,
State to Warsaw, Moscow, and Vientiane, 17 May 1964.
' ' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Deptel 1343,
Unger to Rusk, 18 May 1964.
^° LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Deptel 1350,
Unger to Rusk, 18 May 1964. Unger reported to Washington later on the 18th that, in
regard to the T-28 bombing mns, "We had a ball today." See Teleconference—
Washington-Vientiane, labeled as Embtel 1349, Unger to Rusk, 18 May 1964.
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missions.^' Though the new T-28s were authorized to be piloted by U.S. "civilians," the
concera over overt American involvement still took precedent. Washington agreed whh
Vientiane that "U.S. civilians are only a shade better than U.S. milhary in getting the U.S.
dirty." The "civilians" were reported to be a "terrifíc" help to the new T-28 bombing
campaign. The bombing was judged effective as Kong Le's forces, backed up by Vang
Pao's Hmong, were able to establish a defensive line along the westem rim of the PDJ as
well as along the northem plain corridor of Moung Kheung-Ban An-Muong Soui.^^
On 19 May, Souvanna agreed to U.S.-piIoted reconnaissance flights. USAF RF101 from the Air Force's South Vietnamese based T^ Air Division and U.S. Navy RF-8A
Cmsader and RA-3B Skywarrior jets from Kitty Hawk immediately began. Desphe
Ambassador Unger's objections, reconnaissance flights continued over southem Laos
(reflecting the U.S. concera for accurate, detailed reconnaissance of the Ho Chi Minh
Trail complex), and two days later over the PDJ area.^^ These flights were codenamed
YANKEE TEAM. On the ground, the milhary situatíon had become crhical. A strong

^^ The questíon, "Would Souvanna really be upset if we did?" was asked
regarding Souvanna's attitude if the U.S. went ahead with the bombing plans whhout
consuhing him. See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Memos, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964,
Teleconference—Washington-Vientiane, 18 May 1964, Document 136, p. 3.
62

Ibid., 4.

" LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Memos, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964,
Teleconference—Washington-Vientiane, 18May 1964, Document 136, 12-13, 16; and
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Memos, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, MAC 2434, MAC to JCS,
19 May 1964; Castle, At War in the Shadow, 68.
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offensive carried out late in the afteraoon of 18 May by Pathet Lao, PRC, and NVA
troops pushed the "neutralist" and Hmong forces entirely off of the PDJ.^'*
USN aircraft from Yankee Statíon contínued operations over Laos during the
succeeding days to bolster "neutralist" and Hmong forces. The air operations were
expanded by the addhion of three RF-8As from Bon Homme Richard, then in Subic Bay,
two RA-3Bs from Cubi Point, four Marine RF-8As, and two EA-3Bs from Fleet
Reconnaissance Squadron (VQ) 1 in Japan. On 6 June, ConsteUation and her escorts
arrived at Yankee Station and joined the YANKEE TEAM operation. Between 21 May
and 9 June, USAF and USN YANKEE TEAM aircraft conducted more than 130 flights
over Laos. Washington received good intelligence information from the overflights
showing extensive use of the Ho Chi Minh Trail in southera Laos by the DRV. At the
same time, the Kitty Hawk and ConsteUation provided the extended naval presence off
Southeast Asia that the Johnson Administration sought.
As a resuh of the latest setback on the ground, the Administration ordered the
immediate transfer by U.S. civilian pilots of five T-28s and five RT-28s with fiill
armament from U.S. Milhary Assistance Command in South Vietnam (USMACV) to the
WATERPUMP unh where they were painted whh RLAF markings and tumed over to the

^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Deptel 1363,
Unger to Rusk, 19 May 1964.
" USAF A-3B aerial tankers refiieled theKittyHawk's RF-lOls along the route
to Laos from Yankee Station. Marolda and Fhzgerald, USNavy in Vietnam, 379-380.
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RLG.

Unger and the American team in Vientiane believed that only strong "milhary

force," more "than our Lao friends can mount by themselves," would get the Pathet Lao
to hah hs offensive and whhdraw from the territory h had already taken.^^ On 20 May,
realizing the gravhy of the shuation, Unger whhdrew his reservations and objections
about low-level reconnaissance flights using USAF jet aircraft over the Paksane and PDJ
areas.^^ He also formally requested State Department permission to use U.S.-piloted T28s against communist forces. To cover up the direct U.S. involvement, he hoped that
the "RLG will agree to issue papers to these pilots and [adjust] personnel records to
"terminate" employment with Air America or Bird Ah so that pilots would have status of
civilian technicians hhed individually by RLG."^^ The State Department approved his
70

request on the same day.

' ' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Memos, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, JCS 6379, JCS
to CINCPAC, 19 May 1964. (Document samtized.)
^' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Memos, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964,
Teleconference—Washington-Vientiane, 19May 1964, Document 134a.
"' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Embtel 1370,
Unger to Rusk, 20 May 1964.
'^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Embtel 1373,
Unger to Rusk, 20 May 1964.
™ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Deptel 1034,
Rusk to Unger, 20 May 1964.
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The Crisis Escalates
Amidst talks about possibly reconvening the Geneva Conference on Laos, U.S.piloted low-level reconnaissance and attack flights took place desphe worries of outside
detection of the direct American involvement.^' Rusk advised Unger on 22 May that if
asked whether U.S. "reconnaissance" overflights of Laos violated the Geneva Accords
and intemational law in general, he was instmcted to answer in a very specific way.
Fhst, he was to say that the flights were authorized and undertaken whh the consent of
the RLG and are flilly consistent whh applicable intemational law; second, that the
flights were unarmed reconnaissance planes undertaken in support of the Lao settlement
created by the Accords; and third, that the Agreements contained reciprocal obligations
among signatories. Moreover, "certain parties" had not lived up to theh commhments
and had been engaged in "flagrant violations of the Accords." Under these
circumstances, according to Rusk's interpretation of the Accords, the RLG had the right

^" LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. V, 5/21-5/31 1964, Embtel 1389,
Unger to Rusk, 21 May 1964. De GauIIe proposed to reconvene the Geneva Conference
of 1962 but the U.S. did not want to go back to the negotíating table in the present
polhico-military situation and especially after the blatant communist violatíons had gone
publicly unchallenged. Washington also feared that another conference would involve
negotiations on Cambodia and South Vietnam. For the meantíme the U.S. was prepared
to seek limhed discussions on the violation of Article Four of the Accords which
prohibhed the introduction of foreign troops into Laos, play for time, and prepare for
escalation. See LBJ/NSF/3/FiIes of McGeorge Bundy/Meetings on SE Asia, Vol. I,
Deptel 1407, Unger to Rusk, 24 May 1964; and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos Cables,
Vol. VI, 6/1-6/14 1964, Document 69, Unger to Rusk, 4 June 1964.
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under the Agreements to avail hself of assistance from the U.S. in obtaining information
through "unarmed reconnaissance flights which were vhal to its very existence."''^
The crisis grew as the fighting over the PDJ and surrounding areas intensified and
the Pathet Lao pushed toward Luang Prabang undaunted by the T-28 and American jet
attacks. On 25 and 26 May, in an attempt to counter this movement and hopeflilly
convince the Pathet Lao/DRV to stop the offensive, the A r America "A-Team" strike
force, attacked targets on the PDJ under Unger's supervision. These attacks continued
into June but problems immediately surfaced. On 6 June, a USN RF-8A jet became the
first American plane shot down in Laos. Pathet Lao antiaircraft fire brought h down over
the northeastem comer of the PDJ. The next day another U.S. plane was dovmed in the
same area. Johnson immediately took action. On 7 June, he authorized fighter escorts
for reconnaissance flights and instmcted them to "employ appropriate retaliatory fire
against any source of anti-aircraft fire [directed] against reconnaissance or escort
aircraft."'^ Informational programs were developed to support the U.S. poshion in

'^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. V, 5/21-5/31 1964, Deptel 2173
Circular, Rusk to Unger, 22 May 1964.
'^^ Marolda and Fitzgerald, USNavy in Vietnam, 381, 385. The first plane was
from the Kitty Hawk; the pilot, Lieutenant Charies F. Klusman, parachuted out but was
captured by the Pathet Lao. The pilot of the second plane parachuted out and was
rescued by an A r America H-34 helicopter the next day. See Tilford, Search andRescue
in Southeast Asia, 1961-1975 (Washington, D.C.: Office of A r Force History, 1980), 49.
On the shootdown and presidential decision about armed escorts see LBJ/NSF/NSC
Meetings File/1/VoI. II, Tab 6, "Summary Record of National Securhy Meeting No,
533,"6Junel964.
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Congress and a "draft presidential statement" on Southeast Asia was prepared for the
president to be used at a moment's notice if the situation warranted.'"
The first of the armed reconnaissance missions took place that same day, 7 June.
One RF-8 A from ConsteUation and four F-8D Cmsaders from Kitty Hawk proceeded
from Yankee Station. Over the PDJ, they received heavy ground fire and one of the
escorts sustained minor damage. According to their new instmctions from the Whhe
House, the other escorts retumed fire on the Pathet Lao antiaircraft she and then returaed
safely to the carriers in the South China Sea. This was the first instance of the use of
direct fire against communist poshions in Laos by American naval air power.^^
Other action was also taken in retribution for the shootdowns as a means to send a
strong message to the communist forces on the PDJ. On 8 June, an "A-Team" strike
force of T-28s, directed by CIA case officers in an overhead transport aircraft, attacked
Pathet Lao positions all over the northeastera coraer of the PDJ. They stmck previously
identified targets, including the antiaircraft battery responsible for the two shootdowns.
A distressed Unger cabled Rusk and urged that the U.S. curtail the reconnaissance flights
and remove the armed escorts for fear of "sliding into an escalation situation of U.S.
invoIvement...without a conscious decision to do so or any clear understandingof where
this road leads." He sought guidance in the newly escalated conflict "if we have decided

'^* The speech was prepared by Rostow and met whh much approval whhin the
Administration. See LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, 7 June 1964,
Documents 34, 34a and 35.
'^^ Marolda and Fitzgerald, USNavy in Vietnam, 385.
''^ Castíe, At War in the Shadow, 70-1,
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to scrap the Geneva Accord and seek a military solution." Unger also asked if, in light of
the latest escalatíon and U.S. action, the U.S. "had come to the decision that after two and
a half years of communist violations of Geneva we are also taking off the wraps?"'^ That
decision in Washington had not officially been made. However, the U.S. took a step
closer to this when on 9 June eight USAF F-lOOs out of South Vietnam hh the
communist antiaircraft shes at Xieng Khouang on the PDJ with 750-lb. bombs, rockets,
and cannon fire.'^
Two days later, Thai-piloted RLAF T-28s attacked the Pathet Lao headquarters at
Khang Khay and inadvertently damaged the Chinese Economic and Cultural Mission's
facilhy, killing one Chinese and wounding five others. The Chinese had now been
directly touched by the three-week old bombing operation. The U.S. did not react until
the PRC's New China News Agency broke the story a few days later. China blamed the
U.S. and called the act a "new debt of blood." Souphanouvong also blamed the U.S. for

" LBJ/NSF/Files of McGeorge Bundy/19/Meetings on SE Asia, Vol. I, Unger to
Rusk, 8 June 1964., Document 21. (Document sanitized.). Emphasis added.
'^^ The same day a presidentially approved reconnaissance flight wdth armed
escorts flew over the Xieng Khouang vicinity. The armed escorts bombed an antiaircraft
battery while the recon aircraft took before and after pictures. LBJ/NSF/Files of
McGeorge Bundy/19/Meetings on SE Asia, Vol. I, "Meeting whh the President, June 7,
1964-Laos Reconnaissance," 10 June 1964, Document 24. AIso see Blaufarb, Managing
an Unconventional War, 24; Marolda and Fhzgerald, USNavy in Vietnam, 387; and
Castle, At War in the Shadow, 71.
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the blatant attack. The White House denied any involvement and speculated that the Thai
govemment might have given its pilots theh own mission instmctions.'^
The attack on the Chinese mission made a chaotic situatíon even worse. The
Chinese now began to attack Souvanna personally instead of the U.S. Souvanna retorted
to these attacks by condemning and challenging the Chinese "road builders'" presence in
Laos, in Khang Khay, and in northem Laos. The Chinese said that it was Souvanna
himself who had called for the Khang Khay mission in 1961. In addition, Beijing
claimed that all of the Laos road-building efforts had officially stopped in 1963. The
resuh of these accusations was a clear change and deterioratíon in relations between
Vientiane and Beijing. The PRC officially no longer believed that Souvanna's Vientiane
govemment was the leghimate govemment of "neutral" Laos.^"

The Maintenance of the Geneva Facade
In Washington, the policymakers continued to keep the U.S. activhy in and over
Laos as secret as possible and to coordinate explanations when queried on the
reconnaissance flights and other American milhary activhies. After much debate, the
explanatory line agreed upon by the Administration was that the unarmed reconnaissance
flights were being conducted on an "as necessary" basis, but that the U.S. was conducting

'^ Langer, The Soviet Union, China and the Pathet Lao: Anafysis and
Chronology (Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corporation, 1972), 69; and Castle, At War in the
Shadow, 71.
^" Castie, At War in the Shadow, 11 -2; Chomsky and Zinn, Pentagon Papers,
268; Langer, The Soviet Union, China and the Pathet Lao, 32.
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no "specific missions" over Laos. The country team in Vientiane was to justify the
missions as being undertaken at the request of the Prime Minister of Laos, that the armed
escorts were necessary for the protection of the recon aircraft, and that Souvanna did not
object to the use of the armed escort under those circumstances. There was to be no
public discussion of operations in the case of an armed escort's firing upon a target;
nothing but the "bare facts" were to be given in case of a shootdown.^'
An example of Johnson's national securhy advisors' confiision regarding what to
do about the escalating conflict in Laos and their desire to keep U.S. milhary actions in
Laos secret can be seen in the discussion that took place in a meeting on Laos after the F100 strikes. Secretary of Defense McNamara wanted to mislead the public about the
unsolicited suppressive fire and direct attacks employed by the U.S. jets when
questioned. He advocated saying "that a U.S. recormaissance mission was flown in Laos,
that h was fired upon, and that the U.S. planes fired back." McGeorge Bundy quickly
responded that this statement was not tme and strongly cautioned that nothing be said
now that later could be used to prove that the U.S. Govemment had told a lie. Desphe
the obvious and continuing American violation of the Accords, Bundy did not want the
U.S. to "risk being exposed as making false statements."
The intemational call, led by France, for the reconvening of the Geneva
Conference was to be opposed because of the instabilhy and weakness of Souvanna's

^' LBJ/NSF/Files of McGeorge Bundy/19/Meetings on SE Asia, Vol. I,
'Summary Record of the Meeting on Southeast Asia," 10 June 1964.
'' Ibid.
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govemment. The Administration also feh that any new conference on Laos would surely
involve negotiations on South Vietnam—a contingency h wanted to avoid. Strict
precondhions for a new conference were established: first, the implementation of an
immediate and effective cease-fire; second, whhdrawal of the Pathet Lao/Viet Minh to
poshions held prior to 16 May (before the communist spring 1964 offensive); and third,
fiill recognhion of Souvanna as the Lao Prime Minister.^^
The Administration firmly insisted that the framework of the 1962 Geneva
Accords was the standard to which the communist actors in the Laotian conflict should be
held. Walt Rostow saw communist compliance whh Geneva as essential to U.S. goals in
Southeast Asia and that the U.S. should seize upon the opportunhy afforded it by the
flagrant Pathet Lao/DRV violations to force the question of Hanoi's compliance whh the
1962 Accords by the use of "every means at hs command, diplomatic and military."
Until the Accords were enforced, he believed, there was no possibilhy of achieving shortor long-term stabilhy in the region. He based his conclusions upon a "deeply feh
conviction, held for a long tíme, that the maintenance of our worid poshion requires that
QA

this confrontation whh Ho take place."

' ' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos Cables, Vol. VII, 6/15-6/30 1964, State Circular
2379, 15 June 1964; and LBJ/NSF/Files of McGeorge Bundy/19/Meetings on SE Asia,
Vol. Í, "Summary Record of the Meeting on Southeast Asia," 10 June 1964; and Deptel
2236, Martin (Bangkok) to Rusk, 26 June 1964. (Documents sanhized.)
^ LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah W. Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostowto Rusk, 13
Febmary 1964, Document 60a; Rostowto Rusk, 17 May 1964, Document 42; and
Rostowto W. Bundy, 19 May 1964, Document 40.
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Rusk agreed that the 1962 Agreements provided a suhable framework for a
peacefiil settlement in Laos and that a new Geneva Conference was not needed. As he
saw h, the failure of the communist side to observe the provisions of the Agreements
caused the polhical and milhary instability in Laos and qualified U.S. countermeasures.
He identified four predicates that would enable the 1962 Agreements to work: first, the
ICC machinery must be more effective, including supervision and control of a cease-fire;
second, the Co-Chairmen, Britain and the USSR, must meet their responsibilhies under
the Agreement; third, North Vietnamese troops must withdraw from Laos and end aid to
the Pathet Lao; and fourth, the DRV must stop using Laos as a corridor for infihration
into South Vietnam. Rusk clearly believed that Laos could no longer be handled
separately from South Vietnam. He cleariy saw the two conflicts inextricably linked.

TheU.S. StrikesBack
For the next two weeks the U.S. decided to "keep a low profile" in order to avoid
pressures for a new Geneva Conference.^^ Deliberation had begun, however, on milhary
action to strike back against the Pathet Lao and simuhaneously raise the morale of the
Lao and solidify support for Souvanna.^' Such actíon also aimed at achieving a

' ' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos Cables, Vol. Vn, 6/15-6/30 1964, State Circular
2379, 15 June 1964; Stevenson, The EndofNowhere, 203.
^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/272/Laos-Moung Soui-Operation Triangle, Vol. I, Cables
6/64-7/64[l of 2], Unger to Rusk, 21 June 1964.
^' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/272/Laos-Moung Soui-Operation Triangle, Vol. I, Cables
6/64-7/64[2 of 2], U.S.ARMA Vientiane to Rusk, 23 June 1964, Document 149.
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psychological lift for the Vientiane govemment and hs troops through victory in the field.
The Johnson Administration, in conjunction whh Unger in Laos, decided to launch an
American-directed major operation in mid-July in northem Laos to support Kong Le's
forces at Moung Soui on the westem coraer of the PDJ near the junction of Routes 7 and
13 and to clear the Vientiane-Luang Prabang road.^^ The operation, undertaken at
Souvanna's request, was codenamed TRIANGLE, and was also called "Three Arrows."
Ten RLG and "neutralisf' battalions, augmented by Hmong irregulars, attacked the
Pathet Lao poshions at Moung Soui. Air America airlifted troops and supplies into the
area. Reconnaissance and strike missions flown by U.S. jets and Thai-piloted T-28s
supported the troops on the ground. American Forward Ar Controllers (FACs) directed
the air attacks. U.S. Army personnel were also brought in as advisors and Thai
artillerymen as support. TRIANGLE went on for ten weeks. Washington and Vientiane
judged the ground operations, where RLG and "neutralist" forces gained control of a
considerable amount of territory, to be particularly successful.^'

^^ Unger believed that Moung Suoi had a symbolic importance for many anticommunist Lao. Its loss, in Lao eyes, would be the "last nail in the PDJ coffin." He
believed that the loss of Moung Suoi whhout "clear evidence of deternhned efforts to
defend h or without a prompt effective response to punish the Pathet Lao/DRV could go
a long way in flarther eating away at the already seriously deteriorating morale of the anticommunist Lao." See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/272/Laos-Moung Soui-Operatíon Triangle,
Vol. II, August 1964; and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/272/Laos-Moung Soui-Operation Triangle,
Vol. I, Cables 6/64-7/64 [2 of 2], Vientiane 1250, State to Vientiane and Bangkok, 24
June 1964. (Document sanhized.)
^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/272/Laos-Moung Soui-Operation Triangle, Vol. I, Cables
6/64-7/64 [2 of 2], Vientíane 1250, State to Vientiane and Bangkok, 24 June 1964;
Secstate 1694, Unger to Rusk, 25 June 1964; Chomsky and Zinn, Pentagon Papers, 270,
333. For an after action report see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/272/Laos-Moung Soui-Operation
Triangle, Vol. I, Cables 6/64-7/64 [2 of 2], U.S.ARMA to State, 30 July 1964, Document
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The implementation of Operation TRIANGLE marked a signifícant escalation.
Not only were U.S. military personnel directly involved whh the formulation and
implementation of the operation, but new U.S. weapons also were brought into the
country for the first time. On 26 June, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had given Unger authority
to use napalm in Laos at his discretion in support of missions.^'' The JCS gave Unger
addhional milhary authorhy in-country when he was given permission to implement,
without prior approval from Washington, the use of Air America pilots in T-28s for
Search and Rescue (SAR) missions for downed pilots.^'
In effect, the territory and communication routes m and around the PDJ won and
now controlled by RLG and "neutralist" forces created a new and more favorable balance
of power in Laos, a balance that Washington did not want to jeopardize. Threats to this
balance could come from either communist reactíons to addhional RLG/U.S. pressures
and/or the RLG insistence on extending its offensive even more. Another threat to the
balance of power was the renewed call, after Operation TRIANGLE, to reconvene the
fourteen nation Geneva conference, an event the U.S. wanted to avoid unless all
precondhions were met. The Administration spoke of "containing" the pressures for the
new conference amidst TRIANGLE's success and the growing conflict in South

104. For situation reports on the operation's progress see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos
Cables, Vol. IX, August 1964, [1 of 2], Deptel 244, Unger to Rusk, 5 August 1964; and
Deptel 247, Unger to Rusk, 6 August 1964.
^° LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/272/Laos-Moung Soui-Operation Triangle, Vol. I, Cables
6/64-7/64 [2 of 2], JCS 7095, JCS to CINCPAC, 26 June 1964.
^^ Castle, At War in the Shadow, 76.
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Vietnam. The resistance to a conference was not an effort by the U.S. to continue to
escalate the conflict but rather it was a calculated policy to maintain their status quo in
Laos, to prevent any fiirther polhical, milhary and geographical losses, and to keep
American options open and the Administration's "hands free for at least limhed measures
against the Laos infihration areas." The U.S. still hoped for "something along the lines of
the Geneva solution mapped out in 1962" and that "our current firmer words and actions
are undertaken in hope they may bring the Pathet Lao, North Vietnamese and Chinese
into line."^^ As WiIIiam SuIIivan put h, "the main purpose...was to try to preserve the
framework of the 1962 accords, not to mpture them openly and blatantly, but [to] keep
moving back toward that direction."^^ The Administration now stressed the maintenance
of "equilibrium" as the goal in Laos.^'*

^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Cables, Vol. IX, August 1964, [2 of 2], Embtel
219, Unger to Rusk, 3 August 1964, Sections One and Two (Document 88); Chomsky
and Zinn, Pentagon Papers, 271.
'^ LBJ/Oral History CoIIectionAViIliam H. SuIIivan, 21 July 1971 interview by
Paige Mulhollan, 30. SuIIivan states that this was Johnson and Rusk's view as well.
SuIIivan also states that the "prime purpose" of the U. S. was to "get toward a
negotíation." This contradicts the positíon taken by Unger and apparently those in
Washington, namely Rusk, who agreed to Unger's statements in his 3 August cable to
Rusk regarding Laos (to avoid a conference and negotiation), an assumption never denied
by Rusk as being false.
^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Cables, Vol. IX, August 1964, [2 of 2], Embtel
219, Unger to Rusk, 3 August 1964, Section One.
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The Lao Corridor
The United States' primary milhary focus in Laos now shifted away from the
stabilhy of the PDJ area and securhy of the Mekong Valley and the govemment in
Vientiane to interdicting the flow of supplies through the Lao corridor via the Ho Chi
Minh Trail, a movement which threatened Saigon and not Vientiane.^' The war in Laos
quickly became a sideshow to the conflict in Vietnam, especially after the Tonkin Gulf
incident in early August. Nevertheless, Laos still drew a significant amount of attention
from Washington and the continued employment of U.S. assets on the ground in Laos
and surrounding countries.^^
The U.S. poshion in Laos regarding South Vietnam was in line whh a thesis
Rostow promulgated and refined throughout 1963 and 1964 that held that insurgencies
supported by extemal powers must be dealt with through measures to neutralize the
sources of that support. He believed that the U.S. needed to go directly after Hanoi and

^* Souvanna still did not approve, at this time (early August) of U.S. air strikes
and cross-border operations to interdict the movement of materiel through Laos via the
Trail complex. See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Cables, Vol. IX, August 1964, [2 of 2],
Deptel 225, Unger to Rusk, 4 August 1964. However, the U.S., through MACV,
organized a small thmst, codenamed LEAPING LENA, at the Trail in late June designed
to gather intelligence on the local communist poshions along Route 9 in the Muong
Phine-Tchepone region of the panhandle. MACV organized five eight-man patrol teams
consisting of South Vietnamese Montagnard tribesmen led by South Vietnamese Special
Forces personnel. The South Vietnamese Air Force dropped them into Laos to conduct
the operation. LEAPING LENA was a total failure as all teams were either lost whhout
any communication, lost after brief communication, or capttored. Only six of the origmal
forty men retumed (on foot) to South Vietnam and brought with them intelligence of a
negligible value. LEAPING LENA lasted from 24 June to 2 July 1964. See Jacob Van
Staaveren, Interdiction in Southem Laos, 30-1; Castle, At War in the Shadow, 76.
^^ Chomsky and Zinn, Pentagon Papers, 270; Stevenson, The EndofNowhere,
204-5; Castle, At War in the Shadow, 76.
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hs means of support (i.e., the Trail and the permeable Lao-North Vietnamese border)
instead of concentrating on interdicting the actual support network. Rostow's ideas

were

circulated in the State and Defense Departments, among the JCS, and in the Whhe House
and evidently enjoyed great support, illustrated by direct U.S. attacks upon the DRV,
such as ROLLENÍG THUNDER. Rostow believed that the application of limhed,
graduated milhary actions reinforced by polhical and economic pressures on the
supporting nation should cause that nation to reduce greatly or eliminate ahogether
support for the insurgency. The objective of such pressures was to affect the supporting
nation's "calculation of interests." Therefore, he believed that the threat that was implich
in inhial U.S. actions would be more important than the milhary effect of the actions
themselves.^'
Throughout the rest of 1964, U.S. policy in Laos remained a constant: keep
Souvanna in place, keep the territory and morale won by TRIANGLE intact, and
concentrate the bulk of American assets on Trail interdiction. The pressure was to be

Q7

This type of policy pays no heed to the cultural realhies and historical geopolhical relations whhin the region, especially the ties between the North and South
Vietnamese people. Ho Chi Minh and the DRV were waging a war of national liberation
and would continue the fight as long as it took to achieve victory. The idea that
psychological intimidation by incremental milhary, pohtical and economic pressures
intended to "totally eliminate" the DRV's support for regional insurgencies, a component
of the overall North Vietnamese strategy for gaining long sought after national
independence proved to be inaccurate. The DRV did not waiver from iîs path toward
controlling the Lao corridor/TraiI complex because of an American "threat" of actions in
Laos or Southeast Asia. LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah W. Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostow
to Rusk, 10 January 1964, Document 60; Rostow to Rusk 7 Febmary 1964, "How to
Swat Fhes," Document 67; Rostowto Rusk, 12 Febmary 1964, Document 65; Rostow
to Rusk, 8 September 1965, Document 13; and Chomsky and Zinn, Pentagon Papers,
336-7.
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kept on Hanoi, as it was, in the eyes of the U.S. policy makers, the real source of the
majorhy of the conflict and insurgent activhy in Southeast Asia. On 12 July,
Ticonderoga (CVA-14) and her escorts, under the command of Rear Admiral Robert B.
Moore, relieved ConsteUation at Yankee Station.'' American reconnaissance missions
continued throughout the rest of July and into August. The overflights covered both the
PDJ and the panhandle. To minimize risks, the aircraft conducted the flights at high and
medium ahitude levels. To increase pressure on Hanoi, YANKEE TEAM interdiction
sorties and recon flights were stepped up in August, especially over the Trail complex,
and continued throughout the rest of the year and into 1965.^^ Washington gave
YANKEE TEAM flights permission on 11 August to be armed and clearance to retum

^^ Marolda and Fitzgerald, USNavy in Vietnam, 389.
^^ Of the twenty-three scheduled YANKEE TEAM flights during September
1964, eleven were aimed directfy at recormaissance over the infihration routes from Laos
into South Vietnam, while the flight paths ofaU recormaissance missions were routed
over the suspected infihration routes regardless of their point of origin, giving the U.S.
planes an opportunhy to photograph the Trail complex if the opportunity presented hself
during the overflight. See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Cables, Vol. X, September 1964,
"Proposed Photographic Reconnaissance Routes for Laos, 2-30 September 1964,
Documents 80, 80 a-d, 74 and attached maps. RLAF sorties against specific targets were,
of course, continuing throughout 1964 and 1965. The RLAF air attacks also included
daily strikes against the infiltration routes as "targets presented themselves." See
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Cables, Vol. XI, [2 of 2], Deptel 581, Unger to Rusk, 6
October 1964.
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ground fire and engage enemy fíghter aircraft.'"*' On 13 August, the JCS the authorized
the fírst low-Ievel YANKEE TEAM flights.^"'
In the meantime, on 4 August, Souvanna survived another right-wing coup
attempt, again led by the "rightists" and Kouprashh. Unger, clearlyfiaistratedby this
time with the Lao political situation, cabled Rusk immediately after the coup attempt. He
characterized the Laotian political scene as a "fairy story" and the coup attempt as the
"latest stupidity" and wondered whether "anything constmctive would ever be
accomplished here [in Laos]." The Triparthe talks between the three Lao factions in
Paris in September aimed at resolving the conflict also failed. Unger characterized the
talks as "unproductive." They eventually fell apart after a month because of the
"rightíst's" refijsal to agree to a plan for the retum of the PDJ to the neutralists.
RLG and "neutralist" forces, under the direction of the U.S. country team, took
the offensive and accomplished a number of things over the next few months. They
consolidated their TRIANGLE gains, eliminated Pathet Lao poshions around Vientiane
and Luang Prabang, carried out successfixl raids on a few small Pathet Lao-controlled
villages, and improved defenses around the Muong Suoi area. The RLG forces, now

^°*^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/274/Laos Reconnaissance Flights, Vol. IV, [2 of 2], 7/648/64, CINCPAC to CE^CPACFLT, et al, 11 August 1964, Document 28.
'"' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/274/LaosReconnaissance Flights, Vol. IV, [2 of 2], 7/648/64, JCS 7913, JCS to CINCPAC, 13 August 1964.
'°^ See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Memos, Vol. X, September 1964,
"Memorandum for Mr. McGeorge Bundy, The White House, Subject: Laos Situation
fromBenjamin H. Read, Department of State, 18 September 1964; LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/268/Laos Cables, Vol. IX, August 1964, [2 of 2], Deptel 237, Unger to Rusk, 4
August 1964.
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numbering around 48,000, stepped up ground operations in the panhandle as well in the
area around Savannakhet. They formed a defensive line from Savannakhet south to
whhin twenty kilometers of the Cambodian border and north to the South Vietnamese
border through Attopeu and Sarvane. The purposes of these operations were to
strengthen RLG control over the westem half of the lower panhandle and, by the end of
the period (operations were projected to mn from November 1964 to Febmary 1965),
advance "friendly forces" to positions where, in coordination with South Vietnamese
Army attacks from the east, "increasing pressure could be brought to bear on [the]
southem sector of the Ho Chi Minh corridor." These operations were limhed in scope to
avoid triggering "a massive ground response from North Vietnam."
Ground operations all over the country received T-28 air support, deemed
"absolutely essential for success."^'^'* A special A r Support Operatíons Center (ASOC),
established in Savannakhet but under the authority of AOC Vientíane, coordinated the air
operations in the south. These operatíons were modest and designed to consolidate RLG
control over the areas regarded within the govemment's sphere of influence and to
establish a more secure base in the panhandle for anyfiature"enlarged ground or air
operatíons that might become necessary."^"^ The ah operations, especially in the south.

^"^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Cables, Vol. IX, August 1964, [1 of 2], Deptel
387, Unger to Rusk, 31 August 1964. On RLG troop strength, see Stevenson, Endof
Nowhere, 211.
'°^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Cables, Vol. XI, October 1964, Vientiane 293,
Rusk to Unger, 5 October 1964.
1°' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Cables, Vol. IX, August 1964, [1 of 2], Deptel
387, Unger to Rusk, 31 August 1964.
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illustrated the new shift in American milhary priorities in Laos from PDJ/Vientiane
stability to interdiction against Hanoi's infihration of men and materiel through Laos.
This shift came as a result of the growing influence of the conflict in South Vietnam over
the war in Laos. The U.S. policy in Laos, however, had not changed by the fall of 1964.
The Administration continued to support the 1962 Greneva Agreements while not seeking
an outright military solution on the ground. It also continued its support of Souvanna.
The RLG was in a strong interaational poshion in view of the overt communist violations
of the Agreements. The U.S. desired a polhical solution whhout having to sacrifíce the
territorial and psychological gains achieved in recent months on the ground and in the
ah.i«^

Polhical Solutions
Amidst the continuation of YANKEE TEAM recon flights and RLAF missions
against Pathet Lao/Viet Minh poshions throughout the country, Johnson's advisors
discussed two polhico-diplomatic solutions to the Laotian problem in October and
November. The first plan revolved around the problem of the ineffectiveness of the
Geneva mechanisms to provide a solution to North Vietnamese intervention in Laos. The
proposhion floated in Washington involved taking the issue to the United Nations. The
advantages and disadvantages of such a move were expounded in a 14 October research
memorandum prepared by the State Department's Director of Intelligence and Research
(INR), Thomas Hughes. Hughes pointed out that the outcome of UN consideration of the

'"' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Cables, Vol. XI, October 1964, State Circular
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RLG's case would be affected by the circumstances under which h was submitted—
whether at the time, as at the present, there was little milhary activhy, or at a time when
more active hostilities were a clear prospect or had actually begun. He reasoned that
Hanoi and Beijing would oppose any UN consideration of Laos and would refiise to
recognize the legitimacy of UN actions unfavorable to their interests, and that the USSR
would be reluctant to take any public position in opposition to their allies. Accordingly,
the Soviets could be expected to veto any Securhy Council resolution condemning the
DRV or establishing a UN presence in Laos. Hughes believed that the majority of the
General Assembly would be difficuh to swing in favor of any UN action unless hostilhies
•
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had begun or were about to begin.
On the other hand, the INR saw five distinct advantages to raising the issue in the
UN. First, a UN debate would provide good intemational publicity for the RLG case.
Second, submission to the UN might possibly restrain the communists from ambhious
milhary moves in Laos. Third, submission to the UN before addhional U.S/RLG
escalatory moves were undertaken could be used, should escalatory actíon later be
requhed, to demonstrate that the U.S. and the RLG had exhausted UN as well as Geneva
remedies before embarking on such moves. Fourth, submission after the U.S. had been
forced to escalate would strengthen the U.S. public image. Fifth, UN action in support of
the RLG might increase pressures on the USSR to exert hs influence on Hanoi and

613, 8 October 1964, Document 74.
'°' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Memos, Vol. II, October 1964, RFE-61, Hughes
to Rusk, 14 October 1964.
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Beijing. This might happen only if accompanied by U.S. escalatory moves or a clear
prospect of such measures.^"^
On the other hand, there were more disadvantages seen to submitting the issue for
UN consideration and possible action. First, the UN would provide the communists an
additional fomm in which to attack U.S. policy in Laos and Southeast Asia in general.
Second, Moscow might, with probable French assistance, use the UN fomm to press for a
resolution recommending the convocation of the Geneva powers without the
precondhions already established by the U.S., and might gain considerable support for
such a position within the General Assembly. The French might go further and advance
proposals for a conference on all of Indochina whh the prospect of "considerable
unaligned support." Third, the failure of the UN to act in support of the RLG could cast
doubt on the validhy of the RLG case and unfavorably affect the already shaky Lao
morale. Fourth, prolonged debate might encourage India to slow dovm on the aheady
inefficient ICC action, Fifth, fiiture American responses might be further restrained
should hostíle milhary action be stepped up during UN consideration of the Lao case,
Sixth, UN consideration would not deter hostíle actíons painted as stemming from
dissension whhin neutralist ranks, And finally, any UN presence in Laos would be more
likely to inhibh and publicize U.S. actions than those of the communists. The inhibhing
impact of UN actíon on the communists would be a factor of theh fear of accompanying
U.S. retaliatory actíon, not of the UN actíon hself

i°^Ibid.,2.
i°^Ibid.,2-3.
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In the end, the INR concluded that the submission of the Lao case to the UN
would be indecisive. Rusk agreed whh this conclusion and forwarded this judgment to
Unger and the Laos country team on 15 October. Rusk told Unger to encourage
Souvanna to, in essence, hold off on any UN involvement, to "keep this possible option
in reserve," until the "appropriate time" came (i.e. after a major Pathet Lao/NVA
violation) and then to go directly to the Security Council himself whh his case as the
"neutral" RLG. Rusk reherated to Unger that the "RLG should not take any action now
in the direction of taking the matter to the UN since to do so might prejudice the uhimate
prospects for success."""
In November, Rusk articulated a second proposal that was circulated whhin the
Administration. Negotiations on Laos among the three factions, which had been going
on in some form in Paris since the conclusion of the summer military action, were now in
an "uncertain state" with the "outlook unpromising." Souvanna firmly insisted on a more
effective ICC role which was the "most serious obstacle of all" in reaching any kind of
triparthe agreement. Rusk believed that as long as Souvanna and the U.S. concentrated
solely on the ICC as an instmment for the enforcement of the Geneva formula, h would
be unlikely that "we can progress much further through diplomatic action to check NVN
activhy including infiltration." Under these circumstances Rusk proposed a "new
inhiative to seek an ahemative or supplement to the ICC." ft was hoped that this new
approach would be designed in a way that would "give it maximum chance of being

^^° LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Memos, Vol. II, October 1964, RFE-61, Hughes
to Rusk, 14 October 1964, 2-3; and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Cables, Vol. XI,
October 1964, [2 of 2], Vientiane 337, Ruskto Unger, 15 October 1964.
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accepted or, if not accepted, would put the onus on the communist side for rejecting
negotíations on a reasonable basis."*'*
The precise proposal called for each of the Geneva signatories to contribute a
small milhary unh for "surveillance and securhy" in defined areas. For example, the
North Vietnamese would be stationed in the Sam Neua area, China in the Nam Tha area
(Rusk pointed out that, in fact, they were already there), the British in Luang Prabang, the
USSR in the Xieng Khouang/Khang Khay area, the U.S. in Vientiane, India in the
Tchepone area, Poland in the Lak Sao area, Canada in Thakhet, France in the
Savannakhet area, South Vietnam in the Saravane area, Thailand in the Pakse area,
Cambodia in the Attopeu area and Burma in the Ban Houei Sai area. Each govemment, h
was proposed, would finance hs own securhy unit. This plan was to be discussed first
with Souvanna and then whh the non-communist signatory nations. Importantly, Rusk
noted that the U.S. "would be prepared to come again to Geneva if the non-communist
signatories would agree in principle to back our new proposal and make h a main agenda
item.""^
Unger responded in an expressive 12 November cable that Rusk's proposal, while
"ingenious" in parts, particularly in the "matching of signatory nation to appropriate area
in country," was almost certain to mn into "insurmountable polhical and logistic
obstacles."

'^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Cables, Vol. XII, November 1964, State Circular
851, 6November 1964, 1-2.
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Ibid., 2-3.
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Certainly someone in Laos would be opposed to the presence on this soil of troops
from each of the countries mentioned and look like virtual multiple colonialism.
Furthermore, we have been trying for several years to get Laos to think in terms
more of facing and trying to work out their own problems rather than abdicating
responsibilhy to foreign powers; this would surely reverse that trend. Perhaps
most of all, a small milhary unh could not in fact achieve requishe surveiUance
and security but could alienate local administration and population and dismpt
govemment authority and, in cases like Cambodia in Attopeu and Burma in Ban
Houei Sai, even encourage a deterioratíon in present condhions in those
provinces. Wonder whether h is feasible or vÁse to think of working out
'solution' for Laos until we see more light in Vietnam.''^
Unger believed that the U.S. should continue to pursue the current policies and
programs "more or less along the present lines." He then offered Rusk an intriguing
counter-proposal that called for a joint UK-USSR milhary unit for surveiUance and
security in the PDJ area. The UK-USSR zone, based on co-chairmen logic, would take
that area out of military contest. It would also provide neutral ground where factions
"could come together to talk" and possibly even provide for an "ahemate caphal where
fiill cabinet, including Pathet Lao membership, could meet periodically and help preserve
the facade of a pan-national govemment." Unger also thought that the foreign troop
presence would help deter any fiiture fighting from becoming widespread and severe.
Unger's plan of a joint UK-USSR milhary presence was never fijlly explored in
Washington because more immediate events took precedence. On 18 November, the
third U.S. aircraft was downed in Laos. The aircraft in question was an F-100 armed
escort to YANKEE TEAM reconnaissance mission 1280 flown at low ahitude.

^^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Cables, Vol. XII, November 1964, Deptel 745,
Unger to Rusk, 12 November 1964.
'^'*Ibid.,3.
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YANKEE TEAM mission 1273 was flown in the same general area seventy-two hours
later at medium ahitude. However, the ahitude actually flown was whhin range of
effective hostile ground fire and resuhed in the downing of the aircraft, an RF-101,"' In
the aftermath of the downing of the third and fourth U.S. aircraft, YANKEE TEAM
flights were temporarily suspended but were resumed shortly thereafter on 27
November.'^^

The "Field Marshal" Takes Over
On 25 November, William H. SuIIivan was appointed U.S. Ambassador to Laos
replacing Leonard Unger.^^^ Sullivan was intimately familiar with all aspects of U.S.

'^^ The F-100 pilot was recovered but died shortly after rescue. The RF-101 pilot
was recovered in critical condition by an A r America SAR team by helicopters with T28 cover and evacuated to Korat. The JCS immediately issued orders that for all fliture
YANKEE TEAM operations, Medium level would be defined as 10,000 feet above the
terrain. This was above the previously authorized medium-Ievel ahitude, a number not
stated in the telegram traffic. Unger was "highly gratified" by the JCS's decision
regarding the new ahitude and believed that the new ahitude would "greatly reduce the
danger to YANKEE TEAM flights in the fiiture." LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Cables,
Vol. XII, November 1964, CTGto JCS, 18 November 1964, Document 42; Vientiane
453, Rusk to Unger, 18 November 1964; 2AIRDrV to CINCPAC, 19 November 1964,
Document 58; Deptel 783, Unger to Rusk, 21 November 1964; Deptel 787, Unger to
Rusk, 21 November 1964; JCS 2165, JCS to CINCPAC, 21 November 1964; and Deptel
791, Unger to Rusk, 22 November 1964.
'^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Cables, Vol. XH, November 1964, Deptel 787,
Unger to Rusk, 21 November 1964; and Vientiane 480, Rusk to Unger, 26 November
1964.
" ' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Memos, Vol. XII, November 1964, Whhe House
Press Release, Document 111. The reasons for this change in Ambassadors appears to be
a standard diplomatic field rotation. Sullivan was a good choice for the post not only
because of his familiarity whh Laos, but also because, in the words of Roger Hilsman, he
"was a bridge type, that is, he was acceptable to both sides." The sides to which Hilsman
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foreign policy in Laos as well as in all of Southeast Asia because he had been Harriman's
principal deputy at Geneva in 1962 during the negotiations on the Accords. SuIIivan's
reputation as a hard-nosed, pro-active, and competent Ambassador in Laos is well
documented. Because of Kennedy's May 1961 directive, he had "about one hundred
percent" control over all of the milhary and regular diplomatic operations of his post, and
was characterized as having presided over Laos as a "Field Marshall."^'^ As Assistant
Secretary WiIIiam Bundy characterized the situation, "There wasn't a bag of rice dropped
in Laos that he didn't know about."''^ SuIIivan was very comfortable with his power in
Laos, which included the authority to assign and move all milhary personnel in-country,
including American advisors, to approve preplanned air targets, and to approve mles of
engagement in the air and on the ground. He ran a closely controlled operation whh two
condhions: that the war was to be carried out in relative secrecy in order not to
embarrass Souvanna or the USSR, and that no regular U.S. ground combat troops were to

refers are the two that developed whhin the Johnson Administration regarding what
action the U.S. should take in Laos and Southeast Asia. One side, made up primarily of
Harriman, Hilsman, Rusk and Ball favored the diplomatic track and limhed milhary
response. The other side, made up primarily of McNamara, the JCS, Rostow and DCI
John McCone, favored the milhary option. Hilsman interestingly, points out that this
"unequal contesf' between factions whhin the Administration was only equalized when
Kennedy was alive, because "so long as Kennedy is alive.then we have Bob Kennedy on
our side and we have the President on our side. Now once Kennedy's dead, whh Johnson
actually being more sympathetic to the milhary side, then we are finished." See LBJ/Oral
History Collection/Roger Hilsman/Interviewed by Paige Mulhollan, 19 June 1978, 17-20.
"^ LBJ/Oral History Collection/WiUiam H. SuIIivan/Interviewed by Paige
Mulhollan, 21 July 1971, 28. "Field Marshall" was the moniker by which more than a
few American officials knew Sullivan. See LBJ/Oral History CoIIection/Charles
Simpson/Interviewed by Ted Gittinger, 2 May 1984, 6.
^^^ Stevenson, The End ofNowhere, 209.
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operate in Laos other than intelligence patrols and occasional pursuhs into Laos. SuIIivan
served as Ambassador from December 1964 untíl March 1968.'^°
By the end of 1964, Seventh Fleet aircraft had carried out more than half of the
joint YANKEE TEAM missions. USAF forces out of Udom completed the other part of
the missions. The intelligence gathered provided the U.S. and hs allies tímely
information on communist capabilhies and movement, including DRV use of the Trail
complex. It was evident to Washington and to SuUivan, however, that these flights did
not achieve the polhical purpose of intimidation. The communist forces showed no sign
of hahing their aggression and consolidation of territory in Laos or their continued
infiltration of men and supplies into South Vietnam. Because of this failure U.S.
policymakers in Washington decided to increase the American show of force to deter the
Pathet Lao/DRV from fiirther aggression in Laos and to maintain the status quo on the
ground.
At a 12 December NSC meeting, the JCS'^' presented an air strike program to
complement YANKEE TEAM reconnaissance missions. Johnson approved the
implementation of the new air campaign, whh the exception of one provision (no

•^° Castle, At War in the Shadow, 77-9; Stevenson, The EndofNowhere, 209.
For other views on SuIIivan see, for example, Westmoreland, A Soldier Reports, 92, 238.
Westmoreland and his staff sometimes referred to the Ho Chi Minh Trail as "SuIIivan's
Freeway." For a detailed outline of the milhary and paramilhary areas in which
SuIIivan's approval was necessary before actions could be taken by the U.S. milhary see
Blaufarb, Unconventional War in Laos, 61-2.
'^' The Joint Chiefs in December 1964 were Army General Earle G Wheeler
(Chairman), Army General Harold K. Johnson, Navy Admiral David L. McDonald, Air
Force General Curtis E. LeMay, and Marine Corps General Wallace M. George, Jr.
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napalm), aortly thereafter. The program, codenamed BARREL ROLL, called for "prebriefed" er strikes against infihration routes and facilhies in the Lao corridor. The
overaU prpose of such missions was "to send a signal of deeper U.S. involvement, the
signal tcDe more psychological in nature than of pure milhary effectiveness." Souvanna
agreed 1» BARREL ROLL, in what he and the U.S. maintained to be "U.S. armed
reconnjssance against infiltration routes." The Administration also decided that there
wouldie no public statements "unless a plane were lost." Arcraft downings would be
deah AÍth on a case-by-case basis and the same reason for flights would be given—^that
the U). was merely escorting reconnaissance flights as requested by the RLG. BARREL
ROL began on 14 December and continued into 1965.'^^ In the eyes of Washington,
wheít came to destroying targets, the program met whh relative success. Exact damage
inflied by the air operations was unknown, but photography confirmed that many
foriîr milhary areas had been deserted and nearly all road movements now took place at
nig. With the implementation of BARREL ROLL, Washington judged that there was a
"sdous deterioration" in the degree of control exercised in this area by communist
r ^o 123

foes.
' " LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Memos, Vol. XIII, 12/64-1/65, "Talking Paper
f the JCS Meeting on 11 December 1964," 11 December 1964, Document 166; and
ooper to Bundy Memo, 19 December 1964, Document 165. Cooper noted that the
jcision for the U.S. "to continue our stone-walling tactics whh respect to information on
Æse flights" was agreed to. BARREL ROLL continued despite the loss of two U.S.
ircraft in January while on strike missions.
^" LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Memos, Vol. XIII, 12/64-1/65, Department of
hate ESÍR Intelligence Note, George C. Denny to Rusk, 27 January 1965. Night strike
nissions were stepped up after this report to the Secretary.
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In early Febmary 1965, The JCS, along whh the U.S. military advisors in
Vietnam and the country team in Laos, formulated an expansion of the 6ARREL ROLL
campaign. Johnson approved h on 13 Febmary.'^'* The original and continuing
BARREL ROLL missions would remain unchanged, but addhional day and night strikes
would begin against "three key choke points" in the Lao corridor for the purpose of
further interdiction of the infihration routes into South Vietnam. The three choke points
identified for bombing were Mu Gia Pass, Nape Pass and Se Noi Ford, all located along
the Lao-Vietnamese border. Interdiction of these points was to be "maintained" through
"periodic reseeding. . .for cratering and for harassment of repair parties" and to "destroy
traffic buildup at these points."'^^ As a resuh of the new bombing imperatives, the JCS
and SuIIivan increased the number of U.S. ahcraft flying out of Udom for operations in
Laos.^^^
Another result from the increased U.S. air activity over Laos in the first part of
1965 was operational and directional confusion. But more importantly, there was

^^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, JCS 5221, JCS to
CINCPAC, 13 Febmary 1965, Document 142.
' " LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, COMU.S.MACV
to Vientíane, 4 Febmary 1965, Document 180; Deptel 1302, SuIIivanto
COMU.S.MACV, 18 Febmary 1965, Document 48; and JCS 5682, JCS to CINCPAC,
20 Febmary 1965, Document 133. At this point in the conflict, night strikes were
common, as were U.S. strikes in support of RLG milhary operations. See LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, JCS 5385, JCS to CINCPAC, 17 Febmary
1965, Document 138; and JCS 5681, JCS to CINCPAC, 20 Febmary 1965, Document
134.
'^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, CINCPAC to JCS,
2 March 1965, Document 177.
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concem, voiced primarily by SuIIivan, over the psychological effect the bombings were
having on Hanoi. In early March, he stated that "if h is difficuh to assess from here
[Vientiane] exactly what signal Hanoi has received from BARREL ROLL operations in
Laos. . .it [the signal] has probably been to date. .somewhat scattered, largely because
the program hself has been scattered." He suggested that the program be reshaped "into a
more systematic operation" with increased frequency of strikes which he hoped would
127

"then perhaps produce a better defined and more clearly understood signal to Hanoi,"
The frequency of the BARREL ROLL and choke point bombing programs was
indeed stepped-up over the month of March, but by the end of the month, operational and
tactical confusion was still present. Discussion revolved around three issues: the lack of
concrete effects of the bombing missions on Hanoi; recognhion of the contínuing lack of
a "pattem" to BARREL ROLL operatíons; the inhiation of target requests "from a
variety of sources;" and the conclusion that more "U.S. pressures" on North Vietnam
would bring the Pathet Lao and the North Vietnamese to the negotiating table "if only for
tactical reasons" to discuss the implementation of the Geneva Agreements. The NSC ancf
the JCS decided to establish a new bombing program, in addhion to BARREL ROLL, to
separate U.S. ah operations in the panhandle from routes and targets associated with
infiltration through Laos into South Vietnam. The new program was codenamed STEEL
TIGER.^^^
' " LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Deptel 1393,
Sullivan to Rusk, 3 March 1965, Document 29.
'^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Deptel 1408,
SuIIivan to Rusk, 5 March 1965, Document 24; Deptel 1416, Sullivan to Rusk, 6 March
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STEEL TIGER operations, which began 3 April, were to be implemented at a
"considerably greater intenshy" than the other air operations in the panhandle. STEEL
TIGER was designed "to make maximum effort to shut off infíltration into South
Vietnam through Laos." All BARREL ROLL missions, including YANKEE TEAM and
TROJAN HORSE (an offshoot of YANKEE TEAM), were free to be "solely responsive
to RLG requirements" as defined by SuIIivan, but STEEL TIGER had "fírst call on U.S.
assets" in the region.'^^ On the eve of the first STEEL TIGER mission, a joint
Department of State/Defense cable, in response to Sullivan's own concems voiced to
Rusk,'

reherated to the Ambassador and the JCS that Souvanna's cooperation, or

polhical agreement, was critical to the implementation of the new operations and that all
necessary steps should be taken to "ensure the retention of Souvanna's confidence." This
required, among other things, "absolute frankness whh him," a "correlation of U.S.
operations whh Laotian national interests," and the assurance that U.S. air operations

1965, Document 21; Vientiane 780, Rusk to SuUivan, 14 March 1965, Document 93;
ánd Vientiane 809, Rusk to SuIIivan, 20 March 1965, Document 92. STEEL TIGER
came in conjunction with the Administration's desire to stop the infihration of soldiers
and supplies into South Vietnam after the NLF's attacks against U.S. Amy installations
at Pleiku and Quy Nhon in Febmary 1965. STEEL TIGER complimented ROLLING
THUNDER, the sustained bombing campaign against North Vietnam begun 2 March
1965.
'^^ Greater frequency translated into 24-hour "reseeding," or bombing, versus 42
to 72-hour reseeding, more route reconnaissance missions, plus special strike missions,
See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Vientiane 809, Ruskto
SuUivan, 20 March 1965, Document 92; and JCS 7624, JCS to CINCPAC, 23 March
1965, Document 106.
'^° See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Deptel 1511,
SuUivan to Rusk, 22 March 1965, Document 13.
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would be conducted in a "meticulously careful manner" while aborting missions when
there existed any question of damage to friendly viUagers." Rusk made clear to SuIIivan
the reasoning behind the new strike program. BARREL ROLL and STEEL TIGER had
been "separated in order to increase operational effectiveness of interdiction of
infihration routes into South Vietnam."^^^ The creation of a new and more potent ah
strike campaign directed solely at the infiltration routes that linked the DRV and South
Vietnam reconfirms the primacy and importance Washington had placed upon the
conflict in Vietnam over Laos.
From April to July 1965 the U.S. stuck to hs determined effort to bomb the Pathet
Lao and hs North Vietnamese patrons into negotíatíon. STEEL TIGER and BARREL
ROLL operations, based mainly upon intelligence gathered from ROAD WATCH
teams and YANKEE TEAM reconnaissance, were increased in frequency and continued

'^' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Vientiane 937,
Rusk to SuUivan and JCS, 25 March 1965, Document 89; and Deptel 1511, SuUivan to
Rusk, 22 March 1965, Document 13. More American aircraft were shipped to Udom to
meet'the needs of STEEL TIGER, including an F-4 Squadron (18 aircraft and
approximately 600 men) and addhional "other ah, naval, and ground unhs." See
LBJ/NSF/CF-Singapore/ThaiIand/282/ThaiIand Cables, Vol. II, 8/64-3/65, Bangkok
1580 Stateto Bangkok, 27 March 1965, Document 107; and LBJ/NSF/CFSingapore/ThaiIand/283/ThaiIand Cables, Vol. III, [1 of 2], 8/64-3/65, Bangkok 1627,
Stateto Bangkok, 3 April 1965, Document 8.
^^^ ROAD WATCH was a paramilhary program mn mainly by CIA to observe,
monhor, and report activhy on the Trail network in Laos. For example of how their
intelligence, in conjunction whh YANKEE TEAM intel, was used m formulatmg STEEL
TIGER and BARREL ROLL strikes see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 ot 2],
Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Deptel 1849 (Sections One and Two), SuUivan to Rusk, 13 May
1965, Document 38.
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whh ever-increasing intensity throughout the period.'" The justification of the missions
was used: the U.S. was only conducting reconnaissance flights over Laos at the request
of the RLG. AII air strikes were credhed to the RLAF '^'* The only changes to BARREL
ROLL and STEEL TIGER were merely operational, as an emphasis was placed upon
better target selection and improved SAR missions in case of a mishap.'^^
The air strike missions continued desphe several setbacks and operational
problems. American aircraft were shot down throughout the period whh loss of pilot
life.

American aircraft fired upon friendly targets, destroying property, human life,

materiel and damaging Lao morale and confidence in the American program, while

^" LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, JCS 9314,
JCS to CINCPAC, 17 April 1965, Document 222.
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LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Embtel 553,
SuIIivan to Ball, 4 May 1965, Document 144.
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The SAR missions had become slightly more frequent with the step-up in
TIGER and BARREL missions. One suggestion made and implemented was the
poshioning of American-manned forward refiieling depots within Laos for the aircraft
(specifically the H-43 and CH-3 helicopters based in Thailand) used in the SAR missions.
See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [1 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Embtel 1577,
SuIIivan to CINCPAC, 22 June 1965, Document 102; and Deptel 94, SuIIivan to Rusk,
22 July 1965, Document 91.
'^^ For example see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65,
Deptel 1316, SuIIivan to Rusk, 19 Febmary 1965, Document 43; Cable 7833, MACV to
NMCC and CINCPAC, 21 Febmary 1965, Document 183; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos
Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Deptel 1632, Sullivan to Rusk, 9 April 1965,
Document 171; Deptel 1779, SuUivan to Rusk, 1 May 1965, Document 150; and
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [1 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Cable 1516, Sullivan
to CESÍCPAC, 4 June 1965, Document 119.
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causing the shut down of STEEL TIGER for four days.'" American pilots also had an
extremely difficuh time in their attempts to accurately and effectively "reseed" or bomb
the Trail because h was so hard to find from the ah in many areas.'^^ The U.S. pilots
occasionally missed their primary targets and American planners often had a difficuh
tíme receiving precise resuhs from the missions.'^^ Despite all of these problems the
U.S. airstrike campaign continued unabated and did so whh the support of Souvanna and
the King of Laos.^"*" The U.S. policymakers believed that BARREL ROLL and STEEL
TIGER, in conjunction whh ROLLING THUNDER that was begun 2 March 1965, were

^^^ There were three friendly fire incidents during this period. See LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Cable 1442 (Sectíons One and Two)
Sullivanto CINCPAC, 13 May 1965, Document 38; Deptel 1876, SuIIivanto
COMU.S.MACV, 17 May 1965, Document 133; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [1
of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Cable 1485, Sullivan to CINCPAC, 22 May 1965, Document
128; and Deptel 1919, SuUivan to Rusk, 25 May 1965, Document 127.
'^^ SuUivan pointed out during one trip to personally inspect the Trail that he was
"astonished" by what he found: "The 'Trail,' even in this rainy season, was a thoroughly
passable road. We drove two jeeps over h for more than a mile. It would easily
accommodate 4 by 4 tmcks. Yet nowhere on this road.was h open to the sky. Even
flying over h slowly whh a helicopter, the road was not disceraible from above." This
posed a serious tactical problem for the U.S. It was attempting to effectively interdict a
wide network of trails barely visible from the air to slow or stop ttaffic on the Trail and to
send a polhical signal to Hanoi of American milhary determination not to lose Laos. The
only solutíons SuIIivan suggested were the use of defoliants, infra-red bombing rather
than visual controls, and saturation bombing. These solutions, while milharily feasible,
would bring whh them more polhical problems and would do little to stop Trail traffic.
See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [1 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Deptel 2054,
Sullivanto Rusk, 21 June 1965, Document 104.
' ' ' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Deptel 1347,
Sullivan to Rusk, 23 Febmary 1965, Document 33.
1'° LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Deptel
1866, SuIIivan to Rusk, 14 May 1965, Document 138.
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effectively moving toward the overall American goals of stopping the DRV's support of
the South Vietnamese and Laotian insurgencies and bringing North Vietnam to a point
when Ho would opt for a negotiated settlement to the Indochinese conflict.'"*'
The U.S. continued to pursue hs policy despite the interference of numerous
polhical and milhary disturbances whhin the RLG and hs army. The U.S. recognized the
disaffection present whhin the RLA forces and undertook, along whh the RLAF, airstrike
missions in support of neutralist/RLA offensives to aid in their success as well as boost
troop morale.^'*^ Polhically, Souvanna survived two more "rightísf'-backed coup
attempts, one in early Febmary whh accompanying street fighting, and another in late
March, which originated in Paksane, Thakhet and Savannakhet.''*^ The RLA forces
defeated the "rightist" revohs and Souvanna held on to power and tried to find a proper

''*' SuUivan favored ROLLING THUNDER over cross-border guerrilla operations
against the DRV He saw the bombing campaign as the most effective way to bring
North Vietnam to hs knees. See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV,
4/65-1/66, CIA 27809, CIAto Rusk, 14 July 1965, Document 230.
'^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Deptel
1696, SuUivan to Rusk, 19 April 1965, Document 158. At this time, in mid 1965, the
RLA numbered approximately 73-75,000 troops. See Deptel 1788, Sullivan to Rusk,
CINCPAC, and OSD, 3 May 1965, Document 146.
"*^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Deptel 1172,
SuIIivan to Rusk, 1 Febmary 1965, Document 81; Deptel 1211, Sullivan to Rusk, 3
Febmary 1965, Document 65; Deptel 1214, Sullivan to Rusk, 4 Febmary 1965,
Document 62; Deptel 1237, Sullivan to Rusk, 6 Febmary 1965, Document 57; Deptel
1559, Sullivan to Rusk, 29 March 1965, Document 6 (sanhized.); LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Deptel 1696, SuUivan to Rusk, 19
April 1965, Document 158 (sanhized).
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location for Phoumi's exile.

AII the while Washington and SuIIivan's team in

Vientiane coped with the Laotian polhico-milhary instabilhy and stayed the path
regarding U.S. policy.
By 1965, Washington's polhical and milhary focus in Southeast Asia was clearly
and unmistakably on South Vietnam. This was strongly punctuated in July 1965 whh the
deployment of U.S. ground forces to South Vietnam. Laos had gone from the primary
concem in 1962 and 1963 to merely a backwater theater of operations relegated to a
secondary role in the larger context of the war in neighboring North and South Vietnam.
The Johnson Administration's Laotian policy followed the principles of the Kennedy
neutralization plan but radically deviated from h in the ways in which h sought to achieve
objectives which fluctuated. Direct U.S. involvement in Laos steadily increased in
quanthy and lethalhy between November 1963 and July 1965; however the deshed
effects upon the Pathet Lao and the North Vietnamese were not reached. In fact, the
situation had worsened. The flow of men and materiel from the DRV continued
relatively unchecked through Laos into South Vietnam via the Ho Chi Minh Trail
complex. The Pathet Lao/NVA milhary remained firmly entrenched in Laos and retained

^'^ Washington and SuIIivan considered Thailand, Switzerland and Taiwan as
possible locations to put Phoumi so he and the "rightists" would cause no more polhical
trouble for Souvanna's govemment. See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2],
Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Deptel 1782, Sullivan to Rusk, 2 May 1965, Document 147;
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Deptel 1233, SuUivan to
Rusk, 6 Febmary 1965, Document 58; and Vientiane 748, Rusk to SuIIivan, 3 March
1965, Document95.
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control of a sizeable portion of the country.^'*' In additíon, there was littie polhical
stabilhy in Vientiane. U.S. govemment officials constantly had to worry about coup
attempts and whether Souvanna would continue working whh all sides of the situation in
a way that benefited American goals in Laos and in the region. All efforts by the U.S.
and other nations in 1964 and 1965 to achieve a diplomatic solution in Laos had failed.
Why did the American intervention in the Laotian civil war from 1954 to July 1965 fail
and lead to an ultimate regional defeat a decade later? An answer to this question can be
found in the careflil analysis of the U.S. counterinsurgency.

^'^^ Van Staaveren ches the following infíhration figures to show the progression
of North Vietnamese infihration into South Vietnam from 1959 to 1965:
vi.VL-iAfLrLnfVhriiv.-.

.«.«mnAWWWWWtfWMWW

YEAR
1959-60 1961 1962
1963 1964
1965
Accepted
4,582
6,295 12:857 7,906 12,424 8,050 (25,680 possible)
Numbers
See Van Staaveren, Interdiction in Southern Laos, Appendix 5, 3uz.
jtnfLrLrnninfV'"""""'*"****"'"
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CHAPTER VII
ANALYSIS OF E^TERVENTION

Dynamics of the Lao Insurgency
The political faction that later evolved into the Pathet Lao began when Prince
Souphanouvong broke from the Lao Issara in late March 1949. The Lao Issara was in
exile in Bangkok, Thailand, fighting against French mle of Laos. In January of that year,
Souphanouvong had gathered together armed forces that were responsible only to him.
He merged his forces into the eastern Lao resistance movement and formed another
revolutionary group against the Lao govemment (stiU under French control), the Lao
Liberation Commhtee, known also as the Neo Lao Issara ("Free Lao Front"), and later
called the Pathet Lao. The North Vietnamese communist party, the Lao Dong Party,
assisted the Pathet Lao from hs inception, whh political guidance as well as milhary
personnel and materials.
The primary polhical goal of the Pathet Lao, officially established at the Febmary
1951 communist front organization meeting, was the ejection of the French and
"American interventionists" from Laos and to remove the Royal Lao Govemment in
Vientiane from power.' The Pathet Lao, like the Viet Minh, adopted a Maoist-type
violent revolution, a war of national liberation utilizing revolutionary warfare, or more

' Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 51.
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precisely, communist mral insurgency.^ Souphanouvong's organization began its armed
effort to achieve its political goals when, whh Viet Minh support, the Pathet Lao
launched hs first milhary assauhs on French Laos in December 1953 and January 1954.
The campaigns were extremely successfiil as the Pathet Lao obtained a firm base of
operations in northeastem Laos. Here, in Sam Neua, Souphanouvong set up the
headquarters of his resistance movement.^ Souphanouvong's polhical movement, begun
in 1949 when he splh from the Lao Issara govemment-in-exile in Bangkok, evolved into
a fiill-blown insurgency in late 1953 when the Pathet Lao took up arms against the
Vientiane government.
The majority of the Lao polhical elhe, especially Souphanouvong, Kaysone and
Nouhak, had close polhical, educational, familial, and social ties to the North
Vietnamese,"* Nevertheless, the Pathet Lao insurgency, and the Lao Issara, originated
from within the Lao political elhe, despite the ties its leaders had whh the North
Vietnamese. Souphanouvong, Nouhak, Kaysone, and their followers chose one way of
rebellion against the French (mral insurgency whh the aid of the North Vietnamese),
while Phetsarath, Souvanna, and their followers chose another avenue to power (polhical
stmggle whhout an armed component). Souphanouvong's path was tme insurgency
because of hs armed component while Souvanna's was polhical coexistence with the

^ Bernard B. Fall, The Two Viet-Nams: A PoUtical andMiUtary Anafysis, rev, ed.
(NewYork: Praeger, 1964), 344-5; Blaufarh, CounterinsurgencyEra,l-\\. Insurgency
is the armed expression of indigenous interaal polhical disaffiliation.
^ Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 197.
'^ZasIoff, The Pathet Lao, 109-16.
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French until the polhical opportunity for independence was available. This time came in
1954 whh the first Geneva Conference.
The Pathet Lao insurgency, however, was unique because h became a captured
insurgency. The North Vietnamese took over, or, captured and directed the Pathet Lao
insurgency in the earliest stages of the Pathet Lao independence movement.^ Throughout
the process, the North Vietnamese played a crhical role in practically every facet of the
movement. Importantly, the DRV takeover of the Pathet Lao political movement and
insurgency was not hostile because the two enthies were able to actively pursue their own
polhical goals under one agenda. The Pathet Lao sought the ejection of the French, the
Americans, and the RLG from Laos, while the North Vietnamese sought, among other
things, the ejection of the French and Americans from all of Indochina.^ In the case of
the Pathet Lao insurgency, the DRV takeover did not threaten the Pathet Lao polhical
goals because they coincided. The DRV used the polhical influence of the Pathet Lao
leaders and the Pathet Lao's indigenous milhary forces as a force muhiplier for their
efforts. Likewise, the Pathet Lao used North Vietnamese regional and interaational
polhical influence and hs milhary power to flirther hs "independence" movement in
Laos. North Vietnamese backing enabled the Pathet Lao to coerce the RLG, the U.S,,
and Hmong forces. As a result, a relatively peacefial coexistence between the Pathet Lao
and the DRV evolved and gave each an opportunhy to combine forces to achieve hs

^ See Brown and Zasloff, Apprentice Revolutionaries, 35-53, and Langer and
Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 33-8, and 46-59 for a detailed discussion of
the evolution of the Lao communist movement and the role of the North Vietnamese.
^ Langer, The Soviet Union, China andthe Pathet Lao, 3.
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goals. This relationship remained cohesive and effective enough to bring both members
to victory by 1975.

The Players
Essentíal to the evaluation of the U.S. intervention in Laos between 1961 and July
1965 is identification of all the participants, interaal and exteraal, who were involved in
the conflict. Doing this will enable a better understanding of the dynamics of the
insurgency and the American effort to counter h. The primary actors in the Lao conflict
were the Royal Lao Government and hs patron, the Unhed States, and the Pathet Lao
insurgents and their North Vietnamese benefactors. Also involved were the Americansponsored Hmong irregulars, who fought against the combined communist forces of the
Pathet Lao/DRV In an insurgency, whether captured or not, all insurgents and
counterinsurgents have targets at which their efforts are directed. In the case of the Lao
insurgency, the target of the Pathet Lao and the DRV was the RLG, and, indirectly, the
U.S. The target of the U.S., the counterinsurgent, and hs allies in-country, the RLG, the
Hmong guerriUas and the Thai irregulars, was the Pathet Lao and, indirectly, the North
Vietnamese. Counterinsurgents need to know that the intemal polhical dynamics of the
country in which hs target operates can determine the success or failure of the
counterinsurgent campaign. For the U.S., then, a fiill understanding of the Lao polhical
dynamic was necessary to achieve its goals in Laos.
AII armed conflicts take place in a larger polhico-military context and, therefore,
have intemal and exteraal observers. To evaluate any armed conflict accurately, it is
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imperative to identify the observers of the conflict and their influence. In some instances,
the observers can function as the actual target of the insurgent or counterinsurgent. In
such a situation, the primary belligerents may undertake specific milhary and/or political
action to influence the observers of the conflict. The Lao insurgency provides an
excellent example of this endeavor.
Inside Laos, along whh the Americans, the USSR, the PRC, North Vietnam, and
Thailand all observed and, at times, participated in the Lao civil war. The USSR, the
PRC, Thailand, South Vietnam, the communist-bloc allies, and the western allies
(including the SEATO signatories) all fimctioned as very interested outside observers to
the Lao insurgency. Others who watched from afar as the conflict unfolded, and exerted
influence on American policy were the American public and third world candidate
insurgents and/or revolutionaries. They were observing the American reaction to wars of
national liberation, particularly those of the communist variety. A closer examination of
these observers and their influence on American counterinsurgent policy wiU enable a
better understanding of why the U.S. lost in Laos.

North Vietnam
The North Vietnamese role in the Lao conflict was unique. They were both
outside observers of what was happening in Laos and participants in the war hself The
DRV was able to actively shape developments in Laos to hs ends while maintaining the
facade of noninterference under the Geneva Agreements of 1962. Hanoi observed
Washington's efforts on behalf of the RLG in Vientiane and how the Americans deah
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whh the insurgency in the field. American counterinsurgent policy directly impacted
North Vietnam polhically, diplomatically, economically, and milharily, For the North
Vietnamese, the control of the eastem portions of Laos, especially the Lao panhandle,
was vhal to achieving their goals in the region. Such geographic control facilitated theh
abilhy to intervene effectively in South Vietnam. Sponsoring the Pathet Lao, desphe any
milhary, polhical, or economic burden, coincided directly whh Hanoi's goal of a DRVled communist Indochina. Control of eastem Laos and the Ho Chi Minh Trail complex
allowed North Vietnam to protect its westem border from U.S./RLG/Hmong incursions
and to give the American forces another military front whh which to contend. The U.S.
would have to deal whh the Pathet Lao and NVA in Laos and at the same time work to
defeat the National Liberation Front in South Vietnam, The Pathet Lao insurgency also
diverted American assets in the region. By bolstering Pathet Lao milhary strength and
occupying eastern Laos, the DRV did not allow the U.S. to concentrate fuUy hs milhary
and economic power in South Vietnam.
The DRV and the Pathet Lao shared a common ideology (communism) and a
common enemy: "U.S. imperialism" and the Westem-Ied RLG^ Even if the Pathet Lao
leaders and members did not have a strong belief in communism, they nevertheless
endorsed the ideology as a means to an end. The Pathet Lao knew that the North
Vietnamese were much stronger than they were and that the best way to power in Laos
was through the DRV North Vietnam provided the money and muscle for the Pathet
Lao. To accomplish this goal, a goal that the DRV shared, the Pathet Lao leaders

"^ Langer and Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, 179,
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accepted that once in power, their goverament would be heavily influenced by the DRV
This would occur in the face of the tradhional Lao-Vietnamese historical rivalry.^ The
North Vietnamese, as observers to and direct participants in the Lao conflict, reacted
more to the American policy and hs implementatíon in Laos than they did to the RLG
and Hmong guerrillas. Hanoi knew who ran things in Vientiane. Washington also
correctly understood that Hanoi directed the Pathet Lao insurgency. Because of this, U.S.
policy, especially after the Geneva Conference in 1962, was directed at and heavily
influenced by North Vietnam.

The Soviet Union
The U.S. knew the USSR was watching what h did in Laos. Therefore, U.S.
policy sought to send a message to the Soviets that h had the polhical will to contain
communist expansion wherever necessary. At the same time, the U.S. kept its policy at a
certain acceptable level so as not to provoke a Soviet milhary response. Moscow did not
regard mainland Southeast Asia as vhal to Soviet security. Instead, the Soviet leaders
saw the area as one where they could possibly make inroads at American and Chinese

^ Zasloff argues that the Pathet Lao leaders probably had conceras about their
relationship whh the DRV He states "Some Pathet Lao leaders, as Lao nationalists, must
entertain misgivings about their heavy dependence upon their tradhional enemy, even
when—perhaps especially when—they receive scarce resources and valuable advice. ..
the lao leaders have developed a habh of dependency upon the Vietnamese and must feel
that they share common interests and a benefícial partnership. Further, since their RLG
opponents receive massive support from the Americans. Pathet Lao leaders must
recognize that their small and relatively weak movement badly needs exteraal assistance.
. . [I]t is possible that, in view of the deep North Vietnamese involvement in their
system, they have no other feasible choice." Zasloff, The Pathet Lao, 94-95.
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expense whhout having to incur substantial direct military obligations. The main
interests of the USSR were, in light of the Sino-Soviet splh: to undermine Chinese
influence, to reduce the dependence of the governments in the region on the U.S. and
China, to promote tmst in Moscow within those governments, and to create condhions
for possible Soviet penetration into the region in order to block American or Chinese
hegemony. Moscow also sought to discourage Asian revolutionary movements from
resorting to Maoist strategy. The Soviets believed that such a process would increase the
rehance of those movements on Beijing and force the milhary intervention of the USSR
in the region. Such intervention increased the danger of a confrontation whh the U.S. In
a region of only minimal relevance to Soviet security, Moscow sought to play the role of
balance of power negotiator while playing all sides off against each other in order to gain
maximum polhical and diplomatic influence.
At times, the USSR did intervene directly in Laos to protect its interests and to
achieve hs regional goals. For example, after the August 1960 Kong Le coup, the Soviet
Union moved from hs indirect involvement in the Lao conflict (providing arms and
supplies to the DRV) to direct milhary intervention (ahlifting arms and supplies to the
"neutralists" and communist forces). An example of Soviet diplomacy in Laos to achieve
a balance of power in the region can be seen in June 1961 when Kennedy and
Khmshchev, meeting in Vienna, decided to avoid a milhary confrontation between the
USSR and U.S, and work toward a polhical solution. The Geneva Conference of 1962
was the result.

Langer, The Soviet Union, China, and the Pathet Lao, 1.
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Soviet policy after Geneva was affected by the sharpened Sino-Soviet conflict and
revolved around three principal objectíves: to check the expansion of Beijing's influence
and in tum to prevent Laos from becoming part of China's sphere of influence; to reduce
American influence while avoiding a direct confrontation whh the U.S.; and to
strengthen the Soviet influence within the Lao communist movement. In the end, the
Soviets were able to achieve all three of these goals.^°

China
The Chinese were keen observers of U.S. pohcy in Laos. China was also a direct
participant in the conflict through hs materiel assistance to the Pathet Lao and the DRV.
U.S. policy in Southeast Asia was of particular interest to the Chinese first because of the
region's geographical proximhy to China. The recent Korean conflict, which had pitted
Chinese and American forces against each other, was fresh in Beijing's mind. If a
"hostíle" power exerted polhical and milhary influence in Laos and the Chinese feh
threatened, the PRC would take action to counter this influence. To the Chinese,
Indochina was a buffer zone between "two expanding empires" in the Pacific region—
Chinese and American. Since Beijing saw Indochina as hs southera appendage,
Washington feared direct Chinese aggression in Laos, a la Korea, Such action threatened

10

Ibid., 4-5,
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an east-west confrontatíon, and maybe a nuclear conflict." U.S. policy was always
geared to the possibilhy of a Chinese reprisal to American actions in Laos.'^
The main Chinese objectives in the region were to reduce Soviet and American
influence which in tura would increase Chinese influence and to remove any potential
threat to Chinese national security. Other objectives were to promote friendly regional
goveraments and to enhance Beijing's strategic and ideological and position in Asia.
Chinese leaders also hoped to influence political revolutions around the world. China
sought to accomplish these goals whhout provoking the U.S. into a large milhary
response in Laos that might transform Laos into a hostile polhical and milhary base.'^
The Chinese government articulated this poshion in Beij'mg's Jen-min Jih-pao newspaper
in May 1962: "The Chinese people firmly oppose U.S, imperialist armed intervention in
Laos and absolutely cannot tolerate the establishment by U.S. imperialism in areas close
to China of any new milhary bridgeheads directed against this country."

American

presence in Laos and Vietnam over the next decade clearly subverted the Chinese
poshion.

" LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostowto Rusk, 4 July
1963, Document71.
'^ For a revealing look at this concera whhin the Administration see
LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostowto Rusk, 15 Febmary 1964,
Document 58.
'^ Langer, The Soviet Union, China, and the Pathet Lao, 2, 8.
'^* As quoted in Langer, JJie Soviet Union, China, and the Pathet Lao, 8,
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U.S. AUies, Communist-Bloc Nations. Intemational Community
American policy makers believed that America's intemational credibility was on
the line in Southeast Asia. Intemational agreements conceming the region signed by the
American govemment, such as the SEATO treaty, insured this. Washington feared that if
h did not uphold its interaational commitments, especially those in wrhing, the securhy
of the "free world" was in jeopardy. Enemies and allies alike, as well as the rest of the
international communhy, would no longer place any fahh in American polhical or
milhary commhments. U.S. world power status would be eroded slowly by inaction and
a woridwide loss of fahh in American credibility. '* The North Vietnamese understanding
of the American predicament can be seen in the Lao Dong Party Central Committee
Directive issued on 2 January 1965: "U.S. imperialism is in a dilemma: if they whhdraw
from South Vietnam [and Laos] they would lose face, but if they attack fiirther they will
suffer ignominious defeat."
U.S. pohcy in Laos was directly affected because of this polhical and diplomatic
situatíon. Washington sought to persuade allies and enemies around the worid that hs
commhment to the defense of hs allies was credible. For example, Washington worked
to sustain the Thai goverament's belief in American policy. Thai support was essentíal
for success in Laos. Significant U.S. forces were based in Thailand, and Thailand was

'' See Rusk and McNamara, "Polhical and Milhary Aspects of U.S. Policy in
Viet-Nam," 343-44.
'^ From "Lao Dong Party Central Committee Directive on the Reorientation
Campaign for Spring 1965," 2 January 1965, quoted in Gareth Porter, ed. Vietnam: A
HistoryinDocuments(Pmenams,^.Y.:
EariM. Coleman Enterpnses, 1979), iVi,
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seen as a "fall-back line" by some in the Johnson Administration, In addhion,
Washington believed that whhout the U.S. polhical, financial, and military backing and
whh a communist Laos next door, "Thailand would be in desperate shape."'^
American policy makers also considered the signal their actions against the Pathet
Lao insurgents in Southeast Asia would have on a global scale. Washington believed
other revolutionaries around the world (especially in Latin America and Africa) were
observing U.S. actions in Laos. They wanted to gauge the American polhical will to
wage a counterinsurgency against a strong revolutionary group in an area geographically
distant from the U.S. The global containment of communism, including communist
insurgents, was believed to be at stake in America's actions in Southeast Asia.
Therefore, officials formulated policy in Washington whh those observers in mind. They
wanted to deter all revolutionary leaders of national liberation movements that the U,S.
18

would act to uphold hs interaational commhments and protect hs allies.

'^ LBJ/Oral History Collection/William P. Bundy/Interviewed by Paige E.
MulhoUan 26 May 1969, 33. Bundy, along whh SuIIivan and Graham Martin (U.S.
Ambassador in Bangkok) argued that there was no fall-back line in Southeast Asia, that
there was no "half-way" and that "h was ehher you were or you weren't going to do this
[fight in Southeast Asia]." See Bundy interview, 33-4.
'^ Brian VanDeMark, Into the Quagmire: Lyndon Johnson and the Escalation of
the Vietnam ífar (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), xhi-xiv; Cable, Unhoty
Grail, 12; Rusk and McNamara, "Polhical and Mhhary Aspects of U.S. Policy m VietNam," 343; Shafer, Deadfy Paradigms, 240-46.
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The Washington Perspective
To achieve success as a counterinsurgent, especially as an non-indigenous
counterinsurgent, one must have an accurate understanding of the indigenous participants
in the conflict. In Laos, the U.S. needed to know thoroughly the three primary
indigenous actors in the conflict: the RLG, the Pathet Lao, and the Hmong. Without
relevant knowledge of their nature and their goals, the U.S. would enter the Lao conflict
at a severe disadvantage. An examination of the three actors and the American
perception of them illustrates some of the reasons for the ultimate failure of U.S. policy
in Laos.

The Royal Lao Government
The Lao polhical elhe originated and existed almost wholly in the Mekong Valley
chies and had usually obtained some amount of western education. Familial ties and
rivahies dominated Lao polhics. This polhical milieu created an atmosphere of
factionalism and instabilhy. Desphe interaational efforts to put together viable coalhion
goveraments in Laos to unhe polhical and familial factions, the RLG was in a constant
state of flux and heavily depended on outsiders for stabUity. The numerous coups and
coup attempts in Vientiane attest to this instabilhy. Souvanna Phouma, only whh the
backing of the U.S., emerged as the only constant in the Vientiane government during the
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Lao civil war. Moreover, the RLG's military forces were inferior in training, experience,
and morale to the DRV-advised Pathet Lao.'^
The American perception of the RLG, revealed by the discourse between U.S.
policy makers in Vientiane and Washington, accurately reflected these realhies. Both
American Ambassadors to Laos, Leonard Unger and William SuUivan, expressed
fi^istration whh the regular instabilhy in Vientiane.^" Nevertheless, both diplomats
worked at establishing a relationship whh Souvanna in order to sustain his confidence in
the U.S, policy and to continue to operate with a relatively free hand in-country. Because
Washington accurately recognized the inherent weakness of the Vientiane goverament
and the threat from factions outside of the caphal, h decided early in the conflict that
Vientiane and the rest of the Mekong Valley would easily fall to the communists unless it
wasfiallysupported by an outside force. The U.S. stepped in to fill the politícal and
milhary void that was left by the departing French in 1954 and never looked back.

The Pathet Lao
Although small in number, the Pathet Lao, with the help of the North Vietnamese,
ran a highly organized and efficient operation. The pohtical patteras of tradhional Laos,

'^ For an example of the instabilhy in Vientiane as reported by the CIA see
LBJ/NSF/NSC Meetings FiIe/1/VoI. I, Tab 9, CIA Cable, 7 July 1964, Document 152
(Document Sanhized); for an example of the inability of the RLA troops see
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Cables, Vol. XII, November 1964, Deptel 700, Unger to
Rusk, 1 November 1964, Document 25 (Document Sanhized); and LBJ/Oral History
Collection/William E. Colby/Interviewed by Ted Gittínger, 2 June 1981, 54.
'° See, for example, LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Cables, Vol. IX, August 1964 [2
of 2], Deptel 237, Unger to Rusk, 4 August 1964.
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seen in the RLG's makeup, also existed within the Pathet Lao. According to noted Pathet
Lao historian Joseph Zasloff, some of the Pathet Lao leaders achieved their authority
"primarily as members of important families of lowland Laos or as chieftains of tribal
minorhies in the highlands." However, these condhions caused much less confiision and
infighting. Zasloff contends that there was a unique "cohesion and stability" whhin the
Pathet Lao leadership not found in the RLG. But the power and influence of the Pathet
Lao leaders, especially Souphanouvong, Kaysone and Nouhak, must be seen in the
context of the role played by the North Vietnamese.^'
The North Vietnamese, as has already been shown, played a decisive role in the
growth and persistence of the Pathet Lao and exercised crhical influence on Pathet Lao
decisions. The Pathet Lao relied heavily on strategic, logistic and material support from
the DRV and also sought and received ideological guidance. The Pathet Lao followed
the North Vietnamese model of people's revolution articulated by Vo Nguyen Giap and
Tmong Chinh, both of whom expanded on Mao's revolutionary doctrine. Chinh affirmed
Mao's stages of revolution (first, defensive whhdrawal, second, equilibrium, and third,
general counteroffensive, or (1) aghation and propaganda among the peasantry, (2)
violence through guerrilla operations, and (3) large conventional offensive) and added
caveats such as terrain and external opinion, Giap's five-stage model for revolution.

^' Zasloff argues that Souphanouvong wielded "significant" influence in the
Pathet Lao and whh the DRV because of his strong leadership skiUs, his personality, and
his "long-standing prominence" in the Lao independence movement. He also states that
he has not been able to identify "cliques and factions" that "likely" existed inside the
Pathet Lao, not because they were not there, but because he has been unable to get "an
insider's view of the [Pathet Lao] decision-making process," Zasloff, The PathetLao,
93-94.
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which, according to historians Brown and Zasloff, the Pathet Lao followed closely,
included two preparatory stages—psychological warfare and basic organization—prior to
the first resistance stage. The Vietnamese variation of the Chinese approach to people's
war also came to include the strategy of operating upon the domestic political
vulnerabilhies of the opponents and an increased reliance on terrorism.^^
American policymakers correctly saw the Pathet Lao as being controUed by the
North Vietnamese but made a crhical mistake in failing to recognize what type of war
was being waged by the communist insurgents—a mistake that proved to be fatal.
Washington saw the Lao conflict as a partisan war—one in which guerrillas (or, the
Pathet Lao) operate as armed auxiliaries to an outside conventional force (the Viet Minh
and NVA). In partisan war, the guerrillas depend on this outside force "as an exteraal
sponsoring power, for supplies, intelligence, missions, and uhimate victory." The
partisan guerrillas are merely "preparatory unhs" for the conventional forces of the
exteraal sponsoring power.^^ Pathet Lao insurgents took on the look of partisans through
their reliance on the DRV for supplies, manpower, and strategic and tactical guidance.

^^ See Mao Tse-tung, On GuerriUa Warfare, Translated by Samuel B. Griffith,
Praeger Publications in Russian History and World Communism Series (New York:
Praeger, 1961); Vo Nguyen Giap, People 's War People 's Army: The Viet Cong
Insurrection Manualfor Underdeveloped Countries, Praeger Publications in Russian
History and World Communism Series (New York: Praeger, 1962); Tmong Chinh, The
Resistance WiU Win, in Tmong Chinh, Primerfor RevoU: The Communist Takeover in
Vietnam, whh an introduction by Bemard Fall, Praeger Publications in Russian History
and Worid Communism Series (New York: Praeger, 1963); Brown and Zasloff,
Apprentice Revolutionaries, 123-4, 127-9; andBlaufarb, The Counterinsurgency Era,
12.
" Cable, Unhofy Grail, 6.
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But the Pathet Lao, unlike partisan groups, set its own political goals which remained
constant throughout the Lao civil war and were not preparatory units for a North
Vietnamese conventional force. Top Pathet Lao historian Joseph Zasloff agrees that the
desphe the fact that the North Vietnamese "exercise[d] crhical influence on Pathet Lao
decisions," when "matters were most clearly identified as being within Lao jurisdiction, h
appears that the North Vietnamese worked through the Lao leadership, whh relative
senshivhy to their nationalist sensibilhies."^'' The DRV, whh the Pathet Lao,
overwhelmingly relied upon guerilla warfare in Laos and not conventional force. The
U.S. then attacked the Pathet Lao/DRV guerilla forces in Laos primarily by conventional
means. In Laos, the DRV acted as an auxiliary force to the Pathet Lao insurgents.^^
To the advantage of the Pathet Lao, hs polhical goals (the takeover of the
goverament of Laos from the RLG) coincided perfectly whh the DRV's polhical goals
regarding Laos.^^ The concurrence of the Pathet Lao and DRV's goals allowed for a
unique marriage between the two groups, desphe the fact that one group was much more
powerflil than the other. Washington, because of its almost total lack of cross cultural
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Zasloff, The Pathet Lao, 94.
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Ibid., 6-7. The primary conventional American attacks on the DRV in Laos
were through the BARREL ROLL and STEEL TIGER bombing campaigns. The
exception to the American use of conventional force to counter guerilla forces came
through the use of the Hmong guerilla army.
The goals of North Vietnam, regarding Laos, were the protection of its borders
from the "westem imperialists" and autonomy within the Lao panhandle to ferry men and
supplies into South Vietnam. Regarding Indochina as a whole, the DRV sought the
expulsion of "westem imperialism" from the peninsula and the establishment of a
communist Indochina.
26
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communications and knowledge about the historical developments of the conflicts'
participants, chose to ignore the fact that the Pathet Lao revolution was as insurgency and
not a partisan war. This lack of insight took place even in the face of timely intelligence
produced by the CIA that clearly recognized and articulated the harmonious goals of the
Pathet Lao and DRV and the nature of the conflict hself" The American policymakers
regarded the Pathet Lao as purely a partisan organization that simply would facilhate the
DRV's goals in Laos only as they concerned Hanoi's goals in South Vietnam. They
viewed the apparent reluctance of the Pathet Lao forces to mount a major offensive
against the Mekong Valley, not as a strategy of enervation through patience and
persistence, but as a signal that U.S. coercion through military intimidation was working
and that U.S. goals in Laos might be accomplished.^^ Instead, the Pathet Lao, with the
North Vietnamese, adopted the concept of protracted war and would fight as long as
necessary to achieve hs goals. The Pathet Lao and DRV believed that they had actuated
a historical process rather than a singular event, or an isolated war. They would spend

" For example see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964,
CIA InteUigence Cable, 18 May 1964, Document 51. (Document sanhized.)
^^ For example see LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostow
to Rusk, 10 January 1964, Document 69, and 12 Febmary 1964, Document 63;
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Cables, Vol. XII, November 1964, Deptel 745, Unger to
Rusk, 12 November 1964, Document 14; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol, XV,
4/65-1/66, Deptel 1736, SuIIivanto Rusk, 24 April 1965, Document 283a; LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66 1965 [2 of 2], CINCPAC to SuIIivan, 26 May
1965, Document 249; and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66 1965
[1 of 2], Deptel 113, SuIIivan to Rusk, 30 July 1965, Document 88. Enervation is the
progressive reduction of the enemy's polhical will to continue the conflict.
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the time necessary to emerge victorious.'' The refiisal of the Pathet Lao/DRV forces to
take the Mekong Valley, including Vientiane, was a predetermined strategy and not the
resuh of U.S. intimidation as Washington believed.

The Hmong
In 1958, the U.S. formed the Hmong guerrilla army to be the nucleus of the force
used to combat the Pathet Lao/DRV. The CIA and Army Special Forces, assisted by
Thai PARU, provided the training and direction of the paramilhary force. The very
capable Vang Pao led the clandestine Hmong Army. By 1963, it had reached a strength
of thirty thousand men. Combat and logistical air support for the Hmong was provided
primarily by A r America whh assistance by the USAF and USN. Money for the Hmong
was hidden in American military assistance to Laos, U.S. AID assistance, and the CIA
budget.

The Hmong were extremely effective warriors. They lived and thrived in the

highlands of mgged Laos and were intimately familiar whh the territory in which they
fought. The Hmong ferocity in combat came from the fact that they were fighting to
defend their culture, way of life, and, as it tumed out, their existence,^'

^^ One key policymaker, Wah Rostow, recognized the potential longevhy of the
conflict Ho Chi Minh had set into motion in Southeast Asia. See LBJ/NSF/Papers of
Wah W. Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostowto Rusk, 28 November 1962, Document 2;
See also Blaufarb, The Counterinsurgency Era, 5.
^° Prados, President 's Secret Wars, 272; Andre Corvisier, ed., A Dictionary of
MiUtary History and the Art of War, Translated by Chris Turner (Cambridge, M. A,
Blackwell, 1994), 415.
^' One observer points out that the Hmong resemble westemers who, when their
lives are at stake, are more likely to kiU rather than be kiUed. See Blaufarb, The
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U.S. policymakers, or more accurately, the Americans on the ground in Laos who
had whnessed the Hmong way of life, learned of these characteristics about the Hmong
and put them to work to help accomplish American goals in Laos. In the Hmong, the
U.S. had a large tribal group that would defend hs way of life from a belligerent group
they perceived as a threat to that way of life. The goal of the Hmong was to end
interference by the Vietnamese, Pathet Lao, andthe lowland Lao. The U.S. was the first
foreign entity to provide government support to the Hmong and the first to provide them
with a means to accomplish theh goal of independence from "outsiders." In short, the
Hmong helped the U.S. pursue hs goals in Laos while, in retum, the U.S, helped the
Hmong pursue hs own indigenous agenda. ft was a good marriage, that is, until the U.S.
accepted defeat and pulled out of Laos and left the Hmong to fend for themselves.^^

Counterinsurgency Era, 134. The notion that the Hmong performed well and noticeably
better than their fellow countrymen in combat because they were not inhibited by the
religious and cultural constraints of the Lao, whose Buddhist beliefs condemn the
deliberate taking of life, is, as on-the-ground observer and historian Bernard Fall
correctly put h, "plain nonsense." Fall accurately and whh characteristic insightfulness
points out that most higher religions forbid the taking of life as matter of principle, but
"that had never stopped nations from fighting wars." The fact that the Thai, Cambodians,
and Burmese were also Buddhists never had stopped them from fighting very bloody
wars, especially if h was in their interests to do so. In fact, many Pathet Lao and Kong
Le forces were also Buddhists and gave a good account of themselves in the Laotian
conflict. See Bernard B. Fall, Street WithoutJoy (New York: Schocken Books, 1964),
342.
^^ Ibid. The best comprehensive source on the experience of the Hmong in the
twentieth century, particularly their experience in the long Laotian conflict and
afterwards, isHamihon-Merritt's Tragic Mountains: TheHmong, the Americans, andthe
SecretWarsforLaos, 1942-1992.
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Interventionarv Constants
AIl milhary missions in support of policy are tied to a set of fimdamental precepts
that are relevant in all interventionary operations. An understanding of these constants
should simplify effective policy formulation, decision making, execution, and evaluation,
and provide a better probabilhy of success." American policymakers with regard to
Laos, however, not only failed to discern accurately these constants but also failed to
establish the relevance of U,S, policy to the realhies on the ground in Laos.

Polhical Goal
AII counterinsurgents and insurgents seek one overarching goal: political
authority over a specified population in a defined geographic area. It is imperative,
however, that an intervening force in an insurgency have a specific polhical goal which it
works toward achieving. The intervening force must customize hs polhico-military goals
to those established by the indigenous participant it is assisting. It also must make those
goals relevant to the realhies on the ground. If this is not done, efforts to meet those
goals will be ineffective. In addhion, the goal must be clearly defined. The policymakers
of the intervening power should have a clear consensus as to what their polhical goals
are.

" As stated in the Introduction, these constants in interventionary operations are
the polhical goal, theory of victory, definhion of success of the interventionary force and
the two tools available to the interventionary force to achieve hs authority amongst the
host population: the credible capachy to coerce and perceived legitimacy.
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The achievement of the primary and secondary U.S. polhical goals in Laos was
hindered by a number of factors. First, there was general confusion amongst senior
Administration officials over what the primary and secondary American goals were in
Laos. A 10 June 1964 meeting between top level members of the Administration on
Southeast Asia illustrates the confusion in Washington over Laos and specifically what
the U.S. primary and secondary goals were. McNamara bluntly stated that Johnson
himself was confused over U.S, objectives. Other senior officials, namely McNamara,
McGeorge Bundy and Rusk, expressed different perceptions of what the U.S. goals were
in Laos and how the U.S. should proceed to achieve them, including using milhary
34

power.
There also was a noticeable lack of fahh in the American goals themselves. In
June 1964, Wah Rostow wrote an enlightening memo to William Bundy expressing his
disapproval of the same confiision in Washington as well as the "ambiguity" of the U.S.
goals. He noted that "what stmck me hard. . was that there was no common assessment
of either our uhimate or our operatíonal objectives [in Laos]." General Lyman Lemitzer,
Chairman of the JCS, bluntly stated that "the Laotian situation just absolutely
baffled...us." Ambassador SuIIivan also agreed that Laos was a "confiising and confiised
situatíon."^^

^^* LBJ/NSF/Files of McGeorge Bundy/19/Meetings on Southeast Asia, Vol. I,
"Summary Record of the Meetíng on Southeast Asia," 10 June 1964, Document 14
(Document sanhized.)
' ' LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostowto Bundy, 11 June
1964, Document 32; LBJ/Oral History CoIlectionÆ.yman L. Lemitzer, Interviewed by
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Second, polhical instabilhy in Vientiane made the achievement of the U.S. goals
that much more difficuh if not impossible. This was especially tme during the numerous
coup mmors and attempts, particularly during the rightist coup in April 1964.^^ Third,
the policymakers progressively became more concerned whh the tactici employed rather
than staying focused on the goals themselves. An example of this can be seen in a March
1965 cable to Secretary Rusk from Ambassador SuIIivan in which Sullivan addressed the
lack of coherence in the effect the BARREL ROLL operations were having on the
sponsors of the Pathet Lao, the North Vietnamese. SuUivan stated that no steady signal
had been conveyed to Hanoi because the U.S. had "been jumping around too much in our
objectives." He also expressed the confiision regarding the bombing operation planning
and the lack of a pattern to the bombing. SuIIivan realized that the U.S. could easily get
caught up in the operations end of policy implementation and lose sight of the objectives
the policy was attempting to achieve.^' Fourth, Laos became more and more tied to
events and policy concerns in Vietnam which led the policymakers to think more about
that conflict rather than staying focused on the American goals in Laos. George Ball and
McGeorge Bundy were concerned about this even in May 1964, ten months before U.S.
ground forces ever were deployed to South Vietnam. Bundy expressed concera, in a

Ted Gittínger, 3 March 1982, 25; and LBJ/Oral History CoIIection/WiIIiam H.
SuUivan/Interviewed by Paige Mulhollan, 21 July 1971, 34.
^* See, for example, LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. II [1 of 2], 4/164/30 1964, Vientíane 866, Rusk to Unger, 19 April 1964.
^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Deptel 1416,
SuUivan to Rusk, 6 March 1965, Document 21.
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telephone conversation whh Ball, that the Administration was spending too much time
whh "the large picture" and not "thinking enough about Laos and what the situation is
down the road." Ball feared that "he didn't think we knew what we [the U.S.
Government] are going to do [about Laos]."^*
Most importantly, the U.S. goals were tied to the unrealistic and unachievable
1962 Geneva Accords, The overall American polhical goal in Laos by 1962: fiiU
implementation of the terms of the 1962 Geneva Accords, the main tencts of which called
for the neutralization of Laos, the removal of all foreign troops, and a coalhion
goverament in Vientiane under the neutralist Souvanna Phouma. Washington had
numerous secondary goals which fluctuated whh events but were always subservient to
the overall goal of getting the Geneva Accords to work. Some of these secondary goals
were to stabilize the milhary shuation in-country, deter the Pathet Lao from further land
grabs through milhary intimidation directed at the Pathet Lao as well as the DRV, defend
the Mekong Valley and other areas deemed strategically important (the PDJ, the Trail
area, the Hmong bases of operation) from the communist forces, prevent the
demoralization of the Thais and South Vietnamese, increase U.S. milhary strength to
increase U.S. negotiating power, and to hold triparthe talks and avoid another Geneva
39

Conference on Laos and Southeast Asia.
' ' LBJ/NSF/George W. Ball Papers/4/Laos [4/19/64-11/12/65], Bundy and Ball
Telcon, 29 May 1964. Unger clearly saw the manifestation of this phenomena in late
1964. 'see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos Cables, Vol. XII, November 1964, Deptel 745,
Unger to Rusk, 12 November 1964, Document 14 (Document sanhized)
'' See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/265/Laos Memos, Vol, II, "A.I.D. Strategy for Laos,
20 January 1963; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Deptel 927,
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A 10 June 1964 memo provides an example of the fluctuatíon in U.S. goals as
well as their generalizing nature. The memo shows that the White House considered
unlimhed escalation of the conflict by American intervention as h discussed potentíal
poshions for U.S. actíons in Southeast Asia between 1 July and 15 November. LBJ's
advisors presented two scenarios. They first suggested a Congressional resolution to be
used as a blank check for a selective use of force in Laos, limhed to the present level of
action, to achieve the U.S. objectives. The second scenario, which was adopted, called
for the "de-fiizing" of Laos. This proposal called for the focus of the U.S. to remain on
two specific goals: the preservation of Souvanna and a Goverament of National Union
and the discouragement of the Pathet Lao from fiirther "grabs of territory." The two
goals were to be accomplished in a way that would not dangerously demoralize South
Vietnam and Thailand, or convince them that the U.S, was "throwing in the towel,"
Washington also wanted to prevent any right wing coup attempts and to be prepared, if
Souvanna was overthrown or "liquidated," to call for the formal partition of Laos. The
U.S. opted for the least-worst action in language that left details and specific
implementation to the imagination.'*''

Unger to Rusk, 1 March 1964, Document 31; LBJ/NSF/Files of McGeorge
Bundy/19/Meetings on Southeast Asia, Vol. I, "De-Fuzing Laos," 10 June 1964,
Document 18; LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostow to Rusk, 10
August 1964, Document 26; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. IX,
August 1964, Embtel 219, Unger to Rusk, 3 August 1964; and LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Vientíane 738, Rusk to Unger, 1 March
1965, Document 99.
"^ LBJ/NSF/Files of McGeorge Bundy/19/Meetings on Southeast Asia, Vol, I,
"De-Fuzing Laos," 10 June 1964, Document 18.
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The primary American goal coincided whh Souvanna's desire to see Laos left
alone by outsiders and for Laos to be able to determine its own destiny.'*' Unfortunately,
this objective was inapplicable to the polhico-milhary realhies in Laos at the time.
Coupled with other mistakes made by American policymakers and other factors, the
Administration's counterinsurgency and its overall Laotian policy was guaranteed to fail.
There were several significant problems with having the "fuU implementation" of the
Geneva Accords as the primary goal.'*^
First, in order for the Accords to work, North Vietnam had to cooperate and
adhere to them. Chester L. Cooper, Harriman's Special Assistant on the Far East, bluntly
stated that to achieve the U.S. goal, the DRV would have to cooperate fijlly whh the
terms of the "admhtedly imperfect" Agreements and "stand down hs assistance to and
dhection of the anti-government forces [in Laos].""^ Since the effective depended on the
whhdrawal of all foreign troops, North Vietnamese compliance was cmcial. However,
the DRV had no intentions of whhdrawing hs troops from Laos. Former CIA Director
Richard Helms concurred: "The North Vietnamese never honored the [A]ccords; they
had no intention of honoring them. What they wanted to do whh these [A]ccords was to
make h difficuh for the Unhed States, not to make it diffícuh for themselves." Keyes

'' For example see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos Cables, Vol. IV 5/17-5/20 1964,
Deptel 1351, Unger to Rusk, 18 May 1964, Document 19.
"' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Vientiane 738, Rusk
to Unger, 1 March 1965, Document 99.
'' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos Memos, Vol. VII, 6/15-6/30 1964, "A Course for
Action for Laos," 13 June 1964, Document 46.
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Beech also saw what the Accords had done for the DRV He stated that "what the Laos
Accords did was two things: it institutionalized the presence of [North] Vietnamese
troops inside Laos, and h institutíonalized the Ho Chi Minh Trail."'*''
In fact, North Vietnam never whhdrew its forces in any significant number. After
the October 1962 compliance deadline, Washington never publicly confronted the North
Vietnamese on their flagrant violations of the Accords. Part of the reason the U.S. never
publicly confronted the DRV about hs violations was because the U.S. hself did not want
to be publicly called on hs own violations after re-deploying American personnel to Laos
after October 1962. The U.S. wahed until much later in the game, after the Pathet
Lao/DRV forces were firmly entrenched in Laos whh control of over half of the country,
and after there had been clear American violations of the Accords which the DRV could
call the U.S. on, before any public retaliatory action was taken.
The second major problem whh trying to get the Accords to work was that the
Soviet Union never acted to oversee and enforce communist compliance whh the
Accords. The Soviets were ineffective as guarantors of the Agreements. They were no
better than reluctant observers to and sometime bit players in the conflict after the
terminatíon of theh 1961 airiift and their participation as co-chairman of the 1962

^^ See LBJ/Oral History CoUectíon/Richard M. Helms/Interviewed by Ted
Gittínger, 16 September 1981, 22; and LBJ/Oral History CoIIection/Keyes
Beech/Interviewed by Ted Gittinger, 30 May 1983, 15.
'' William Colby, former CIA Director and former CIA Chief of Clandestine
Operations in the Far East, stated, "...we [the Russians and the U.S.] all withdrew.,..The
only ones who didn't comply were the North Vietnamese, They resumed the process
[after the Geneva Accords] of suppressing Northern Laos." See LBJ/Oral History
CoUection/WiIIiam E. Colby/Interviewed by Ted Gittinger, 2 June 1981, 52.
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Geneva Conference. Secretary of State Dean Rusk later stated that".. we never got any
help from the Russians in getting performance on the Laos [A]ccords of'62." He
speculated as to why the Russians seemed to lose "considerable influence in Hanoi about
the time that the Geneva [A]ccords of '62 were concluded and were not able to bring
Hanoi to comply." Rusk believed that the Sino-Soviet split played a major role in the
lack of the Russian effort to force Hanoi's compliance. He reasoned that Russian
pressure on the DRV was lacking "for fear that this [action] would simply drive Hanoi
into the arms of Peking."'*^
Yet, the USSR was stiU very interested in the outcome of the conflict, especially
as to howh might affect thePRC'srole and influence in Southeast Asia'' Tofiarther
skew Washington's thinking about the Soviets and the role they would play in assisting
the U.S. accomplish hs primary objective in Laos, the U.S. mistakenly saw the Russians
as genuine neutrals in regard to Laos.'^^ Assuming the Russians had Ihtle stake in the
outcome of the Laotian civil war, Washington severely handicapped hself from the
beginning of the diplomatic process to neutralize Laos. The USSR remained interested in
activhies in Laos, especially as they affected the war in neighboring Vietnam.

^^ See LBJ/Oral History Collection/Dean Rusk/Interviewed by Paige Mulhollan, 2
January 1970, 15-6.
^"^ LBJ/NSF/Files of McGeorge Bundy/19/Meetings on Southeast Asia, Vol. I,
CIA SNIE 50-2-64: "Probable Consequences of Certain U.S. Actions with Respect to
Vietnam and Laos," 23 May 1964, Document 42, 11,
' ' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Embtel 1475,
SuIIivanto Rusk, 17 March 1965, Document 16.
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Another reason the fijll implementation of the Geneva Accords was not a viable
or realistic goal for the U.S. was the inept and inefficient mechanism set into place to
check compliance—the Intemational Control Commission (ICC). The ICC was
ineffective because of the politicization of hs membership: pro-Westem Canada, procommunist Poland, and a supposedly neutral India. It was also burdened whh an
inefficient, bureaucratic inspection and investigation system.

In addhion, the

communist forces, after blatant violations of the Accords, refused even to allow the ICC
inspection team into the communist-controUed zone, let alone allow an inspection to take
place. To Washington and the members of the U.S. team in Laos, the ICC was extremely
fiiistratíng and was seen as a "farce."^'' Desphe these problems, the Americans were
never able to force effective communist compliance with the ICC inspection teams.

^*^ Once a request had been made to investigate a complaint of violation, the ICC
members had to agree among themselves that the complaint was valid and sufficiently
supported by credible evidence. If the three members could agree, the matter then had to
be given to the Government of National Union to receive formal authorhy to undertake
an inspection The three leaders of the Govemment—Souvanna, Phoumi and
Souphanouvong—not only had to approve the request but also agree on the details of the
inspection. These details included the duration of the inspection, the number of members
in the inspecting party, and the geographical scope of the inspection, or how far, in
kilometers the inspection team could proceed from the inspection point. In the first two
months of the coalhion government in 1962 after the Accords were signed, the average
time to process the two formal requests made for ICC inspections through this
bureaucratic maze was neariy three months. By the tíme the ICC team amved on the
scene to conduct hs inspection, there usually was "very little to report. See Edwin t
BIack,"Laos: ACase Study ofCommunist Strategy," MiUtary Review 44(December
1964): 53-4.
''' LBJ/Oral History CoUectionÆleyes BeechAnterviewed by Ted Gittinger, 30
May 1983, 17, 18.
'' For an example of Washington's thoughts regarding the P''obl^"i°"^^
effectiveness and how the policymakers hoped to deal with it see LBJ/NSF/Lt229

The final and most important reason for the failure Geneva Accords was the
nature of the Pathet Lao insurgency itself The Pathet Lao foUowed the amended Maoisttype war of national liberation, or people's war, adopted by their North Vietnamese
patrons. In the DRV's version of the Maoist model of communist mral insurgency, there
are only two sides to the conflict: the mling goverament and the disaffiliated people, or
the oppressor and the oppressed. There is no third party, no neutral component to the
formula. The Pathet Lao adopted this formula from the North Vietnamese, via Giap and
Chinh, who had adopted h from Mao and had expanded on h.
Kennedy decided, after he took office, that the place for the U.S. to defend
Southeast Asia from communist aggression was in South Vietnam and not in Laos, In
order to implement his policy, he sought the effective neutraUzation of Laos through the
Geneva Accords, Herein lay the problem, The Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese did not
endorse a neutral component to their revolutionary doctrine and strategy. Therefore, the
main tenet of the Accords, a neutral Laos, had no ideological or practical foundation
whhin the communist camp. The local communists viewed the stmggle as having two
distinct sides, not the three sides the Americans envisaged. The communists saw
Souvanna's "neutral" poshion as invalid. To them, he was a stooge of the Westem
powers and a collaborator." The Pathet Lao/DRV rejection of a neutral component and

Laos/265/Laos Memos, Vol. II, 11/63-4/64, "Laos: An Action Plan," 19 Febmary 1964
Draft Memo, Document 112a; and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV 5/175/20 1964, State Circular 2135, Rusk to Vientiane, et al, 17 March 1964, Document 44.
(Document Sanhized)
" This splh was most evident after the exchange of accusations between
Souvanna and the PRC in June 1964. See Chomsky and Zinn, Pentagon Papers, 268;
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the "coalition" govemment that went along whh it invalidated the basic hope of the
Geneva Accords."
Moreover, neutrality by its very nature is not a diplomatic state of existence
chosen or imposed by a single entity, or one side of a conflict. Neutrality is a polhical
state of grace bestowed by the belligerents in a conflict and recognized by all sides
involved in that conflict. If one side of a conflict chooses to ignore the declared or
imposed neutralhy of another enthy, as the Pathet Lao/DRV chose to do in Laos whh
regard to the U.S. and the main tenet of the Geneva Accords, then neutralhy ceases to be
viable for that "neutral" enthy. Few of the American engineers of the Accords
recognized this important fact. Neutralhy only works when everyone involved in the
conflict accepts that enthy's state of neutralhy. Genuine neutrality became even harder to
achieve in Laos when two of the main actors in the conflict, the U.S. and the DRV,
actively disregarded h by operating behind that facade of "neutralhy."
WiIIiam Tmehart, Minister of the U.S. Embassy in Saigon from 1961 to 1964 and
Director of the Office of Southeast Asian Affairs in the Department of State from 1964 to
1966, agreed to the assumption that neutralization was another word for a communist

Langer, The Soviet Union, China andthe PathetLao, 32; and Castle, At War in the
Shadow, 1\-1.
^^ The members of both Administrations had the opportunhy to read about Mao's
thinking. Kennedy had read Mao's writings. Many members of the JFK and LBJ
Administrations missed this important point conceming the communist ideology, an
excellent example of Washington's lack of cultural understanding concerning the local
belligerents and the milieu in which it was intervening. However, Unger did recognize
the Pathet Lao and DRV disregard for neutralhy and the Accords. See LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Deptel 1374, Unger to Rusk, 20 May
1964, Document3.
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takeover. He stated that the Administration "sort of assumed that [communist takeover]
would be the end resuh of h [the Accords]," WiUiam Bundy agreed whh Tmehart: "It
was the widespread impression at home and abroad that any new govemment in Laos
would end up under communist domination and that all that the U.S. was doing was to
put the best possible face on a clear defeat."^'* Some members of the Administratíons saw
the Geneva Accords as the best deal the U.S. could have obtained at the time. For
example, General Lyman Lemnhzer stated that he thought the Accords were "a
reasonable solution" and that Kennedy "got the best that could be accomplished at that
time" because "they [the Pathet Lao/DRV] were pretty strong and effective in their way,
and we were a hell of a long ways away. We had no power. He [Harriman] had no
bargaining chips, and I say that h would be quhe unfair to criticize what was obtained by
Averell Harriman on the deal."^^ Desphe what Harriman did at Geneva, the U.S.
resolutely stuck to the Accords as hs public foreign policy in Laos.

Defmhion of Success
Any intervening force in a low intenshy conflict must be able to clearly define
what wiU constitute success in the endeavor, for without such a definhion h will be
unable to judge the mission. The definhion of success must include achievement of his

^^ LBJ/Oral History CoIIection/Wah W. Rostow/Interviewed by Paige MuIhoUan,
21 March 1969, 64; LBJ/Oral History CoIIection/WiUiam C. Tmehart/Interviewed by
Ted Gittínger, 2 March 1982, 22; and LBJ/Papers of WiIIiam P. Bundy/Unpublished
Manuscript, Chapter IH, 31.
" See LBJ/Oral History CoIIection/Lyman Lemnhzer/Interviewed by Ted
Gittínger, 3 March 1982, 25, 26-7.
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own polhical-milhary goal and that of his indigenous ally. Whhout clear definhion,
progress toward the goal cannot be accurately measured, In Laos, the U.S. needed a clear
understanding of its goals, or, therefore, when h could declare hs goals met and success
achieved as a counterinsurgent. Without a clear measure of progress, American policy in
Laos would continue aimlessly.
The dynamic of the Lao conflict presented the policymakers substantial problems
in determining progress.^^ In Laos, American policymakers had a problem because of the
number and the nature of their goals. For example, could they define success in Laos
merely by the flill implementatíon of the 1962 Geneva Accords, which would include a
non-communist, neutral Laos? Could the Whhe House declare success if Laos simply
did not fiilly fall to the communists regardless of whether the Accords were adhered to, a
type of diplomatíc stalemate similar to the situation in the mid-1960s? As the Lao
conflict progressed and escalated, could the policymakers define success achieving their
various limhed objectives, as opposed to the primary goal? Could the achievement of

^^ The U.S. used the straightforward manner of measuring success in conventional
warfare: possession of territory. In Laos, h was not difficult to measure the clear line of
demarcation that set apart geographical areas controlled by the RLG and the Pathet Lao.
But the conflict in Laos was not a conventional war but a guerilla war where all
participants moved regularly crossed into each others' territory to carry out operations.
This was distinctly different from the situation in South Vietnam where the American use
of search and destroy missions assured that the U.S. milhary presence would be both
"transhory and dismptive." This made h difficuh for the U.S. and RVN to assess where
the South Vietnamese goverament's authority extended and what kind of authonty it had
in those areas thought to be under govemmental control. The question of progress
toward success in Laos also differentiated from the situation in South Vietnam because
the Whhe House did not have to convince the American public of results and real
progress toward hs goals because the American involvement in the Lao
counterinsurgency was largely unknown to the general public. See Cable, Unhoty Uraii,
173-4.
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some secondary goals combined whh a tmce in the field define success? The ambiguhy
in a definhion of success, directly related to the unclear and sometimes um-ealistic U.S.
goals, was a fiindamental problem in policy formulation. Because there was lack of
clear, definhive, and realistic U.S. goals in Laos, there was no clear, definhive, and
realistic defmhion of success.
Officials in Washington also became caught up in a mind game whh themselves.
Besides the lofty and unrealistic primary goal of thefiiUimplementation of the Geneva
Accords, the policymakers compounded their problem by adding to this long-term
objective various short-term, limhed goals that wildly fluctuated in scope and
coherence." Therefore, Administration officials could use the achievement of these
short-term limited goals to justify short-term success and definhive progress toward
achieving the larger primary goal and uhimate victory. This mindset produced a false
sense of progress. It prevented the Administration from realizing that the "neutralist" and
RLG was no better off in political stability, leghimacy, and milhary strength after the
signing of the Geneva Accords in 1962 and deteriorated thereafter.

S7

Such limited goals, as mentioned above, ranged from stabilizing the milhary
shuation and deterring fiirther communist land grabs, protecting the Mekong Valley from
attack, strengthening the American presence in the region so as to achieve the progressive
undermining of the communist polhical wiU as well as bolstering the morale of the Lao,
Thai, and South Vietnamese, to using both sporadic and concentrated milhary action
(mainly in the form of bombing) to achieve psychological intimidation of the communists
to bring them to the negotiating table. See for example LB J/NSF/CF-Laos/265/Laos
Memos Vol. II, 11/63-4/64, "Laos: An Action Plan," 19 Febmary 1964, Document 112a;
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/265/Laos Memos, Vol. II, "AI.D. Strategy for Laos," 20 January
1963; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables, Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, Deptel 927, Unger to
Rusk, 1 March 1964, Document 31; and LBJ/NSF/Files ofMcGeorge
Bundy/19/Meetings on Southeast Asia, Vol. I, "De-Fuzing Laos," 10 June 1964,
Document 18.
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AIso impairing the policymakers' defínhion of success was that Laos was seen
more and more as a fiinction of the events in Vietnam.^^ In this respect, success and
victory in Laos was directly tied to success and victory in South Vietnam. If the U.S.
failed in hs war in South Vietnam, then h would certainly fail in Laos. As a result the
flill implementation of the 1962 Geneva Accords had little chance of achievement until
the conflict in Vietnam was successfliUy concluded. Various limhed goals in Laos, then,
took on a new level of importance. Washington saw the accomplishment of these
objectives as the deflners of progress. Unhappily. even if the policymakers conceded that
the primary goal was basically unachievable in the short term and settled into a
diplomatic stalemate with the Pathet Lao/DRV, achieving the secondary goals did not
bring the U.S. closer to victory in Laos. The false sense of progress and skewed
definhion of success that emerged in Washington and Vientiane ensured that the U.S.
counterinsurgency would, at best, become static and, at worst, fail, In a sense, the
policymakers believed that the U.S. was moving forward slowly down the road to victory
against the insurgents when h was merely spinning hs wheels in an ever-deepening bog.

^^ See for example LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Cables, Vol. XII, November
1964, Deptel 745, Unger to Rusk, 12 November 1964, Document 14 (Document
Sanhized). This viewpoint was a break from Eisenhower's mandate that Laos was the
key to Indochina. It reflected the Kennedy notion to defend Southeast Asia in South
Vietnam and not in Laos. Laos, Rusk's "wart on the hog of Vietnam," quickly became
secondary to the Vietnamese theater, especially in the late 1964-65 period, beginning
with the Tonkin Gulf incident in August 1964 and the implementation of ROLLDÍG
THUNDER in March 1965. See R.B. Smhh, An IntemationalHistory ofthe Vietnam
War, Volume2: The Strugglefor South-East Asia, 1961-65 (NewYork: St. Martin's
Press, 1985), 277-303, 363-79.
^^ The Administratíon's attitude remained relatively unchanged desphe the
deterioratíng polhical and milhary situation in Laos and South Vietnam and despite CIA
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Theory ofVictory
Equally as important as having a clear political goal, the intervening power in an
insurgency must have a relevant, coherent, and effective strategy for achieving success.
ff the incorrect milhary doctrine is used failure in the operatíon is all but assured. In
addhion, like the political goal, strategy must complement the strategy of the local ally.
Ignoring the insider's view and the cultural and historical milieu of the area is akin to
ignoring all scouting reports on an opponent and the actual mles of the game in a sporting
contest. If the strategy adopted in an insurgency includes misguided application of force,
especially if carried out an outside counterinsurgent, then that force will have a minimal
poshive impact on the target and could even provoke the insurgents and the host
population whose allegiance both sides are seeking.^"
The American counterinsurgent strategy in Laos had three basic components. The
first and the main plan of action was the use of small, incrementally imposed, escalated
steps of milhary action against the Pathet Lao and DRV forces. This action included
everything from troop activation on Okinawa, moving the Seventh Fleet around in the
South China Sea, and YANKEE TEAM air reconnaissance to ROAD WATCH land
reconnaissance programs, BARREL ROLL and STEEL TIGER bombing operations, and

intelligence that clearly stated that the Pathet Lao/Viet Minh were patiently engaged in an
enervative strategy to obtain victory. See LBJ/NSF/Files of McGeorge
Bundy/19/Meetings on Southeast Asia, Vol. I, CIA SNIE 50-2-64, "Probable
Consequences of Certain U.S. Actíons whh Respect to Vietnam and Laos," 23 May 1964,
Document 42.
^" Cable, "Reinventing the Round Wheel," 257; and "Gettíng Found in the Fog,"
.108-110.
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covert cross-border operations into the DRV. These actions were designed to physically
and psychologically intimidate the Pathet Lao and DRV into ceasing hs actions in Laos.
The second component was a program of economic and civil aid to the Laotian
population and govemment. Washington designed this program to help maintain what
infrastmcture was present in Laos and to address the financial and educational
shortcomings of the Lao population.^' The third component of the U.S strategy was to
keep the "diplomatic track open" in an effort to seek a polhical or non-military solution
to the conflict. As a part of h, Washington tried to build a case against the North
Vietnamese regarding their violations of the Geneva Accords in Laos in order to call
them on h at some appropriate point in the future.^^
The American strategy in Laos had several fundamental problems. First, there
was no consensus among the U.S. policymakers concerning what would constitute an
appropriate strategy in Laos.^^ They argued for a variety of strategies that included troop

^' For example see LBJ/WHCF/Confidential File/177/Packet #4, SE AsiaGeneral, "Ad to Economic and Social Progress in Laos," 1964; and LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/265/Laos Memos Vol. II, 11/63-4/64, "A.I.D. Strategy for Laos," 20 January 1963.
" For example see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV,
Vientiane 982, Rusk to Vientiane, et al, 10 May 1965, Document 201; LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/266/Laos Cables Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, Vientiane 1027, Rusk to Unger, 19 May
1964, Document 11; and LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah W. Rostow/13/Southeast Asia,
Rostowto Rusk, 12 Febmary 1964, Document 60a.
" See LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah W. Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostowto
Johnson, Mann, and Hilsman, 12 Febmary 1964, Document 2; LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/265/Laos Memos Vol. II, 11/63-4/64, Hilsman to Bundy, "Laos: An Actton Plan,
20 Febmary 1964, Document 112 and 112a; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables [1 of
2], Vol II 4/16/-4/30 1964, TOSEC 70, Ball to Saigon, 19 April 1964, Document 62;
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos Memos Vol. VII, 6/15/-6/30 1964, "A Course of Action for
Laos," 13 June 1964, Document 46; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos Memos Vol. VII,
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and force movement to intímidate Hanoi and Beijing, the use of covert activhies directiy
against the DRV, diplomatic negotiation, letting the UN handle the whole Laos question,
letting the Geneva framework work hself out (through the ICC), the direct intervention of
U.S. ground forces, and "strategic" bombing campaigns. Disagreement over Laos was
coupled whh an atmosphere of general confiision amongst policymakers in Washington
and Vientiane about the nattire of the war and the realities on the ground. There was no
real consensus on strategy.
Policymakers themselves also expressed little fahh in the strategy that was
implemented. For example, both American ambassadors to Laos doubted the
effectiveness of the U.S. counterinsurgent policy. Unger bluntly categorized the U.S.
approach as a "do nothing policy" that had been "wearing ever thinner and rendering
discontented and uneasy more and more groups in...Laos." SuIIivan clearly had no fahh
in a diplomatic-track strategy. In May 1965, he "emphatically disagree[d]" with the
notion of holding another Geneva conference on Laos and believed that to "experiment
whh a new 'diplomatic track'" would "jeopardize and probably dismantle" a majorhy of
U.S. operations.

Moreover, a majority of the policy directives concerning strategy from

6/15/-6/30 1964, "Ams and Options in Laos," 25 June 1964, Document 141; and
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, JCS 9314, JCS to
CINCPAC, 17 April 1965, Document 222.
^^* See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. H, Secstate 1134, Unger
to Rusk, 17 April 1964; and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/651/66, Deptel 1861, SuUivan to Rusk, 13 May 1965, Document 139. (Document sanhized.)
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Washington contained little in the way of specifics and were often very general in
nature.^^
To make h all the more complicated, the U.S. operated behind the wall of the
Geneva Agreement. Any American strategy had to take into account the fact that Laos
was supposed to be neutral and overt U.S. violation of "neutral" Laos would create an
even larger diplomatic and polhical problem. American credibilhy in Laos, in Asia, and
around the world would be severely damaged. The wall of Geneva, a wall it helped erect,
effectively limited U.S. strategic options to win the war. The resuh of all of this
confiision and disagreement was the absence of a clear, coherent and consistent strategy
in Laos. The strategies used were often not fuUy understood by subordinate commanders
and planners and, more importantly, were often not relevant to the realities on the ground.
As late as June 1964, Wah Rostow confirmed that the U.S. had "no common assessment
of ..our operational objectives [in Laos]" and categorized American policy toward Laos
as containing a "high degree of ambiguity."
Another problem with the American strategy was the type of milhary action
employed. The U.S. used incrementally escalated milhary action over tíme to physically

^^ This problem can be seen throughout the documentation of the period's cable
and memo traffic in Washington and to Laos from Washington. For examples see
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos Memos Vol. VII, 6/15/-6/30 1964, "A Course of Action for
Laos," 13 June 1964, Document 46; the section of Laos in LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos
Memos Vol. VII, 6/15/-6/30 1964, Memorandum for Meetíng: "Elements of a Southeast
Asian Policy that does not include a Congressional Resolution," 15 June 1964, Document
148 (Document Sanhized); and LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah W. Rostow/13/Southeast Asia,
Rostowto W. Bundy, 11 June 1964, Document 32.
^^ See LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah W, Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostowto W,
Bundy, 11 June 1964, Document 32.
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and psychologically intimidate the communist forces into a cessation of activhy and force
their adherence to the Geneva framework. This strategy proved disastrous and ultimately
was provocative to Hanoi and the Pathet Lao.^^ The policymakers misread the mindset of
the DRV and failed to realize that the battlefield in an insurgency is the mind of the
opponent and the uncommitted population and not the physical landscape of conventional
warfare. Insurgencies are first contests of political will and second, milhary contests.
Combat and firepower are only relevant in the insurgent environment when they directly
affect the polhical will of the opponent or the contested population. In the insurgent
setting, firepower does not assure victory. One cannot kill one's way to victory in
insurgency.

Moving American troops into Thailand or activating them in Okinawa,

deploying the Seventh Fleet in the South China Sea, or bombing the Ho Chi Minh Trail
did very little to undercut the political will of the Pathet Lao/DRV, intimidate them into a
cessation of military activity, or make them adhere to the Geneva Accords. If anything,
the American actions provoked the Pathet Lao/DRV and intensified their determination
to achieve their goals. The BARREL ROLL and STEEL TIGER bombing campaigns
were militarily ineffective and proved to be provocative to Hanoi. The same was tme of
OPLAN 34A, the covert action program against the DRV approved by Kennedy in
November 1963. These operations, combined with General Nguyen Khanh's rise to

^^ Unger recognized this and communicated his thoughts to Rusk regarding the
possible negative effects an incremental escalatory policy might have upon the enemy.
See LBJ/NSF/Files of McGeorge Bundy/19/Meetings on Southeast Asia, Vol, I, Deptel
1562, Unger to Rusk, 8 June 1964, Document 21; and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/274/Laos
Cables Vol. VI, 6/1-6/14 1964, Deptel 1613, Unger to Rusk, 13 June 1964, Document 6.
^^ Cable, "Getting Found in the Fog," 98.
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power in Saigon and his mmblings about directly attacking North Vietnam, sent a strong
message to Hanoi that the U.S. was making a signifícant commhment to counter the
communist expansion in Indochina. To counter a new level of U.S. action, Hanoi
increased the flow of men and materiel in Laos and South Vietnam via the Ho Chi Minh
Trail complex.^^ Joseph Zasloff, the premier Pathet Lao historian, also believes that the
U.S. bombing had the wrong kind of effects upon the Pathet Lao. The bombing and other
milhary operations created a feeling that "people must rally around their leaders and fight
against the power that seems bent on bombing them to capitulatíon."^" SuUivan reported
that military pressures would not induce the insurgents to cease their ideological stmggle
and accept a negotiated end to the conflict—something Washington believed was a
distinct possibilhy.^' Insurgents seek a favorable conflict resolution and not a temporary
conflict termination.^^ The communists would accept a negotiated end to the conflict in

^^ McNamara, whh Brian VanDeMark, In Retrospect, 117-8,
™ Zasloff, The PathetLao, 96.
'' See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Deptel 1408,
SuIIivan to Rusk, 5 March 1965, Document 24.
^^ Cable, "Getting Found in the Fog," 100-101. Conflict termination is when, by
the end of the fighting, one belligerent in the conflict capitulates or the conflict ends by a
unilateral action of termination. Conflict resolution is reached when the termination of
military action is part of the long process of legal or formal termination of overall
hostílhies, a process that seeks a regional long-term geo-polhical stabilization.
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Laos only as a way to rid Indochina of the U,S. presence so the stmggle could continue
whhout American interference.^^
Some American policymakers recognized the "unyielding attitude" of the Pathet
Lao/DRV troops, yet the U.S. continued to follow the same strategy.^'' Most in the
Johnson Administration believed that the bombing tactics had intimidated the Pathet
Lao/DRV and reduced the polhical will of their troops. After the communist spring 1964
offensive in the PDJ area and the American response (Operation Triangle, BARREL
ROLL, and STEEL TIGER), the Pathet Lao/DRV forces did not try any more significant
land grabs or seriously threaten the Mekong Valley. That the large communist May 1964
offensive in and around the PDJ took place after all other American actions to deter the
Pathet Lao/DRV, including moving the Seventh Fleet into the South China Sea, alerting
the Marines on Okinawa, moving American ground troops into neighboring Thailand,
and the YANKEE TEAM missions, seemed to be lost on the policymakers,^' The Pathet

'^^ LBJ/NSF/Files of McGeorge Bundy/19/Meetings on Southeast Asia, Vol. I,
CIA SNIE 50-2-64: "Probable Consequences of Certain U,S. Actíons whh Respect to
Vietnam and Laos," 23 May 1964, iv-v, Document 42.
' ' LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Deptel 1408,
SuIIivan to Rusk, 5 March 1965, Document 24. Emphasis added.
" For example see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/265/Laos Memos Vol. II, 11/63-4/64,
Hilsman to Bundy, "Laos: An Action Plan," 20 Febmary 1964, Document 112a;
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2] Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Deptel 1861, SuIIivan
toRusk, 13 May 1965, Document 139 (Document Sanhized); LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2] Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Sharp (CINCPAC) to Sullivan, 26
May 1965, Document 249; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2] Vol. XV, 4/651/66, CIA 27809, CIA to Rusk, 14 July 1965, Document 230 (Document sanitized)
Rostow's "Optíon D' plan, discussed in Chapter VI (pages 143-144) most Iikely would
have had little or no effect upon Hanoi's plans in Laos or South Vietnam,
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Lao/DRV spring 1964 operatíons solidified the communist poshion in Laos. There

was

no need to fijrther push the RLG/U.S, side whh provocative offensive operations.
Eastera and northeastern Laos, including the Ho Chi Minh Trail complex, was safely in
communist hands.
The miscalculation regarding Pathet Lao/DRV strategy and intentions took place
in the face of CIA intelligence that held a different view. The CIA reported that the
Pathet Lao/DRV forces were purposefiilly and patiently holding their ground in a strategy
of enervation. The CIA reported in May 1964 that the DRV "has been willing to use time
to wear down the morale of the South Vietnamese and Laotian governments and
populations, to convince them that victory for the DRV, the VC, and the Pathet Lao is
inevhable, and to persuade them that the U.S. will prove an unreliable and ineffective
ally." The Pathet Lao/DRV strategy was to secure what areas they deemed vhal to their
operations and goals (the Trail complex area, the eastera part of the PDJ, and
northeastera Laos bordering the DRV) while not provoking the U.S. into a major
retaliatory response. The Agency believed that Hanoi was not committed "to a rapid
push for final victory, [but] was prepared to accept fiirther delay and even temporary
setbacks, confident that communist or pro-communist regimes responsive to Hanoi wiU
76

eventually be established in Saigon and Vientiane."
Another dilemma whh the U.S. strategy was the polhical will of the RLG and hs
followers. American representatives in Laos recognized the fragility of the Lao morale
''^ See LBJ/NSF/Files of McGeorge Bundy/19/Meetmgs on Southeast Asia, Vol. I,
CIA SNIE 50-2-64: "Probable Consequences of Certain U.S. Actions whh Respect to
Vietnam and Laos," 23 May 1964, 3-4, Document 42,
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and their will to fight. A strong American presence seemed to strengthen the polhical
will and morale of the lowland Lao as well as Souvanna himself The problem for the
U.S. came in hs attempt to maintain the Lao fortitude. The BARREL ROLL, STEEL
TIGER, and ROLLING THUNDER bombing campaigns and American-sponsored T-28
strikes all represented a strong expression of the American commitment to the RLG.
Policymakers believed that if they stopped or decreased these operations for any reason,
or even expressed a lack of confidence in the programs, the Lao will to fight and morale
would deteriorate. This military action to physicaUy and psychologically intimidate the
communist forces bound the U.S. in a most difficult and sensitive psychological position
regarding the fortitude of hs own allies. Ambassador SuIIivan seemed to recognize this
dilemma better than anyone else. He realized the value of having Souvanna in the
American camp and keeping him there. SuIIivan believed that any U.S. hedging
regarding the effectiveness of the bombing or any American show of lack of confidence
in the actions would produce an "atmosphere of panic" whhin the RLG which "can be
75Í

very infectious" and could undermine the Lao morale,
A fiirther problem whh the U.S. diplomatic strategy in Laos involved American
efforts to build a case against Hanoi for hs violations of the 1962 Geneva Accords.

'^'^ Historians Dommen and Stevenson both note this fragilhy in their discussions
on the Lao attitudes toward actual fighting. See Dommen, Conflict in Laos, 165; and
Stevenson, TheEndofNowhere, 14.
' ' See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Deptel 1511,
SuIIivan to Rusk, 22 March 1964, Document 13 (Document Sanhized); and
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2] Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Deptel 1712, SuIIivan
to Rusk, 21 April 1965, Document 156.
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Washington intended to attack the DRV diplomatically by using the information about
violations in a public fomm. The policymakers, especially Rostow, Rusk, Harriman, and
SuUivan, hoped that exposing the many communist violations of the Agreements would
damage the DRV and Pathet Lao's interaational credibility. They also believed that such
exposure would induce some sort of communist compliance with the Geneva framework.
There was little sound reasoning behind this strategy. First, American policymakers
explored the possibilhy of holding a second Geneva Conference where they could present
the violations to the worid and perhaps, by doing so, strengthen their negotiating hand
regarding Laos. They hoped that the mere threat of such exposure might strengthen their
diplomatic hand in Laos. Washington, however, continued to reject the idea of another
Geneva conference. It did this on the grounds that h should not be drawn into a
conference when the basis of such a conference would be the violation of the Accords
and because it did not believe that the U.S. milhary position in the region was strong
enough to be used as an asset in negotiations.^^ In addition, the policyraakers saw no
other appropriate interaationally-recognized venue available at which the U.S. could
present the communist violations and bring interaational pressure on the Pathet
Lao/DRV.^°

'^ See for example LBJ/NSF/Papers of Walt W. Rostow/13/Southeast Asia,
Rostowto Rusk, 12 Febmary 1964, Document 61; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables
[2 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Deptel 1861, SuIIivan to Rusk, 13 May 1965, Document
139 (Document Sanhized); and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Memos, Vol. XV, 4/651/66, Harriman to Rusk, 14 May 1965, Document 282.
^° Washington rejected the United Nations as an appropriate fomm in which to
expose the North Vietnamese violations. See Chapter Six, pages 179-182 for the
reasoning behind this decision. See also LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/269/Laos Memos, Vol. II,
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Most importantly, the U,S. was not in a poshion to expose the communist
violations of the Accords because h also had been actívely violatíng the Accords. This
was well known by all sides involved in Laos and could easily be used against the U.S. ii
an interaational fomm. Such exposure would undermine any American position
regarding the North Vietnamese violations and strengthen the Chinese and Soviet
poshion in the region.^' In addhion, Washington feared that in an intemational fomm on
Geneva violations would expose Moscow's involvement in Laos and hs violation of the
Accords. This worked both ways. Because the USSR and the U.S. did not want a
superpower confrontation over Laos, the Soviets did little to expose the extent of the
American involvement in Laos and the U.S. violation of Geneva. As CIA Director
William Colby put it, "

the Russians knew dam well we were doing it [operating

heavily in Laos], but so long as it didn't become a publicly announced policy it was
alright whh them." As long as American actions were "deniable," the Soviets would not
press the issue. Colby believed that because Moscow "underst[ood] this type of subtlety.
[they] decided that they would tum a blind eye to it, and they did."^^ Uhimately,
Washington's effort to build a case against the DRV for hs violations of the Geneva
Accords was beset whh problems. The U.S. had no reasonable concept of to how to use

October 1964, RFE-61, Hughes to Rusk, 14 October 1964, Document 141; and
LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/268/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XI, October 1964, Vientiane 337, Rusk
to Unger, 15 October 1964, Document 65.
^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Deptel 1861,
Sulhvanto Rusk, 13 May 1965, Document 139. (Document sanhized.)
^^ LBJ/Oral History Collection/William E. Colby/Interviewed by Ted Gittinger, 2
June 1981, 52-3.
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the exposure of the communists violations, no acceptable venue in which to proclaim the
violations, and no moral basis for calling the communist side on hs violations when the
U.S. had been doing the same thing all along. In the end, the muhitude of problems whh
the American diplomatic strategy in Laos placed the U.S. counterinsurgency on a path to
failure.

Implementation of Strategy
Counterinsurgency theory advocates argue that the main goal of counterinsurgents
is to establish their polhical authority over the local population in the territory where the
insurgency takes place. They have two methods by which to accomplish this:
establishing and maintaining the perceived leghimacy of the counterinsurgent (and the
govemment h represents) among the local population and displaying the credible
capachy to coerce that population. These methods reflect the fact that the fundamental
nature of an insurgency is far more political and psychological in nature than milhary.
Both sides in the conflict must understand each method, how to appropriately use them,
and the relationship between them to achieve success.^^
Certain unique qualhies of the Laotian war limhed the U.S. and RLG abilhy to
enhance their polhical and milhary legitimacy among the Lao population and credibly
coerce that population as well as the Pathet Lao/DRV The Geneva framework greatly
hindered the American efforts and flinctioned as a straightjacket of sorts for the U.S,

^^ For a thorough discussion on these two methods see Cable, "Reinventing the
Round Wheel," 229-31; and Cable, "Getting Found in the Fog," 3-5,
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Because of the fear of public exposure, the limhed number of American forces had to
keep a low proflle, The important American "presence" on the ground among the Lao
population, therefore, had to remain limhed. U.S, operations had to remain as covert as
possible which, in tum, circumscribed the extent to which the U.S. could carry out hs
mission.
Another hindrance to the abilhy of the U.S. to enhance hs leghimacy and coerce
credibly was the very nature of the Laotian milieu. The Lao, as discussed in Chapter
Two, had very Ihtle sense of nationalism. This was tme among the Mekong Valley Lao
but especially tme amongst the hill and mountain tribes. The Lao outside of the Mekong
Valley not only had little nationalism but a low sense of being Lao. Their sense of
identhy came more from their family and community than from the nation of Laos. As a
resuh, the U.S. not only had to help maintain the fighting spirit of the Lao and foster a
sense of nationalism whhin the culture but also had to convince many hill and mountain
tribespeople that they were actually "Laotian" and had a country to fight for and protect
from outside attack and intemal subversion. Combined with the restraining effect of the
Geneva framework, this factor in the Lao war added difficuhy in obtaining and enhancing
U.S./RLG leghimacy in Laos. 84

^'^ One can argue that because the war in Laos touched a majorhy of the
population, the Lao all had a heightened sense of Lao nationhood, inner conflict, and
their need to choose a side whh which to align, Rostow recognized this possibility. He
wrote Rusk that he "would guess that the Lao have generated out of their tragic
experience of this generation a sufficient sense of nationhood to make what passes for a
unified country in most other developing regions of the worid." See LBJ/NSF/Papers of
Wah W. Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostowto Rusk, 23 April 1964, Document 45.
Many sources discuss life, organizational tactics, and societal stmcture in the two zones
of authority in Laos. See, for example, Geoffrey C. Gunn, "People's War m Laos: A
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Perceptions of Leehimacy
By developing ways to establish and enhance the perception of leghimacy among
the host population, both sides in insurgency seek to convince that population that hs
faction is right and can meet their needs, alleviate their fears, provide relief from their
problems and grievances, and promote their aspirations (fianctional legitimacy). Second,
the two belligerents seek to demonstrate that their side in the conflict has the right to
political authority merely because of hs existence (existential leghimacy). If one side
demonstrates the ability to take care of a population's daily needs, protect them, and
allow them to proceed whh their lives, then h will probably obtain the polhical
leghimacy h seeks. Counterinsurgent theory adherents hold that policymakers seeking
polhical authority in an insurgent environment should subordinate the use of force to the
use of more practical measures such as psychological operations. They should integrate
the two to produce the most effective resuhs.*^
In Laos, the U,S, rehed less on ways to enhance hs leghimacy and that of the
RLG and more on the use of firepower to obtain the perception of leghimacy, Moreover,
the dominant type of firepower used (remotely delivered fire from the air) tended to
disaffiliate the population of the Pathet Lao/DRV area from the govemment in Vientiane

New Guerrilla Model?" Journal of Contemporary Asia 21 (1991) 529-36; Dommen, "
Neutralization Experiment in Laos," 89-94; Adams and McCoy, Laos: War and
Revolution; Dommen, Conflict in Laos; and Hamilton-Merrh, TragicMountains.
85

Cable, "Getting Found in the Fog," 2-6. One source consuhed on psychological
operations was Seventh Psyop Group, "Psychological Operations in Laos," in The Art
andScience ofPsychological Operations: Case Studies ofMiUtary AppUcation, Ronald
De McLaurin, Carl F. Rosenthal, Sarah A. SkiIIings, et al, eds. (Washington, D.C..
American Institute for Research, Department of the Army, 1976), 1119-1120.
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than to assist in that population's efforts to follow the RLG and resist the communist
forces. Washington used psychological and civic operations. These activities included
dropping leaflets into the villages in the communist controUed zone,*^ assisting in
education by building schools, providing economic aid through agricultural assistance,
and helping to build infrastmcture in the RLG zone. The U.S., however, did not engage
in this activhy enough to offset hs predominant use of conventional firepower.
Washington subordinated psychological operations and similar measures to the use of
force to achieve leghimacy in the eyes of the Lao population.
The U.S. subordination of psychological operations to overt force occurred even
in a theater like the Laotian one where, because of the limhations imposed by the
Accords, overt American force, such as U.S. combat ground troops, could not be brought
to bear. This scenario would, in most cases, cause more emphasis to be placed on what
other tj^es of action the U.S. coulduse m Laos—unconventional action such as
psychological and special forces operations.^^ The U.S, had an advantage in Laos in that
the CIA handled the majorhy of the ground operations, an advantage that normally would

^^ The U.S. Information Agency (U.S.IA) printed a number of different leaflets
that were delivered to the Pathet Lao zones of authority in an attempt to prompt
defections to the RLG/U.S. side. Examples of these leaflets can be found in LBJ/Records
from Government Agencies/U.S.IA/Reel 136/Group Defector Leaflets/Vientiane Lao.
^^ One type of psychological operation that is effective in insurgent conflicts is the
small-unh, deep penetration, presence-oriented patrol. These unhs can attack in the
insurgent's sanctuary locations and then stay in the area to continue to announce hs
presence through further harassment. In Laos, U.S. and Hmong irregulars could have
operated in this way in the Pathet Lao/DRV sanctuary in Laos: Phong Saly and Sam
Neua Provinces.
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translate into the subordination of overt firepower to subversive tactics.*^ The U.S. failed
to utilize this situation to hs advantage and properly mix the methods of enhancing hs
perceptions of legitimacy with the necessary coercion.
Desphe their effectiveness as warriors and theh wiUingness to fight, the use of the
Hmong as the primary American ground force to obtaining leghimacy in the eyes of the
majorhy passive lowland Lao population was problematic as well. The Hmong were an
ethnic minority looked down upon and widely resented by the lowland Lao for a variety
of reasons. It seemed incongmous that this was the group that the U.S. policymakers
used as the main ground force to fight for Lao independence.*^ Granted, the U.S. was in
a difficult position as it tried to enhance its, as well as the RLG's leghimacy, because of
the Geneva framework and because of the state of the Lao sense of nationhood and
nationalism. But the U.S. had put hself in this place by formally and publicly committing
to the Accords. The Americans relied on the wrong forms of coercion to demonstrate
leghimacy and credibilhy. Geneva took certain strategies and operations off the table.
The nature of insurgency took certain strategies and operations off the table. It was as if

^^ On this point, see, for example, Thomas X. Hammes, "Insurgency—The
Forgotten Threat," Marine Corps Gazette (March 1988): 40-44; Grant T Hammond,
"Low Intenshy Conflict: War by Another Name," SmaU Wars and Insurgencies
(December 1993) 231; WiIIiam Olson, "The Concept of Small Wars," SmaU Wars and
Insurgencies {Apri\ 1990): 39-46; Rod Paschall, "Low-Intensity Conflict Doctrine:
Who Needs It?" Parameters: Journalofthe U.S Army War CoUege 15 (Fall 1985): 3:
Donald V. Rattan, "AntiguerriIIa Operations: A Case Study from History,"
MiUtaryReview (May 1960) : 23-27.

^^ On the Hmong-Lao relationship see Hamihon-Merritt, Tragic Mountains; and
Whitaker, Country Study, 54-8.
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Washington pretended that all options remained on the table and they could use whatever
means h wanted to defeat the Pathet Lao/DRV insurgency.

Credible Coercion
Gaining polhical authorhy over a population through credible coercion constitutes
an effort to intimidate the enemy and the population in the theater of operatíons. This
intimidation is intended to deter hostile action, encourage defections from the opposhion,
and win the allegiance of the population. There are ways to achieve this. What
constitutes credible coercion? Coercion is always defined by the recipient and never by
the employer. Therefore credible, relevant, and effective coercion is uriique to the
target's cuhural, polhical and historical milieu. If the user of the coercion ignores
indigenous definitions of coercion, it easily could render the type of coercion used
extremely provocative to the recipient, increasing his pohtical will to resist instead of
producing the desired effect—progressively eroding his polhical wiU to fight. It is
essential, therefore, for the counterinsurgent, to know as much as possible about the
cultural, historical, and polhical milieu in which he is intervening in order to render his
coercion as credible and effective as possible.
In Laos, the U.S. attempted to coerce the Pathet Lao and the North Vietnamese
through escalated conventional milhary actíon. The U.S. relied on bombing missions
(BARREL ROLL and STEEL TIGER) to send the message to the Pathet Lao leadership
and to Hanoi that if they did not hah their aggression and comply with the Accords, the

^° Cable, "Getting Found in the Fog, " 3-4.
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U.S. would eventually deploy whatever military means were necessary make them do so.
The communists simply did not believe that the U.S. would do this.^* There was no
question the Americans could escalate their firepower; both the Pathet Lao and the DRV
knew the firepower that the U.S. could bring to bear in a milhary confrontation. But they
also knew that the Geneva Accords strictly limited what the U.S. could do overtly in
Laos. According to CIA intelligence, the Pathet Lao and DRV believed that Washington
would not use conventional ground troops because of the intematíonal backlash h would
face. Therefore, the Pathet Lao/DRV troops simply had to endure the American bombing
campaigns and stay operational. Washington believed that hs conventional firepower
eventually would debilitate the communist side and compel them to capitulate or at least
to adhere to the Accords. American policymakers believed, at a minimum, that the
bombing would severely hinder the communist military operational abiîhy. This did not
happen. The more the Pathet Lao/DRV troops endured the American bombing, the more
they realized they could endure h and survive h.
One can trace the problems whh this type of approach to the type of American
milhary doctrine at the time. The 1962 U.S. manual for milhary precepts, Field Manual
100-5, shows that the U.S. conventional milhary doctrine at the time, learaed from the
lessons of World Wars I and II, was rooted in the Clausewhzian doctrine of the use of
high firepower and mobilhy to bring about the destmction of the enemy's forces in the

'• LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, CIA Intelligence
Information Cable, 18 May 1964, Document 51 (Document sanhized)
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fíeld,

This emphasis on bloody and decisive combat was geared to work in

conventional warfare, American policymakers never adjusted to the unique insurgent
operational venue of Laos, They believed that air power was the best way to bring the
Pathet Lao and Hanoi to their knees, or at least to the negotiating table. High firepower
did not intimidate the communists to abandon their stmggle. What might have worked in
Laos, or at least given the U.S. and RLG a chance to achieve their goals, was available in
the historical record of previous^/wencûín experiences with counterinsurgency.^^
Historically, in counterinsurgent operations, physical presence on the ground
represents effective coercion, not firepower. Operations that harass the enemy inside his
sanctuary area coerce more effectively than firepower that is remotely delivered from
afar. Because of its sometimes random and inaccurate nature, remotely delivered fire
rarely intimidates and usually provokes. Counterinsurgents must also be careful to
control their presence-oriented operations in order to intimidate the right people and to
ensure that the violence used to intimidate does not produce a resistance to the intended
^^ Field Manual 100-5, FieldService Regulations: Operations (Washington,
D.C.: Department of the Army, 1962), 4-5; Cah\e, ConflictofMyths,\\3,and
"Reinventing the Round Wheel," 242-4. See also Kari von Clausewhz, On War, Edhed
and Translated by Michael Howard and Peter Paret (Princeton: Princeton Univershy
Press, 1976).
^^ American ignorance of the historical record is shocking. The policymakers
could have drawn from the successful American counterinsurgent experiences in the
Indian Wars in the late nineteenth century or in the Philippines from 1899 to 1905 and
again from 1946 to 1955. U.S. policymakers also had the historical examples of the
Brhish in Malaya to draw from and, most poignantly, the French in Indochina prior to the
American arrival. Moreover, the policymakers ignored America's own insurgent role in
hs own Revolutionary War against the British from 1775 to 1783. See Cable,
"Reinventing the Round Wheel," 231-34, 238-40, and 247.
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intimidatíon. If the coercion has this type of resuh, an escalatory polhical wiU to resist
the employers of the uncontrolled violence will occur. High quality intelligence and
operational flexibilhy can help ensure that does not happen. Bombing is also prone to
mistakes and is rarely careflilly controlled.^'' In the jungles and mountains of Laos, this
factor definhely came into play. U.S. aviators had a difficuh time pinpointing their
assigned targets and had an even harder time interdicting the Ho Chi Minh Trail
complex.^^ Ambassador SuIIivan, looking back at the U.S. bombing strategy in Laos,
conceded that U.S. bombing was not accurately delivered. He recognized that the USAF
had a "problem" implementing "pinpoint bombing." He later stated that the USAF
demonstrated in Laos "how their capabilities to pinpoint bombing were inaccurate."
According to Sullivan, Johnson also believed that the Ar Force lacked the abilhy to

^^* On airpower in LIC, see, for example, Vance C, Bateman, "Tactical Ar Power
in Low Intensity Conflicf" Airpower Journal (Spring 1991): 72-81; Dennis M. Drew,
"U.S. Airpower Theory and the Insurgent Challenge: A Short Joumey to Confiision."
The Joumal ofMilitary History 62 (October 1998): 809-32; Hammond, "Low Intensity
Conflict: War by Another Name;" 231; George C. Morris, "The Other Side of the
COIN—Low Technology Aircraft and Lhtle Wars," Airpower Journal (Spring 1991):
56-70; WiIIiam Olson, " Arpower in Low Intensity Conflict in the Middle East," Air
University Review (March-April 1986): 2-21. On firepower in LIC, see, for example,
Robert H, Scales, Jr., Firepower in Limited War (Washington, D.C.. National Defense
University Press, 1990).
^^ See for example LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65,
Deptel 1347, Sullivan to Rusk, 23 Febmary 1965, Document 33; LBJ/NSF/CFLaos/270/Laos Cables, Vol. XIV, 2/65-3/65, Deptel 1416, SuIIivan to Rusk, 6 March
1965, Document 21; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [2 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66,
Deptel 1849, SuIIivan to CINCPAC, 13 May 1965, Sections One and Two, Documents
141 and 38; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Cables [1 of 2], Vol. XV, 4/65-1/66, Deptel
2054, SuIIivan to Rusk, 21 June 1965, Document 104.
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bomb targets proficiently and accurately from the air.^^ Moreover, inaccurate American
bombing killed Lao chizens—the very chizens the RLG and U.S. was trying to win to hs
side. This does little to establish leghimacy and credibly coerce the uncommhted
population to move to your side.^'
Bombing various targets in Laos, whether milhary facilhies, troops, roads, or the
Trail complex, did not force the communist forces into quiescence and lead them to the
negotiating table. Washington, especially those in the Johnson Administration, failed to
realize that the most productive forms of coercion in insurgency are psychological in
nature and that one cannot kill one's way to victory in an insurgency. To rely solely on
killing troops and/or destroying various milhary and civilian infrastmcture would not do
the job against a foe who was fighting an ideological battle to win national liberation and
independence. Washington failed to recognize that the most important battlefield in an
insurgency is in the human mind and not the geographic venue in which the conflict is

^^ LBJ/Oral History Collection/William H. SuIIivan/Interviewed by Paige
Mulhollan, 21 July 1971, 26.
^^ ft should be noted that the major RLG/Hmong/U.S. ground operation during
this period, Operatíon TRIANGLE, was effective in taking back lost territory from the
communist forces but did not, in the end, hah the communist drive to uhimate victory.
CIA demonstrated that the effects of the operation upon the leadership of the Pathet Lao
and DRV and their plans were minimal. See LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/272/Laos, Moung SouiOperation Triangle, Vol. I Memos, 6/64-7/64, INR Memo: "Possible communist
Reaction to Operation Triangle," Hughes to Bundy, Document 162 (Document
Sanhized); and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos Memos, Vol. VII, 6/15-6/30 1964, INR
Memo: "Pathet Lao Intentions toward Muong Soui," Evans to Bundy, 26 June 1964,
Document 140.
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taking place.

In Laos, the Pathet Lao and DRV were convinced that the U. S. wouldnot

bring its decisive fírepower to bear and thus precipitate a much larger conflict.
According to accurate and timely CIA intelligence, the Pathet Lao/DRV believed
throughout the Lao conflict that the American firepower and overt operations would
always be limhed and never definhive or overwhelming.^^ This enemy belief completely
undercut any hope of the U.S. leghimizing hself as a major long-term military presence
in the region or coercing the communists to behave in a way that coincided with
American goals. In the end, this American mindset and lack of understanding about the
Pathet Lao/DRV atthude, combined whh the other miscalculations discussed above,
condemned the U.S. counterinsurgent policy in Laos to failure.'''°

Requirements for Successful Intervention
Did the U.S. meet the requirements for success as a counterinsurgent?
Counterinsurgency theory advocates claim these requirements are found in the historical
record of successflil and unsuccessful interventionary operations and were available to
the members of the Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson Administrations as they

^* On this point, see, for example, Andrew M. Scott, et al, Insurgency (Chapel
HiII: The University of North Carolina Press, 1970), 89-111; and Sam C. Sarkesian, ed.,
Revolutionary GueriUa Warfare (Chicago: Precedent Publishing, Inc, 1975), 75-114 and
237-265.
^^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, CIA InteUigence
Information Cable, 18 May 1964, Document 51. (Document sanhized.)
^°° Ibid. This intelligence was provided to the Administration even before the
U.S. and RLG/Hmong/ "neutralist" forces launched Operation TRIANGLE in mid-JuIy
1964.
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formulated, planned, and implemented U.S. operations in Laos. The four interlocking
requirements are, (1) a correct understanding of the relationship between political goals
and milhary operations; (2) cross cultural communication; (3) proper intelligence; and
(4) an appropriate and realistic doctrine for operations.

Politico-Military
In insurgency, h is imperative that policy formulators and executors know the
correct relationship between a mission's polhical goals and the milhary means through
which those goals can be achieved. They need to recognize that in insurgent
environments, the real battle takes place in the mind of the opponents and the
uncommitted population in an attempt to win their allegiance. The military option to
bring about conflict termination must be subordinated to the polhical responsibilhy of
providing a conflict resolution. While bringing the fighting to an end is necessary, h is
only one step in the longer process of establishing a viable polhical solution to bring
long-term stabilhy in the region. In order to obtain conflict resolution, ;>oIicymakers
must understand the cultural, polhical and historical milieu in which the policy wiU be
implemented. Whhout this knowledge, attempting to obtain a realistic conflict resolution
would be difficult at best and would most likely produce a resolution that would not stand
thetestoftime.'"'
Regarding Laos, the policymakers in the JFK and LBJ Administrations failed to
grasp an accurate understanding of the polhico-military relationship, The Kennedy
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Cable, "Getting Found in the Fog, " 5-6,
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Administration came close to achieving this, but only by chance, not by insight.
Kennedy, by deciding not to defend Southeast Asia in Laos, subordinated the milhary
option in Laos to the polhical. The 1962 Geneva Accords were an attempt to obtain
conflict resolution among the belligerents and establish long-term stability to the region.
Kennedy's choice not to defend Southeast Asia in Laos but in South Vietnam
demonstrates that he chose a political solution because of the inadequate milhary terrain
of Laos but not because he understood the Laotian milieu and the nature of the Lao war.
Kennedy realized the limitations of milhary means in the Lao insurgency, not because of
his depth of understanding of the polhico-milhary equation and insurgency, but because a
general (Trapnell) told him to take his milhary means elsewhere.
To make matters worse, the pohtical solution to the Lao conflict Kennedy left
behind in Laos was the 1962 Geneva Accords. As already discussed, the Accords were
inadequate and unrealistic polhical solution. The Johnson Administratíon fared no better,
and in fact, was worse at understanding the polhico-milhary relationship. LBJ not only
continued the Kennedy policy of attempting to make the Geneva Accords "stick,"but
109

brought back and signifícantly increased the military means in the Laotian theater.

By

1964, Washington had allowed the milhary option, best seen in Operations STEEL
TIGER, BARREL ROLL and TRIANGLE, to take precedence over the polhical option in
Laos—a Kennedy polhical option that had little chance of "sticking."
'"^ "Stick" was Rostow's word to describe what he wanted the Accords to do in
Laos. See LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah W. Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostowto W, Bundy,
19 May 1964, Document 40; and LBJ/Oral History CoUection/Walt W,
Rostow/Interviewed by Paige MuIhoUan, 21 March 1969, 68.
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Cross-cuhural Communication
There are two elements to bridging the culture gap between the U.S. and hs
insurgent opponents. The fírst is to correctly comprehend the historical, polhical, and
social milieu in which the conflict takes place and understand the differences between it
and the corresponding U.S. societal, polhical, and historical tradhions. The second
element is the relationship between U.S. regular military services and irregular forces,
regardless of who the irregulars might be and with whom they might be affiliated. U.S.
forces must understand what motivates the local irregulars, their combat abilhy, and the
nature of their stmggle. If these two elements are not incorporated into counterinsurgent
policy, then the formulators of that policy can expect failure.
The U.S. never had a firm understanding of the Laotian milieu. The Geneva
Accords and the American strategic bombing campaigns perhaps best illustrate this
American lack of comprehension regarding the Laotians, the Pathet Lao's insurgency, the
nature of the Lao conflict hself, and an intimate knowledge of Asian affairs in general.
Most policymakers in Washington had buih their diplomatic, milhary, and polhical
experience whh European affairs. They had little experience in Far Eastem affairs, whh
the exception of dealing whh the Japanese. They brought to the Southeast Asian table a
very different, Westemized view of worid affairs born out of the Worid War II
experience. A number of policymakers admitted that they had Ihtle prior experience in
Southeast Asian affairs. Michael Forrestal, NSC staff member and Special Assistant to
the Secretary of State for Vietnamese Affairs, later stated that he "had no background
whatsoever in the Far East," but a "considerable background in [the] European area."
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Richard Helms, former DCI, echoed these sentiments about the Far East, He stated that
"h was the fact that we were dealing whh a complicated cuhural and ethnic problem
which we never came to understand. In other words, h was our ignorance. .which led us
to mis-assess, not comprehend, and make a lot of wrong decisions [in Laos], which one
way or another helped to affect the outcome." Because of this lack of understanding
conceming the Laotian and overall Southeast Asian cultural, polhical, diplomatic, and
economic environment, Washington's policies and actions in Laos were limhed and
implemented with little effectiveness.'"^
There was more understanding when h came to the relationship between U.S.
regular forces and local irregulars in Laos. This understanding, however, did not come
Ínto play significantly in Laos because of the parameters set by the Accords. The Geneva
Agreements required that all foreign troops evacuate Laos. The U.S. whhdrew the
majorhy of hs milhary personnel after the Accords, but then re-deployed them after h
became apparent the DRV was not whhdrawing. The contact between regular U.S.
military personnel and the Lao milhary, however, remained limhed.'

What contact

U.S. special forces had with local irregulars was handled quhe adequately by the CIA and
U.S. Army Special Operation Forces (SOFs). The CIA trained the Hmong guerrilla army
and the Thai PARU, which assisted and trained the RLG-friendly population around the

'"^ See LBJ/Oral History CoIIection/Michael Forrestal/Interviewed by Paige
Mulhollan, 3 November 1969, 3; and Helms Interview, 25.
^^^ The major contact was between the U. S. Army and regular RLG and
"neutralist" troops, mainly in Vientiane, and the USAF forces and the RLAF, mainly at
Udora Arbase in Thailand.
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country.'"' The CIA and Army SOFs did theh job well enough with the local irregulars
to limit the problems that might have arisen had the contact been between American
regular forces and local irregulars. The U.S. cross-cultural communication problems
came more from the Whhe House and State Department and less from the Americans on
the ground in Laos.

Intelligence Requirements
To be successflil, a counterinsurgent needs accurate and timely detailed
intelligence on all of the participants in the conflict, especially the enemy, and the local
area. The intelligence must go beyond the assessment of the basic information on the
enemy, such as hs makeup, goals, and troop strengths and capabilhies, and must provide
useflil understanding of the cultural, social, polhical and historical experiences which
define local coercion and legitimacy. Intelligence gatherers should focus not only on the
insurgent, but also on neutral and friendly organizations. The better a counterinsurgent
knows his enemy, the better he can attack and harass the enemy with maximum effect
using the minimum amount of lethal force, i.e., through psychological operations.
Although much of the intelligence gathered by the CIA, the INR and other
sources in Laos remains classifíed, what is available suggests that the American

^^^ Of the very few secondary sources on the CIA program in Laos, the best are
Blaufarb, The Counterinsurgency Era; Prados, President 's Secret Wars; James E.
Parker, Jr.'s Codename Mule: Fighting the Secret War in Laosfor the CIA (Annapolis:
Naval Institute Press, 1995), and Hamihon-Merrh, Tragic Mountains.
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Cable, "Piercing the Mists," 60-1; and "Getting Found in the Fog," 9-10,
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intelligence communhy kept the government well informed, Policymakers ii
m
Washington and the country team in Laos had at theh disposal detailed intelligence on
the Pathet Lao and DRV and on the cultural, social, polhical and historical conditioning
of the Lao and other participants in the conflict.'"'' The information in American hands
covered all aspects of the Laotian conflict, from communist combat information to the
psychological effects of RLG and "neutralist" ground operations, to the thoughts of the
communist leadership regarding their overall objectives in Laos and their perceptions of
the U.S. role in Southeast Asia. Intelligence, however, is usefiil onfy if h is utilized as a
major part of policy formulation, strategic planning, and implementation. The Kennedy
and Johnson Administrations were guilty of often ignoring the intelligence at their
disposal regarding the situation in Laos.^°^ For example, the Johnson Administration
continued to use escalated milhary action to try to intimidate and coerce the Pathet Lao

'"'' For examples of both kinds of intel see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/265/Laos Cables,
Vol. I, 11/63-4/64, CIA Informatíon Cable, 27 Febmary 1964, Document 37 (Document
Sanhized); LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/272/Laos, Moung Soui-Operation Triangle, Vol. 1
Memos, 6/64-7/64, INR Memo: "Possible communist Reaction to Operation Triangle,"
Hughes to Bundy, Document 162 (Document Sanhized); LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/267/Laos
Memos, Vol. V I, 6/15-6/30 1964, INR Memo: "Pathet Lao Intentions toward Muong
Soui," Evans to Bundy, 26 June 1964, Document 140; LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos
Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, CIA Intelligence hiformation Cable, 18 May 1964,
Document 51 (Document Sanhized); and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/270/Laos Memos, Vol. XV,
4/65-1/66, CIA Memo, "Communist Road Development in Laos," 9 December 1965,
Document 273. (Document sanhized.)
'°^ On the Kennedy Administration, see especially Peter Usowski's 1991 article
"Intelligence Estímates and U.S. Policy toward Laos, 1960-63." On LBJ policymakers,
see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables, Vol. IV, 5/17-5/20 1964, CIA Intelligence
Information Cable, 18 May 1964, Document 51. (Document Sanhized); See
LBJ/NSF/NSC Meetings FiIe/1/Vol. I, Tab 9, "Summary Meeting of National Securhy
MeetingNo. 528," 22 April 1964.
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and Hanoi into halting their aggression in Laos and complying with the Geneva Accords.
This occurred despite accumulated intelligence that revealed the communists had adopted
an enervative strategy in Laos designed to hold out indefinhely in the face of larger
forces and overwhelming milhary might. They believed that no matter what, this
American force would never be brought to bear regardless of whatever public and
milhary threats the U.S. made. The Pathet Lao and DRV leadership believed the U.S.
was a "paper tiger."
An example of the policymakers ignoring intelligence can be seen during the 19
April 1964 "rightist" coup in Vientiane. In a 22 April 1964 NSC meeting, Assistant
Secretary of State Bundy claimed that the Pathet Lao were responsible for breaking up
the PDJ triparthe conference and created the situation that led to the right-wing revoh.
This assessment contradicted at \east fourteen CIA reports that came into the Whhe
House and State Department between 19 April and 22 April that attributed the coup to
condhions that had been "present and festering" in Vientiane since the formation of the
coalition goverament in June 1962. One report claimed that from the outset the "rightist"
faction of the Vientiane government doubted Souvanna Phouma's abilhy to resist Pathet
Lao encroachments. The report pointed to influences other than the Pathet Lao that
greatly heightened the "rightist" fears, such as the Chinese road-building activhies in
northem Laos in late 1962 and the increasing influence by the left-wing "neutralist"
foreign minister Quinim Pholsena. Although the CIA produced the memo the same day
as the NSC meeting, the NSC meeting began at 4:45 p.m. and the discussion on Laos,
after a lengthy discussion on the shuation in Vietnam, was the next to the last hem on the
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agenda. It is reasonable to believe that the members of the NSC, especially Bundy,
would have seen at least some of the CIA reports before the meeting to make sure he had
all of the most recent information in front of him to present to the NSC. He then went on
in the meeting to blame the Pathet Lao for all of the polhical trouble in Vientiane when
the inteUigence memos concluded otherwise. "^^
After reading through the intelligence documents and comparing the information
given to the U.S. with the actions implemented by the White House and State
Department, h is clear that the policymakers knew that certain parts of their strategy in
Laos were not working and that their assessments of events in Laos might very well be
inaccurate, yet they proceeded in the samefiiaitlessdirection despite their knowledge.
Ignoring good intelligence on the Lao shuation rendered policymakers blind to relevant
realhies on the ground that would have greatly affected any and all policy decisions.
Without relevant policy in Laos based on good intelligence, the U.S. counterinsurgent
effort was on a path to failure.

Appropriate Doctrine
U.S. doctrine for conventional war stresses high firepower, high mobilhy
operations coordinated by sophisticated command and control systems, a "shoot, move

''^ LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Memos Vol. II, 4/16-4/30 1964, CIA Memo:
"Background of the 19 April Rightist Coup in Laos," 22 April 1964, Document 191. For
examples of the CIA reports, see LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos Cables Vol. II, (2 of 2),
4/19-4/22 1964, Documents, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, and 92; and LBJ/NSF/CF-Laos/266/Laos
Cables Vol. II, (1 of 2), 4/19-4/22 1964, Documents, 82, 91, 90, 89, 81, 88, 86, and 79.
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and communicate" orientation.^'" However, doctrine in insurgent environments called
for something quhe different. A successfiil counterinsurgent employs doctrine that
emphasizes, first, presence of personnel on the ground to cause the demoralization of the
opponent through intimidating operations; second, persistence to maintain the presence
for as long as h takes to accomplish the operation's goals; and third, patience to endure
progress and results that may be inherently ambiguous and slow."'
Did the U.S. meet these requirements for success as a counterinsurgent in Laos?
Because of the restrictive nature of the Geneva framework, it was difficult for the U.S. to
establish a fijll ground presence in Laos. The Pathet Lao/DRV knew that in order to
avoid a major milhary confrontation in Laos, the U.S. would not commh all of hs
milhary resources to the conflict. As long as they patiently maintained their presence in
Laos and attempted no major land grabs beyond the May 1964 offensive in and around
the PDJ area, they realized that the CIA-Ied Hmong army, along with the Americansupplied RLG/ "neutralist" army, represented the highest level of force on the ground that
they would face. Some American policymakers realized that the presence of U.S. combat
troops on the ground in Laos would have a definhive and desired affect upon the polhical
will of both the Pathet Lao and Hanoi."^ Rostow was one Administtation official who
wanted an American troop presence on the ground in Laos for this very reason. He stated
in a May 1964 memo to WiIIiam Bundy that the U.S. should, in an attempt to persuade

''° See FM 100-5, FieldService Regulations.
" ' Cable, "Getting Found in the Fog," 13-15.
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"Ho [Chi Minh] not merely to stop infiltration of South Viet Nam but also to withdraw
his unhs from Laos.

we should.

put some troops into the Mekong Valley.

" He

echoed these thoughts a few days later in another memo to Bundy stating that "a U.S,
milhary presence in the country seems a distinct possibilhy" in order to send a clear
message of American resolve to the communist side. Washington never exercised this
option, however, because of the possible response it would produce from the DRV, the
PRC, and the USSR. In addhion, the Geneva Accords forbade such an American
presence. As a result, there was never an American combat troop presence on the ground
inLaos.'^^
Because the U.S. had no overt presence on the ground in Laos h was difficuh to
demonstratepersistence to the Pathet Lao/DRV in Laos. The U.S., however, was able to
demonstrate over time an enduring commhment to the RLG through economic and
milhary aid to the Vientiane govemment between 1955 and 1973. There was no secret in
Hanoi, Beijing, and Moscow about who enabled the Vientiane govemment to survive
over the years. But this type of persistent American commhment to the RLG was not the
same as a presence-oriented ground force that would consistently harass the Pathet
Lao/DRV troops in their sanctuary areas as they wahed for the U.S. to withdraw. The

"^ See LBJ/NSF/Papers of Wah W. Rostow/13/Southeast Asia, Rostowto W.
Bundy, 19 May 1964, Document 40; and Rostow to W. Bundy, 24 May 1964, Document
37.
'^^ For an example of Administration discussions on this topic, see,
LBJ/NSF/Files of McGeorge Bundy/19/Meetings on Southeast Asia, Vol. I, CIA SNIE
50-2-64: "Probable Consequences of Certain U.S. Actíons with Respect to Vietnam and
Laos," 23 May 1964, Document 42, 4-6, 10, 12-7.
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American persistence had no measurable impact on the final outcome of the conflict
given the nature of the communists' strategy of enervation in Laos. Perceptive
policymakers should have been able to discern this for themselves at the time.
In addhion, the type of American persistence maintained did not help enhance the
U.S./RLG perceptíons of leghimacy, nor did h enable the U.S./RLG to coerce the
communist forces or their population base credibly. Economic and military aid was
helpful to the RLG, but h did not win popular support in Laos. U.S. doctrine and strategy
did not maintain the most important type of persistence necessary in the insurgent
environment—persistence in extending over time the presence of American combat
forces on the ground. This type of presence would demonstrate to the Pathet Lao/DRV
that the U.S. commhment to Laos was for the duration and that any communist action on
the ground in Laos would be met with consistent countermeasures that made such actions
unwise.
Finally, the U.S. doctrine in the Laotian conflict did not include a relevant
working concept ofpatience. The policymakers did not recognize that, desphe the
limhed U.S. presence in Laos and hs strong presence in the region, progress in the
conflict would not only take time, but also produce ambiguous results that would be
difficuh to decipher. The U.S., however, could have maintained the highest level of
patience necessary in Laos for success in an insurgent environment but h would not have
made much difference. Patience, as well as persistence and presence, must be tied to a
relevant strategy that is working toward achieving a relevant polhical goal. The U.S. had
nehher a relevant strategy nor a relevant pohtical goal in Laos. Therefore, the
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maintenance of patience to achieve results that were never going to come was an exercise
infiitUity.^'''
The U,S. clearly failed to meet the requirements for a successfiil counterinsurgent
in Laos. The American failure to do so was not limited to failures in the implementation
of policy, but centered on a fiindamental breakdown in the rigorous intellectual process of
evaluation of goals and the environment in Laos necessary for effective formulation of
that policy. This intellectual dereliction destined the U.S, to fail in Laos, despite hs
laudable intentions in the contrary.

Conclusion
There is little doubt that the Unhed States failed in its efforts to defeat the
communist forces in Laos. The Pathet Lao took over the Vientiane govemment in
December 1975 after the U.S. decided to cease hs participation in the thirty-year Lao
conflict earlier in the year. That defeat is indisputable. This study attempts to answer the
question of why the defeat occurred.

'''' Some members of both the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations recognized
the American weakness and vulnerabilhy in Laos because of hs goals and the strategy to
achieve those goals. The root of the problem was how the policymakers saw the Geneva
Accords. Frederick Dutton, former Special Assistant to Kennedy in 1961 and Assistant
Secretary of State for Congressional relations (1962-64), believed that Geneva
represented a simple "compromise" with the communists. Some policymakers believed
Dutton's "compromise" helped facilitate the infihration of North Vietnamese men and
materials into South Vietnam. This was a problem that Rostow consistently pointed out
would be an ever-worsening one for the Administration. See LBJ/Oral History
CoUection/Frederick G. Dutton/Interviewed by T.H, Baker, 4 August 1969, 27; W.
Bundy Interview, 35; Richard Helms Interview, 23; and Wah Rostow Interview, 67.
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The U.S. did not have realistic and relevant polhical goals in Laos. The overall
goal of gaining communist adherence to the 1962 Geneva Accords was especially
problematic. Not only did the U.S. not have a clear and comprehensive definhion of hs
goals in Laos, but it also had a problem in separating success in Laos from success in
South Vietnam. The U.S. also lacked a relevant, coherent and effective strategy to
accomplish hs goals in Laos. Escalated American milhary action, in particulariy
remotely delivered firepower, did very little to bring about communist adherence to the
Geneva Accords or hah the Pathet Lao insurgency.
American policymakers misused the two methods all intervenors have at their
command to obtain political authority over the local population: perceived legitimacy
and the credible capacity to coerce. The U.S. incorrectly relied less on mechanisms to
enhance hs perception of leghimacy and more on firepower to obtain legitimacy. This
course of action fiirther disaffiliated the population in the Pathet Lao/DRV zone of
control from the American-sponsored RLG and hardened the communists' polhical will
to fight. Moreover, in an effort to obtain legitimacy in the eyes of the Lao population and
the Pathet Lao forces, the American policymakers subordinated measures such as
psychological operations to the unproductive use of massive force. The U.S. ignored the
fiindamental tenet of credible coercion: the recipient defines coercion and not the
employer. What resuhed was coercion that had adverse effects: h provoked instead of
intimidated and increased polhical will instead of eroding it. In addhion, contrary to
American claims, the communists never believed that the U.S. would employ the
necessary milhary means to force communist quiescence.
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The U.S. also did not demonstrate an understanding that military means in
insurgent environments must be subordinated to the polhical task of providing a conflict
resolution instead of only conflict termination. Washington subordinated the polhical
option in Laos—the Geneva Accords—to the milhary option of bombing the Pathet
Lao/DRV into submission, negotiation, and adherence. What was worse was that the
polhical solution in Laos, the Accords, was an unrealistic definhion of conflict resolution
because h did not realistically provide for long-term regional stabilhy.
Policymakers also failed to utílize the timely and accurate intelligence gathered in
the region and made available to them in the decision making process. There were many
instances when both the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations ignored or misused the
intelligence provided them by the CIA and the n m . The resuh was that the U.S.
counterinsurgent policy did not match the realhies on the ground in Laos. If
policymakers had integrated the good intelligence into their policy formulation,
American policy and strategy probably would have had a much better chance at success.
Perhaps most importantly, the U.S. policymakers demonstrated an amazing level
of ignorance concerrhng the cultural, historical, polhical and social milieu of Laos and
Southeast Asia. They also appeared not to have learned as they went along. Time and
again, Washington made the same mistakes in Laos. Instead of hahing the bombing
missions and swhch to frequent harassing ground operatíons (by the CIA the Hmong,
and/or the Thai), Washington vastly increased the bombing operations in a search for
success. From the endorsement of the domino theory to the belief that the Pathet
Lao/DRV would agree to a genuinely neutral Laos to sanctioning heavy handed and
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remotely delivered fírepower to force communist acquiescence, American policymakers
demonstrated little ability or desire to cross the culture gap that existed between Laos and
the U.S. and find the right strategy. This might have given the U.S. a much better chance
at winning in Laos instead of failing completely.
The U.S. also employed the wrong type of doctrine in Laos. The U.S. relied on
high firepower, mobilhy, and elaborate communications instead of a more subdued
presence, persistence and patience doctrinal orientation, The restrictive nature of the
Geneva Accords severely limhed the U.S, presence which hurt the American chance to
maintain troops on the ground in presence-oriented patrols to bring about the desired
psychological effects upon the Pathet Lao and the Lao population, U,S, doctrine did not
maintain the persistence necessary in the insurgent environment—persistence in
extending over time the presence of U.S. forces on the ground to demonstrate to the
Pathet Lao/DRV that the American commhment to Laos was for the long term. U.S.
doctrine also did not exhibh a relevant working concept of patience, Policymakers
showed that, as the conflict progressed, they did not persist in the American goals or
strategy, but rather lost fahh in what America was doing in Laos.
As the war in Laos progressively became a function of the war m South Vietnam,
American policy in Laos underwent little change. The failure of American policy in Laos
wreaked havoc on U.S. policy in South Vietnam. American efforts against the Viet Cong
and the NVA constantly were made more difficuh because there was no genuine
neutrality next door in Laos. The North Vietnamese troops operated freely and had
sanctuary in the eastera and southern reaches of the country. The Geneva Accords gave
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away eastera Laos to the communist side. The Ho Chi Minh Trail, desphe massive
American bombing, remained open as an infiltration route to South Vietnam and
functioned as a lifeline to all anti-American activhies in South Vietnam. In the end, the
failure of American counterinsurgent policy in Laos, particulariy between 1961 and 1965,
affected the failure of all U.S. policy in Indochina.
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